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Abstract
As the world continues to evolve towards more collaboration and cooperation among
stakeholders, challenging established hierarchies and systems, leadership is called upon and
questioned. The purpose of this research was to understand the leadership phenomena in a
loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system. The researcher employed qualitative methods using
grounded theory and gathered data through a series of in-depth interviews, ethnographic
observations, personal leadership experiences and reflections, focus groups, and theoretical
sampling. Constant comparative analysis produced four major categories of leadership
phenomenon: the why, the what, the how, and the who. Grounded in the experience of research
participants, the developed theory explains that acts of leadership happen at the system level, the
core group level, the coalition of the willing level, and the founding members level (the “we”). A
small group of people (the “who”) utilize the processes of influence (the “how”), selfaccountability (the “what”), and moral responsibility (the “why”) to carry out the purpose of the
system and maintain the values of collaboration. The loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system
acts as a living organism that interacts with the external environment and internal resources to
accomplish its purpose. The four dimensions of the system (the why, the what, the how, and the
who) interplay and interact with each other in a dynamic, cyclical fashion where four levels of
leadership are enacted by individual actors: taking responsibility, inviting to collaborate, forming
and sustaining the “leadership” team, and balancing chaos and order.
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Chapter One
Introduction
The purpose of this research study was to understand how leadership occurs in a multistakeholder, loosely coupled system where members represent independent entities (individuals
or organizations) and exist to advance common good. I intended to learn how leadership occurs,
including the contingencies, acts, and processes, actor relationships, and the individual styles,
skills, and competencies that made them successful.
Much of what we are dealing with today as a society requires multi-sector, multiorganizational, and even multi-societal collaboration and partnership toward accomplishing a
common goal. This collaboration could be in the realm of social change, community
development, or business growth and sustainability (Crosby & Bryson, 2005; Crosby & Bryson,
2010; Provan & Fish, 2007; Reno, 2011). Political and economic realities of today’s “sharedpower” world and interdependencies of organizations and societal sectors (public, non-profit,
private) create a need for collaborative, inter-organizational, and multi-stakeholder systems
(Crosby & Bryson, 2010; Goldsmith & Eggers, 2005). These systems sometimes include
individuals, organized to advance their shared professional or civic agenda; or independent
organizations, who see the value in joint efforts, especially when faced with challenges or greater
goals that they cannot achieve independently; or inter-dependent agencies that strive to formalize
and leverage their dependencies to maximize the benefit for all involved.
Considerable research has been done in an attempt to understand how multiple
organizations collaborate, function, and develop into networks, alliances, partnerships,
cooperatives, or coalitions (Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Goldsmith & Eggers, 2005; Provan et al.,
2007; Silvia & McGuire, 2010; Tolbert & Hall, 2009; Vangen & Huxham, 2003). Much of the
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existing research focuses on the individual organizations themselves and the relationships they
have with each other, often focusing on dyads (relationships between two organizations)
(Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Tolbert & Hall, 2009). Researchers, however, know fairly little about
how “networks evolve, how they are governed, and, ultimately collective outcomes might be
generated” (Provan & Fish, 2007, p. 480).
Additionally, there is little agreement about the terms being used to describe these
organizations (Silvia & McGuire, 2010). And, yet in the modern world, the expectation for
collaboration has been established, often by the higher levels of institutional authority (policy
makers or higher-level government agencies) or funding sources, who either mandate or
incentivize the formation of such collaboratives to achieve collective action (Borgatti & Foster,
2003; Crosby & Bryson, 2005; Kim, 2009; Silvia & McGuire, 2010).
Sometimes organizations or multiple stakeholders come together in response to a crisis,
but once dealt with or as the urgency of the situation calms down, the groups struggle with
staying relevant, connected, and effective. Other times, multi-interest and multi-stakeholder
groups are formed in response to a policy, mandated by a higher institutional power. Once
established, most struggle to find an effective way to translate the policy or a concept into action.
Personal Leadership Challenge
My experience working in situations with loosely coupled elements of the organizational
structure as a neutral, third party facilitator as well as my attempts and failures to lead in those
kinds of systems, led me to explore the concept of leadership more intimately. None of the
leadership literature I found helped me understand how to lead effectively in the organization
where I had no positional power and no direct authority over anyone. I was not to dictate the
rules of engagement nor the processes for accountability; all decisions were expected to be made
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by consensus with some level of participation from all organizational members. Members are
loosely coupled around a collective purpose and sometimes shared resources, but they represent
independent entities or themselves as independent actors. Any one member can leave the
collaborative at any point in time; the entire system depends on members’ commitment and
dedication to the cause with no accountability measures for the members.
My personal experience includes being raised in the Soviet Union, then spending my
early adult years in Ukraine and witnessing the collapse of the authoritative regime, followed by
my arrival to the United States of America and experiencing democracy through the lens of the
wife of a City Manager, then establishing my own career, co-founding two non-profit
organizations, and finally owning my own business. This combination of unique experiences led
me to question the entire concept of leadership. My perception of what leadership looks like has
been shaped and reshaped by these personal experiences and interactions with various leaders in
multiple organizational and societal contexts. I personally found myself challenged exercising
leadership in several organizations I joined or founded.
One of my early leadership experiences involved starting a non-profit organization in
Ukraine. In 2012 I founded an “obshestvennaya” organization “ICA-Ukraine,” which according
to Ukraine law must be a membership organization, uniting individuals and other organizations
around a common interest, governed by the Board which comprises and is elected by its
members. Initially seven individuals, all of whom had a personal relationship with me through
previous international exchange program I designed and implemented, represented the cofounders and the only members at that time, thus they also were the Board members. I was
determined to grow membership, develop a strong Board, and leave the rest of the work to be
done by the members.
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As new members were added, the need for clarity about “leadership” was identified.
Although, the entity was legally established, by-laws were adapted, new Board members were
elected and an Executive Director was named, the guiding documents were never understood nor
followed by the group. We continued to “spin our wheels” for two years, trying to understand the
group members’ roles and find ways to hold each other accountable. The experience was
frustrating for all involved. Some people left the group; some others joined. There was the spirit
of “common purpose,” but no one could articulate it clearly. It was known in their hearts.
Emotions overflowed every time we came together to get on the same page about who we were
collectively and what we were about. We continued to struggle for five more years. Today, seven
years later, I and most others disengaged from the organization, leaving two remaining original
co-founders with well written by-laws, procedures, and policies, but no members. Both
remaining members were named directors at different times in the process. Reflecting on that
experience, I realized that I never allowed the formal leaders to lead in their own way. I was still
“leading” the processes and decision making from the position of the Board president. I realized
that it was my leadership style and approach that was hindering the development of the newly
formed organization. This realization contributed to my quest for deeper understanding of how
leadership happens in situations when members are not bound by laws and regulations, when in
fact they are the ones to create them. I wanted to understand how these members participate
when they personally do not depend on the existence of this new system yet they see the benefit
to this system’s existence.
Another similar experience included co-chairing a network organization, where chairs
had no more authority or power than anyone else on the board or even in the organization. All
members were involved in the strategic decisions and free to initiate a project or program they
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felt was needed, often pursuing their own interests over the collective common good. Keeping an
eye on the interest of the whole became a challenge, since the leadership rotated every two to
four years and sometimes that led to a new person pursuing their own interest first.
Problem Statement
My research interest lies within a system that is not a temporary solution to a crisis,
where a short-term project or emergency can be solved through a collaborative effort. I was
interested in understanding leadership in systems that are intending to “stay in business” long
term with a collective mission or shared agenda that requires a sustainable structure, processes,
funding sources, and leadership. This interest led to the question: How does leadership happen in
this type of system?
In the past ten years, I have encountered multiple situations where formal leadership, as
defined by the position of authority, and the organizational structure, as defined by the
organizational chart, did not exist or did not align with the reality of how decisions are made, and
work is done. Each time I found myself in that situation, I was quick to recognize the need for
“leadership.” No one seemed to know the final decision maker; instead, the reliance was on the
process to get the group to agree to a decision. Once the decision was made, the follow through
and execution was an even greater challenge because there was no process in place to ensure
implementation and accountability. I was sometimes frustrated with my role as a facilitator
because I was not able to ensure that the agreements and plans developed during the
collaborative process would be executed. My role was not to lead or manage the project, but
rather to help those in the process make the decisions and plan for action. These circumstances
led me to ask: What does it mean to “lead” in this situation? How does the work get done, when
no one is in charge and everyone is a “leader”? This leadership phenomenon, in its broadest
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sense, became the focus of my research interest. Somehow these systems continue to survive,
with new individuals assuming responsibility and stepping forward to carry on the mission of the
collective. The exploration of this leadership phenomenon led to asking several questions: How
do leaders emerge? How do they lead? How does the system evolve and sustains itself? What
allows some individuals to step forward and lead, while others step back and follow?
The Heart of the Inquiry
What I experienced in the process of leading and engaging with other leaders led me to
this area of interest for my research: How does leadership happen? How does leadership look in
the system where everyone is an equal participant or member (“shared power”), there is no
hierarchy nor formal authority given to any one person to hold others accountable (“governing
by network”), and everyone involved represents different interests, yet everyone understands the
value of being together (“loosely coupled”)? “Over time, organizational activities become
structured as loosely coupled systems of repeated, contingent, interlocked behaviors that
establish a workable level of certainty of organizational members, but also allow variation in
interpretation and action as organizational members selectively attend to their environments”
(Baum, 2005, p. 7).
For this research I focused my attention on organizations as open systems, individuals as
participants, and the processes and actions they take to exercise leadership. The view of the
organization as an open system means that the organizational purpose and participants’
interactions and processes are constantly changing as the system is interacting with the external
environment (Baum, 2005). The type of organizational structure I focused on is best described as
“loosely coupled,” where members are voluntarily part of the system, can disengage at any time,
and there is little or no power differentiation. This means all members are considered “equal”
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actors, who come together and organize for a greater purpose or goal that they cannot achieve
alone.
Figure 1 illustrates what was at the heart of my research: organizations as open systems
of loosely coupled elements (organizations, sub-units, or individuals) who represent different
independent organizations from multiple sectors.
Figure 1
The Heart of Inquiry
Organization
as an Open
System

Members
represent
various
sectors

how
leadership
occurs in
this system?

Loose
Coupling

Members
are
Independent
Actors

Increasingly complicated organizational and global problems require complex systems of
organizational units, working together to solve them. Leadership is being redefined as new
organizational structures are being invented (Laloux, 2015). Collaborative, multi-organizational
systems with shared power dynamics and adaptive organizational structures or adaptive
couplings of organizations demand different kind of leadership (Crosby & Bryson, 2010;
Goldsmith & Eggers, 2005; Kim, 2009; Laloux, 2015). According to Kim’s (2009) research of
Florida community-based care networks, “leadership is widely seen as a critical ingredient” in
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the development of public networks, in their success of accomplishing shared goals and in
sustainability. It is also noted in Crosby and Bryson (2010) that “leadership work clearly is
central” (p. 212) to the success of any cross-sector collaboration. However, Crosby and Bryson’s
(2010) starting point of describing an integrative leadership for effective cross-cultural
collaboration assumes that there is an identified leader who initiated the process; that there are
formal and informal leaders that need to be named; and structures and processes designed to help
them lead. It is not clear how leadership happens when no one is officially in charge.
Contemporary management and leadership models have been built on the premises
associated with the closed system, where aspects of an organization “are more subject to
administrative control” (Talbert & Hall, 2009, p. 45). Researchers have focused most of their
efforts on understanding how to lead effectively and build tightly coupled systems, considering
loosely coupled system a temporary state needing to be fixed or avoided. Orton and Weick
(1990) called for redefining the concept of loose coupling as “a system that is simultaneously
open and closed, indeterminate and rational, spontaneous and deliberate” (p. 205).
Many public institutions and government agencies have been “labeled” by researchers as
loosely coupled systems; examples include public schools, universities, hospitals, police
organizations, and judicial systems (Orton & Weick, 1990). It is critical for the field of
organization development to understand the properties of these organizations that constitute the
loose coupling. I focused my research on the phenomenon of leadership in such systems where
members and the activities they engage with are loosely coupled.
The need for understanding how leadership happens in these types of systems becomes
crucial as organizations continue to move towards loose coupling for the purpose of being more
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agile, responsive, and innovative. This is “the kind of system for which we have not figured out
the good leadership yet” (Jamieson, 2019, personal communication).
Research Question
The primary research question for my study was: How does leadership occur in a multistakeholder, loosely coupled system?
Various leadership theories have been developed over the last 70-plus years. In the earlier
era of scientific study of leadership, research has been focused on either “personal attributes and
traits that would explain and predict leadership effectiveness,” or “behaviors exhibited by leaders
as a way to understand and predict leadership” (Silvia & McGuire, 2010, p. 265). In both cases,
the researcher focus was on the individual leaders. It is only recently that researchers began to
differentiate between various situations and environments, exploding the field of leadership
studies with contingency based theories (Chemers in Kellerman, 1984; Silvia & McGuire, 2010).
Silvia and McGuire (2010) presented a brief overview of recent leadership research, revealing a
gap in understanding “what is leadership in multi-actor settings” (p. 264). My research was
developed to bring clarity to this question by focusing attention on the acts, processes, and group
dynamics as leadership phenomena occurs.
I used the following central questions to differentiate the research from the commonly
understood assumptions about leadership as a hierarchical, top-down dynamic of directing
activities that lead to specific outcomes: (a) How do the leadership acts and processes occur? and
(b) What are the actors’ behaviors and capabilities that allow for leadership to happen? Based on
these key questions, the following topical sub-questions were also explored:
a) What contributes to leadership happening in the loosely coupled multi-stakeholder
system?
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b) What makes leadership different in the loosely coupled multi-stakeholder system?
Significance of the Research
Increasingly, organizations in all sectors of society are moving toward non-hierarchical
structures, convinced that collaboration, shared leadership, shared values, culture of inclusive
decision making, and engagement will produce better results. Pfeffer (2013), on the other hand,
made an argument for hierarchy here to stay, claiming that “shared power arrangements (even to
the modest extent of having joint CEOs) remain extremely rare in part because both internal and
external agents want to be able to see "who's in charge" to assign accountability” (p. 272). I
argue that the reason hierarchy prevails is that we have not learned yet how to effectively lead
and manage in a non-hierarchical system.
Goldsmith and Eggers (2005) introduced the “governing by network” concept that
encompasses the notion that “achieving policy goals increasingly depends less on what public
officials produce themselves and more on how they engage and manage external partners” (p. 7).
Governing by network requires a different set of skills and capabilities from both leaders and
managers. When authority and responsibility is shared across the system, accountability becomes
difficult, and presents both a leadership challenge and a management challenge.
More research is needed to understand how leadership emerges and how leaders continue
to work effectively to maintain and strengthen the system that is loosely coupled. Once
organization development scholars have an understanding and theoretical framework around
“new” leadership, practitioners will be able to prepare leaders for creating and maintaining an
environment where multiple stakeholders can effectively serve a common goal.
This research aimed to provide a theoretical framework on how leadership happens in the
systems we know little about. Limited attention has been given to systems that are open and have
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multiple variables, making it hard to control and measure the organizational effectiveness. The
complexity and large numbers of variables influencing the effectiveness and organizational
outcomes associated with these types of systems are making it difficult for researchers to
generalize any findings derived from a particular case and suggest a most effective model or
structure for this type of organization (Tolbert & Hall, 2009). By understanding how leadership
occurs in these types of systems we can begin to understand what those leaders have in common
that produces effective coordination of activities, decision making, and communication among
these various stakeholders in the system of loosely coupled elements.
Management theorists have provided a set of principles and tools to manage closed
systems effectively yet failed to recognize the value in loose coupling and the need to understand
leadership in that kind of system. Orton and Weick (2009) presented an overview of research
conducted on the benefits of loose coupling in terms of five organizational outcomes:
persistence, buffering, adaptability, satisfaction, and effectiveness. According to Weick (1990),
some researchers conclude that loosely coupled systems are not as effective, whereas others
emphasize their effectiveness. Examples of effective loose coupling occurs in criminal and
terrorist organizations, where members are able to carry out attacks and acts of crime in a
coordinated way, while maintaining their autonomy and identity as individual units (Spitzmuller
& Park, 2018). An emergent rather than top-down leadership structure has been identified as one
of the elements of their success. There is usefulness in shining the light on non-hierarchical
loosely coupled organizations, and specifically focusing on how leadership occurs in these types
of situations.
Definitions
For the purposes of this research, I defined several terms as follows:
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System: A regularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming a unified whole
(Miriam Webster Online Dictionary).
Loose Coupling: Interconnected elements of the system that are responsive at the general
or organizational level but operate independently at the component level (Orton & Weick, 1990).
Leadership: A number of people interacting in a certain way, process, and structure
which allows for accomplishing a collective agenda or purpose toward a common good.
Actor: An individual (human) who is considered to be an element of the system.
Member: An individual or organizational representative (individual identity is tied to
organizational identity) that has joined the system voluntarily and participates at the will of the
stakeholder group they represent.
Stakeholder: An individual actor or group of actors, representing an “interest group”
within the system.
Multi-Stakeholder System: A set of multiple stakeholders interacting within one system.
Overview of Chapters
In Chapter 2, I provide a brief overview of the concepts and existing theories that
informed the research framework and provided context for the research question. The literature
review in this chapter is limited to the extent that it provides context and confirms the importance
of this research topic, helps guide the research area of interest, shapes the research framework,
and focuses the research question. It is not intended to be an extensive review, rather an
exploration of the topic and available publications to confirm the gap in the base of knowledge
relative to the research topic.
In Chapter 3, I explain the grounded theory methodology selected for this study. I
describe in detail the participants and sites selection, sampling techniques, coding procedures,
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and the key elements of the iterative comparative analysis as suggested by Charmaz (2014). I
provide description of my research approach and the steps I took to protect the identity of the
participants and the integrity of the data collected, validating my research process and the
reliability of my findings.
In Chapter 4, I present my findings. I share the results of coding and comparative analysis
as the process of gathering and analyzing data unfolded. I introduce theoretical frameworks that
emerged from the iterative process of collecting and analyzing data, developing categories, and
clarifying categorical properties. Finally, I summarize the findings in response to the research
questions and sub-questions.
In Chapter 5, I continue to develop theory by going back to the literature and highlighting
where my findings are in alignment with existing, relevant leadership theories, models, and
frameworks as well as where emerging grounded theory helps bring clarity to the phenomenon of
leadership happening in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system.
In Chapter 6, I share key insights and implications for the field of Organization
Development, Leaders and Leadership Development, Consultants and Facilitators. I conclude
this chapter with recommendations for future research and final reflections.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
The following is a brief overview of the concepts and existing theories that informed the
research framework and provided context for the research question. The literature review is
limited to the extent that it provides evidence and confirms the importance of this research topic,
helps guide the research area of interest, shapes the research framework, and focuses the research
question. It is not intended to be an extensive review, rather an exploration of the topic and
available publications to confirm the gap in the base of knowledge relative to the research topic.
A grounded theory approach calls for an iterative process, where the literature review and
personal reflection are part of the data collection throughout the research process, informing the
next steps and areas of deeper inquiry within both existing literature and qualitative data.
Subsequently, I explored five primary concepts relative to this research: systems, loose coupling,
multi-organizational networks, and leadership. In Chapter Five, I examined additional literature
that emerged as relevant during the data collection and analysis.
Organizations as Open Systems
The heart of the inquiry for the presented study was identified by first conceptualizing the
type of organization in which I found myself struggling as a leader. These organizations typically
described as networks of individuals or organizations, that come together as independent
elements to organize and establish a functional structure for accomplishing a common goal. I
personally struggled with the dynamics of decision making, accountability, and execution. My
experience led me to an inquiry about leadership challenge in an organization that is nonhierarchical with some degree of formal and informal structure, and with some degree of
complexity as it relates to the tasks and roles of individuals (Tolbert & Hall, 2009). These loose
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coupling elements of the decision-making process, execution, and accountability are also present
in long established and often hierarchical, more complex organizational structures. However, I
viewed the organization as a living system that is interacting with the external environment
through various interdependent organizational ties and individual relationships, social and
political influences, and economic forces.
A system, according to a Miriam Webster online dictionary (n.d.), is “a regularly
interacting or interdependent group of items forming a unified whole.” Furthermore, Baum and
Rowley in Baum (2005) presented a notion that “changes in perspective on organizations could
represent development of a deeper level of understanding, replacement of old theories and ideas
with new ones” (p. 1). It is in this attempt to clarify and focus on a particular perspective or view
of the organization that I aimed to broaden the context of the organization and deepen the
understanding of the leadership phenomenon. Baum and Rowley cited Scott’s attempts to bring
some clarity to the traditional perspectives about organizations. Scott’s synthesis, and resulting
definitions of organizations as systems, demonstrated the evolution of how organizations have
been perceived over time: rational, natural, and open. These definitions are presented in the order
of how they historically appeared in the field of organizational theory (Baum & Rowley, in
Baum, 2005):
•

Rational system: Organizations are collectivities oriented to the pursuit of relatively
specific goals and exhibiting relatively highly formalized social structures.

•

Natural system: Organizations are collectivities whose participants share a common
interest in the survival of the system and who engage in collective activities,
informally structured, to secure this end.
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•

Open system: Organizations are systems of interdependent activities linking shifting
coalitions of participants: the systems are embedded in – dependent on continuing
exchanges with and constituted by – the environment in which they operate. p. 2)

Scott focused his synthesis and categorizing of the perspectives and approaches primarily
on “structure and adaptation (and less on decision making and effectiveness)” (Swiss, 1982).
Debate continues over a single formal definition and how organizations as systems view and may
relate to various types of organizations operating in specific environments and requiring certain
features (Baum, 2005). “Contemporary perspective on the organizations invariably take an open
system view and combine it with either a rational or a natural systems orientation” (Baum, 2005,
p. 10). Natural systems are differentiated from rational ones by “their focus on the nonrational,
informal and moral basis of social conduct and cooperation” (p. 5). Natural systems are evolving
and adapting, responsive to the external environment and internal dynamics, operating from
informal structures, where roles and tasks are being redefined as “new purposes and meanings
emerge through human interaction and displace the initial objectives” (p. 5). To study a
leadership phenomenon that occurs in a particular setting, I adopted a perspective of the
organization as an open system with the natural system orientation.
Baum and Rowley in Baum (2005) presented an extensive overview of contemporary
theoretical perspectives guiding organizational theorists in their conceptualization of systems and
organizational levels. These perspectives are not theories in themselves, nor are they paradigms;
they are simply a set of lenses that could be used by “focusing on different organizational
phenomena and problems or by emphasizing different aspects of similar phenomena and
problems” (p. 10).
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Open systems with a natural system orientation, referred to as natural-open systems by
Baum (2005), include two phenomenological perspectives (institutions and networks) and two
theoretical approaches (ecological and evolutionary) for studying how organizations that are
defined as natural-open systems change. Open systems with rational or natural orientation
included five theoretical constructs that are commonly used to further define and understand
organizations: cognition and interpretation, power and dependence, technology, learning, and
complexity and computation. The remaining perspective is economics, and it is the only
perspective in the contemporary view of organizations that is included in the rational – open
system.
By adopting the perspective and definition of an organization as an open system, I was
able to include all the interactions, processes, and activities associated with the external
environment as part of how an organization is defined, structured, and is being led.
Loose Coupling
Loosely coupled system is another perspective that influenced my criteria for system
selection for this research. Loosely coupled systems, as re-defined by Orton and Weick (1990),
are “simultaneously open and closed, indeterminate and rational, spontaneous and deliberate” (p.
204). Interconnected elements of the system that are responsive at the general or organizational
level but operate largely independently at the component level constitute loose coupling. This
independence, created by either physical or logical separation, enables various components to
exhibit individual identities.
According to Orton and Wieck (1990), loose coupling as a concept first appeared in the
literature in 1967 and “has proven to be a durable concept precisely because it allows
organizational analysts to explain the simultaneous existence of rationality and indeterminacy
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without specializing these two logics in distinct locations” (p. 204). Karl Weick (1976) suggested
that the researchers may have been blinded by their “preoccupation with rationalized, tidy,
efficient, coordinated structures” (p. 3), thus could not possibly see what they did not believe
existed. Orton and Wieck (1990) conceptualized loosely coupled system as both “distinctive and
responsive” (p. 205) where elements of the organization are linked and preserve some degree of
determinacy, while also “subject to spontaneous changes and preserve some degree of
independence and indeterminacy” (p. 204). Orton’s and Weick’s (1990) concept of loose
coupling explains the paradigm in which rationality of a closed system, that searches for
certainty (hierarchical structure) and indeterminacy of an open system, that expects uncertainty
(autonomy), can exist simultaneously.
There are numerous potential loose couplings in one given system, yet the system itself
may or may not be seen as loosely coupled. The phrase “loose coupling” is simply referring to
any elements of the system “that maybe tied together either weakly or infrequently or slowly or
with minimal interdependence” (Weick, 1976, p. 5). These loose relationships can be temporary
or be sustained over time, which then become the properties of a loosely coupled system. Weick
(1976) highlighted the two most common coupling mechanisms: “the technical core of the
organization and the authority of office” (p. 4). These mechanisms help determine the elements
and strengths of coupling. Such elements may include tasks, roles, and technologies as part of the
technical core coupling; or positions, responsibilities, rewards, and sanctions as part of the
authority of office coupling (Weick, 1976).
“Loosely coupled worlds do not look as if they would provide an individual many
resources for sense making-with such little assistance in this task, a predominant activity should
involve constructing social realities” (Weick, 1976, p. 13). Leadership as a social construct might
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have a different look and feel in the loosely coupled system in contrast to the tightly coupled
system, where coupling of tasks, roles, and authority are tightly structured and consistently
reinforced.
Loose coupling is associated with the emergent leadership. Spitzmuller (2018) drew
attention to terrorist groups as an example of a loosely coupled system where “an emergent
rather than top-down leadership structure is a defining structural feature” (p. 2). Spitzmuller
emphasized that “western understanding of leadership” is incorrect in assuming how leaders of
terrorist groups are able to recruit new members and retain existing followers. Although the
terrorist groups are not the best example of a system to be exemplified for successful efforts and
outcomes, it is the conceptualizing factor of terrorist groups as loosely coupled systems that
might help answer questions related to how these groups are able to coordinate, organize, and
advance a global mission while preserving local identity. Some other examples of loosely
coupled systems most referenced in the literature are educational organizations, including public
schools, higher education, and specifically higher education IT organizations (Bunton, 2017;
Hautala, et.al, 2018; Pajak, 2008; Weick, 1976).
Loose coupling is an area of research that requires attention from organization theorists
as little is known about properties of such systems. According to Orton and Weick (1990), while
many researchers concentrate on the absence of certain properties or causal effects of “the state”
of loose coupling, not enough research has been done to understand loosely coupled systems as
organizational complex structures. These are the complex organizational structures that I wanted
to explore and to learn about how leadership occurs. My intent was to focus my research not on a
temporary state of either a startup that seeks to develop into a more tightly coupled structure nor
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the state of temporarily decoupling, but rather on loosely coupled systems that intend to stay
loosely coupled as acknowledged organizational structures.
In this research I sought to provide a better understanding of what motivates members to
become part of and then stay in such system. What needs to happen within the system and
components to allow for the leadership to emerge? What are some skills or attitudes that are
necessary for the leader(s) to emerge? How are decisions made and implemented? How are
actions coordinated and outcomes communicated? And, ultimately, how does leadership occur
and what constitutes leadership?
Organizational Structures
There is little agreement on definitions of organizational structure (Talbert & Hall, 2009)
due to the formal and informal aspects of the organization. However, there is agreement that all
organizations to some degree have developed informal ways for how work gets coordinated and
decisions are made and communicated. Tolbert and Hall (2009) identified dimensions of formal
structure that are helpful to note: complexity (job titles, division, and specialization of work),
formalization (codification of organizational operations), and centralization (decision making
responsibility, authority, and power structure). These dimensions were used to identify the
criteria for selecting organizations to include in this research.
Table 1 illustrates the characteristics associated with each dimension and the specific
structural elements that inspired my quest for deeper understanding of leadership. I categorized
and differentiated various loosely coupled elements in the “characteristics” column. Using
Tolbert and Hall’s (2009) framework for describing and assessing organizational structure, I
identified the following criteria for the type of organization I invited into my research journey:
interorganizational networks and collaboratives, in which individual and organizational members
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establish rational forms of action, and those actions shape inter-organizational environments.
Complexity of individuals’ roles and responsibilities, use of agreed upon norms and code of
conduct versus specific policies and procedures, and decentralized decision-making authority are
the critical characteristics of the type of organizational structure that I included in my research.
Table 1
Organizational Structure Dimensions
Dimension

Description and Measure

Complexity

High - Low Level of
Complexity

Horizontal: Ways work tasks
performed in an organization
are subdivided into different
jobs and groups

Based on the high
specialization of the skill and
knowledge among the
members:
1) each job is assigned a very
narrow set of repetitive tasks
(more routine and predictable
tasks); measure by number of
job titles, number of
divisions, departments or
units)
2) greater knowledge/
expertise by a job holder
(professional or craft -based
work settings); measured by
the number of occupational
specialties and the length of
training required to acquire
the skill.

Vertical (Differentiation):
Division of decision-making
tasks and supervisory
responsibility

Note: Informal social
networks are also vertically
differentiated (Stevenson,
1990)
Measured by the depth of the
hierarchy, or the number of
supervisory levels (direct
reports)

Characteristics

Job titles are not prescriptive
to a specific function or
role
Most members’ jobs are a
mix of task responsibilities,
managerial and leadership
responsibilities
Multiple people are doing
several jobs/tasks and/or
several people are doing
similar jobs – no clear
division of tasks based on
the category
Mix of skill level and
professionalism in the
membership, there is no
division of work based on
the skill level or expertise
No formal supervisory or
reporting structure (no
hiring / firing authority)
Several bosses exist to
oversee / guide the work,
depending on the situation
Each member organization is
located in separate
geography
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Dimension
Spatial of geographical
dispersion: Extent to which
organizations have different
sites in different physical
locations

Description and Measure
In the network system
measured by decision making
hierarchy, the strengths of the
network hubs (key people in
the network making majority
of the decisions)

Characteristics

1) Different kinds of work
take place in different
geographical locations
(horizontal complexity in
tandem with spatial
complexity)
2) Different authority groups
are in different locations
(vertical complexity in
different locations)
3) Different establishments in
different locations that do the
same kind of tasks/roles
High – Low Level of
Formalization
Formalization: Extent to
which task assignments,
procedures for carrying out
work, and other prescribed
aspects of organizational
operations are codified

Formal structure “provides
the setting in which
leadership is exercised,
decisions are made, and
activities are carried out”
Written rules and procedures
that exists in the organization
that guides their work,
behaviors, etc. Having the
written rules and following
the rules are not always the
same. According to Hage and
Aiken (1967a):
“formalization represents the
use of rules in an
organization”
Measures should include: 1)
job codification – how many

Rules are established based
on principle not specific
instructions on how to do
the work.
Everyone is accountable for
their own work and how it
gets done
There are implicit rules that
exist that seem to be known
and followed, but they are
not documented formally
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Dimension

Description and Measure
rules define what the
occupants of positions are to
do; 2) rule observation –
measure of whether or not the
rules are employed (members
self-reports of how much
their work is regulated by
rules).

Characteristics

Professionalization vs
Formalization:

Formalization is the process
Professional code of conduct
in which the organization sets
/ code of ethics exists for
the rules and procedures and
each individual member,
the means of ensuring that
representing a particular
they are followed.
profession or field of
Professionalization is an
knowledge
occupation-based means of
doing the same thing from the
“professional affiliation”
perspective.

Centralization
Degree to which decisionmaking responsibility and
power in an organization are
closely held by a few elites,
or widely distributed among
different organizational
members.

Ultimately, centralization is
defined by distribution of
power within the
organization.
Hage (1980) defined
centralization as “the level
and variety of participation in
strategic decisions by groups
relative to the number of
groups in the organization”

Democratic, collective
decisions making
• Management by
participation and selfmanagement as forms of
decentralization
• Low centralization,
members govern
themselves

Multi-Stakeholder Systems
Interorganizational coalitions, alliances, partnerships, and joint powers are all examples
of a multi-stakeholder system in its most understood form. As defined by Provan, Fish, and
Sydow (2007), an interorganizational collaborative network consists of “multiple organizations
linked through multilateral ties, …, connected in ways that facilitate achievement of a common
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goal” (p. 482). Like Provan, Fish, and Sydow (2007), I directed my attention in this research on
the leadership dilemma of the whole network, not individual organizations within the network.
Ahuja (2000) highlighted the role of resources in forming and encouraging interorganizational collaboration, ultimately concluding that “resource-sharing benefits of
collaboration arise from firms combining their skills, sharing their knowledge, and conducting
joint projects to obtain scale economies” (p. 432). Resource sharing seems to be one of the most
common purposes for establishing inter-organizational collaborative networks (Ahuja, 2000;
Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Proven et al., 2007). The importance of trust has also been noted in
these situations for both initiating and sustaining the collaborative (Ahuja, 2000), however, how
the trust is established is not clear. There are suggestions about the importance of “leadership” in
these collaborative relationships as it relates to organizational outcomes, yet no clear indication
what that means, how it happens, and who is ultimately responsible for ensuring the trust and
willingness to share the resources.
Defining Leadership
Much attention was given to the topic of leadership in the scientific community post
World War I, to clarify what leadership is, how an individual becomes a leader, and what
contributes to “good” leadership (Chemers, in Kellerman, 1984). I embarked on the journey to
understand how the concept of leadership has changed or evolved in today’s new reality, if
indeed, it changed and evolved at all. The complex reality of interconnected and global
consciousness may have imposed a different system of values, beliefs, and assumptions that are
contributing to how leadership occurs. Chemers (in Kellerman, 1984) referred to leadership as a
“social phenomenon,” which means understanding the meaning of leadership, how it looks, and
how it happens is contingent on the societal norms, belief systems, and biases of the times.
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Leadership is a broad topic, so I focused my research on leadership phenomena in a
specific type of system: open with natural orientation, loosely coupled with multiple stakeholders
representing various organizations. Multi-organizational and multi-stakeholder systems present a
specific leadership challenge of navigating power dynamics and egos, advancing the collective
work and shared agenda while attending to competing interests of individual actors, and building
organizational capabilities to further advance the common purpose (Crosby & Bryson, 2010;
Goldsmith & Eggers, 2005; Kim, 2009; Silvia & McGuire, 2010). The underlying goal of my
research was to understand “how leaders influence (or are influenced) by the environments that
are complex, variable, and continually changing” (Dinh et al., 2014, p. 53), in which the multiinterest groups collaborate and interact. While power and influence theories, especially related to
the leader’s perception of power (Ngwa, 2016), organizational power (Anderson & Brain, 2014),
class and lay theories about power (Belmi & Laurin, 2016), as well as exchange and power
structures in networks (Cook, 1977) might be relevant to this research, I began my journey with
no assumptions or preconceived understanding of how power structure, perception of power, or
influence may be part of the leadership process.
As illustrated by my personal experience, and as shown by Dinh et al. (2014), the concept
of leadership involves “the contribution of multiple actors and bidirectional influence (top down
and bottom up) that unfolds along different time scales” (p. 37). Additionally, Dinh et al. stated
that a “key aspect of leadership is to structure the way that the inputs of others are combined to
produce organizational outputs” (p. 37). Furthermore, organizational outputs in a multistakeholder, multi-organizational collaborative should be about advancing a collective agenda
towards common good, leading stakeholders toward desired collective shared vision, where
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members are “clearly engaged in collective endeavor and when they are not they are no longer
exercising leadership” (Jamieson, 2019b, personal communication).
Significant research was undertaken in the last two decades exploring networks,
partnerships, interorganizational relationships, and cross-sector collaborations, most concluding
“the need for leadership” as a key to successful outcomes (Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Crosby &
Bryson, 2010; Silvia & McGuire, 2010; Vangen & Huxham, 2005). An evolving understanding
of leadership phenomenon occurred as scholars and practitioners around the world have turned
their attention to leadership processes and the leader’s role within complex systems (Dinh et al.,
2014). In their critical overview of leadership theories that emerged since 2000, Dinh et al.
(2014) focused attention on leadership processes and multiple levels of analysis (event,
individual, dyad, group, and organization) to illuminate limitations of current theories.
According to Dinh et al. (2014), much of the research has been focused on “leaders and their
qualities rather than on how they change processes in other individuals, groups, or organizations”
(p. 37). Dinh et al. (2014) also emphasized “the need to understand how leadership occurs within
social systems that continually change” (p. 52).
Most relevant leadership theories reviewed and noted for this study included leadership
for collaborative advantage, integrative leadership, shared leadership, and complexity theory
leadership.
Leadership for Collaborative Advantage
Vangen and Huxham (2005) described leadership in collaboration through three
leadership media: structure, process, and participants, focusing on the latter to further understand
how leadership is enacted by participants.
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Vangen and Huxham (2005) defined leadership as “a mechanism that makes things
happen in a collaboration” (p. S62, emphasis original). Building on their earlier collaboration
theory, Vangen and Huxham identified two perspectives on leadership activities performed by
partnership managers: leadership activities from the spirit of collaboration (embracing members,
empowering, facilitating the involvement, and mobilizing for action) and leadership activities
towards collaborative thuggery (manipulating the collaborative agenda, playing politics). The
theory depicts two opposite approaches to managing collaboratives, focusing specifically on the
manager. The findings reveal that both approaches are necessary, indicating that the “essence of
the enactment of leadership for collaborative advantage would appear to involve the ability to
lead contingently in the spirit of collaboration whilst simultaneously drawing on ‘collaborative
thuggery’” (p. S62).
The leadership for collaborative advantage theory is based on the two collaboration
concepts, collaborative advantage and collaboration inertia, and “aims to provide insights about
the complexities that have to be managed by those aiming for collaborative advantage in
practice” (Vangen & Huxham, 2005, p. S62). Vangen and Huxham (2005) did not differentiate
between leader and manager, steering away from traditionally understood and accepted notions
of leadership. They did, however, focus their research on the manager themself, once the
manager is already in place and charged with “managing” the collaborative efforts, which
assumes that the leadership responsibility is in fact on that manager.
Integrative Leadership
Lead by Crosby and Bryson (2010), the theory of integrative leadership is still in
development, rooted in practice and spans across all five major sectors of society: business,
government, nonprofit, media, and community, and “focuses on leadership practice at all levels,
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from individual to global” (Crosby & Bryson, 2010). According to Bryson, Crosby, and Stone,
quoted in Crosby and Bryson (2010), integrative leadership might be defined as a process of
“aligning initial conditions, processes, structures, governance, contingencies and constraints,
outcomes and accountabilities such that … public value can be created” (p. 205).
Crosby and Bryson (2005) authored Leadership for the Common Good, which was
intended to provide “a theoretical framework and practical guidance” (p. 359) for those who
identify themselves as leaders, wish to advance common good, and step into ‘the arena.’ The
theoretical framework was built on the concepts of shared power, leadership capabilities,
common good, and policy change. Eight leadership capabilities emphasized in the framework
(leadership in context, personal leadership, team leadership, organizational leadership, visionary
leadership, political leadership, ethical leadership, policy entrepreneurship) are “rooted in a
model of power, a model of policy change, and an approach to the common good” (Crosby &
Bryson, 2005, p. xix). “The framework applies to situations when ‘no one is in charge’ and
power is distributed across multiple organizations” (Silvia & McGuire, 2010, p. 266). Crosby
and Bryson (2005) distinguished between leader and leadership, where “leadership is a broader
concept because it implies a number of people leading at different times and in varying ways
over the course of a policy change effort” (p. 36). In my research, I expanded the definition of
leadership to include: a number of people interacting simultaneously in a certain way, with a
process and structure that allows for accomplishing a collective agenda or purpose toward a
common good.
Silvia and McGuire (2010) dove deeply into understanding integrative leadership and
how it may or may not be different from a hierarchical/single-agency leadership. More than 300
emergency managers across the country participated in the quantitative research that yielded
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three key “behaviors” that were associated with integrative leadership: (a) treating all network
members as equals, (b) sharing information among network members, (c) creating trust among
members. A total of 35 various behaviors were associated with integrative leadership.
Predominantly people-oriented behaviors were identified as most common in network settings
(e.g., treating all members as equals) compared to a balanced mix of organization-oriented
behaviors (e.g., keeping in good standing with higher authority). People-oriented and taskoriented behaviors combined were the top ten behaviors (out of 35) identified in a single-agency
leadership. Research findings concluded that “yes, there are differences” in behavior of leaders
in multi-sector, multi-actor settings versus single-agency settings. Since this study used selfassessment of leaders according to 35 various established behaviors associated with integrative
leadership, it did not explain how those behaviors occurred, nor the actions, interactions, and
processes that enable or elicit leader behavior to be different, or how they specifically “treat
members as equals” or “create trust.” The core of my inquiry was to dig deeper into the systems
and participants’ interactions with each other, to depict these different behaviors in the context of
shared purpose, shared power, and shared responsibility.
Shared Leadership Theory
“Shared leadership has been the subject of considerable scholarly activity” (Barnett &
Weidenfeller, 2016, p. 2). The topic of shared leadership became popular with the publication of
Shared Leadership: Reframing the Hows and Whys of Leadership in 2003 by Pearce and Conger,
who claimed authorship of the shared leadership theory. Pearce and Conger (2007) responded to
Edwin Locke’s critique of the shared leadership theory, noting “We wanted to advance inquiry
into leadership process outside the typical top-down paradigm of leadership” (p. 281). Pearce
and Conger continued their argument for the shared leadership theory by acknowledging that
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“leadership is often shared across the various partners or members making it difficult for a single
individual of one entity to truly lead the alliance or network” (p. 282).
The concept of shared leadership, defined as “mutual influence and shared responsibility
among team members, whereby they lead each other toward goal achievement” (Wang et al.,
2014, p. 181), is sometimes referred to as “distributed or collective leadership” in the literature
(Barnett & Weidenfeller, 2016, p. 2). Shared leadership is often associated with “sharing power”
via distributing various leadership roles and decision-making responsibilities among team
members and across various levels in the organization (Kezar, 2012). “Shared/distributed
leadership models typically maintain at least three characteristics: empowerment, accountability,
and a decision-making partnership” (p. 731). The dynamics of shared leadership, described by
Drescher et al. (2014), include building trust and enhancing performance. Drescher et al. noted
“findings provide interesting insights into what it means to share leadership,” suggesting that
“not all members share the same responsibilities or engage in the same behaviors” (p. 778).
Although shared leadership research has focused primarily on teams, it was helpful to
explore the dynamics of team formation and the questions that have been addressed relative to
the leadership phenomenon. Barnett and Weidenfeller (2016) summarized and presented an
overview of most current findings as they relate to how leadership is shared. Once again, the
primary focus of most research conducted to date has been on the effectiveness of shared
leadership and conditions that influence such leadership. According to Barnett and Weidenfeller,
“good vertical leadership of certain types (e.g., transformational, empowering leadership, and
other “new genre” leadership style) can accelerate the emergence of shared leadership in teams
(p. 14). There is little understanding, however, of what contributes to leadership occurring when
there are no boundaries established by “good vertical leadership.”
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Furthermore, the concept of “leadership at all levels” has been rising in our
consciousness, posing a variety of expectations on the individuals holding formal position of
authority who are held accountable for the organizational outcomes. None of the existing
leadership studies found any sort of correlation between individual leader traits, characteristics,
or behaviors and the outcomes of the collaborative. More in-depth exploration is needed as to
“how” leadership occurs in the system where no one is specifically in charge.
Complexity Leadership Theory
Born from the complexity science and the understanding of how complex adaptive
systems interact, complexity leadership theory presents “a different paradigm for leadership –
one that frames leadership as a complex interactive dynamic from which adaptive outcomes
(e.g., learning, innovation, and adaptability) emerge” (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007, p. 298).
I consider complex adaptive systems (CAS) as loosely coupled systems of interrelated,
yet independent elements that are “bonded in a cooperative dynamic by common goal, outlook,
need, etc.” (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007, p. 299). Similar to my working definition of leadership,
complexity leadership theory is based on three fundamental perspectives: (a) CAS and leadership
are socially constructed; (b) leadership (interactive dynamic) is distinguished from leaders
(individuals who act in ways that influence the dynamic and outcomes); and (c) leadership roles
(managerial positions, or formal leadership roles) are distinguished from leadership that occurs
in emergent, informal adaptive dynamics (adaptive leadership).
The complexity leadership theory provides a framework for understanding leadership
dynamics that occur between bureaucratic structures and the ever changing and evolving context
of complex adaptive systems. The dynamic of interactions, influence, and integration of
activities between the actors or units of CAS are the focus of the complexity leadership theory,
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which proposes that “CAS, when functioning appropriately, provide an adaptive capability for
the organization, and that bureaucracy provides an orienting and coordinating structure” (UhlBien et al., 2007, p. 314). The complexity leadership theory (CLT) and the framework it provides
is helpful in that there is more in-depth understanding of leadership phenomenon in systems
where hierarchy (bureaucracy) and complexity of loosely coupled units coexist to achieve
adaptive outcomes (learning, innovation, and change). Yet, CLT does not venture into the arena
of loose coupling;[:] the space in which there is no hierarchy, no one specifically in charge, and
the system of multiple units represents multi sector stakeholders. However, complexity science
and CLT do expand the view of leadership. This aligns with my intent to focus on the acts,
processes, and group dynamics of leadership.
Summary
In the literature review I sought to ground my inquiry, define the concepts, and establish
a theoretical framework informing the research. I explored current theories that were relevant to
this research topic and concluded that the question of how leadership occurs in loosely coupled,
multi-stakeholder systems is indeed welcome and necessary as evidenced by suggestions and
implications for future research.
Loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems have not received proper attention in
academia, mostly due to their novelty; the concept of “loose coupling” however, has been
explored and described by several scholars, who emphasized the need for future examination of
how loosely coupled, inter-organizational, multi sector networks and collaboratives can be
sustained over time. There is a growing interest in learning more about the ability of loosely
coupled systems to achieve outcomes, which was previously not deemed possible.
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There is increasing agreement among scholars that the perspective of leadership
phenomenon as a process and a dynamic that occurs in the system of interconnected and
interdependent elements is due to the more complex environment of a contemporary society. I
embrace the notion that leadership is a socially constructed phenomenon, thus with a changing
society the phenomenon changes as well. The basic assumptions and current understanding of
leadership that underpins most leadership models and theories need to be reexamined.
The literature review also confirms that interorganizational networks, alliances, and
coalitions have been intensely studied for over three decades. Researchers identified a need for a
“new form of leadership” as a key to establishing and sustaining these types of organizations, but
only a few have expanded their view of the organization to an open, natural, loosely coupled
system (e.g., complex adaptive systems, interorganizational networks or whole networks, interorganizational systems). A dominating image for an organization that effectively achieves results
continues to be a system with clear organizational form or structure, internal controls, and lines
of authority. When operating from that image of an organization, it is no surprise that leadership
is viewed as “someone being in control” (Crosby & Bryson, 2010). In conclusion of their
findings on cross-sector collaboration, Crosby and Bryson shared the following proposition:
“success will be very difficult to achieve in cross-sector collaborations, regardless of leadership
effectiveness … success appears to depend in large part on leadership of many different kinds”
(p. 227).
Earlier, I proposed to suspend all assumptions of what constitutes leadership
effectiveness as it is traditionally understood, to allow a new set of perspectives on leadership
phenomenon to emerge through a grounded theory approach. I sought to have actors in each
system describe how leadership is occurring or has occurred. I returned to the literature after data
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collection and analysis and compared existing concepts and frameworks to my findings and
explored implications for future theoretical framework.
In the next chapter I reviewed the grounded theory methodology and described the
participants and sites selected for this research. I provide a detailed overview of my sampling
techniques, coding procedures, and the key elements of the iterative comparative analysis as
suggested by Charmaz (2014). The description of my research approach and the steps I took to
protect the identity of the participants and the integrity of the data collected provide insight into
validity and reliability of my findings.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
In this chapter I describe my qualitative research methods, including the underlying
principles and guidelines of grounded theory, description of participants and systems included in
the study, researcher’s role and research approach, human subject protection, and conclude with
research validity and reliability.
Grounded theory was first introduced in the social science research by Glaser and Strauss
in 1976. Their quest and advocacy for a new methodology that focused on “developing theories
from research grounded in qualitative data rather than deducing testable hypothesis from existing
theories” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 6) was inspired by the need to balance the qualitative and
quantitative data collection as well as develop systematic methodological strategies for analyzing
both observation notes and field work. According to Charmaz (2014), a combination of Glaser’s
“rigorous codifying methods, emphasis on emergent discoveries…” (p. 9) and Strauss’s “notions
of human agency, emergent processes, social and subjective meanings, problem-solving
practices, and the open-ended study of action” (p. 9) contributed to the development of grounded
theory in its original form.
Grounded theory methodology guided my discovery of a new theory about leadership in
a particular type of setting: a multi-stakeholder (multi-organizational), open-natural, loosely
coupled system with shared decision-making power and responsibility among members for
achieving their collective goal toward a common good. I chose grounded theory as a research
methodology because it allowed me to systematically obtain data from observations, documents,
and interviews, and explore various avenues of further inquiry, following where the data lead.
Through an iterative process of data collection, analyzing and theorizing, theoretical categories
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emerged and were further explored and questioned through four iterations (cycles) of analyzing
and comparing data collected from various sources, including interviews, documents, memos,
and field notes.
Ontological and Epistemological Stance
I adopted a perspective for this research that “society, reality, and self are constructed
through interaction” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 9). My perspective is reflective of what Charmaz (2014)
revealed were the underlying assumptions of the grounded theory: “interaction is inherently
dynamic and interpretive and addresses how people create, enact, and change meanings and
actions” (p. 9). These assumptions and subsequent emergent theoretical perspectives are based in
the ontology of social constructionism and the epistemology of interpretivism.
Ontology of constructionism describes the nature of reality as both contingent upon and
constructed by humans and their interaction with each other and the world. This world view is
developed and transmitted within an essentially social context (Crotty, 1998). Webster’s (n.d.)
defines epistemology as “the study or theory of the origin, nature, methods and limits of
knowledge.” Thus, epistemology is a “way of knowing,” how we know what is believed to be
true. Interpretivism asserts that knowledge is being created by people through human experience.
Grounded theory as a social research methodology flows naturally from the interpretivist
belief of how we know what we know and the constructionist view of the world. I fully embrace
and acknowledge that my views and findings are the product of interpreting the data collected
through the interviews, reading documents and communications, and my own reflections and
experiences with leadership processes in systems similar to ones included in this study.
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Developing a Theory vs. Providing Clarity
The purpose of this grounded theory research was not necessarily to develop a theory, but
to shed light on how leadership occurs in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system when no
one is in charge. The process, structure, and relationships among actors of the loosely coupled,
multi-stakeholder system was at the core of my inquiry. My aim was to determine how the
process, structure, and relationships get established and maintained over time to pursue the
common goal toward greater good and, if appropriate, to generate a “substantive theory,” as is
typical for most grounded theorists (Charmaz, 2014) who focus on addressing a delimited
problem in a very narrow defined, specific, substantive area.
Grounded theorists “aim for theory construction rather than identification of themes”
(Charmaz, 2014, p. 107). The emergent theory is grounded in the reflections, recollections of the
events and current experiences, interpretations of behaviors, actions, and produced outcomes by
the subjects of the study as well as the researcher. The researcher’s lived experience and
observations and interpretations of the participants’ experience are key to developing deep
insights from the analysis of data gathered (Charmaz, 2014; Glaser & Strauss, 1999).
As a constructivist engaging with a grounded theory methodology, I adopted Charmaz’s
(2014) constructivist grounded theory approach that is an “inductive, comparative, emergent, and
open-ended approach of Glaser and Strauss’s (1967) original statement” (p. 12). Glaser and
Strauss (1999) stated that “generating a theory from data means that most hypotheses and
concepts not only come from the data but are systematically worked out in relation to the data
during the course of the research” (p. 6). This approach to theory generation appealed to me from
the start. I appreciated the open nature of the grounded theory process and the iterative
comparative analysis that fits my strengths and personal preferences for generating insights and
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acquiring knowledge. Using grounded theory, I wanted to discover new theoretical foundations
that will provide an understanding of how leadership occurs in a loosely coupled system, in
which members represent multiple stakeholders and interests through individual or
organizational affiliations.
Participants and Systems Selection
I initially identified 22 organizations that fit the criteria of a loosely coupled, multistakeholder system with independent member organizations and no one specifically in charge, or
with the absence of a traditional hierarchy. I received responses from 34 individuals, who were
either currently part of loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems or were in the past. I
interviewed only 23 individuals during the first round of interviews due to scheduling challenges
and responders’ inability to participate as the COVID 19 pandemic began and priorities shifted.
Most of the individuals interviewed were affiliated with more than one system and could speak
about conditions and contingencies for leadership occurring in the loosely coupled, multistakeholder system as well as compare leadership in such systems to more traditional,
hierarchical systems with clear positional authority, formal leadership roles, processes, and
policies.
Most participants of the study were referred to me by consultants who have done work
with identified systems or were leads from others in the study. The network of such systems is
limited; however, some are more connected than others to funders and state or federal agencies
that either finance or support the work of those systems. These systems have taken various
shapes from formally and legally established not-for-profit organizations that operate as a
cooperative or coalition to a loosely related group, not formally established as an organization,
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but operating as a multi-stakeholder, loosely coupled system with a shared purpose and sustained
over at least a three-month period.
Target Population
This research targeted specific systems and organizations, not individuals. Individuals
were referred to this study and introduced to me as the researcher by email through my personal
and professional networks and affiliations.
The initial introductions came from professional colleagues and their broader networks
who responded to my original inquiry for identifying the systems and people within those
systems who would be willing and interested in contributing to this research. The letter of
inquiry is included as Appendix A. A second wave of introductions and participants came from
those already participating in the study, who shared names and contact information of those they
felt would be good to include in the study. Each interview ended with a final question: “Who else
would be helpful to talk to, who might add a different perspective?” In most cases, one or two
other names were mentioned, and introductions were made.
During the study, I also engaged with the Alliance for Innovation (The Alliance), a
nonprofit membership organization. The Alliance for Innovation connects local government
thought-leaders through online discussion and in-person networking and events (Alliance of
Innovation, n.d.). The Alliance serves as a platform for local government and academia to share
resources and collaborate and learn from each other. The Alliance was in the process of
conducting their independent research in partnership with Arizona State University (one of the
key academic partners of the Alliance) about cross sector collaboratives. The aim of the effort
was to launch regional cross sector collaboratives for the purpose of “testing” innovative
practices for public sector service delivery (aka innovation leagues). The Alliance provided a list
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of 73 organizations pre-identified and evaluated by the Arizona State University students, who
claimed them to be “qualified” for the innovation league concept. I included only two of those 73
organizations for my research. Additionally, I committed to assisting with the development of at
least three innovation leagues in different parts of the country.
The final pool of participants included ten founding members of the loosely coupled,
multi-stakeholder system, six participating members, and fourteen employees and contractors.
Founding members are actors who were involved in establishing the system and were identified
as such. Participating members are actors who joined the system as members or partners,
representing various stakeholder groups or organizations. Employees and contractors are paid
staff who were involved in the early stages of development or hired as staff later to continue to
carry forward the mission of the organization (executive directors, program directors,
coordinators, facilitators, subject matter experts / consultants, and supporting staff). Some of the
actors played various roles and were involved in multiple ways during the system’s existence.
For example, one participant was originally invited and joined the system as a participating
member, then they left the system due to accepting another job; the new employer was not
interested in participating in the system and several years later they were hired as an executive
director. I considered their most recent or most prevalent experience with the system for
identification of their type: founding member, participating member, or employee/consultant.
Each interviewee brought forth a different view of how leadership occurred, speaking from their
own role (or multiple roles) and position while reflecting on the acts, processes, and behaviors of
all involved.
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Selection Criteria
The selection criteria applied to systems, not individuals within the system. The system
criteria included: (a) loosely coupled, interorganizational networks and collaboratives, where
individual and organizational members establish rational forms of action, and those actions shape
inter-organizational environments; (b) members are representatives of multiple organizations,
including at least two different sectors (government, business, non-profit, education, etc.). The
characteristics identified in Table 1 (p. 21-24) were also utilized to help identify and select the
systems for this research.
Prior to inviting the potential participants and engaging them with the study, I shared
research objective and system criteria to confirm that the systems that they were part of fit the
criteria for the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system. I asked the potential participants to
confirm if the system in question had multiple stakeholders as independent organizations
involved and if they were all voluntarily participating in the system. On several occasions I
scheduled a 15-minute call to review the criteria and confirm that the system fit the criteria. I
then scheduled interviews with various actors, most of whom were referred to as “leadership” by
others or themselves, and others were not associated with leadership directly, but somehow were
thought of as “active” or “been there since the beginning.”
Fifteen systems were included in this study; two startups (up to two years since the
original idea was formed), three systems in the development stage (two to five years in
existence) and 10 mature systems (more than five years in existence). All systems are identified
in Table 2 with the Organization Type illustrating the typical language used to describe this type
of system. Some of the most common terms used to describe multi-stakeholder, loosely coupled
system included: alliance, coalition, partnership, collaborative, or network. Many, but not all,
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have started as a project, program, or initiative, and evolved over time to an independent
organization that is legally structured as a 501(C3). Some examples include local, statewide, or
regional networks of multiple organizations, representing academia, federal or state government
agencies, private sector and not-for-profit sector member organizations collaborating for the
purpose of solving social issues related to housing, public health, economic development, or a
specific target population, such as disadvantaged youth or homeless, that requires multiple
sectors to collaborate in order to have a positive impact on that issue or audience.
Table 2
Loosely Coupled, Multi-Stakeholder Systems Included in the Study
System

Organization
Type

Maturity
Level

Years in
Existence

Current
Operation

Current Legal
Form

1

Coalition

Mature

15 years

Loosely
Coupled

501 (C3)

2

Coalition

Startup

1.5 years

Loosely
Coupled

Program

3

Partnership

Mature

21 years

Loosely
Coupled

Program

4

Alliance

Mature

26 years

Loosely
Coupled

Program

5

Alliance

Developing

2 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

6

Partnership

Developing

2 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

7

Collaborative Mature

24 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

8

Network

30 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

9

Collaborative Startup

1 year

Loosely
Coupled

none

Mature
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10

Partnership

Mature

24 years

Loosely
Coupled

none

11

Coalition

Mature

20 years

none

none

12

Partnership

Mature

14 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

13

Coalition

Mature

10 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

14

Partnership

Mature

20 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

15

Partnership

Mature

10 years

Tightly
Coupled

501 (C3)

My final list of 15 participating systems included 10 that were established over 10 years
ago, six of which have legally organized as 501(C3) non-profits operating in more tightly
structured organizational model to serve as the convener for the broader loosely coupled system
of multiple stakeholders and partners; and four that have remained loosely coupled with various
members assuming organizational responsibilities, including fiscal agency and allocation of staff
resources to coordinate the activities of the system. The remaining five systems are either in the
startup or development stage.
Participant and System Description
Fifteen systems included in this research were selected to represent various stages of
development (startup, developing, and mature), various contexts in which they exist, and
different natures of the “common good,” defined by Crosby and Bryson (2005) as “an actual or
potential regime of mutual gain produced through careful stakeholder analysis and substantial
involvement” (p. 158). The two startups were established within two years of the beginning of
this research; one was started by the researcher in partnership with two other existing
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organizations. Startup System #9 was initiated to support cross sector collaboration for equitable
and just public service delivery and included local government, state government, nonprofits,
academia, community representatives, and the private sector. Startup System #2 was initiated
and funded by a federal agency. This system encouraged collaboration among existing public
health services providers from various states who represent state and local government,
nonprofits, and academia. Both startups were intended to bring various levels of government,
nonprofits, academic institutions, and private sector companies together to solve issues of public
health, equity, and justice.
Two systems have been in the process of development for over two years, but no more
than five, by the conclusion of data collection for this research. Developing System #5 was
designed to facilitate collaboration between local government, academia, and technology
companies for the development and deployment of innovative technologies. Developing System
#6 was launched as a response to an economic crisis in one rural community, where local
government, nonprofit, and private sector organizations were united to solve current issues and
prevent future economic disasters associated with major employers leaving the area.
The remaining 11 systems are mature systems that have been in existence for at least 10
years. Mature Systems #1, #12, #13, and #15 have been in existence for 10 to 19 years. Mature
Systems #3, #4, #7, #8, #10, #11, and #14 have been in existence for 20-plus years (See Table 2).
These 11 systems represent a variety of issues that they address, as well as a diversity of
stakeholder groups and members.
Thirty-one individuals participating in this research represented various roles within the
fifteen systems included in the research; in some cases, the participants have changed roles
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during their tenure, bringing multiple perspectives on leadership occurring during the system’s
development and maturity. A complete list of participants is represented in Appendix G.
Recruitment of Participants
I began my quest for understanding leadership in multi-stakeholder, loosely coupled
systems by inquiring about such systems through my professional network of consultants,
organization development practitioners, and trainers. I sent a letter of inquiry (Appendix A) to 18
contacts that yielded a list of 88 organizations, including 73 organizations that were identified by
the Alliance for Innovation staff as regional collaborative efforts centered around local
governments and any combination of private sector and academic partners.
I began recruiting participants by asking the colleagues who helped identify loosely
coupled, multi-stakeholder systems for my research, to share information (letter of inquiry) about
the research with the organizations that they recommended to be included. I asked that they
consider at least three people from each system, who might represent different roles or who were
considered to be “leaders” in their system. In most cases an introduction was made, and the
invited participants had an opportunity to learn about the study from the trusted individual, who
introduced them to me.
I accepted all 34 introductions and followed up with an invitation to schedule an
interview. When the interview was confirmed, I shared additional information about the
research, provided consent forms, and interview expectations. (See appendixes B, C, D, and E)
Sampling
Participant sampling in grounded theory is flexible and adaptable to the nature of the
research question and intensity of the interviews (Charmaz, 2014). I used three sampling
techniques in the following order: purposeful, snowball, and theoretical sampling.
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Purposeful Sampling. I was hoping to connect with at least one, preferably two systems
at various stages of development: startup (in the process of establishing), developing (two to five
years in existence) and mature or established (more than five years in existence). I also was
intentional about including at least three different participants from each system to account for
various perspectives and interpretations of what was happening. Initial recruitment and outreach
efforts produced 22 systems to be considered and 66 potential participants.
Snowball Sampling. From 66 potential participants identified during the purposeful
sampling, only 34 accepted an invitation, and of those 34, only 16 participants, representing ten
different systems, followed through and completed the interview. Since I was not able to secure a
minimum of three participants from each system, I transitioned to a form of convenience sample
called snowball sampling to complete the recruitment of an additional one or two participants
from the same systems that the first round of 16 represented. At the end of the interview I asked,
“Who else should I talk to in this system who might have a different perspective?” Six additional
participants were recruited and interviewed, some had experience with multiple systems,
bringing the total of the systems included in this research to 13 and total number of participants
to 22.
Theoretical Sampling. Theoretical sampling in grounded theory research “pertains only
to conceptual and theoretical development” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 198). Collecting data on
categories for the purpose of establishing their properties is the focus of theoretical sampling
(Glaser & Strauss, 1999). As categories and theoretical constructs began to emerge, I identified
that some perspectives were missing from some of the systems (founding member, for instance
or consultants who were critical to the system’s formation or development). I extended a second
invitation to the participants who were originally selected through the purposeful and snowball
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sampling, but who did not respond or did not follow through on the interview. This time, I was
able to secure eight additional interviews and added two additional systems to my roster of sites
under investigation.
I searched for variation in the emerging categories of action or process at the same time I
engaged in theoretical sampling. These variations, once discovered, altered the categories and
produced new direction for additional sampling. After each additional interview was conducted
and coded, I was able to clarify the remaining properties and categories. This process of analysis
continued until there was no more variation that I could identify.
Interview Protocol
I interviewed between one and four actors from each system, which included founding
members, current and/or former board members, volunteers, directors, or other staff. The
complete list of the participants and their affiliation is identified in Appendix G.
The semi structured interviews were focused on defining the leadership phenomenon,
including who are the people associated with that phenomenon, how are they interacting, and
what are they doing to advance the agenda of the collective. I started the interviews with a set of
open-ended questions: What is your role in the organization? How would you describe the
leadership process here? How are the decisions made? How does work get done? How do you
know you are advancing the common goal? What makes leadership different in a system like
this? (The interview protocol is included in Appendix H.)
Researcher’s Role and Disclosure
Over the period of data collection and analysis, I have been intimately involved with one
system included in this research. Collaboration with The Alliance on the concept of innovation
leagues yielded intimate access to the three new systems, two of which failed. This allowed me
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to observe the process of formation and document actions and behaviors that represented
leadership enactment in real time. I facilitated the initial convenings of multiple stakeholders,
representative of different sectors, who were invited to participate in the establishment of local or
regional innovation leagues in Seattle, Los Angeles, and Minneapolis. These convenings were
hosted by the Alliance for Innovation. I served as a neutral facilitator in the initial meetings for
two of the leagues and assumed a more active leadership role with the league in Minneapolis.
Due to my intimate relationship with the leagues, I was granted access to the actors and formed
cordial relationships with actors as a partner and contributor at the beginning of the process. I
then shifted into an observer role and attended to what was happening, how leadership was
emerging in the process, and what was happening in the system as it continued to develop. I
noted how all the actors interacted, what acts were taken, and what led to continuing the system
establishment.
I adopted Ager’s (2006) ethnographic approach to my data collection in at least three
different settings where I:
•

had direct access to events, scenes, and people;

•

participated over period of time;

•

observed actions and events in real time; and

•

had opportunities to follow up on emergent patterns and problems.

To gain more knowledge of the process of leadership occurring in these types of systems,
I moved across three different settings during the research, “finding surprises and pursuing them”
(Ager, 2006, p. 71). According to Charmaz (2014), getting access and getting involved is
imperative to gathering rich data. I recorded the proceedings, my observations, and formation
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process for future analysis and comparison with other already established or failed similar
systems.
I acknowledge that my personal assumptions, biases, perspectives, and interactions
inherently impact and influence the research reality. I consistently used reflexivity (memo
writing) as a strategy to capture all observations, my personal feelings and reactions,
conclusions, and assumptions I made during the research. I also began practicing meditation
during the time of this study, which allowed me to be more disciplined with “noting” and letting
go of my own thoughts and judgements. I recorded some, not all, of my most complex and
intertwined thinking patterns; I did not want to lose them in case they do become more relevant
in the future.
Occasionally I engaged in explaining my thinking and seeking feedback from my
colleagues, which also provided an opportunity to clarify and direct the path for the future steps
in the process. Sometimes the debriefs with my colleagues led to additional individuals being
identified as potential research participants. For instance, I did not originally plan on
interviewing consultants who have been supporting the development of the multi-stakeholder,
loosely coupled systems. However, it became evident through my explorations with other
practitioners that consultants who were or are still involved in providing services to systems of
interest may be able to provide information missing from others involved in the system (i.e.,
specific processes that they have implemented to support the formation of the system).
Research Approach
I employed a variety of methods and strategies for data collection, analysis, and induction
of the theoretical constructs. I used Charmaz’s (2014) guide for grounded theorists and engaged
in the following nine actions:
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1

Conduct data collection and analysis simultaneously in an iterative process.

2

Analyze actions and processes rather than themes and structure.

3

Use comparative methods.

4

Draw on data (e.g., narratives and descriptions) in service of developing new
conceptual categories.

5

Develop inductive abstract analytic categories through systematic data analysis.

6

Emphasize theory construction rather than description or application of current
theories.

7

Engage in theoretical sampling.

8

Search for variation in the studied categories or process.

9

Pursue developing a category rather than covering a specific empirical topic. (p. 15)

These actions represent a grounded theorist’s research guide, not a prescription or sequential
series of steps. It is possible to reiterate or step back when new information is discovered, or
theoretical construct has emerged and needs to be further explored and analyzed.
Due to COVID-19, the pace of my research slowed significantly. At first, I was
challenged by the inability to complete the scheduled interviews or follow up interviews with the
participants. However, a couple of months into the pandemic, I experienced a surge in
participants’ responses and desires to add clarity to the emerging categories through the follow
up interviews. Although this caused a delay in the research, it provided an increased level of
analysis and opportunity to engage with the participants in reflective conversations increased
research clarity and rigor.
The renewed energy around the topic and willingness to participate in the follow up
interviews lead to 90 analytical memos capturing the insights and observations from coding and
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25 reflective memos, capturing my own thinking and reflection on the current experience of
developing a loosely coupled system launched virtually in May of 2020. Excerpts from my
memos are used in this chapter and the next, providing a clear thread of emergent thinking and
theoretical categories. The following excerpt from a reflective memo demonstrates how the
course of the research was crafted by following the reflections and insights captured in the
reflective memos:
“I was prepared to “disqualify” one of my original interviews, where the participant was
describing the organization they were representing, which would not fit the criteria for a
loosely coupled system. I decided to go through the transcript one more time and to code
it using the emerged theoretical categories and its properties. To my surprise, I did not
see any discrepancies in this “old” data as I assumed just an hour prior to giving it one
more chance. Looking at the same data set after initial coding and four rounds of
analysis, opened a new vantage point I did not have before. Due to the traditional
501(C3) organizational structure, where the Board serves as an oversight and governing
body, the President and CEO is appointed as well as Vice-Presidents and other Chiefs
who are ultimately responsible and “in charge.” This type of organization in itself would
not qualify for this study. However, the actual system of multiple funding partners (public
and private), non-profits, and community partners it brought together and sustained over
30 years, most certainly qualified it for this research.”
With that new vantage point, I discovered, through the only actor I interviewed in this
situation, that developing a loosely coupled system and sustaining it over time relies on the four
dimensions of leadership: seeing the need (purpose, the why), getting it done/producing results
(product, the what), building and maintaining trust / building trusting relationships (partnership,
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the how), and holding shared values/holding people together/challenging others (people, the
who). As Galina, one of the participants, stated:
There are many observations I suppose, of what makes an effective leader. But it's
certainly [...] someone […] you can rely on to follow through who, kind of, you know
what they're going to do. A little bit of predictability, but also, you know, I don't know
how, what are the qualities of someone who you can trust, someone you can trust, and
you know, shares the same values and sense of what's important, and can get the job
done. So those are, you know, leadership too is, are people, who are pushing us and
challenging us in ways that we need to be challenged. It also is people who have the
respect and our people will listen to. So it has many dimensions, and those
characteristics play out differently in a lot of different kinds of people. (Galina)
According to Charmaz (2014), rather than objective, unproblematic prescriptions and
procedures, relativism characterizes the grounded theorist’s endeavor. I am fully aware and
acknowledge that each interaction or piece of data collected altered my journey as the researcher
and directed the next step in the process; both the participant(s) and I continued to construct and
shape the reality in which we both showed up with preconceived notions and knowledge that
informed our respective actions in the past and informed my understanding and interpretation of
the data, subsequent meaning, and ultimately theoretical categories to be described later.
In the following four sections of this chapter, I describe in detail, specific activities I
engaged with throughout the research process in a cyclical, non-linear fashion. These activities
include collecting data, analyzing data, comparing data, and developing theory.
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Collecting Data
Participants engaged in this study, currently or in the past, were actors of the selected
systems, which were selected based on the identified criteria: multi-stakeholder, loosely coupled
system where multi-organizational members represent at least two different sectors. A total of 22
sites were selected based on the initial review of the organizational documents: official filing
documents with the state in which the organization is established and unofficial documents that
guide the organizational structure, governance, and work (accessible through organization’s
website or acquired through consultants and colleagues who assisted in recruitment efforts).
I informed the contact at each site that there would be several strategies employed in data
collection once it was determined that the site qualifies and was willing to openly share all
information and documentation during the study. The uniqueness of the grounded theory was
that initial data collection involved an extensive amount of data and a variety of data collection
methods including interviews, observations, field notes, memos, and evidence in the form of
various written documents, journals, publications, video recordings, and pictures.
In some cases, I spent a full day on site, observing various actors in action, focusing
specifically on those who were identified as leaders in the system. I conducted interviews in
person with as many participants as was possible, however the majority were interviewed via a
video conferencing platform, Zoom. Earlier interviews were a little bit more structured and
lasted 90 minutes to two hours; later interviews were less structured and more informal, allowing
for in-depth reflections. I conducted follow up interviews when necessary to clarify what was
meant by some of the comments; this also provided an opportunity for the participant to reflect
on the experience of the first interview and share additional insights when we convened again.
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Data gathering and analysis in grounded theory happens simultaneously. After the first
two interviews were conducted and transcribed, I began coding and analyzing the data. The data
were analyzed to capture similar patterns describing actions and activities and processes and
concepts that point to how leadership is happening in the system of loosely organized,
independent members representing multiple sectors and stakeholder groups.
Analyzing Data
Grounded theory coding is different from other qualitative research coding approaches in
that the researcher begins to develop categories and conceptualize what is happening in the data
at the same time they name the segments of the data in concise terms (Charmaz, 2014).
Additionally, focus is on action and process rather than topics and themes, which directs the
researcher’s attention to participants’ experience and encourages analysis from their perspective
(Charmaz, 2014). “The logic of grounded theory entails going back to data and forward into
analysis” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 42).
Initial and Open Coding. After each data collection event (interviews, observations, or
documents review) I engaged in the initial coding and analysis of the data gathered, meaning
“naming segments of data with the label that simultaneously categorizes, summarizes, and
accounts for each piece of data” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 111). Each data set was analyzed separately
through the initial coding procedure. Each interview was coded and analyzed as one set of data. I
used line-by-line coding at first, but soon moved to incident-by-incident coding with gerunds to
assist me with this careful analysis of not only the participant experience, but also the meaning
they assign to it.
Initial coding of interview data described the essence of what was happening based on the
transcribed data and my insights (Charmaz, 2014). Codes were created during the process of
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segmenting the data, accounting not only for the spoken words, but also the observed body
language, inflections of the voice, and emotional reactions of the interviewee. I treated initial
codes as “transitional objects” (Star quoted in Charmaz, 2014, p. 113), which “connect segments
of data with the analytic abstraction that we [the grounded theorists] accord to them” (Charmaz,
2014, p. 113). I also noted what I observed during the interviews; these notes were helpful in my
later analysis and useful data (subject to coding).
I used Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to break up the text into lines and segments that
conveyed one continuous thought and captured the essence of the experience. The first two
interviews produced 454 initial codes. I used in vivo and process coding techniques to capture the
actions and activities of described leadership phenomenon in participants’ words. I then analyzed
the 454 codes in Microsoft Excel by using a different font style to differentiate the codes. I used
bold style for codes that were repeated multiple times, cursive style for codes that described
similar sets of activities, and I highlighted the ones that were concept related. For example, I
bolded “sharing data” code when I saw it appear in multiple sections. I then used all caps style to
identify the broader themes that were emerging; e.g., “getting involved” was one of the first
themes capturing acts of how leadership was happening. I continued to use open coding for two
additional interviews, with one set of data representing field notes and three memos. I performed
the open coding of an additional two interviews in the Rev software (the same software that I
used for transcription). I used the notes section in Rev online to capture the initial codes,
continuing my preference for in vivo technique and gerunds that described the activities and
process taking place. The field notes and the memos I coded using line by line coding. Field
notes represented data from an interview where the participant refused to be recorded but was
willing to share their experience and reflections verbally. I copied and pasted all the codes into a
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Microsoft Word document and developed a code tree to use for the remaining transcripts (See
Appendix K.)
The code tree was implemented in Dedoose, a software used for coding and analysis of
the remaining data and future new data. I employed two additional investigators to assist with
coding. Each investigator, including myself, was assigned three sets of data (each set represented
one transcribed interview). Each investigator was also instructed to use the memo feature in
Dedoose to capture their thinking on the particular experience, note what comes to mind and
thoughts that emerged from coding the text. Each investigator produced between one and four
memos per transcript that were then coded and included in the final analysis. The memos were
categorized into additional literature, analytical (insights about the data that emerged when
coding), reflective (personal thoughts and experience), and follow up questions.
The initial coding did take me into unexpected areas of inquiry. I noted via memo what
was emerging in my own thinking process, then returned to the data and continued with coding.
I also noted the steps I was taking in the process of coding to help me remember the process and
gain more clarity about various types of coding. An example of the process memo can be found
in Appendix J. (See Table 3 for an overview of the coding and analysis process.)
Focused Coding. Focused coding is used in grounded theory to organize the data and
manage emerging analysis (Charmaz, 2014). Focused coding happened after the team of
investigators independently reviewed the codes included in the code tree and any additional
codes that emerged from the initial coding process. Collectively, we reviewed our notes, memos,
and codes and created focused codes based on the discussion and our collective interpretation of
the data.
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The codes were imported into Microsoft Excel and compared and analyzed across
different sets of data and within the same sets of data. Investigators shared analytical memos to
aid the interpretation of the data. At the conclusion of this process, the focused codes were
developed and uploaded to Dedoose. Nine additional sets of data from already concluded
interviews were coded using focused codes. With each additional set coded, I produced
analytical and reflective memos, captured the questions that emerged and any thoughts and ideas
about future literature review, often mentioned or suggested by the participants themselves or
surfaced in conversations with Dr. Richard Fursman one of the additional investigators.
Engaging in a comparative analysis early on in the process, heavily promoted by
Charmaz (2014) and Glaser and Strauss (1999), ensures the level of rigor necessary to the
development of the theoretical categories and its properties. It helped me make sense and merge
the data gathered from the document review and observations as well as provided further insights
into patterns of behavior, action, and process. According to Charmaz (2014), “Moving to focused
coding is not an entirely linear process,” (p. 141). Looking for implicit meanings, revelations,
and explicit expressions of one’s experience or perceptions of what is or was happening was the
main task and my responsibility. It included multiple analysis of the same data sets, as new
insights and understandings emerged that provided a different lens. Focused coding guided my
analysis into the development of the theoretical constructs, categories, and its properties as I
continued to raise questions about the data and investigate what it was telling me. Appendix L
represents the focused codes.
Axile Coding. I continued to compare data within the same set (going back and
evaluating the initial codes of the same interview) and with different sets (additional interview
data set that has not been coded yet). Continued comparative analysis produced additional
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memos, identified new codes, and collapsed some of the initial codes, while expanding and reorganizing the code tree. See Appendix M for a visual representation of re-categorizing the codes
and developing axis.
Emerging categories and questions raised during the coding process informed the
development of the questions and points of inquiry during the second round of data collection. At
this stage, additional data was gathered to provide more in depth meaning, look for patterns, and
seek relationships between categories and properties. It was helpful to differentiate between the
category and properties at this time. Glaser and Strauss (1999) provided the following
definitions: “A category stands by itself as a conceptual element of the theory. A property, in
turn, is a conceptual aspect or element of a category” (p. 36).
Theoretical Coding. I began theoretical coding by reviewing excerpts in major
categories and noting the threads that formed the categories. (See Appendix N.) As elements of
theory (categories and properties) emerged, I went back to gathering additional data. I followed
up with some participants; I conducted interviews with eight additional participants and one
focus group. The theoretical sample questions are shown in Appendix I.
I conducted one focus group discussion with consultants who have experience with
assisting systems under investigation, but who were not part of the original interviews. During
the focus group, conducted virtually, I presented the emerging categories and sought feedback
and reactions from the participants who engaged in sharing their experience and observations. I
focused my questions to think specifically about actions and processes of leadership. I recorded
the focus groups and transcribed the recording as I did with all other interviews. I was able to
return to the data and analyze the feedback I received as well as the comments made by the
participants. My guidance of the group discussion was limited and included questions such as:
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•

What resonated with you?

•

What is missing?

•

How do these concepts relate?

To “preserve the participants’ meaning of their views and actions,” Charmaz (2014, p.
134) recommended the use of in vivo codes strategy (key words or phrases used by the
participants that convey a meaning behind the common behavior, process, or action). These
codes contribute to the understanding of the implicit meanings and actions when integrated into
the theory. In vivo codes were instrumental in my research at the organizational level of analysis
and provided insight into “assumptions, actions and imperatives that frame action” (Charmaz,
2014, p. 134). According to Charmaz (2014), useful in vivo codes include commonly used terms
unique to the situation or the research question, participants’ terms that capture their meaning or
experience in their own words, insider language used to describe situation or group’s experience,
or expressions of specific actions or feelings. I found in vivo codes useful in constructing the
theory as they captured the unique nature of the experience and provided language to name the
concepts that conveyed deep insight into the phenomenon. Examples of the in vivo codes
include: “coalition of the willing,” “power in numbers,” “showing up,” “facilitating collective
ownership.”
Table 3
Coding Process and Analysis Summary
Data Sets

4 interview
transcripts
1 memo
1 set of field
notes

Type of
Coding

Open/ Initial
Coding

5 + 9 new
transcripts
Organizational
documents
Websites
Observation
Memos
Focused Coding

9 new transcripts
Analytical Memos
Reflective Memos
Literature Review

1 follow up
interview
8 new interviews
1 focus group

Axile Coding

Theoretical
Coding
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Data Sets

4 interview
transcripts
1 memo
1 set of field
notes

5 + 9 new
transcripts
Organizational
documents
Websites
Observation
Memos

9 new transcripts
Analytical Memos
Reflective Memos
Literature Review

1 follow up
interview
8 new interviews
1 focus group

Coding
Techniques
& Analysis
Process

In Vivo
Process
Concept
Line by line

Clustering and
organizing in vivo,
process and
concept codes

Working with
Focused Codes

Feedback from the
participants

Develop major
categories of
codes

Developing Axis - Asking clarifying
major categories
questions
and properties
Additional
Interviews

Cycle of
Analysis

First Cycle

New codes emerge
based on the
analysis
Second Cycle
Third Cycle

Where /
How

In Excel, Word
and Rev Online

In Dedoose
In Excel

Some of the
codes become
parent, child,
grandchild codes

Comparing the
codes across
different sets of
data and within
the same sets of
data
• Having Moral
Responsibility
• Influencing
Buy-In
• Building the
System
• Dealing with
Success
• Sharing Power
• Many Faces of
Leadership

Result

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great Quotes
Getting
Involved
Forming
Becoming a
Real Thing
Leadership
Phenomenon
Self
System
Other

In Dedoose
Flipcharts /Post-it
Notes
Revising
categories and
properties
•
•
•
•

Inviting to
Collaborate
Forming and
Managing a
Core Group
Bringing
Order to
Chaos
Serving the
Purpose

Focus group

In Dedoose
In Power Point
Flipcharts /Post-it
notes

Fourth Cycle

Theoretical
constructs,
modeling, and
clarifying
• We: Taking
Individual
Responsibility
• Coalition of
the Willing:
Inviting to
Collaborate
• Core Group:
Forming and
Sustaining
Leadership
Team
• System:
Balancing
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Data Sets

4 interview
transcripts
1 memo
1 set of field
notes

5 + 9 new
transcripts
Organizational
documents
Websites
Observation
Memos

9 new transcripts
Analytical Memos
Reflective Memos
Literature Review

1 follow up
interview
8 new interviews
1 focus group

•

Chaos and
Order
Collective
Will: Taking
Moral
Responsibility

Comparing Data
I used a constant comparative method, proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1999), to
systematically code and analyze emerging categories and properties. The constant comparative
method allowed me to analyze the data in a variety of combinations, including sequential
comparison (comparing data from earlier and later interviews of the same individual(s),
observations of the same individuals or groups at different times or places, and comparing not
only similar but different sets of data from the same site and different sites. Comparative data
analysis helped me remain engaged with the actual data and not get too attached to my own ideas
and insights. When ideas emerge, I noted them and included them in my analysis as one
perspective, not the only perspective. Making comparisons at each level of analytic work was my
key strategy to staying close to the data and limiting my judgement of what I perceived was
happening.
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Developing Theory
In generating a theory through comparative analysis of data, coding, emergent categories
and properties, I refrained from focusing on accurate descriptions and verification of what is
already known in the area of leadership research. Instead, I shied away from all assumptions and
focused on “theory as process” (Glaser & Strauss, 1999, p. 32, originally emphasized).
According to Glaser and Strauss (1999), the job of the researcher using a grounded theory
approach is to account for the relevant behavior and not to understand the whole field. I was
encouraged to not be concerned with “accurate descriptions and verifications” (p. 28) at the
expense of creativity and discoveries that naturally emerge in the process of generating theory. I
refrained from including contemporary leadership theories at the beginning of the research
process. As I engaged in the conversations with study participants and colleagues who helped
identify the participants, I noted leadership theories that seemed appropriate or relevant to the
research topic and added these to my literature list to be reviewed and compared to what
emerged from the data.
Grounded theorists should remain objective and unbiased towards a specific existing
theory (Charmaz, 2014). I approached this research without any preconceived notions and
followed where the data led. However, the iterative process of collecting and analyzing data
allowed for existing theories and perspectives on leadership to be included in the process of
analyzing the emerging categories and properties.
It is liberating to think of the theory development as an ongoing, never ending process in
which the emphasis is not to “debunk” or “prove” what is right or wrong in the proposed or
existing theory, but rather to confirm, change, and improve categories as new data becomes
available and new relationships become evident. Resulting theory is an interpretation of
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participants meanings, actions, and practices. Unlike objectivist grounded theory, that aims to
verify and describe “what is,” constructivist grounded theory answers the questions of “how and sometimes why – participants construct meanings and actions in specific situations”
(Charmaz, 2014, p. 239).
There are two kinds of theory that can be generated through grounded theory comparative
analysis: substantive and formal. Substantive theory is “a theoretical interpretation or explanation
of a delimited problem in a particular area, such as family relations, formal organizations, or
education” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 344). Formal theory is “a theoretical rendering of a generic issue
or process that cuts across several substantive areas of study” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 343). Formal
theory is developed for a “formal, or conceptual area of sociological inquiry, such as stigma, … ,
authority and power, reward system, or social mobility” (Glaser & Strauss, 1999, p. 32). The
kind of theory formulated informs and dictates the research design and the level of the
comparative analysis process. Since the focus of my research question is embedded in a
substantive area of sociological inquiry about leadership, I directed my theorizing process toward
the development of a substantive theory. I developed a substantive theory about how leadership
happens in a specific type of system (multi-stakeholder, loosely coupled, open-natural) and
specific type of situation (members represent at least two different sectors). Substantive theory
development includes the comparative analysis among different groups or settings within the
same substantive area (the type of system and situation).
The development of theoretical categories does not happen in a linear, prescriptive way.
Simultaneously collecting data, analyzing the data, and theorizing represents the uniqueness of
the constructivist grounded theory approach. Throughout the research process I engaged in the
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acts of theorizing that include “seeing possibilities, establishing connections, and asking
questions” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 244, original emphasis).
Human Subject Protection
Since this research involves people, it was my responsibility to protect the participants
from any harm that they may have encountered during the research process. At first the topic of
leadership and the focus on how it occurs in a particular system seems benign. However, the
relationships could be damaged, or the system’s existence could be threatened by the
participant’s disclosure of a certain situation or characteristic that might shed an unwelcomed
light on someone else. Understanding the sensitivities around the topic of leadership and with
that the dynamics of power, I ensured security and confidentiality of the data gathered through
individual interviews. I vowed to safeguard the participant information and conducted myself
professionally in order to avoid the unintentional harming of subjects. I submitted my research
proposal to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) outlining the necessary steps and procedures
that ensure protection and risk mitigation for the research participants. All forms and proposed
approach were approved by the IRB, allowing the research process to unfold.
“Entering research participants’ worlds” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 33) is a delicate endeavor.
When interviewing participants, I listened carefully and probed gently. I remained nonjudgmental and neutral on the content of the expressed thoughts and ideas. My probing questions
were asked with the intent to understand, not to confront or lead to a preconceived assumption.
This required discipline and acting on my part as though I had no idea what the participants were
talking about. Remaining curious and intentionally ignorant was my most important task. I
recorded what I heard and saw in detail, capturing the nuances of human emotion and reactions.
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I provided consent forms for the participants to sign in advance and provided the
overview of the study and the confidentiality agreement that I followed. At the start of each
interview, I reviewed the purpose of the study and the agreement that I had the participant’s
consent. I provided the participants with the written assurance that the information they shared
with me would be safeguarded in the secure cloud location and destroyed after the research
completion.
I recorded the interviews and transcribed the audio recording via an online transcription
service, Rev. I assigned an identification number for each site for the system and a pseudonym
for each participant; actual names of the individual participants or organizations in this research
were never used. Identifying characteristics, such as positions and roles, were generalized or
categorized through the data collection, and included terms like “founding member,” or “mature
system,” or “employee.”
In the review of the elicited texts, I assigned codes to people and organizations named to
provide for confidentiality and anonymity. I kept all the information confidential throughout the
research process to prevent any potential negative consequences of the participants being
exposed to their employers or peers.
Internal Validity and Reliability
“Accurate description and verification is not so crucial when one’s purpose is to generate
theory” (Glasser & Strauss, 1999, p. 28). The quality of the grounded theory is determined by its
usefulness (relevance to the area it attempts to explain), richness of the data, and the attention to
emergent categories. “Rich data are detailed, focused, and full” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 23). The
flexibility of the qualitative research allows researchers to follow the leads as they emerge and
refine the categories and properties until there is no variation noted by the researcher. Engaging
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in theoretical sampling in a “strategic, specific and systematic” (Glasser & Strauss, 1999, p. 199)
way guided the refinement of the categories and enabled me to “predict where and how [I] can
find needed data to fill such gaps and to saturate categories” (Glasser & Strauss, 1999, p. 199,
emphasis original).
It was my responsibility as a researcher to present a theoretical framework in a way that
the reader can relate to and be clear in the connections that I drew between the data and
categories. This validation happens through a transparent and accurate account of events, memo
writing, and coding procedures. Ultimately the researcher’s responsibility is to stay true to the
data and act as chief data analyst, demonstrating to the reader the rigor and the objectivity
(detachment from own perceptions and biases) in data analysis.
Validation of categories and theoretical concepts happens in the comparative process of
analyzing and theoretical sampling. I engaged two additional investigators in the initial coding
process as well as comparative analysis. Both investigators were able to share their perspective
and insights they gleaned from the data, allowing for a rich debate, and intentional questioning
throughout the process. These exchanges enhanced the quality of the study by challenging not
only my biases and assumptions, but also proposing alternative interpretations.
Reliability is challenging and counter-intuitive in qualitative research. “Hence, the
essence of reliability for qualitative research lies with consistency (Leung, 2015). According to
Silverman, reliability of the process and results can be enhanced by refutational analysis,
constant data comparison, comprehensive data use, inclusive of the deviant case and use of tables
(2009, p. 472). As I collected, analyzed, and compared the data, I engaged in the feedback and
reflection with self through memoing and other investigators. I confirmed the initial findings
with the original participants through follow up interviews and a focus group in addition to
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performing theoretical sampling. Reliability of the study is demonstrated through four cycles of
coding and interview protocols that could be replicated in future research, rigorous
documentation of the process through process memos, and multiple tables to summarize and
clarify the points of comparative analysis.
Summary
I conducted a qualitative study utilizing grounded theory research methodology focusing
on leadership phenomena in a multi-stakeholder, loosely coupled system. The University of St
Thomas Institutional Review Board approved my research plan and approach to the study,
including the human subject protection and data integrity and security procedures.
I interviewed 23 individuals during the first round of interviews. I did not know how I
would proceed post the initial interviews, observations, and organizational documents review.
Nor did I know exactly how many interviews I would conduct and how many sites I would
engage with. I remained open to what emerged and followed the leads wherever they took me. I
concluded the research process with 32 participants, representing 15 different systems. Most of
the individuals interviewed were affiliated with more than one system and could speak about
conditions and contingencies for leadership occurring in the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder
system as well as compare leadership in such systems to more traditional, hierarchical systems
with clear positional authority, formal leadership roles, processes, and policies.
Data collection included interviews, documents and review of online resources, personal
reflections and memos, observations, focus group, follow up interviews, and theoretical
sampling. Iterative process of data collection and constant comparative analysis of the same sets
of data and different sets of data produced categories and properties that were then confirmed
through theoretical sampling procedures. I paid particular attention to ensuring validity and
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enhancing reliability through consistently applying grounded theory guiding principles, including
peer debriefing, four cycles of coding, development of comparative tables, documenting the
process of analysis, practicing reflexivity, and participant checking.
In the next chapter I share my findings and the emerging theoretical framework that
explains how leadership occurs in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system.
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Chapter Four
Findings
In the following chapter, I will describe, through the eyes of the participants and my own
observations and experiences, what is happening behind the curtain of leadership phenomenon in
loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems. My questions during the semi-structured interviews
were focused on the who, how, why, and what of the experience shared by the participants, with
each question getting deeper and deeper into the core of the system’s inter-workings, politics,
and mindsets of the people involved. The interview protocol can be found in Appendix H.
I start by describing leadership phenomena at the Level 4; referring to what can be
observed and described by looking at people interacting during meetings, and review of
materials, bylaws and publications, website, plans, etc. If and / or when a system matures, there
is a common language that has been established, cultural norms that can be described and
observed, and individual actors’ roles and responsibilities as they engage in the work of the
system. Certainly, there are specific leadership roles and positions that have been established and
agreed to (i.e., chair, board, executive director, etc.), however these positions and the people
occupying them may or may not be fully responsible for how leadership occurs. Level 4
represents the system level of leadership, where everyone is participating in leadership activities
according to agreements and processes as evidenced by documents, various roles, and
participants’ descriptions of how leadership is happening.
Next, I explored “what” everyone is doing and “how” they are serving the “worthy
cause.” With each layer uncovered, I share my findings using the language and the terms of the
participants themselves as they point to acts and processes of how leadership occurs. Level 3 and
Level 2 describe two groups of people: core group and coalition of the willing, who take on
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leadership activities in the process of system formation most visibly, but are still at play past that
stage of development. These groups take on different names depending on the final legal
structure or established agreements, yet they are critical to keeping the system in place and
maintaining engagement from all stakeholders.
Finally, at Level 1 leadership, is a small team of two or three (most commonly) who play
the key role of holding the idea and concept alive through their own behavior, including holding
people to a higher standard and modeling the way. This is the “we” spirit of the system that
keeps it going.
Four Dimensions and Four Levels of Leadership
The findings consist of four core dimensions of the system’s leadership and four levels
that correspond with the stages of the system development and are sequential in the formative
years but exist and are at play simultaneously in later years. The dimensions are organized in a
triangular model and are interrelated as illustrated in Figure 2 (who, why, what, and how). Acts of
leadership are happening in these four dimensions simultaneously at four levels. The work of
leadership is to maintain the balance among all dimensions and the paradoxes surrounding
individual versus collective interests, benefits, and values.
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Figure 2
Four Dimensions of Leadership in Loosely Coupled, Multi-Stakeholder System

Figure 3 illustrates the four levels of leadership, where the gray triangle is representative
of Level 4, an enlarged view of the center triangle in Figure 2; the blue triangle is representative
of Level 3; the orange triangle is representative of Level 2; and the green triangle is
representative of Level 1. The four levels are: The System, Core Group, Coalition of the Willing,
and We. As the system matures, leadership work (activities) and focus shifts from taking
responsibility (we) to inviting to collaborate (coalition of the willing) to forming a leadership
team (core group) to serving the purpose (the system). Different actors may be involved at
different levels at different times, yet the same set of actors operate at one level in any given
point in time.
Figure 3
Four Levels of Leadership Process in Loosely Coupled, Multi-Stakeholder System
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Four Dimensions – Who, What, How, and Why
Through a constant comparative analysis of emerging categories and properties, I
discovered that the leadership process in the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system consists
of four dimensions: people, product, partnership, and purpose. I have labeled them the “who,”
“what,” “how,” and “why” of the leadership process. The following acts are taking place in these
four dimensions: taking responsibility, ensuring accountability, influencing others, and serving
the purpose. The four dimensions are at play simultaneously and are interrelated and
interdependent. Oksana’s insight into the loose coupling dynamic contributed to this discovery.
And then in a loosely controlled, I don't want to say anything goes, but it all depends on
who's come together, why they've come together, how they've come together, where they
do or do not want to go, timeline, time limits, resource limits that sometimes is a real
driver. Could be time. Frequently, it's money. Maybe money to support an effort, money
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to do whatever it is you're looking at. Wonderful idea, but you need somebody to pay for
it, so you look for partners to come up with the deep pockets or checkbook. (Oksana)
Who: People Taking Responsibility. The people are the actors of the system; people
contribute individually and collectively in how leadership occurs and how the system starts,
develops, and remains in existence. The dimension of who describes those actors who “see the
need and take responsibility” (Harrison Owen in personal communication, 2012). This
dimension is descriptive of who those actors represent, how they are identified by others, and
what roles they assume. The remaining dimensions describe what they take responsibility for and
how people take responsibility and why.
Why: Having the Purpose. The “why” dimension describes why people do what they do
(what they choose to enact), why they take responsibility, and why they act the way they do (how
they enact what). The why is at the core of each person; it drives the actions and behaviors and
contributes to a formation of the collective purpose of the system. This dimension of leadership
phenomena clarifies why some actors take responsibility and others do not, what is their why at
the individual and collective level, and how they know, learn, or develop it.
How: Partnering With Others. The “how” of leadership in loosely coupled systems is
about partnering and influencing others to partner. In loosely coupled systems, people interact
and engage with each other as partners, collaborators, and allies. Actors can gain and lose
influence over each other depending on how they interact with others and why they are engaged
in partnership. This dimension describes who influences whom in partnership and how and why
actors and members form and maintain partnerships.
What: Producing Value. In the end, what matters most is the value the system produces.
The “what” of the leadership dimension is the product; it is concerned with holding self and
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others accountable for delivering results that justify the system’s existence. This dimension
describes how results are produced, who ensures accountability for producing results, and by
whom and why.
Four Levels of Leadership
The leadership phenomenon evolves and takes on different forms beginning with Level 1.
Each of the levels includes acts of leadership and the four dimensions: why, what, how, and who.
(See Table 4.)
•

Level 1 (The We): individual(s) who hold the idea or the originator(s). Acts of
leadership include taking responsibility. The four dimensions are: what (systems
thinking and curiosity), why (humility and cause), how (courage and hard work), and
who (the originators or idea holders).

•

Level 2(Coalition of the Willing): a small coalition of those who are “willing” to take
the next step in seeing the idea through. Acts of leadership include inviting others to
collaborate. The four dimensions are: what (convening), why (compelling message),
how (connecting), and who (we).

•

Level 3(Core Group): larger “core” group taking ownership of the work of the
system. Acts of leadership include forming and sustaining the “leadership” team. The
four dimensions are: why (shared values), what (shared interest), how (shared power),
and who (coalition of the willing).

•

Level 4 (The System): the system level leadership where everyone has an opportunity
to take responsibility, be accountable, influence, and serve the purpose as supported
by the processes, agreements, decision making models, funding mechanisms,
organizational structures, and governing and leadership forms established and
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adjusted as the system continues to evolve and mature. Acts of leadership include
balancing chaos and order. The four dimensions are: why (sustainability), what
(structure), how (engagement), and who (core group).
Table 4
Levels of Leadership in Loosely Coupled, Multi-Stakeholder System
Level

Description

Acts of Leadership

4 Dimensions

Level 4

The System

Balancing chaos and
order

Why: Sustainability
What: Structure
How: Engagement
Who: Core group

Level 3

Core Group

Forming and sustaining
“leadership” team

Why: Shared values
What: Shared interest
How: Shared power
Who: Coalition of the
willing

Level 2

Coalition of the
Willing

Inviting to collaborate

What: Convening
Why: Compelling message
How: Connecting
Who: We

Level 1

We

Taking responsibility

What: Systems Thinking &
Curiosity
Why: Humility & Cause
How: Courage & Hard
Work
Who: Idea Holder(s)

Emerging Theoretical Framework
Social Process Triangles
The visual representation of the four dimensions in a triangular model is a continuation of
the existing model, developed by the Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA), a non- profit
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organization devoted to social change and human development. I have adopted the Social
Process Triangles framework (Jenkins & Jenkins, 1997) as an overarching model, building on
the work of ICA and the metanalysis of literature that was conducted by ICA staff and volunteers
in the fall of 1970.
The social process triangles model attempts to capture all elements of human experience
as they relate to being part of the society. “The three major processes of the society – economic,
political and cultural – are based on three basic drivers found in all humans and societies”
(Jenkins & Jenkins, 1997, p. 9). The drivers, further described by Jenkins and Jenkins are: (a)
drive for survival (resources, livelihood, money); (b) drive for order (law and order); (c) drive for
meaning (culture).
Data from my interviews continued to shape the categories; I drew connections to the
social process triangles during the fourth cycle of analysis, with the fourth category, “people,”
being a central triangle. I saw that people, who exercise the acts of leadership in the process of
organizing, governing, and sustaining life, are a missing commonality in the original social
process triangles model.
The People Commonality
I decided to focus on the central triangle, the people commonality. As I continued to look
deeper into the who of the outer layer, visible and observable elements of the system (Level 4), I
recognized that the work of the who is consistent with building and sustaining the balance
between “order and chaos” in the system. There is no single individual who “calls all the shots”
or directs and controls how it all happens, yet there is a group of actors, ever evolving and
changing members of the system, who believe in the system’s purpose and are committed to
doing the work according to agreed-upon principles, goals, and plans. This group is referred to as
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Core Group in this research and represents Level 3 leadership in the system. One layer deeper,
there is a smaller group of people, also referred to as “coalition of the willing,” who are taking
the responsibility for guiding the system in the right direction and facilitating collective
ownership. Collectively they are convening, communicating, and coordinating the work through
volunteering their own time and skills or bringing external resources to support these activities,
often hiring staff or consultants to execute various tasks in support of the coalition. These
leadership activities are happening at the Level 2. Finally, Level 1 represents the originator(s) of
the system, often two or three people joining together to launch the endeavor and hold everyone
together until such time that the system is strong enough to exercise system wide leadership,
where everyone has the ability to step into a leadership process.
System Development and Four Levels of Leadership
The next four sections of this chapter are a breakdown of the four levels, beginning with
Level 4: The System, the broadest level of leadership, where a core group of actors is engaged in
enacting leadership through balancing chaos and order. The levels are not organized in a linear
way, instead they are nested in a way that expands leadership from a personal, individual level to
a small group of founding members (Level 1) to a bigger coalition of the willing (Level 2) to a
formal leadership team (Level 3), and finally to a core group of actors who are interchangeable
within the system that is designed to maintain the shared power among the stakeholders and
members (Level 4). I begin the unpacking of these layers of leadership with the largest and more
comprehensive set of activities, behaviors, and processes.
The leadership phenomena revealed through four dimension and four levels coincide with
the system’s stages of development: startup, developing, and mature. The acts of leadership
during the startup phase include taking responsibility (Level 1) and inviting to collaborate (Level
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2). Leadership is enacted by one to three actors (“We”), who take responsibility for forming the
idea and identifying “the right” people to be included in the early activities of the system
formation. “We” represent Level 1 leadership; they engage in activities such as convening,
coordinating, and communicating the compelling message. Collectively, activities of the “We”
represent a leadership process I identified as “inviting to collaborate;” as a result a coalition of
the willing emerges, representing Level 2 leadership.
During the system’s second phase of development, Level 2 leadership is enacted by the
coalition of the willing, who engage in the activities of forming and sustaining a “leadership
team.” With the coalition of the willing now guiding the system development, leadership
activities are focused on clarifying and establishing agreements, norms, and expectations, and for
providing a structure for decision making and a process for continuing the formation of the
system. As the system gains support and commitment from its members, a core group is
established (Level 3 leadership) that “brings order to chaos” as one participant expressed. The
core group takes over the responsibility for convening and coordinating activities among various
stakeholder groups and committees (also referred to as work groups or action teams).
When the system reaches the mature stage, the leadership activities continue to be
enacted by the core group (Level 3 leadership). As systems continue to mature, a core group that
represents formal and informal leaders at the system level (Level 4), is concerned with the
activities ensuring the system’s long term sustainability, organizational structure, and member
engagement. The system level leadership (Level 4) includes everyone in the work of the system
by design. All members of the system have an opportunity to influence others, take on
responsibilities, and ensure accountability for self and others to continue to serve the purpose.
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The four levels of leadership are sequential from the developmental perspective, but once
the system is mature and the idea is “institutionalized,” these four levels of leadership must
continue to operate in harmony and sync to sustain loose coupling.
Level 4: The System: Balancing Chaos and Order
Due to a three-dimensional nature of this model where levels represent the depth and
dimensions represent the breadth, the higher the level the broader the footprint of leadership
activities and processes. In Level 4, the system itself is taking responsibility for what is
happening. There are rules (explicit or implicit) and norms that are in place and guide the
relationships and interaction between the actors and members. Individual members assume
various roles and responsibilities that have been established over time. The system is the
collection of people who have shared purpose and produce value in partnership with each other.
Figure 4
The System
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Figure 4 is the illustration of the fourth level and all the activities captured and categorized at the
system level of leadership. The scope of Level 4 leadership also includes the dimensions of
people (who), purpose (why), partnership (how), and product (what). I describe these dimensions
through the lenses of specific activities and behaviors that point to leadership happening within
each of these four dimensions further breaking down the acts of leadership into sub-categories
aligned once again with the four dimensions of who, why, how, and what. This level is the most
comprehensive and complex, including most noticeable activities and observable behaviors of
people constituting the system. The acts of leadership within the four dimensions at Level 4 are
described in this section of chapter four as follows:
•

Why: Serving the Purpose
o Who: Seeing the Need
o Why: Feeding the Individual Passion
o How: Holding the Shared Vision
o What: Working the Plan

•

What: Producing Value
o Who: Delivering Results
o Why: Seeing Mutual Benefit
o How: Having the Expertise
o What: Bringing Resources Together

•

How: Forming Partnerships
o Who: Holding it Together
o Why: Gaining Collective Voice
o

How: Nurturing Relationships
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o What: Building Trust
•

Who: Balancing Chaos and Order
o Why: Sustainability
o What: Structure
o How: Engagement
o Who: Core Group

Serving the Purpose (The Why)
The purpose dimension is concerned with the questions of existence (survival and
sustainability). The questions that are most often asked of the group are: “Why do we need to
exist?” or “Why are we doing this?” The purpose was the first element to be established in all the
organizations included in this research; the purpose needed to be clarified and constantly
revisited and the members and actors of the system needed to be reminded of why the system
exists. In some cases, the terms purpose and mission were used interchangeably. The purpose of
any loosely coupled system is fragile and subject to being “hijacked.” The leadership dimension
of why describes how the purpose is served, by whom, and why.
Karina, who was part of the system for over a decade, assuming various roles from time
to time, reflected on her current role as a Board President:
When I see that our Board starts going some other direction, I read the mission statement
and say, let’s just check here. Are we doing what we are supposed to be doing? Is that
something that we should not be taking on? Are we stretching ourselves too thin? Or is
that something that we really feel that we need to be taking? And then we need to change
this, then. Our mission. To include that if we all strongly believe that has to be what we
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do. Structurally, I suppose I kind of enforce in a way, making sure that everything is tied
back to our mission. (Karina)
Maximus confirmed that the key is “making sure that there's a clearly defined purpose;”
he also expressed that it took time and a lot of effort to ensure that everyone was in agreement
and could see themselves clearly in being part of that greater purpose. Vlad, Darya, Alla, Peter,
and Viktor also identified that a clear and compelling shared purpose (mission) is the key to
keeping people engaged and willing to contribute the time and energy necessary. However, all
five also mentioned the personal mission (or passion) being aligned with the purpose of the
system. As Galina shared, “you're just kind of working with an assessment I guess, of where
needs are, and opportunities are to serve the purpose that we have as an organization.”
The acts of serving the purpose include seeing the need (who), feeding the individual
passion (why), holding the shared vision (how), and working the plan (what).
Serving the Purpose: Seeing the Need (Who). In the “who” dimension of serving the
purpose, seeing the need is what drives the purpose formation and survival over time. The people
who see the need for the collective effort or for the system’s existence are able to see beyond
individual interest (personal or agency they represent) and focus on the common good. People
who see that need are seeing it from the role within the organizations they represent or from
professional and personal experience. Oksana “represented no agency” in one of many loosely
coupled systems that she was involved with over the years, however her experience and ability to
see the issue clearly was instrumental. Oksana stated:
I had almost 40 years of working in the affordable housing community that influenced my
thinking in the direction that I moved in ... It's my experience in being a good public
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policy person and seeing that this is not right. This is a hole in this order, and we need to
clean things up and it's a tough job, but somebody's got to do it. (Oksana)
Ivan, being new to the public sector in general, was immersed in observations and started
noticing patterns that helped him clearly identify the need:
We were in the physical space and kind of looking this way and that way and seeing how
he would, he would walk past numerous XXX city offices and never interact with them
and never interact with all of the cities within the county. And he was lamenting this fact.
And then I kind of took that and, and asked other people, how do you interact with your
neighbors? Oh, well, you know, we don't, or we, we see each other at a lunch or
whatever, but there was no real coordination of effort. Um, then I started to understand
some of the cogs and other collaborative elements that were around. And even then, their
impact was still limited. Maybe they were just focused on transportation issues or you
know, at one particular thing. And they weren't really building this level of integration
that I was really as a citizen, hopeful to see. And this was, you know, everyone thinking of
the region first and not their own fiefdoms. And so, I really wanted to see if we could
create systems that would allow some of these previously held definitions to fall away.
And yet people still be able to leverage their positions and their power and their
influence to bring things to the table.
Serving the Purpose: Feeding the Individual Passion (Why). Individuals’ passion
aligned with the purpose of the system is why the people involved are committed to take on the
responsibility of leading the activities necessary for the system to continue to exist.
Anna, who was involved in System #1 as a volunteer from the beginning and was able to
see the development of the system over 15 years, reflected: “It was if they could leverage the
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people who have the passion for the cause and that's how people were drawn to the table.”
Sixteen participants from eight different systems emphasized the individual passion for the cause
as critical for the life of the system; therefore, the acts of leadership included “feeding the
passion” or aligning the mission of the system with the personal goals and missions of the
individuals’ involved. Karina noted:
One thing I think that I didn't have a chance to say is I think a lot of our members, their
personal drive also what... People who end up in this profession, some of them are there
just for the job and then they go away, and others are there because it aligns with their
personal mission, their personal goals really. When that happens, they stay. Also, I'm one
of those people who it aligned with my personal goals in mission. That's why I stay there
and contribute to it. I think this is a big part of what drives System #1 and makes it
sustainable as well is the quality people who contribute from personal goodness of their
heart. We have a lot of them. (Karina)
In my memos I captured the passion that many participants exhibited throughout the
interview. The passion was evident in how they tell their stories, how many stories they tell, and
how deep they would travel in those stories to draw connections to their personal lives and
experiences, how emotional they would get, how much joy and pride they had in their ability to
make a difference, and in some cases, it was sadness and pain that came through as they were
reflecting on why and how the system failed in their opinion or was “hijacked” by one of the
members.
Nine of 10 founding members and all participating members (volunteers or board
members) interviewed, demonstrated personal passion for the cause and the need for the system
to be formed. One founding member, Volodymyr, did not exhibit much enthusiasm for the
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original cause. Instead, Volodymyr recited all the events that have occurred with no attachment
to them personally. There was a stark difference in how Volodymyr engaged in the interview.
His answers were brief, to the point, and the only reference point that he used to share his
perspective was the position of the agency, which he represented in the loosely coupled, multi
stakeholder System #10. However, there was a hint of guilt and defensiveness in how he
described the current state of the system as it has shifted the original purpose to serve the agenda
of the agency that he represented. After further reflection and memoing, I recognized that, even
though Volodymyr may not have exhibited personal passion for the original idea as vividly as
others, he had personal passion for the representative agency agenda, and saw the participation
critical to his agency’s benefit as well as the benefit to the area where his agency is charged with
making an economic impact on the community. As evident by his statement below, and other
examples where he shared the same passion for what is possible, I was convinced that he too had
personal passion that contributed to the formation and evolution of the System #10.
System #10, at least to date, has primarily been made up of people, individuals who value
the {X} industry, they understand its contribution, they think it's a good thing. But then
they also realize that it has an impact on {Y}. And so, you're looking at how can you do
the {X} in ways that least impact communities in a bad way.” (Volodymyr)
There were notable differences among founding members of System #10, in how they
engaged with me, what they shared, and how they talked about the System #10, but unanimously
they all expressed passion for the industry they represented and the greater cause that brought
them together. As one of the participants noted, “it was different passions.”
There was also noticeable difference between the 12 paid staff interviewed, including
program directors, coordinators, or executive directors (non-founding members) in how they
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described their relationship to the system, what attracted them to join, apply, or say yes to the
position.
Zhenya, Anna, and Vlad were previously connected to the work of the system they were
chosen to support in the role of a director, based on the previous relationship. They were
involved as participating members (at the time of accepting a new role or previously) and known
to the founding members. Additionally, their passion for the system’s purpose was evident
during their earlier involvement in the activities of the system, therefore they were highly sought
out. Zhenya recalls:
I got approached a couple times about being the first executive director, and I had just
started this other job. It's like, "I'm busy." And then- Yeah. And then I wasn't enjoying my
new job and they were going to do a third search, I think. And I said, "Put my name in,"
and that was it. (Zhenya)
Alla, Leonid, and Dima shared similar experiences in that both were passionate about the
partnership itself and building a system of partners that will address the long lingering social
injustices and issues of inequity. Regardless of what the members decided to do, their personal
passion was to help the members collaborate for the greater good. But, when asked why they
decided to take on the coordinating role, Alla responded:
I'm just a systems thinker. For me it's not about ... I think this is a big thing too, for a lot
of them this was about values. Their faith values. Me coming in, do I care about people?
Yes. However, my emotions are not there. I'm not doing this because I'm Christ led. I'm
not doing this because I have this passion for women. All of those things are true;
however I can look at something clearly for systems. And I grow. I don't like to sustain.
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I'm a systems thinker, I can take a system, recalibrate it and you take in your own ... So, I
do know that was a benefit when they did hire me. (Alla)
Dima volunteered to be part of the System #3 for seven to eight years while employed by
the organization that was funding the system activities. Dima later assumed the paid coordinator
role through his employer, which was the only funding agency for the System #3 and continued
his involvement with renewed commitment and direct accountability to his employer.
Ultimately, he was employed by one of the partners to “help develop [X] community
partnerships with a specific focus on [Y] and some of the [X] neighborhoods.” This arrangement
of one of the member organizations being the main source of funding for the staff time to support
the coordination of activities, member engagement, and the development of the collaborative
agenda is a common practice. However, the personal commitment, passion, and alignment with
the cause is what has been identified as a building block to maintaining a collaborative spirit and
loose coupling for the sake of the whole. Dima was clear about his role and the influence he has
on the system because of his direct relationship and accountability to the employer.
The remaining seven paid program directors or executive directors were hired at different
stages of the system’s development and had not specifically expressed passion for the cause but
were enthusiastic and passionate about the role.
Serving the Purpose: Holding the Shared Vision (How). Within the “how” dimension
of serving the purpose, the paradox of shared versus individual vision is at play. Members and
actors of the system are coming together to address a need or a problem they cannot solve
independently, or they have a mandate to come together in order to receive the resources, often
in the form of funding, to continue the work they need to do as independent member
organizations.
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There are mixed feelings about where the vision comes from, but agreement among all
participants in that the task of leadership is to, according to Boris, “keep everyone focused on
what the mission/vision is and make[s] sure that consensus exists.” Boris expanded:
I mean, people have vision on how to make this all happen and we kept preaching, we
need to have a vision for the next generation. Yeah. I mean, I'm not going to live long
enough to see what [X] could be […], but it could be a lot more than it is. (Boris)
Ivan clarified that committees do not have capacity to be visionary together, instead it is
visionary individuals who are bringing elements of their vision to a collective bigger picture:
I've never really been part of an organization where the board was the visionary element.
The board is there for support, to lend their voices and to lend their expertise and lend
their resources. But vision comes from individuals, not committees. So, I think you, what
we want to do is create space for people to step up and take a leadership role and to
define their element of something. But I've never seen any organization anywhere that
had a visionary board. I don't know what a visionary board even looks like. (Ivan)
Vlad described that it was his vision that was discussed with one other partner and then
brought forward to the larger group:
I have a partnership with Valentina and her team. So, she and I, her as the leader of her
team, we met virtually, I think three different times. We worked out and talked about my
vision, what I saw for my region. We brainstormed […] and strategies to help support
that vision and that mission. (Vlad)
Serving the Purpose: Working the Plan (What). In a typical organizational setting, the
funding mechanism usually dictates “what” is to be done. Similarly, in a loosely coupled system,
what is produced follows the resource allocation. Plans become the leadership tool or
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infrastructure to serving the purpose. In multi-stakeholder systems where state or federal funding
is a key source of revenue, having a plan is the only accountability measure for the system itself.
Sergei stated:
[State] soon realized that they could get more, more for their money, if everyone's
working kind of off the same plan and the same deal, they can make things happen across
the state. So that's when the System #3 was developed. (Sergei)
Galina, Vlad, Anna, Masha, Leonid, and others stated that “working the plan” is the way
to keep the vision and purpose in check, allowing the stakeholders to provide feedback on a
regular basis as well as evaluate what is happening relative to the established plans. When Yulia
was asked to reflect on how she was fulfilling her leadership role in a broader multi stakeholder,
loosely coupled system, she said:
At a very simplistic level, as with most nonprofits of the nature of the work that we do,
social service nonprofits, we work under an active strategic plan and those strategic
plans, my strategic plan is developed with a participatory process that includes board
members that represent the organizations that I talked about earlier, as well as other
community stakeholders. So, funders, [Subject Matter Experts], you know, individual
[partners and members] all contribute to what we, to what ultimately is the strategic
vision for our organization. They give their perspectives on the, on the environment that
we're all working in. They talk about their experiences that they have with the clients who
are receiving our programming, which can then influence how we, how we change or not
change our programming. (Yulia)
I will describe further how plans are developed, but at this level 4 and in the “what”
dimension, I am focusing on the plan being the product and part of the accountability process for
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serving the purpose in a loosely coupled system. Once plans are established and priorities are
identified, there is a clear commitment across the system to, as Galina noted, “work together
through a strategic plan.”
Producing Value (The What)
The purpose answers the question of why it is important to collaborate and operate in the
loosely coupled way. The product dimension answers the question of what the system is intended
to accomplish, what will be the work of the system. Producing value is essential for the system to
continue to exist. This is true for all organizations, yet more critical for loosely coupled, multistakeholder systems where members have no strong ties and can disengage at any point if there is
no value in engaging or staying involved. The value that systems produce is defined in various
ways, most commonly through some consensus building process or through the funding streams
that are established for the system.
If the “why” speaks to the heart of the system, the “what” speaks to the body, the visible
and measurable outcomes that the system is able to produce. The acts of ensuring accountability
are relying on producing results (who), seeing mutual benefit (why), expertise (how), and sharing
resources (what).
Producing Value: Delivering Results (Who). One of the most common references made
by the participants in regard to who ensures accountability, is the experience, skill, and
personality of those who do take charge and deliver results (voluntarily or compensated).
But to be honest, the first couple years a lot of it fell. It depended on how strong that
chair was for that work group, and the ones who had a clearly defined vision went a lot
farther and it was a lot smoother then. (Masha)
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Founding members from five systems included in this research, as well as four directors,
referred to the term “strong,” “experienced,” or “results oriented” when describing people who
assumed responsibilities for leading various processes, projects, or groups within the system.
When asked to elaborate on what constitutes “strong,” Masha did not hesitate: “those with type
A personality.” Later Masha described type A as an “assertive, big picture person, but may not
take care of all the details, but make sure that somebody else did; bossy people like me.”
In the absence of “strong,” the references were made to “poor” leadership or lack of
capacity. Peter provided the following explanation:
… that's why I said they don't have the capacity. All the organizational capacities and
skill sets are within the [X] companies. All the big thinkers, and the ability [for]people to
do things, we found wasn't in the communities. It's in the [X] companies, because that's
where the educated […], people with leadership capacity, people with drive and initiative
are all within the [X] companies. They're not in the community members that generally
tend to run division meetings at this point. (Peter)
Yulia, who joined System #13 during its mature years as a fourth executive director,
referred to staff leadership and board leadership as two connected but separate phenomena. She
started by telling her story:
I work for a traditional nonprofit organization and by traditional, I mean, I serve as the
president of the organization, which means I have responsibilities for the day to day
strategic operations, strategic and managerial operations of the organization. (Yulia)
Yulia assumed an executive director role of a traditional non-profit organization; she
entered a loosely coupled system with a “traditional” leader mindset and perceived all my
questions from that perspective. She was referred to as a “strong” leader by other members of the
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system. When asked how leadership occurs in the broader system, Yulia cited being “lucky” with
the Board that does not interfere much.
Myself and the rest of my team report to a board of directors, which, I may be taking
some liberty with this, but is probably a classic example of dispersed leadership, when it
is functioning well. Nonprofit leaders like myself in general, strive to have a board that is
engaged strategically in the organization, that has fiduciary responsibilities for the
organization as defined by law. But in general, leave daily management decisions and
strategic decisions up to leadership staff. So, while, in my opinion, high functioning
boards of directors in nonprofits such as mine, are an integral and important part of the
work that we do. The best thing that, the optimum board of directors is, empowers the
president or a designated staff leader to assume the majority of the responsibilities for
the organization and that the board of directors itself serves more in an advisory
capacity. (Yulia)
Galina, Alyona, Nikolai, Zhenya, Eugene, and Ivan shared similar perspectives and
emphasized the importance of the board operating in more of an advisory role to staff, allowing
more freedom and responsibility to reside with the staff that is in place to support the larger
system of stakeholders.
In mature systems, legally organized as 501(C3) non-profits, staff and board members are
ultimately ensuring accountability for the work of the system. Nadya, however, noted that:
When I was in many nonprofits over the years where it's like co-op model, we're all going
to make these decisions together. Well, that works until you have a big bump in the road
and then it doesn't work so well. So I don't think they [executive directors] have to be
dictators or anything, but you do have to believe that, "Okay, if [executive director] goes
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a different way or says, we're going to do that, then we have to do that. She's the leader
of the organization. (Nadya)
Producing Value: Seeing Mutual Benefit (Why). In the “why” dimension of ensuring
accountability, the focus of leadership activities is directed on “helping people see the benefit”
(Boris). Peter suggested that the mindset has something to do with the person’s ability to see the
greater benefit, the long-term result that is not easy for people to see.
They're willing to trade their time and maybe resources for something that will benefit
them, and then the initial vision was a master plan for a whole mindset, which was
something that hadn't been done before, so that was a big idea. (Peter)
Without benefiting from the system’s existence as an individual actor or member, there is
no incentive for an individual member to get involved. The economics of the system, who gets
what in the end, how members are benefiting from the existence of the system, what they can do
together should be more beneficial than what they can achieve alone. As Nadya said: “My
company really needed it. So, the bigger driver than my personality and who I am, I'm an
extrovert, was that […] really needed this service their customers. So, I was highly motivated to
have this work.”
Tolik shared a story about a business owner who agreed to contribute to the greater cause
as long as it was benefitting his business, but as soon as that benefit was reduced due to action
taken by another member of the system, he dropped the activities that helped generate revenue to
fund the cause. As Boris stated, people needed to be convinced “how this will benefit all.”
When the member does not see the benefit for their organization, they disengage. It takes
time and effort to maintain clarity and onboard new members as they replace the ones who
perhaps were more personally passionate about the cause and helped the system to be designed.
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Nikolai spends most of his time educating the members and helping them understand the benefit
of participating in the system where “market access and co-development opportunities are two of
the biggest things that our private partners want,” who understand that “they can’t develop the
right product without a partner in government,” who will be benefiting form that product in the
first place. Misha stated: “I know I definitely stay part of the [system] because I see the benefits
of it.”
Producing Value: Having the Expertise (How). Experts have developed a “mixed
feelings” reputation in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems. On one hand there is a need
for expert guidance, on the other hand experts tend to present themselves with “know how”
attitude that interferes with the engagement and collaboration efforts. There were three themes
emerging in regard to the role of expertise in delivering results and ensuring accountability:
engaging expertise, being an expert, and learning from experts.
Engaging Expertise. In all the systems the experts were engaged to help organize and
define the work of the system, “they could be a facilitator, or they could provide some technical
expertise” suggested Boris. Peter recalled, “we brought a lot of expertise, essentially we were
staffing the thing.” Nadya, Zhenya, and Oksana were invited to be part of the system as they
brought not only the stakeholder perspective, but also the subject matter expertise. Alona, Olga,
and Galina were hired to help coordinate and lead the programs due to their expertise and
knowledge in the subject.
Being an Expert. In some cases, the system itself is designed to provide expertise to
various stakeholders. Sergei shared that the reason System #2 is going to continue to be
successful was because:
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…we all know that [system 2] has the answers and can meet their needs and we're not
doing a lot of "mmm maybe," where we're actually able to say, "this is what works. Let's,
let's do it. Here's the content expert to train you. Here's a new model to use, here are new
surveys to take that are all appropriate and would get you the answers you want". So, I
think just, just doing what we're doing, it's going to sustain itself, which maybe Pollyanna
and maybe naive ... that's easier said, but that's what I'm thinking. (Sergei)
Galina, Leonid, Peter, Oleg, Alona, and Zhenya are all subject matter experts in their
fields (i.e., economic development, public health); they have the education and professional
experience in the field related to the issues that the new systems are designed to address. The
members of the system might be representing various stakeholder groups, individuals, and
organizations that are beneficiaries or contributors to the system’s purpose. In instances when the
subject matter experts are hired to guide the work of the system, the system itself is viewed as
“an expert.” In one example, the work of the system was to provide technical assistance and
professional guidance to the target population, who ultimately are potential clients of the
participating members. The members did not have the expertise necessary to provide that service
on their own, but collectively they saw a need for an independent entity to fill the gap none of
them could do alone. Zhenya shared that they were
trying to prove every day that our being there in the middle and holding it together was
of value to everybody else around it, whether it was our ability to work with the
legislature or ability to raise money or ability to put an evaluation in place or put a data
system in place. I mean all of that. (Zhenya)
When the system is the expert and provides expertise (professional services) to its
members or members’ beneficiaries (clients, stakeholders, constituents), the product is the
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expertise, the value produced is the experts who are hired to deliver on their expertise. When the
system is designed to address a problem where no one has the expertise to address, the work of
the system is to find the solution. When an expert, who brought the issue forward to a group in a
presentation style, was asked “what can we do?” to help solve this problem, he said: “I really
don’t know,” and that is how, according to Tolik, System #15 was started.
Learning From Experts. In multiple situations, the experts were invited to provide
training, deliver presentations, or share data to aid the actors with the knowledge they needed to
engage in the work or help see what is needed or what is possible. These learning activities
ranged from topical on the subject matter specifically (e.g., homelessness) to more complex,
systems thinking (e.g., environmental sustainability). Boris mentioned that presentations by an
expert, who was active all around the world and could show examples so people would be able to
envision what is possible, built confidence among the members that “this can work.” Masha
shared that “it took time” and “a lot of growing and maturing” for the members to “realize that
everything is interconnected and that what you're doing for one is also going to help another.”
Producing Value: Bringing Resources Together (What). In all 15 systems, resources
were a major theme that emerged from the initial data analysis. However, the relationship to
resources and the process in which the resources were gathered, shared, or used differed based
on the nature of the system and its phase of development. Peter shared:
I think that it's like you bring together influence, and some economic resources with a big
idea, and that over time, that idea stands the test of time and is popular enough, and
people can envision it, then something can happen, and it can continue to grow and
evolve. (Peter)
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In this category, I focus on economic resources that the system acquired or produced to
support the activities of the system or its members. Galina described how System #8 facilitated
the resource flow:
We solicit funds from foundations and from government partners to mobilize around
[stakeholder] issues. And then we will either give grants to organizations to do the work,
or we'll provide small amounts of money to [… ] create feasibility around a development
project or…, so we were kind of an early investor in new ideas going on in the
community. … and we'll keep following along and bringing additional supports along the
way. (Galina)
“Economics” of the system were mentioned and described as essential to the system’s
development and sustainability by all 31 participants. As Tolik described the activities and the
role he played within the systems that he “helped” initiate, I noticed that all of them had to do
with raising and overseeing the funds. Most common approaches included: fundraising events
and activities, applying for grant funding, and member contributions.
They [the system] will do a breakfast in March where they invite me to get a table of
people to come. They will get $10,000 from [Contributor A]. They will get $3,000 from
[Contributor B]. … They will get couple other good-sized sponsors and then they will
say, we got $40,000 collected already. We need you to contribute to match the $40,000.
(Tolik)
Tolik was an active member of both contributing organizations, influencing them to
commit and contribute to the new system was his act of leadership.
Executive directors, founding members, and funders emphasized that “eventually it’s all
about the resources.” Systems that were funded by an external agency and had an oversight and
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accountability to the funder were able to organize their work and establish organizational
structure much sooner than those who started with no “seed money.” Money in some cases drove
the activities of the system, priorities, and decisions about interorganizational structure.
Leadership activities, on the other hand, were focused on “securing funding,” even in its mature
state. Nadya commented: “I don't think [Executive Director] needs to be an SME. I think what
[Executive Director] needs to know is how do you get to funders?”
Forming Partnerships (The How)
The system influences how people interact with each other and encourages actors to
behave differently. Sergei, when asked to compare the two systems in which he experienced the
same people behaving differently, reflected:
I think the new system created that [people collaborating]. And that's just based on my
observations and my opinion...I've not talked to anyone; I'm not reporting anything. It's
just, I think the System #2 allows for more, um, autonomous, independence, this is what
good […] is, so I'm going to do it. And that's only based on the few years I worked in the
Q System. My observation of what's going on. But that's just my ponderings. I don't know
that it's changed with the system, not with the people. (Sergei)
Karina is detached from the innerworkings of the system, yet she is serving on the
formally established board that is in place as a requirement of the funder (state funding). When
asked about how people interact with each other, who is considered to be the leader, she
responded:
I think most people view themselves as partners in the work. I don't know that it's
particularly important for any one person to have a role of a, I'm trying to think of ... I
don't know that any one person is looking for to be the designated leader per se, but I
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think just people are genuinely interested in effective partnerships and so trying to
identify their role within that partnership. (Karina)
Most participating members (those actors, who were invited to participate, but did not
represent the founders) in this research shared Karina’s view. They were all able to identify
founders or founding members, as initiators or originators, but only a few referred to them as
leaders. Most, however, could not point to one person who they would consider “the leader.”
Founding members had difficulty responding to that question; they unanimously referred to the
activities of “we” when describing decisions being made or actions taken. When asked
specifically who are the “we,” they did name themselves as one of several individuals
responsible for the activities they were describing. Executive directors, however, were quick to
recognize themselves as leaders.
Forming Partnerships: Holding It Together (Who). In essence, the system “that is
really built on bringing people together” (Leonid) depends on the system’s ability to maintain
that spirit of “togetherness.”
When asked who holds the responsibility of holding people together, Vlad responded:
Formally, I don't know that that role has truly been assigned to anyone due to our loose
coupling. I guess there really isn't a person that would assign that task or that mission.
But I've taken it upon myself, that's what I want to do. I want to foster, fuel, and build
communities. It's just taking ownership for the region, for the work, for the mission, for
the vision and working to carry that out. (Vlad)
It was not unusual to hear similar responses from the participants across all the systems
included in this research notwithstanding their various roles within the system. The responses did
not differentiate between those who were the founding members of the system and had most to
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contribute to its formation and future form, and those who joined later when the system was in
place for a decade or longer.
The responsibility of “holding people together” was transferred from one person to
another, based on the overall condition of the system and evolving membership and structure. In
most cases that responsibility was assumed by either one of the founding members or staff hired
to “lead” the organization, or both. In reality, by the time an executive director is hired, the
members have already recognized the need for someone to “hold it all together,” yet the ability
or skills to do so was not always present in the individuals being hired into that role. As Misha
described:
After 20 years right now, it definitely has been going like a roller coaster. Some really
good years, and some not good years. And a lot of it had to do with … a staff member
more so. … I almost want to say they have come full circle as far as having some …
humble, somebody who I would call my little brother, to having [current staff], who has
the same qualities as [first staff]. Knowing how to listen, how to work from the heart.
(Misha)
Leonid, Anna, Vlad, Dima, Alla, Galina, Ivan, and Oleg have all expressed this innate
desire for bringing people together and a genuine belief in their ability to “solve problems
together.” The way they spoke about their role and why this was an attractive proposition for
them resonated with me, as I too was experiencing joy and satisfaction in my role of bringing
people together and holding the space for a collective something to emerge. I saw that same joy
in the eyes of these participants. Leonid noted: “And frankly, it's one of the reasons I really enjoy
working with [the system], is because I get to really lead in bringing these folks together. I get to
lead on bringing […] systems together.”
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Forming Partnerships: Gaining Collective Voice (Why). “The power is in numbers” as
one participant noted. As members continue to define and crystalize the core of their purpose, it
is the concept of “being part of something bigger” that attracts them to join in the first place, and
as the system gains momentum and is able to deliver first results, the collective voice gains
volume and power. When a group of multiple sector organizations accomplish something
together for the common good, it draws attention of the legislature, media, and other leaders who
now are part of the system’s impact and will have a choice to be part of the solution. When the
power of the collective voice is recognized, it fuels the motivation of keeping it alive and
growing. Oksana looked back at how the temporary task force decided to continue the work:
It got up to the point where, …, where recommendations came together, and through a
very large, facilitated process priorities were set on. About, I don't remember, a hundred
and some recommendations, to call them down to some that were about 30 that were the
real priority. And then even though the task force stopped its official activities, everybody
in the housing community, because there wasn't anything that talked about a succession
in the governor's authorization, everybody said, "That's dumb. This is important. Well,
let's just all carry it forward. (Oksana)
Alla was convinced that one of the reasons System #11 did not survive was because they
did not use their collective voice to the extent they could:
… they were very powerful, and they could have continued to be powerful. To have this
[…] voice within this to do legislative shift and legislative power … It was the service
piece that they just could not ... it was more expensive, and they just could not get their
life together, values-wise. This piece really did cost money. This, they could have kept
that going. But they were so, these were leaders who were so focused on checking a box
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and doing good. And not realizing that systems change take forever. And they have power
on that advocacy side just by sheer nature of who they were. But they just, I think some of
them wanted to feel good. Check the box. "I helped this poor young lady from," whatever,
whatever, whatever. (Alla)
Forming Partnerships: Nurturing Relationships (How). “It had everything to do with
relationships,” concluded Maximus when reflecting on why people trusted him and engaged in
forming the system that brought together multiple stakeholders. Masha, Zhenya, Leonid, Misha,
Boris, Yura, and others acknowledged the importance of relationships that they have developed
over time. “A lot of time was spent building those relationships” said Masha as she exhaled
heavily. “We have strong relationships with [founding members] organizations and it's usually
key leaders within divisions of those organizations with which we work most closely,” stated
Yulia, who was not part of the system formation yet continues to emphasize the importance of
maintaining strong relationships with agencies that did participate in the formation of the system.
Even though the people changed (none of the original actors are still involved due to retirement
or changing jobs), the relationship between the organizations that make up the system remained
and is attended to carefully.
Participants also credited others, who they perceived being leaders or part of the
leadership, with the ability to build relationships. Darya complimented the staff person who is
coordinating the activities for the system as a “huge relationship builder.” Networking was
mentioned as one of the strategies for how relationships are built; just getting to know someone
on a personal level was noted as another strategy. Nadya shared:
… the simple fact that that woman called me, and she wanted to get to know me before
we talked about the project. And how did I know? Who was I? How did I know this?
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Where was I getting my info? What made me? And then she brought in government
relations and it was the same thing. I want to get to know you. It completely changed.
And I will just say, this person became one of my best friends, one of my best allies and
the program she put together was pretty much second to none. It's still going on at […]
across the country. So, to me, that question is, it's extremely important if you don't know
the other people, then the leader to me, whether it's the executive director, the chair of
the board, the chair, you have to spend time doing that upfront because if you don't,
you're going to waste a lot of time in the backend, second guessing each other. (Nadya)
Forming Partnerships: Building Trust (What). In the partnership category the “what”
dimension of leadership is trust; trust is the currency without which the system cannot exist. The
trust in partnership can be achieved if the members are able to experience at least one of the
following forms of trust: trusting the process, trusting the convener, or trusting the system.
Trusting the Process. Peter reflected on the earlier days of the System 10 development
where the process and tone set by the facilitator encouraged the formation of shared vision that
served as a critical first step in building trust in partnership:
There were some trust issues where people were able to suspend that because of this
larger vision, at least enough to be able to function together. You didn't see any sniping
in the meetings about, "Oh, you did this to us, and I did that to you." That stuff was held
to the back. It may have still been there, but when you had private meetings with people,
you didn't get a lot of the backbiting and backstory on the problems with relationships, or
operations. I think that was due to [facilitator] setting the tone of developing this thing
together, and the fact that we weren't appointed by anybody. We just did this, and then
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we developed a shared vision. As long as that vision was still in play, people were willing
to play by the rules.
Trusting the Convener. Seen as a "gate keepers" of opportunities, conveners have power
in that they help determine who is invited to be part of the project or the system. Conveners rely
on their broad networks and “trusting relationships” to determine the right person to invite to
what conversation. Galina shared:
I also host a variety of tables where people come together and share information and
ideas and those conversations often kind of spark new, um, opportunities together. Uh,
some something may get suggested and there's an energy around that, so we start to
mobilize around who to pull together to help that move forward. Um, so it's kind of a, a
strategic relational work, um, and to, to try to assess kind of where we can be helpful.
(Galina)
Convening or hosting the meetings is a leadership responsibility that is enacted by a
person (or several people) or an agency. Trusting the convener’s intentions is at the core of
building trusting relationships among all members. In Systems 1 and 13 it was the state agency
that served as the convener; in Systems 3 and 10, the members were convened by the university.
In the remaining situations the conveners ranged from individuals who had a reputation for being
able to accomplish things (credibility), position of authority (power to convene), or access to
funding.
Trusting the System. Actors, who are referred to as leaders in mature systems, ideally
have all three elements (credibility, position of authority, access to funding) that allow them to
serve as trusted conveners. They have gained credibility by accomplishing things, they have
access to funding entrusted to them by other agencies, and they have the authority to convene all
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partners through an established process. When new members join the established system, they
trust that there is value in being part of the system. The leadership activities are focused on
maintaining “equal” membership and communicating and convincing the members of that value.
Equal Membership. Nadya, representing one of the biggest funders for the system,
recalled “I would say I was always listened to, but I think all the [funding members] were. I don't
think we were treated differently or anything, but probably had more influence, people listened.”
Although, some members had more influence and some less (due to their contribution), when the
decisions were made no one had more or less weight. As Anna shared “they have complete equal
power on the board for each member.” Masha, Misha, Leonid, Dima, Anna, and Nadya
emphasized that maintaining “equal” membership is critical to ensuring engagement and
participation by all members, especially when one of the members serves as a primary funder for
the system. Some of the activities described by the participants that ensured “equal” membership
included: having or being a neutral facilitator, establishing and revisiting agreements, and
consistent and open communication.
Communication. Open, consistent, and transparent communication is at the core of
building and maintain trust in the system, in the convener, and among members. Nikolai’s
perspective is shared by all participants, who have mentioned that communication is the
leadership responsibility:
I think they [founding members] have this idea and, and they assume that everyone was
on board with that idea. Right. But in reality, there was a lack of communication, a lack
of understanding. A lot of engagement is a word I keep coming back to, um, of that vision
by everyone that needed the needs to understand it for [the system] to be successful.
(Nikolai)
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Elizaveta, Vlad, Peter, and others pointed to “constant and consistent communication” as
a way to ensure that everyone understands what the system is designed to accomplish. “Clear
message” and “coherent communication strategy” are ways in which participants described
communication being delivered by individuals who represent “leadership” of the system at the
time. Elizaveta noted: “I think everybody, understands that, you know, if 18 board members are
going to your CEO and telling them, here's what I want you to do, it's never going to work. The
board has to speak in one voice.”
There is a split of opinion as to who is ultimately responsible for communicating what to
whom, however the consensus exists that the message needs to be consistent (same message to
all members and stakeholders), clear (understandable by all), and constant (delivered frequently).
Clarity of the message, however, depends on the receiver as much as it does on the
deliverer, thus different techniques were employed to ensure that the message has been received
as intended and accomplishes the clarity needed. Ivan shared a dilemma about “authenticity” of
the communicator, where he needed “to be thoughtful and artful in [his] communication with
different audiences,” who come from different backgrounds and see things differently. To
Nikolai’s point, “we can’t assume that people understand things the same way,” so active
engagement is another way to ensure understanding, which includes one-on-one conversations,
frequent group meetings, and in person interactions. Zhenya recalled: “We did a lot of driving.
We did a lot to try to have meetings in people's own venues and not be too urban centric-about
stuff. Just try to be very, very transparent about what was going on.”
Balancing Chaos and Order (The Who)
People, or the “who” dimension of the loosely coupled multi stakeholder system, are
interacting with each other in a way that creates some sort of balance between flexible and
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adaptable nature of the system and the need for structure and control. The system that is designed
and put in place by the Core Group holds people together by balancing the dynamics of creative
processes and adaptability to ever changing membership (chaos) and needs for clarity of roles
and responsibilities (order). The chaos of multiple stakeholders and ever changing and evolving
dynamics of the system’s partnerships is balanced with the clarity of the system’s structure and
processes of engagement, that which ensures sustainability. Figure 5 illustrates how the
properties of “who” dimension are developed within the balancing chaos and order leadership
enactment.
Figure 5
The Core Group

Some actors in the systems included in this research have experienced times of doubt and
frustration with “things not working” the way it was intended or with the “lack of leadership.”
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When examined closely, what they meant is the moment in time when there is confusion about
what to do, who is responsible for what, how things are being done, how people are conducting
themselves, or in some cases, why are we here. When moments of confusion arise, and they do
often, there is a collective sense of frustration and cry for “strong leadership,” which naturally
presents an opportunity for someone to fill that void and provide direction. Individuals who step
forward and take on that responsibility form the core group.
In several cases, the person who “stepped in” to “fill the need for leadership” was sought
out and hired to help the system continue the work and maintain the intended purpose; they
become central to the core group or they are the core group and continue to build that body of
people as the system matures and grows. These are the employees in the later stages of the
system’s development and volunteers who take on more active roles in various action or work
groups.
Vlad, Nikolai, Alona, Zhenya, and Alla had similar experiences in that they were
specifically hired to be the person who would represent that core group role and keep the rest of
the members focused on the purpose. All five shared that was not an easy task. Three of the five
were challenged by having to take that responsibility over from someone else, who failed in that
role before them. These failures were due to either too much control (a “taking over” approach)
or too much chaos (not being structured enough). Alla shared: “By the time I got there, I was to
really help them move their work forward, help them convene … it was really just to help
balance…”
As indicated in Figure 5, the dimensions within balancing chaos and order include:
•

Why: Sustainability
o Who: Having the Power to Walk Away
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o Why: Getting Things Done
o How: Formalizing the Relationships
o What: Coordinating the Work
•

What: Structure
o Who: Organizing in Teams or Groups
o Why: Accountability
o How: Establishing the Framework
o What: Monitoring Progress

•

How: Engagement
o Who: Neutral Facilitator
o Why: Building Community
o How: Facilitating Collective Ownership
o What: Building Capacity

•

Who: Core Group
o Who: Coalition of the Willing
o Why: Shared Values
o How: Shared Power
o What: Shared Interest

Balancing Chaos and Order: Sustainability (Why)This category is about finding ways
to sustain the efforts of the group and gain the confidence of stakeholders that the system is
legitimate and can accomplish what it is established to accomplish. As Maximus noted, “a lot of
times, you run out of energy or money or personalities don't work…” leading the system to either
disperse or hand the work over to one entity that has the resources and infrastructure to manage
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that. The four dimensions of leadership phenomenon here are: formalizing the relationships,
coordinating the work, getting things done, and having the power to walk away.
Sustainability: Having the Power to Walk Away (Who). In loosely coupled, multistakeholder systems the actors representing various members and stakeholders have the ultimate
“power to walk away,” thus the system is threatened by members leaving. This creates a
dynamic where leadership activities must focus on sustaining participation and engagement
among the members, especially members who are contributing resources.
Karina experienced this dynamic when “there was change in leadership and the new
leadership didn’t think that it was important to be part of [System 1] for that organization.” Two
other participants changed jobs, and a new organization did not see the value in being involved
with the system so, they were no longer able to participate on behalf of the agency.
In situations when the funding that sustains the life of the system (i.e., staff time or space
to host the meetings), is provided by one of the member organizations (funding member), it is
critical that the funding member does not have more weight than others in driving the priorities.
Dima explained that, in their system, the agreements do exist with some member organizations
but they “would not hold up in a court of law.” System #3 agreements are designed “to help
[more] with understanding, communication, and process, than they are having any kind of legal
binding power to them.” Dima’s primary objective as a paid staff supporting the system is to
ensure that the members are engaged, continue to show up, and participate.
The only way partnership happens is if people want to partner. In these System #3
meetings, it starts to be clear that partnering with [funding member] is a one-way street.
I'm going to disengage, forget it. I'm out of here. There's no reason to continue to partner
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because you're completely controlling the situation. So that's the power, the power is to
walk away, say, forget it, do something different. (Dima)
Leonid confirmed that, although all staff support is provided by one member
organization, that member organization agreed not to influence the decisions; the accountability
of the staff to their employer is measured by the activities of the system, not the individual
employee.
Sustainability: Getting Things Done (Why). This property is about quick wins, making
sure there are some visible results that will continue to bring people to the table and motivate
action. As Volodymyr shared:
From time to time, to be honest, some people have asked the question: “Why are we
doing this?" Some people are looking for a bigger punch, a more pointing to single
example of what you've accomplished. Because part of the deal is just getting together,
talking about stuff. And a lot of people favor, I think it'd be fair to say that the
communities probably favor, what we call bricks and mortar projects, and whatever that
might be. And the discussion doesn't always directly result in a project. (Volodymyr)
Nikolai noted that “things were not getting done” before he joined the system. That is a
common challenge with loosely coupled multi-stakeholder systems operating with limited staff
resources. Katya said:
Challenges are time. I think that's the biggest issue. This is in Vlad's contract per se, but
he needs time from advisory board members to be able to help move this work forward.
And I don't know, all the advisory board members are busy, they have other jobs outside
of their role on the System #2 and so I think that's probably a barrier. (Katya)
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Galina emphasized: “It's not up to one person to get everything done. You've got to help
share that space with a lot of different players who had different ideas.” Some of the themes that
emerged from the interviews in support of getting things done include meeting frequently to get
things done, having productive meetings, capturing and celebrating small wins, and producing
visible results.
Elizaveta commented: “[The executive director] gained our confidence by doing what
needed to be done.” Knowing what needs to be done and doing it is the leadership activity that
motivates members to stay, which in turn assures sustainability. When the members and
stakeholders can see the results, they gain confidence in the people doing the work and in the
system’s credibility.
“And I think our success at the legislature, our success in some of the policy discussions,
our success raising philanthropic money, and our success keeping key folks at the table
and kind of turning something on, that gave us the leadership credibility to keep
everybody mostly moving in the same direction.” (Zhenya)
Meeting Frequently. Frequency of the meetings is an important element of getting things
done. Overwhelmingly, all participants have reflected on the importance of having frequent
interactions. Depending on the work and the nature of the system, these interactions could take
various shapes, from one-on-one meetings to small groups, to larger groups, to all members
meetings. Oksana noted:
We had monthly meetings, but where the real work happened was in three work groups
for each of those subject areas, so that each month when the big group came together, the
smaller groups would report, and we would discuss and dialogue. There would be public
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sessions where the public could come in and make comment. There were presentations
for the big sessions and so that's how this initiative worked. (Oksana)
Producing visible results. The results don’t have to be substantial. Yura shared that after
“two or three projects done here … a couple of the companies that had not been involved started
getting involved.” He added, that “they saw this [System 10] as a way to use this to their own
benefit.” Seeking benefit is one of the categories described earlier. Nikolai, Anna, Misha, Boris,
Yura, and Elizaveta highlighted in their reflections that “small wins” are necessary for the
members, stakeholders, and funding partners to see value in the system.
Sustainability: Formalizing the Relationships (How). To establish some sense of order,
the group agrees to certain roles and responsibilities as well as agreements related to funding
sources, membership, and decision-making rights. Alla recalls:
And I think one big thing that worked at the beginning, and then as things got harder and
harder it kind of went by the wayside. But we had this agreement that if a decision was
made by the group, even if you hated it, that you can still hate it and you would work to
make that decision move forward. And not bring it back later.
In cases when substantial funding is secured for the system’s work or existence, the
formalities take place earlier in the process. One participant referred to this point in the
development process as “before we had money and after we had money.” The funder might
require the group to demonstrate the capacity to uphold the fiduciary responsibilities, prevent
conflict of interest, or misuse of the funds through clearly identifying the oversight mechanism.
The funding agency can also dictate the priorities and influence over what gets accomplished.
Zhenya recalls:
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We had initially wanted to start with single adults. Then we got this money that was
categorically tied to families, because that's what the legislature was handing out that
year, and so we ended up starting with families instead of starting with single adults. And
so instead of starting with “C,” which I would've naturally done, I ended up starting with
“W” as a partner. And that was a hard relationship that happened, because their
leadership hadn't been at the table the whole time that some of the others had, and they
had their own thoughts around what was the practice and how they wanted to do things.
So, it took a long time to work with “W” to get them to agree to do the care model that
lined up with all the design work that all these other partners had worked on for so long.
Those were the early hard things. (Zhenya)
In cases, when the funding is shared by the members of the system through membership
contributions or fundraising or generated by the activities of the system itself, formalizing
relationships through partnership agreements has been a common practice in some form of
memorandum of understanding. In Systems 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, and 15 agreements were negotiated
early on and that activity formed the path to tightening the system as it relates to having the
central organization that everyone can trust to handle the money. Eugene shared:
Originally, it was a capital campaign plan that they called [System #15]. At the time, it
was just intended to raise funds in the form of, not donations, but kind of “angel
investments,” or member funds. And the goal at the time was four million, and they
actually ended up with pledges of over eight million over a five-year period. And that
quickly morphed into, well, there needs to be an organization to handle this funding.
(Eugene)
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Founding members of the 15 systems under the investigation had spent the first year or
two, in one case close to five years, exploring various models of formalizing the relationships
among members. Even though the traditional non-profit governing structure (Board,
Committees, and Executive Director) is eventually put in place in most cases, the members
contributing to the system’s sustainability are developing agreements to address “human issues”
and formalizing roles in a way that is unique to each system, reflecting the nature of the
membership, purpose of the system, and the funding sources (Maximus, Boris, Masha, Oksana,
Sergei). Yulia provided a perspective about what a “functioning well” nonprofit organization,
and specifically Board, looks like:
Nonprofit leaders like myself in general, strive to have a board that is engaged
strategically in the organization, that has fiduciary responsibilities for the organization
as defined by law. But in general, leave daily management decisions and strategic
decisions up to leadership staff. So, while, in my opinion, high functioning boards of
directors in nonprofits such as mine, are an integral and important part of the work that
we do. The best thing that, the optimum board of directors is, empowers the president or
a designated staff leader to assume the majority of the responsibilities for the
organization and that the board of directors itself, serves more in an advisory capacity.
Um, so that's the environment I find myself in. I consider myself fortunate. I've been
involved as board, as a board member or, I have friends who lead nonprofit
organizations whose boards do not function that way. And the organizations then tend to
be, that can cause problems. It causes tension, it creates lack of clarity between the role
of the board and the role of staff leadership. Um, and in general demonstrates a lack of
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trust between the board and staff leadership. And that to me creates an unsustainable
organization. (Yulia)
Addressing Human Issues. Human issues of greed, self-service, turf protection, and ego
are all reasons that have been mentioned by participants as the key reason for formalizing the
relationships. Anna referred to a situation as “heightened and frustrating” when there was no
clarity as to who was responsible for dealing with the issues of poor performance by one of the
co-directors. She quickly acknowledged that “no blame was pointed at anyone, which is great,
but yet there’s no ownership into how did we get here.”
Formalizing Roles and Processes. Clarity about roles, levels of authority, and
responsibilities has been noted as one of the most critical elements of leadership effectiveness,
yet the process of formalizing in itself relies on leadership enactment. Who is to claim what roles
are necessary? When asked, “how do co-chairs get elected,” Dima replied: “There is a little more
of a formal process around that.” He then went on to describe it. Oksana noted:
… whoever is coming together, I would expect what you need to do is there need to be
some informal rules of the road that everybody agrees on for how they're going to
operate for whatever they want, whatever they're brought together to achieve. (Oksana)
In all systems participating in this research, formalization of the process and roles took
place eventually, and generally these processes are relied on when a “human issue” presents a
dilemma. If there is no process at the time that can deal with that issue, a new role or process gets
established.
Sustainability: Coordinating the Work (What). Since the reporting structure does not
exist in the system of loosely coupled members, coordinating the work becomes an activity that
is often assumed by staff hired specifically for that role, dedicated by one of the member
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organizations, or contracted by the whole. However, in some cases, volunteer members do step
into that coordination role temporarily. Darya and Misha decided to take on the coordination role
when the funding member could not support that particular activity, but it was personal to them
and they have been responsible for coordinating this particular initiative ever since.
We started out just saying let's have a lunch group in the neighborhood and how should
we think about it? And we were thinking reconciliation because reconciliation is the kind
of, call it a system, call it a word, whatever you want, that brings people together to try to
build the kinds of relationships where it's possible to do things in peace and
understanding in solidarity. And it sort of evolved into the people from [X] not having the
organizational time to keep it going in the neighborhood. So, Misha and I have been
doing it on a voluntary basis since 2011. (Darya)
Elizaveta, Tolik, Darya, Misha, and Karina have played the coordinator role effectively
for at least two years; and they are not the only examples in this study who have successfully
carried out that leadership activity temporarily. However, all participants in this study
emphasized the need for a dedicated resource for coordination of all the work, keeping the group
organized and holding the space for ideas to be shared and actions to be formed. Coordinating
and organizing work so things can get done was most often mentioned in two critical ways:
“being a resource” or “filling the need for leadership.”
Being a Resource. Coordinating activities were not associated with “leadership” in many
cases, rather tasks that can be handed off or delegated to the ‘behind the scenes’ person.
Maximus shared: “just having those people that can maintain the order and structure if you will,
is really important,” reflecting on one part-time employee who was in the support role through
the early years of system development. Although some actors changed, including the executive
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director hired to help “build the system” and assume the “leadership” role, the person
coordinating and supporting activities is the one who kept the system’s internal infrastructure
alive. Katya, on the other hand, when talking about the newly hired executive director,
expressed:
He's really more of a convener and resource person. So, when you think about a new
system and trying to establish leadership within it, I think we sometimes default to the
word leader when really we maybe should be talking about a convener or an organizer
per se. Because really our leaders are the folks coming to the table giving the ideas and
the suggestions about moving it forward and then the conveners do that work and help
implement that work or help connect people to be able to do that work. (Katya)
In the earlier stages of the system development, it is common to have consultants serve in
the support and coordination capacity, but as the system grows that role becomes more
demanding. The “economics of it,” as one of the focus group participants noted, are where it all
breaks down. Paid staff or consultants are critical to keeping the work of the system going. There
is not one example in this research that successfully relied on volunteers only. Some of the
coordinating activities include taking notes, sending reminders, producing reports, conducting
research, providing information, scheduling meetings, and arranging the space. Although
possibly insignificant in the broader scheme of things, that role is also being described as a pain
point that calls for “needing leadership.”
Filling the Need for Leadership. Anna, Vlad, Dima, Leonid, Alla, Nikolai, and Alona
recognized that their primary focus, as “formal” leaders (directors) of the system, is coordination
of the work between various work groups, action team, initiatives, programs, or committees. All
seven were hired to provide “leadership” for the work of the system and they all experienced
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some level of difficulty with navigating their role of being a coordinator versus taking a more
active role with providing direction and establishing their own voice within the system. Dima
stated:
I realize, I can misuse my power really quick. And I can take control over [System 3] in a
way that's really dominating. Because of again, I'm the one who's in the office on a daily
basis. I'm the one who's really navigating a lot of these relationships. (Dima)
Nikolai expressed:
I was very sensitive to that [providing direction] when I first started. Now there are four
people who have donated a ton of their time, well, three of who donated their time, one of
who was paid for their time, to start up this System #5. And to, and to build something
from a vision. And from a high level, that vision I caught on to very quickly and was able
to communicate very quickly. And from my first three months I was very cautious of being
too dictatorial or authoritative and what, what I believe should be done. I found out
pretty quickly though that System #5 was in a pretty drastic need of leadership, of
someone to take control of the reins and to start acting on things because things weren't
getting done. (Nikolai)
The process of “letting go” and trusting that person to exercise leadership activities was
met by other actors with relief and gratitude at the beginning, but in the end it all depended on
how that person showed up, how much they continued to engage and collaborate with the rest of
the members vs taking on an “expert” and “know how” approach. Systems #3, #6, and #7
experienced a “revolving door” of the executive directors before the “right person” was hired.
Volunteer coordinators, who “fill the need for leadership” within a work group or a
committee formed through some form of planning process or forming around common passion,
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are also part of “filling the need for leadership” phenomenon. Masha described the process of
getting the volunteers to step up as follows: “each group had to elect a chair, and or twist
somebody's arm to be a chair.” Ivan sees that there is “some combination of paid and volunteer
dedication to the cause,” bringing forward the paradox of compensation for the work paid staff
does versus volunteer.
In some of the systems, especially earlier on in the development process, the coordinating
task was not attended to, thus staff was hired to fill the need for leadership. In other systems that
coordinating task was performed by a volunteer member effectively for as long as that role is
critical to the system’s sustainability or the member had enough passion and interest from the
others to sustain the activities.
While it may be necessary at the time, in systems where one member takes over the
coordination and direction of activities, this can turn out less favorable in the long run. As Peter
noted,
… and then after [member] took over, there was a period of three or four years where it
was really highly functioning. Then when they started to be reluctant to give, after it all
happened, as we were doing the [ … ] plan, they started to get cold feet about funding us.
That's when it started to go downhill. (Peter)
Peter and Alla noted retrospectively that they would prefer that the coordination remained
in “neutral” hands, where all members can equally participate and influence the direction of
activities. Developing and sustaining a structure that would accomplish that is the primary work
of the Core Group.
Balancing Chaos and Order: Structure (What). The “what” dimension of leadership at
Level 4 is about creating a flexible structure that will support the work and sustain the system
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over time. Karina pointed to the structure as an explanation of how people are engaged with each
other: “in our structure, there is no way for someone to take power and be a dictator.”
Questions explored in this category are: What constitutes accountability in the loose
coupling system? How does work get done and results achieved? In half of the systems
researched, the decision to do something was collective but the actual work can be completed by
the members independently, or in partnerships with one or two other members within the system.
In another half of the systems, the collective decision does call for a collective action. Karina,
Anna, Tolik, Eugene, and Leonid were proud to share specific projects that the system
accomplished collectively. Galina, Yulia, Zhenya, and Oleg were not aware of the projects or
initiatives completed by the system collectively prior to the system becoming more tightly
organized when all work was done by the employees of the organization legally organized as
501(C3) to support the purpose of the system.
Three participants from the systems that did not organize as a traditional 501(C3)
organization, reflected on that decision as “that would have been their only way to survive.”
Peter, Alla, and Boris thought that power struggles and control issues would have been solved
with legal structure of 501(C3) where formal roles and processes could be assumed and shared
with greater accountability to the funders and members.
Structure: Organizing in Teams or Groups (Who). Collective work is done through
action teams or work groups, all designed to organize the people who are passionate or skilled in
an area of work or responsibility. As Anna remarked “it gave a way for folks to take the
leadership ownership.” The groups were organized around specific projects as well as around
roles and functions necessary for the system to exist (e.g., governance, marketing). “It's generally
a five to seven people max, type of core group that keeps the work going,” Leonid confirmed.
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Working Groups. Anna, Masha, Sergei, Katya, and Vlad all described the process of
creating a work groups infrastructure as organic and participatory. Karina, when asked how
action happens, confirmed that a lot of action happens at the individual member level, as they are
independent organizations, but added: “a lot of action does happen also collectively in the work
groups and the action teams also. A lot of the work happens in those groups.”
The structure of working groups allowed systems to engage the people in ways that are
aligned with their passion and skills; it also allowed for flexibility and some decision-making
processes to move through committees first, so that the right people can contribute to the process
and provide a recommendation to the rest of the system’s leadership, should it be necessary.
Elizaveta reflected on the committee structure:
I think that the committee structure does help keep things moving along. However, I think
we were all just sort of feeling our way trying to figure out how we could be most
effective. Cause obviously everyone on this Board is doing this as a volunteer and most of
us have full time jobs outside of [System #6] commitment. (Elizaveta)
Zhenya, in addition to describing the committee structure as a way to organize work and
make decisions, shared an additional perspective: “In some of the sub-committee work, you had
people really kind of emerge as key thinkers in how to do this.” Committee and sub-work group
structure was evident in all the systems.
Project Based Teams. Dima, Leonid, Oksana, and Karina provided specific examples of
how project teams would emerge based on the initiatives, projects, or programs that the members
decide to focus on in any given time. There is no limit to how many projects the members can
initiate. Rather, it is often based on who is interested in what and if there is energy between two
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or more members. In System #3, projects between two or three member organizations is the only
way that the work gets accomplished.
Cliques. Finally, old-fashioned cliques also develop naturally in these types of systems.
Darya brought light to that form of grouping as a common and expected phenomena in the
loosely organized systems: “I don't think that there's any restrictions [joining the committee]
other than whatever clique you happen to be in; everybody is in one or another, whether they
want to believe it or not. That still happens.”
In summary, the small groups are formed organically based on the projects, interest, or
clique association that members have within a system. The structure of committees and working
groups is ever evolving and flexible, allowing for new voices to be included and individual
actors to take responsibility for convening and organizing the work in the group. Peter noted: “It
takes individual initiative to spur the collective action.”
Structure: Accountability (Why). In a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system, there
are multiple levels of accountability: independent accountability of each member to their
respective organization, accountability to the funding agency, and self or peer accountability.
Independent Accountability. Zenya said: “There's so many entities, each with their own
boards, each of the service providers have their own leadership and boards.” Each member (each
entity) is accountable to their own respective organization. Members must justify the time that
they spend on the activities of the system and the benefit of being part of the system to their own
organizations, unless they are participating on their own time (only three of those interviewed
were acting on behalf of no one, but themselves). Leonid, as did several others interviewed for
this study, found himself in a position where the success of the system is measured by its
presence. Leonid shared:
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My work at [system] is meant to be work that's independent of the [employer] although
we're funded through the [employer]. And ultimately, our levels of leadership end up with
the [employer’s] leadership organization, leadership structure. And so, it was really
created to have that independence, because we get to work with all of the [X] systems
regardless of if they are a competing [with the employer]. (Leonid)
Accountability to the Funding Agency. Valentina noted, “we agree by taking the money
to cooperate with each other.” An ability to receive funding is the primary reason for the system
to establish a formal, legal structure that allows independence from any one member
organization and ensures accountability to the funder; it also requires more formalities (e.g.,
bylaws, establishment of oversight board) and staff resources to manage. The members are
accountable for their ability to cooperate or outcomes established by the funder. As Katya said:
“I think a lot of this lands on [coordinator] shoulders really because again, as the contract holder,
they are the ones who are held to the contract outcome and meeting the desires of [funder] and
meeting the expectations of [funder].”
Self and Peer Accountability. Self-accountability and peer accountability are the two
forms of accountability that were present at the member level. Dima was clear about his role and
the influence he has on the system because of his direct relationship and accountability to the
employer. Additionally, Dima recognized that how he showed up in the meetings and how he
carried himself has an impact on the rest of the group; Dima was clear that the group has the
“power to walk away,” which would destroy the fabric of the system and his job will no longer
be there. Similarly, Vlad and Leonid are directly accountable to one-member organization, yet
the existence of the system itself is their measure of accountability.
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Nadya considered herself “a doer” and attributed her involvement at the core group level
to her work ethic and ability to get things done within the organization that she represented. “I
like getting things done and so it was easy for me because of my personality that I would be in a
core group like this.” Oksana, Masha, Tolik, and Darya also noted that it takes a person who is
driven, where accountability comes from within; people who are reliable and can be counted on
to follow through end up being invited to be part of the core group, or they self-select and
volunteer to be part of the core group. Those who are there for “the wrong” reasons are not
successful and leave the system as soon as that reason is no longer driving their engagement.
Participants referred to “self-service,” “turf protection,” and “personal gain,” without any intent
to collaborate or share power as some of the examples of wrong reasons.
Peer accountability was enabled through agreements and regular check ins on those
agreements. These agreements are especially important when there is no oversight or
accountability to the external agency. Alla shared:
They had agreements that they created amongst themselves about how they would host
check-ins and how they would come to consensus. And we would, probably two times a
year, "Should we just check our agreements? Do these still work? Do we need to shift
anything? Is there new information that we've gotten?
Similar to Alla’s example, others expressed challenges with the agreements being
followed through or enforced, especially as new members joined the system or as disagreements
lingered unresolved. Eventually, the system loses the members who “walk away” and it becomes
less about the collaborative agenda and more about the agenda of one member that takes over
and adjusts the system’s purpose to fit their interest.
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Structure: Establishing Framework (How). Most participating members in the system
are not actively involved in establishing the framework for the system, yet they contribute at the
request of a coordinator who is tasked with figuring out how the system is supposed to work.
Katya shared:
I think he's doing his due diligence by doing some outreach and trying to connect with
people just to get feedback on process because it is new, the system as a whole is new and
so trying to establish a good solid framework for that I think is important. (Katya)
Nikolai also called attention to possible consultant bias; Nikolai suggested consultants
may be benefiting from the system’s existence or work, thus were not neutral and may be
manipulating the agenda for personal gain. Alona, Zhenya, and Yulia also had experience with
conflict of interest and relied on the established policies or had to create new policies, as Alona
noted, “with any of the decisions that they need to make.” Directors emphasized the development
of, according to Nikolai, “equitable, fair, transparent process” in how ideas are shared, or
projects get created. Zhenya remembers “feeling like, ‘Wow, this is really highly architected.’
Right? But I think in the long run, that intentionality is what kept it going ... It's what held it
together,” referring to the process in which ideas were shared and decisions made about the
system’s purpose, partnership and product.
Building an open communication system and keeping members informed were some of
the activities performed by the core group to help with the establishment of the overall
framework.
Building Open Communication System. System #1 struggled with ensuring that all
members have access to information and were able to participate in the decision-making process
or contribute to a project. After several years of designing and re-designing their shared
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communication platform, they finally got to a place when members were able to access the
communication at their own convenience, not relying on the email or mail communication, as
they tended to get lost in the clutter with all other materials received. In all situations, the
communication system is one of the first challenges that arises if it is not addressed and dealt
with early on.
Keeping Key Members Informed. As evidenced by many examples in my interviews, the
most important members of the system may not get additional weight to their votes, but they
certainly get more attention from the Core Group when it comes to being informed. No matter
how the system members decide to communicate, the key actors need to be informed personally,
which provides an opportunity to connect and continue to influence their involvement or
participation in the decision; someone from the core group ensures that key members hear what
they need to hear.
Alona described a process in which she ensures that the key members are informed and
pay attention to what is happening, so when there is time to engage in the decision making, they
have been informed and reminded on multiple occasions:
I always put enough bugs in people's ears or one on ones, or during other business
meetings. I'll say kind of an issue I'm dealing with so when I get to the point where I'm
posing a solution or a decision, it just makes sense for everybody and it's not brand new.
(Alona)
Zhenya and Vlad had employed similar tactics of ensuring that the important
communication is received by those who need to know it.
Structure: Monitoring Progress (What). This code refers to people setting up measures
and acts of tracking and documenting progress on what is happening. Anna said: “I mean, we
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really were always checking to make sure we're making progress towards whatever we were
saying we were going to do.” Since there is not one leader who is responsible for tracking,
measuring, and reporting on progress and goal achievement, the activities designed to monitor
progress may be accomplished by multiple individuals. Dima, Alona, Vlad, Zhenya, Sergei, and
Nikolai emphasized the value of producing regular progress reports, so “they [members] can see
what’s going on, … , provide input on that” (Dima).
… so, you're always trying to calibrate some of those factors and monitor and track the
work you're doing so you can make the case and provide evidence to those individuals,
investors that you know, can help you further the work you're doing. (Galina)
Ivan shares the same sentiment with Galina, highlighting that “as we bring in sponsors,
they're writing checks around issues and then it becomes absolutely not okay to not make
progress.” The ability to “show progress” can be achieved through recording meeting notes and
setting clear goals.
Recording Meeting Notes. The importance of taking notes and ensuring that all the
decisions are captured is key in loosely coupled systems, as the meetings are happening ad hoc,
and projects are initiated based on the current needs and desires of the members. In some cases,
the meeting notes were taken by a contractor/consultant who would take meticulous notes and
then bring back themes and agreements that emerged from the notes. This methodology was used
to aid the process of consensus building in System #7.
Setting Clear Goals. At least one member from 11 systems emphasized that a formal
evaluation process needs to be conducted to see the impact the system is making, but in order for
that process to work, clear goals need to be established. Alona noted: “it's very tough to prove a
return on investment if people don't physically see dirt moving.” Peter also shared that sentiment
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and emphasized the importance of having “a facilitator to help with the group thinking process
for how to define goals.” Actors who “put a lot of measures into place” early on were able to
share their progress, thus demonstrate “leadership” competency as noted by several participants
(Elizaveta, Zhenya, Peter, Misha, Masha, Katya).
Balancing Chaos and Order: Engagement (How). Karina said: “We really worked into
the structure so many different ways for people to engage.” Core group ensures that the members
of the system are engaged so that they continue to stay “at the table,” and support the work of the
system and the system’s existence. Engagement is achieved by neutrally facilitating the process
of decision making, where members feel part of the community and have a sense of ownership
and an increased capacity to do the work necessary.
Engagement: Neutral Facilitator (Who). Engaging with various stakeholder groups is
usually the responsibility of one or two central actors in the role of the coordinator or program
director for larger and more mature systems, who have developed multiple programs or have
expanded to multiple geographies.
Leonid shared: “I take a very comprehensive approach to my role when I'm thinking
about who do I interact with and what partners do I have, or who do I try to engage with?” Alla,
Alona, Vlad, Zhenya, Galina, Eugene, and Nikolai noted that engaging with stakeholder groups
is a primary role that they play. Many examples said that engagement with the stakeholders
needs to be conducted by an actor who is trusted and perceived as neutral and does not have a
conflict of interest other than an interest in the system’s existence. In the end, they act on behalf
of all members and engage with all members and various stakeholder groups to ensure relevance
of the system to all involved.
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In some cases, the neutral facilitator is one who is thinking through the process and
engages with the core group to identify and work through topics to be addressed. Masha was
quick to recognize the state agency’s role as that neutral facilitator, when asked about who leads
the conversations and activities that shaped the System #1:
[State agency employee] helped on that, because [co-founder] and I wanted to vote. We
kind of threw our two cents into the group ahead of time, saying, you know, ‘We're going
to have [state agency employee] lead this, but it's really got to come from us,’ and then
we just went around, everybody said what they felt, what was important for […] to be
able to work on together to impact the state and local level, and a lot of that has to do
with where their funding was coming from. What were their goals for their funding
sources as well as what did their local community needs assessment show? (Masha)
When Alla joined the system as the only paid person, she suggested “getting more people
to the table.”
When we did that, I think that's where a lot of the ideas started rolling. … I was paid to
help facilitate, coordinate. I really didn't contribute besides like, "What do you think
about this?" I didn't really give an opinion here or there. I just really helped get them
lined up. (Alla)
Leonid, in most cases, is not the one “leading the work.” Instead he describes his role to
be that of a facilitator or a guide.
I really try to leverage the expertise of the people in the room to make those ultimate
decisions about where we're going. So really trying to include them in the process versus
just... I don't want people there just to make sure we have somebody from the school
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systems represented if they're not going to share their knowledge and expertise. So that's
really important to me. (Leonid)
Leonid shares this perspective on the role of the program director or coordinator with
several others, who are paid staff hired to support the work of the system in the coordinator or
program director role. Executive directors, who are hired to “lead” the organization that is
designed to support the multi-stakeholder system, shared other strategies for “facilitating
collective ownership.”
Engagement: Building Community (Why). Having a sense of community is one reason
some members shared they continued to stay engaged or decided to engage in the first place.
For Vlad, Sergei, Darya, Misha, Anna, Karina, Oksana, Leonid, and to a lesser degree,
others, “it’s all about the community.” Karina shared how they (core group) are putting “a lot of
thought into how to structure the group in a way so that everyone feels belonging and everyone
feels contributing and stays for retention.” There are several factors that contribute to having that
sense of belonging to a community: socializing, learning, and having alike mindset.
Socializing. As Darya said, “no eating, no meeting.” The act of sharing a meal together
generates a sense of togetherness as described by several participants. Scheduling meetings over
a meal was not uncommon, especially at the early stages of development. Some have shared
experiences of having regular retreats where members will be provided meals and other
opportunities for socializing.
Learning. Experiencing learning together, especially learning from each other, was
identified as another way of building community. Similar to sharing moments of joy through
socializing, members experience moments of growth through sharing knowledge or learning
experiences. Katya said: “I think there was a real interest in learning from each other,” when
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describing one of the first meetings of the core group coming together to begin shaping the
system. Ivan and Boris were more interested in learning from those who have done similar work
before them, whereas Zhenya mentioned a Board member, who “was interested in learning from
what we [the system] were doing.” Galina reflected more on the learning that was happening
between the staff:
…because it's a national entity, we also have a lot of cross pollination of ideas between
our offices so we can learn from one another, in terms of best practice or strategies that
people have tested and we can kind of replicate in other places. (Galina)
Having a Like Mindset. Oksana was getting emotional as she was describing her journey
and experiences with several loosely coupled systems, organized to address difficult issues.
I am a Midwestern and you, I will assume, know about the regions of this country and
even though you want to say, "Well, it doesn't matter." It does. You grow up in the area
and you have certain things that are a mindset. I am from the Midwest and I am very
proud of it even though people call it flyover territory because it's East Coast or the West
Coast, but there's a heck of a lot of this country that have a heck of a lot of people. There
are a lot of Midwestern values that you really see in these initiatives, which I call barn
raising and it's Midwestern because of so much farming here. And instead of you need a
barn put up for your farming, you can't do it yourself, you got to have friends and others
help you, so it becomes a big community project and everyone kicks in or everyone helps.
(Oksana)
Other participants also pointed to a like mindset, especially among the founding
members. Masha described her relationship with a co-founder of the system as “being in sync,”
so much that they could complete each other sentences and could never be concerned if they are
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not on the same page. Seven participants provided extensive illustrations of how having similar
mindsets allowed for the community to be formed around that “alikeness.” Darya, Vlad, Peter,
Olga, Nadya, and Elizabeth specifically mentioned that their engagement with the system had
something to do with how other people involved were “of the similar mind,” and that helped to
feel “belonging” to something special.
Having a different mindset among the members was also mentioned as a challenge and a
barrier to creating a more cohesive group and holding the system together. The activities of the
core group were focused on “changing their mindset.” Sergei noted a cultural change happens
when there is a change in a thought process and to accomplish that we need to build a new
system so people can see what that looks like and feels like to be part of something different:
One of the things that […] talks about is building community and building the system.
Everything is a community whether it’s the [system 2] community, whether it's the entire
[industry] community, whatever it is. If we work on that, we're going to not only build
more community, build more and better system. (Sergei)
Engagement: Facilitating Collective Ownership (How). “Facilitation was extremely
helpful in bringing these people to come together to create a shared vision,” said Peter when
reflecting on the process of how shared vision was created. Boris, Masha, Karina, Katya, Sergei,
Vlad, Valentina, Zhenya, Galina, Olga, Yura, and Nadya all agreed that there was a great value
in facilitated process. Well facilitated decision making processes lead to collective ownership
and ultimately sustained engagement over time. In some cases, a neutral facilitator was invited to
assist the core group with that process; in other cases the internal appointed coordinator or
executive director served in that role, in which case it was necessary for them to maintain
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inclusiveness and neutrality. Oksana thought there “had been probably six or eight staff members
who were assigned to those [system activities] almost full time to help with the facilitating.”
Boris recalled the time when the system was experiencing a shift with a key member who
was also one of the funders deciding to pull out.
Who is going to own it and keep it moving, it became a sticky point. We should have
insisted on bringing in [facilitator] try to resolve how to keep this thing moving. Slipped
into more general hands … Did not have that strong leadership component of several
individuals, where everybody saw the benefit to make it work. (Boris)
Additionally, founders, directors and coordinators have been intentional about creating and
maintaining a we mindset and culture.
Creating We Mindset. The use of “we” language stood out to me in the very first
interview. I took a note and captured my observations via memo. I paid extreme attention to the
use of “we” language going forward. All founding members, five out of seven executive
directors, and some coordinators/program directors and participating members used “we”
language consistently as they referred to themselves and others in the system performing various
activities as they are being described. When asked who they are referring to as “we,” most
named themselves along with other individuals. I noticed that in some cases it was hard for them
to name individuals. When asked directly, who are you referring to right now, some will
reluctantly admit “me,” some more enthusiastically will claim, “me, I am the one who…”
In addition to the consistent use of “we,” study participants preferred to use a neutral
language to identify roles and participation; everyone is a member or partner. There is very little
differentiation among the members, other than Board members which is typically required by
law in a nonprofit organization that is organized as 501(C3).
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Dima was one of only a few participants who referred to people deciding on the
processes or making decisions about the process of engagement as “they” or by the name of the
system, even though when probed he would also be included in that process.
Masha kept switching between “we” and “they” as she continued to tell various stories
about the decisions made. “They” was used more often when the participant was referring to a
time of separation (leaving the system due to retirement or change of jobs and with that could no
longer participate). But even though some continued to stay engaged as volunteers or individual
contributors, they no longer consider themselves as “leadership,” and refer to those who they
consider leaders as “they.”
Listening. Actively listening and soliciting input is an act of engaging with the members
and validating their participation. Individuals who listen attentively, and ask and encourage
sharing of information and feedback, are usually able to synthesize that input and produce
something where everyone can recognize their voice. Yulia shared:
So, contributors to our strategic plan share with us their perspective on [… ] and how
that needs to impact our programming. And we, we compile that all, all of that
information through an active listening process. And the Board synthesizes with a lot of
support from staff, synthesizes all of that information and the board decides how to use
what we've learned to influence our programming. (Yulia)
One of the ways that Anna developed to help her with more intentional listening was to
show up at the small group meetings and offer to take notes, so she “could stay silent and just let
people talk.” Misha, reflecting on many different coordinators over the years, identified that
those who were successful in maintaining the engagement of members “did what [first
coordinator] was doing with listening,” affirming the listening activity as a way to facilitate
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ownership. Katya also emphasized that it’s easy to take ideas from everyone and reformulate it
into what needs to happen.
That's one thing I felt has not happened in the System 2. No one has said, ‘Here's what it
is. Here's what we're going to do. Here's how we're going to do it.’ It has been more of,
‘Here's one thing we're thinking about. What do you think or how do you think this might
work?’ Because the structure is so new, I think people are really open to feedback and
trying to identify how do we make this work for most. Will it work for everyone?
Probably not, but what's the thing we can do that will work for most people in the
system? (Katya)
Engagement: Building Capacity (What). Peter, speaking from the expert perspective,
believed that organizational capacity existed within people who had leadership experience,
appropriate education, and background for generating ideas, knowing what to do, or even
running the system, i.e., exercising leadership. Tolik also shared:
We had several chairs follow me and they've dwindled away. They just were there for a
couple of years. They thought it was a good idea. I couldn't see that they had a lot of
leadership skills and some of them I think were there for personal reasons. (Tolik)
Katya emphasized:
It's not just any one person doing this work. It really does take a system to do this work
and so we really have to provide our workforce with the skills to be able to do this work
and manage that.
Ability to do the work, continuing to serve the purpose of the system requires intentional
capacity building among the members. Systems that were funded to collaborate had to produce a
sustainability plan, but most of the activities identified in the typical sustainability plan did not
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have a clear path forward for member retention, engagement, and leadership succession,
according to Anna. The systems that successfully matured and remain relevant decades later
have identified the following as keys to capacity building: empowering “new” leaders and
sustaining the core group, including keeping founding members engaged.
Empowering “new” leaders. Katya, Anna, Karina, Misha, Darya, and Nadya were
operating from the assumption that anyone can be a leader. Anna asked for whoever was
interested in being a point person for a particular topic, encouraging individuals to step into the
convener role. Karina shared that the process was designed in such a way that champions were
identified and co-chairs were elected or self-selected. All participants talked about how “new
leadership” is necessary for the system to build capacity and sustain over time, yet few had
specific practices that encouraged new leadership to emerge.
Masha was more intentional in recruiting individuals within the system to assume the
responsibilities for chairing committees, initiatives or work groups by “twisting someone’s arm,”
seeking people with a specific set of qualities. Maximus shared a similar approach of intentional
invitations and recruitment of individuals who can serve as chairs or co-chairs in the system
being developed. Unlike Masha, Maximus handed over the responsibility for convening and
chairing the core group from the very beginning, thus eliminating the possibility of the system
being dependent on him as a founder. He continues to be part of the core group, but not in the
“driver” seat.
With the system’s maturity, at least one employee is usually hired or dedicated by one of
the member organization to coordinate and facilitate activities, including supporting the members
in making policy decisions, establishing the direction, and deciding on the priorities. Across
several systems that reached the maturity level, the first hire was not successful and lead to
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reevaluating the needs and criteria for the next hire. Viktor’s observations and reflections about
that experience were echoed in several systems included in this research:
Ironically enough the first director who was very adroit at building the network itself but
not adroit on seeing what the network could become for lack of a better way to put it. And
there became conflict between he and a number of board members. And we ultimately
determined the best thing to do would be to not only have a good coalition builder but
also have somebody that shared a longer-term vision as well. (Viktor)
Ultimately, empowering “new leaders” (self-selected, elected, or appointed) is the role of
established core group members, who encourage and support “new” leaders in taking on roles
and responsibilities associated with convening, coordinating, communicating, and facilitating the
engagement activities, inclusive of all members and stakeholders.
Sustaining the Core Group. Dima, Boris, Peter, Tolik, Anna, and others have commented
on the stability that comes with the initial core group, and when they move on, said Peter, “all of
a sudden, all of the institutional memory and passion for doing this thing disappears.” “My
board has been intentional about saying that tenure and length of service is an important factor in
how we think about retention and responsibilities,” shared Yulia, who serves as fourth executive
director for the System #13. Staff, volunteers, and members that assume various leadership
responsibilities during the time of formation of the system are often relied upon to be the anchor
and “holder” of the system’s values and providing historic perspective and insight into why
things are the way they are.
Misha described a process in which the co-chairs are elected to ensure that there is
stability and transfer of knowledge that happens, in addition to the staff person who also serves
as a constant over the years. When the coordinator leaves and a new one is brought in, the core
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group of volunteers and participating members ensure that the system continues with the
agreements established beforehand.
Founding members tend to carry the passion and dedication behind the idea on which the
system is built. Peter shared:
The other thing is that you have to think in terms of career shed, the people that are
engaged, how long are they going to be willing to be involved and spend their career and
their time engaged in this organization as the initial group that goes through? (Peter)
Sustaining interest and support from the founding organizations and individual
“founding” members was key to ensuring continued member buy-in and engagement. Especially
as system matures, notes Viktor, the representation from the key organizations changes to lower
ranks, with less authority and the ability to speak on behalf of the organization or make
commitments, thus ensuring that the “right” people are informed of the activities of the system
and how it serves the interest of the member organization involved. Viktor shared: “Knowing
that there's going to be some turnover regardless, if you can keep the founding members
committed towards the activity for four to six years, you're in good shape.”
When Ivan joined the system as a new executive director (the first change since the
original founder and executive director retired) he did not have clear understanding of the history
nor did he have the relationships with the founding members who were retiring almost all around
the same time. He relied on his vision alone and was not able to keep the members engaged in
the way it was necessary to bring about the new vision. Consequently, initiative after initiative,
the established system was beginning to fail. The question remains, will the new system be able
to change and embrace the new direction; will Ivan be able to re-form the current membership
and build capacity within new membership to achieve his vision? From my observations and
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participation in several similar situations, as long as original founders (or committed disciples)
are present and actively engaged in the system, changing the course and going into new direction
is difficult, if not impossible due to the credibility of the known and fear of the unknown.
Masha is no longer actively involved with the system but stays informed and pays
attention to what is happening. She is still highly respected, thus consulted on important issues.
She shared her observation: “But thankfully they've kind of reached a level now where there's
enough people with enough experience and enough history and enough expertise where they can
kind of keep a handle on it a little bit.”
Using the minds and ideas of people involved in the system as well as gaining their
commitment is the primary objective of the partnership that is being organized; there is an
established understanding that to accomplish the task all partners need to be engaged.
Balancing Chaos and Order: Core Group (Who). The “who” dimension of Balancing
Chaos and Order is the Core Group, which also represents Level 3 leadership. Since levels are
the depth and dimensions are the breadths, the deeper we look into the leadership phenomenon,
the fewer people involved and the smaller footprint of leadership enactment exists. Level 3
involves forming and sustaining the “leadership” team, the “core group.” The four dimensions in
Level 3 are:
•

Why: Shared Values
o Who: Collaborators
o Why: Profound Respect
o How: Consensus Decision Making
o What: Continuing to “Co-Create”

•

What: Shared Interest
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o Who: The Agency
o Why: Dealing with the Same Issues
o How: Balancing Conflicting Interests
o What: Preserving Self Interest
•

How: Shared Power
o Who: Many Faces of Leadership
o Why: Believing in Shared Leadership
o How: Power Maneuvering
o What: Gaining Power

•

Who: Coalition of the Willing
o Who: We
o Why: Compelling Message
o How: Connecting the Dots
o What: Convening

Level 3: Core Group: Forming and Sustaining “Leadership” Team
“Leadership is largely based on interest, expertise, willingness, concerned about
relationships and reputation and commitment to the project succeeding,” shared Valentina. In
System #10, four key organizations representing private industry, two independent government
agencies, and a university joined forces at the beginning of the initiative; they were the “the
primary leaders of the group,” stated Peter. This leadership team had shared responsibilities for
convening the larger group, holding it together until the core group could be put in place for
executing and doing the work. Since that did not happen, in the case of System 10, the coalition
of the willing and the core group were the same people. When the coalition of the willing does
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not expand its capacity by forming a more representative leadership team that can continue to
guide the development of the system, there is dependency on the coalition of the willing to
continue to “lead” the initiative, endangering long term success and sustainability of the system.
Figure 6 illustrates the dimensions of Level 3 leadership.
Figure 6
The Coalition of the Willing

Activities at the level 3 are enacted by the coalition of the willing, who are concerned
with establishing common ground and operating principles that will guide the growth and further
development of the system. Those who are willing to take on the responsibility of chairing,
leading, or co-leading various groups, or, according to Masha, “willing to invest time.”
The coalition of the willing at the beginning of the system’s formation comprises the
founder(s) and a few more founding members, typically a small group of powerful players who
are in existing leadership positions within their independent member organizations or have
access to resources and the know-how, says Nadya, “to get things done within their own
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organization.” They have the relational power, subject matter expertise, and political capital to
make things happen.
In some cases, they are invited based on previous relationships and existing trust with at
least one of the founders. In other cases, they represent a key stakeholder group that has to be
involved in order for the concept to work. As the system matures, others step into the space of
“willingness” and serve the role of holding the space and convening.
Forming and Sustaining “Leadership” Team: Shared Values (Why).
“Holding values of collaboration” is how participants in the study identified the
significance of the leadership team. This holds true whether this team was established according
to by-laws that the system would adapt as it is required by law (for those that decided to form
legal entity) or organically developed through the process of building a plan and identifying
responsibilities.
Oksana, noting that she felt she was talking too much about how leadership occurred in
the system, changed topics and said:
One quick thing I will interject and then I will be quiet. … I am a Midwesterner and you,
I will assume, know about the regions of this country and even though you want to say,
"Well, it doesn't matter." It does. You grow up in the area and you have certain things
that are a mindset. I am from the Midwest and I am very proud of it even though people
call it flyover territory because it's East Coast or the West Coast, but there's a heck of a
lot of this country that have a heck of a lot of people. There are a lot of Midwestern
values that you really see in these initiatives, which I call barn raising and it's
Midwestern because of so much farming here. And instead of you need a barn put up for
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your farming, you can't do it yourself, you got to have friends and others help you, so it
becomes a big community project, and everyone kicks in or everyone helps. (Oksana)
Oksana described that the values of coming together and helping in times of need or
crisis is what necessary in order for a loosely coupled system to start. The loose coupling can be
preserved only if the values that brought stakeholders together in the first place can be sustained.
These values are noted in how decisions are made, leadership activities are carried out by
individual members, and people refer to each other in the system.
Boris recalled that the shared value of “caring for the land” held the system together at
the beginning, where each founding member saw the benefit to their independent organization
from a collective focus on what can be done from the industry, government, and community
perspective to encourage more sustainable use of land. Although there was conflict of interest,
“territorial attitude,” and “short term political thinking,” the core value of caring for the land
allows the coalition of willing to be formed; this meant that “dialogue was taking place, the
courses were taking place,” as well as demonstration projects and engagement efforts with the
broader stakeholder groups, the communities. These activities were based on the shared values
around long-term thinking about the future landscape and the preservation of the land value.
With the actors changing within the system, and some founding members no longer present to
hold that shared value, the system’s purpose and membership shifted. It became more about
serving interests and not serving the purpose.
Alla noted that not having shared values caused the system to dissolve.
Well, it was easy, but the values. That's really what got in the way with a lot of the work,
was around values and money, if I'm going to be honest with this. That's what really
created more of the higher goal within a lot of infighting. Whereas one of the [members]
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I remember just completely dropped out. Said, ‘We are going to do our own thing.’
Which, they didn't do anything. (Alla)
Values that the participants named and described were, according to Galina, “fairly
inherent in the work,” “it’s who we are.” It was hard for some participants to name the values,
but what they talked about is collaboration, respect, consensus, and co-creation.
Shared Values: Collaborators (Who). Peter noted that actors, who are considered a
“leadership” team, “have to be very collaborative in [their] approach, and I would say that's
probably one of the successes of [the system], is the collaborative nature of the original
organization.”
Collaborators interviewed for this study were open and excited about the concept of
collaborative organizations and systems. Collaborators’ answers to questions were often a long
complex story, ending in “I don’t know if I am making any sense to you.” When I observed
collaborators diving into the concept or topic, I noted a complete “free thinking,” not bound by
analysis, having to have the exact right answer. It felt as though everything they thought about
was shared with me at that moment, holding nothing back. This generosity of thinking and
sharing of their ideas projected an image of open and collaborative actors, who encouraged
others to be open and collaborative as well by simply being collaborative themselves. Other
participants were more calculating in their responses, thinking of “the right” words, concerned
with the image that they might portray or not going deep on the questions, reciting and
reiterating the same points (at least at the beginning, warming up later in the interview and
engaging in more critical and reflective thinking towards the end).
Collaborators are able to see opportunities and the potential of benefit for everyone
involved. Some shared their frustration with me as to “why others can see it,” “why can’t they
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see the value of being more collaborative.” “They should be all over it,” said Boris, in regard to
one member who was reluctant to participate. Boris was able to name the benefits for each
member participating in the system; he understood everyone’s interest and what they value. He
was able to model collaboration by being the first to share information that previously was
considered “private.” Boris stressed modeling collaborative behaviors such as having an open
mind to new ideas, generously sharing information and their own ideas, having a “win-win”
mindset, seeing and articulating “the win” for everyone involved, and being comfortable with the
“unknown.” Collaborators did not expect to have an answer, but they did expect to have
“something different as a result,” that they alone could not have come up with. Ivan shared his
thinking on a system he is trying to build:
There's no set decision here yet. The conceit going in is that we are, as a nonprofit
organization, this work serves our mission and it just does... And if we can do it and it's
self-sustaining, that's one. If we can do it, and it returns value to [founding member],
that's two. And if we can do it and it actually grows and becomes its own full-grown
entity, maybe even up and subsuming the [founding members], that's fine too. That's just
the natural evolution of things. (Ivan)
Shared Values: Profound Respect (Why). The members of leadership team (coalition
of the willing) embrace shared values and agree to manage competing values because they have
profound respect for one another as well as for the people who join them on their journey and
respond to their call to action. “I know that there are people that respect me because they show
that with their actions towards me,” said Darya who joined the system during its mature years.
Being listened to and respected is what has been described as the reason for members to stay and
continue to contribute.
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One thing I noticed with interviews with participants who were identified as “leadership
team” was their profound respect for individuals they were working with, even when they were
frustrated by their actions and behaviors. I observed them hesitating to blame other actors for the
behavior, rather they tried to explain and justify it, and take responsibility for what might have
contributed to that behavior. For example, Vlad adjusted his tactics to work more effectively
with people who frustrated him:
Some of my partnerships, I wish they would be more responsive, they would work a little
bit faster. They're holding me up …. But I can't let that frustrate me. I have to own it. And
just work with them the best I can. Sometimes depending upon the individual, I have to
take a different role. It can be a very task oriented, ‘Hey, get this to me by the close of
business Friday. I need it.’ One individual where I would feel was pestering, that's what
they want. That's what they need. So, I meet them with the style that works best for them.
Other folks, I can just get them, ‘Hey, looking for something, would meet this need.
Here's the vision, you can figure out how to do it.’ So really empowering them. So, it's
really just identifying their strengths, how they like to work, how they like to think. And
then modifying my leadership style and my communication style to meet that. (Vlad)
Elizabeth, when asked about members who did not participate actively while on the
board, responded:
I do have to say that when people don't know what their role is or what is expected of
them, they often times don't show up because they perhaps perceive it's a waste of their
time. I think now that we've settled into a routine, we've got regular meetings that are
happening, you know, on a fixed schedule. I've seen better participation and people have
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a clearer understanding of what their role is on the board and they're showing up.
(Elizabeth)
Boris, Zhenya, Misha, Viktor, and Masha were aware and respectful of individual
member interests, but multiple times referred to their responsibility to set clear expectations, hold
shared values of collaboration, develop profound respect for all voices, and respect every
member by understanding where they are coming from. Because, as Zhenya stated: “at the end of
the day, folks wanted to do the right thing for the right reasons. I think it was just kind of keeping
people's heads there.” The leadership team members are open to differences and have learned to
embrace the differences based on the value and contribution of each partner or member to the
system.
Galina, and several other participants, works in the field where “you have the whole
range, you have advocates who are very, very impatient and … frustrated I suppose with how
things work, and then you have people who are more invested in the existing systems.”
Navigating conflicting values is a common challenge described by most participants. Showing
respect to both sides who are in conflict and acknowledging that the conflict exists has been
shared by several participants as one way to maintain the focus of the system on the shared
values. For example, in a system that included multiple faith organizations, as well as
government and other non-profit organizations, the religious values and beliefs were so different
that members could not agree on the service that the system could provide; “they just could not
get their life together, values-wise,” said one participant from that system.
These were leaders who were so focused on checking a box and doing good. And not
realizing that systems change take forever. And they have power on that advocacy side
just by sheer nature of who they were. But they just, I think some of them wanted to feel
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good. Check the box. "I helped this poor young lady from," whatever, whatever,
whatever... (Alla)
Coalition of the willing are typically leaders who have developed respect for each other
and people they invite to join the system through previous working or personal relationships and
experience. Additionally, respect is transferred from one person to another: If person A shows
respect to person B, and I respect person A, I have to also respect person B. Since the coalition of
the willing represents the “leadership team” who ultimately invite everyone else to join the
system, they are responsible for modeling the respect and for holding others accountable for the
behaviors that suggest otherwise.
Shared Values: Consensus Decision Making (How). All participants referred to
reaching a decision as a group, practicing some form of consensus decision making as an
important contributor to leadership happening in a loosely coupled system. When examined
closely, not all decisions were made by true consensus, where everyone agrees to a decision, yet
the importance of having reached consensus was shared by a majority of the participants. “You
just have to, to get to a consensus then on how to move forward,” said Nadya after reflecting on
the decision-making process when competing values were present. Nadya felt strongly that the
only way the coalition of the willing was able to stay focused on “what they all wanted” is to
work towards consensus. Yulia also shared that perspective from the staff point of view:
I don't know how unique this is with our board, but in general we try to reach consensus
on, on matters such as this. I don't like there to be a lot of conflict among board
members. I believe that it's our job as staff to present information, discuss information,
bring perspective in a way that coalesces the board around a decision. Ultimately, you
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know, per our bylaws, majority can rule. But just as a matter of course I like to move
towards consensus wherever possible. (Yulia)
Unlike Yulia, Vlad does not have a board that operates within the constraints and
obligations of the legal structure and the staff that then implements the decisions. In Vlad’s
situation, he is the only staff, and the advisory board is much more relaxed, less rigid, and more
flexible in their decision-making process. Implementation of the collective decision happens at
the individual member level. For that reason, consensus building is a more intentional and
inclusive process, where stakeholders have to agree not only on the decision, but also on the
implementation plan. Vlad describes:
When we first started talking to the stakeholders in our four states about this gap, this
need, they were worried, stressed, confused. But we worked together, and they loved this
idea. So, we were able to come up with that plan and they felt like staggering it,
spreading it over a couple of years would be very feasible. They could get their staff there
to do it as well. … We had to sort of work through that with feedback from each
individual stakeholder. So that would be how we reached the consensus. (Vlad)
Whether consensus is reached through a formal board decision making protocol or
organic inclusive process where members explore options and decide on the most feasible
option, the acts of leadership in this process are concerned with creating a shared language,
designing a process of how to work through disagreements, and facilitating a process in which
consensus is reached, all while keeping the purpose of the system and agreed upon shared values
at the forefront.
Developing a Common Language. In order to reach consensus with the group of
multiple stakeholders, who might be in conflict or competition with one another, the first step,
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which Oksana believed was “very, very important, simply coming up with a common language,
common terminology, common or unique hot buttons.” Having common language is one way to
ensure there is a “grounding” point and a point of clarification that can be referenced in the
future. Katya contributed existing common language among the stakeholders to their ability to
come to consensus.
Working out Disagreements. Figuring out how to work with disagreements was one of
the critical early decisions that the coalition of the willing needed to agree on, establish process
for, and enforce. Alla, Alona, and Nikolai relied on the capacity of the board to reach consensus
and provide the direction. Staff sought “approval” and “support” from the board, who primarily
were the founding members of the system, before taking action on any important issue. Whereas
Zhenya, Yulia, Ivan, Vlad, Masha, Anna, and Dima felt that the board was relying on the staff
(professionals) to be a “broker” in situations where consensus was hard to reach, leaving it up to
“the experts” and the “formal leaders” to make the “executive decision.” In many situations it
was the facilitator or a consultant, neutral to the system, who was engaged in leading the group
through the process of developing consensus and settling the disagreements or leading through
the process of establishing the plan of action.
Conclusive Consensus Building. The inclusive process of consensus building is slow
and needs to be intentional to help groups see where they have agreement and continue to build
on that agreement. Peter reflected on the initial decisions of the coalition of the willing:
The process was really important. Without that process, we would not have been able to
develop the shared vision, and I don't think that the [system] idea was unique in the
grand scheme of all of the activities that go on within the world with organization
forming. But I think it was unique with all the players that were involved in it, maybe not
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for [facilitator], but for all the other players that were involved, that this ad hoc group
came together to, with a broader mission, create a broader vision. That made it really
interesting, too, and it was dynamic, a change the world kind of idea. Was it 100%
successful? At times. Ultimately, it was probably 50% to 70% successful, over the whole
life of the thing. It still goes on. They still have dialogue which they didn't have before, so
that's a positive, but it's much reduced in its capacity. (Peter)
Boris believed that members should be checking in frequently (maybe once a year) on the
purpose, “not to change it, not to tell people how it should be done, but to get to consensus.”
We have a consensus workshop, usually structure, and we drive, we pull all of the
information, all of the things that are happening and important and emerging among... in
all of this communities that are part of [the system] and see what collectively we can
unite around and what we can take as a coalition of [members] to benefit the whole.
(Karina)
Masha, Anna, Misha, and Vlad described specific examples when the consensus was
based on where the needs and energy to address that need are aligned. “We had a lot of support
for that one, everyone was willing to jump on that one,” recalled Masha when talking about a
specific issue and the proposal to address it. Masha was one of the most conflicted on the
question of consensus: on one hand, she confirmed the importance of the decision made through
a group consensus process, on the other hand she did not like the slow process, so she described
a solution that helped them to be more efficient with achieving consensus:
I think we [co-chairs] both had to learn to kind of dry run it between each other before
we went to the group and said ‘This has come up and we've done some research on it,
and this is what we think, and who wants to tackle this, or who thinks we ought to tackle
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this, or who thinks ...’, you know what I mean? Because if you say it wrong, there were a
lot of people, you know, 30, 40 people in that room, and if you get somebody's back up, if
you present it in a way that might raise the hackles on somebody, you're going to end up
with a whole hour-and-a-half discussion.
Katya did not believe that everything should be decided through large group (all
members) consensus; some decisions, for example hiring of the staff, are decided by a few
people, who represent the “leadership” team, but there should be consensus among the leadership
team on that decision. Some participants shared their experiences with hiring processes as one of
the most important decisions they had to facilitate and influence as founding members and actors
in the systems.
There was a group of these influential businesspeople in town, the male's if you will, the
good old boys club. …. They were trying to engineer that [name ] was just going to come
in and take the spot,…. And I realized, and actually thank goodness other people realized
too. But I had some very difficult conversations with people and said, "absolutely not,
that will not fly, that will not work, we're going to have an open transparent hiring
process that gets the right director, that's not just someone that's handpicked by the
people here. (Katya)
The process was important not only for deciding on the purpose, shared vision, or
priorities that the system would focus on at any given time, it was just as critical for the hiring of
executive directors, recruiting members, and establishing expectations of how the members are
to behave and contribute. In all instances, the importance of inclusivity and consensus was
emphasized, however the level of inclusivity (who need to be included on what decisions) and
the level of consensus (what constitutes consensus) varied from system to system.
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Shared Values: Continuing to “Co-Create” (What). “There's more opportunity for
creativity,” said Elizaveta when asked to compare leadership in a loosely coupled system to a
more traditional, tightly coupled organization.
I think, in a tightly coupled system you have to drag creativity out of the participants
because they're so focused on perhaps such a small goal. Whereas in a loosely coupled
system and especially the one that we're talking about, we have people coming from so
many different areas. For instance, a couple of us in nonprofit leadership, a couple of us
in governmental leadership, a couple of us in business leadership or educational
leadership that you all of a sudden have a different way of looking at the same problem
or the same challenge or the same opportunity because you're not all facing the same
direction. You've got these multiple, it's kind of like peripheral vision. (Elizaveta)
Most founding and participating members of the loosely coupled systems included in this
research shared that the way the system was “put together” and the level of “intentionality” that
went into “orchestration” of the early “meetings by which the planning and the mission of the
[the system] was created,” was nothing that they have experienced in the past; the exception was
the people who were paid to provide the service of convening the meeting.
I mentioned [facilitator name] before. She was pivotal in a variety of those particular
activities, and she was superb at what she did, but most importantly, folks knew they were
being heard and their input could be readily seen in the documents that were created as a
result of those particular sessions. So, we may have all had a few folks that knew what we
wanted to have happen, but did it turn out exactly the way that we might have been
thinking at first? No, probably not. Because there were so many people that were
involved that had a hand in actually creating the mission, the vision and the key focus
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areas of the organization. And then from a board standpoint it was a matter of making
sure that the staff kept focused on the mission, kept focused on what we agreed to and
made sure we didn't have unwanted mission creep. (Viktor)
The co-creation process allowed the founding members to coalesce not only around the
shared vision, but also to see themselves as part of the problem and as part of the solution, thus
focusing on shared interest and clarifying their shared purpose.
I think people really appreciate it as a real problem to be solved, and the problem wasn't
going to go away. Yeah, the problem was just ... And I think that the more people got
involved, the deeper appreciation of the problem and how it impacts people, but also how
your systems are kind of ensnared in that, in one way or another, I think becomes more
clear, too. (Zhenya)
Participants in this research, who did not participate in the early conversations (staff or
consultants, who were brought in later to support the system, actors who replaced original
representatives of the founding organizations, or new members who were invited to join the
system in later years) often did not have the level of understanding as to why certain things were
done in a certain way; they did not have buy-in into the processes that were designed before
them, nor did they have a common language with those who co-created “the foundation.”
There was a stark difference in how new actors were or were not integrated into the
system. Some focused on learning the way and adding their voice to the co-creation process,
others felt frustrated due to “their vision” not being understood or “expertise” not valued. Some
eventually left the system if they could not “get on the same page,” and others tried to impose
their own way, take over and take control, usually succeeding in the short term if they have
enough positional power, but failing to sustain the loose coupling of the system in the long term.
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Zhenya, Masha, Viktor, Yulia, Boris, Misha, Yura, Karina, and Anna were able to continue the
co-creation as long as they were involved in the system, adapting to changing actors and
including them into the process of co-creation.
I used to joke that [member A] … invested an incredible amount of energy in me and my
team to teach us how to be good partners to them. You know that they just kind of had a
natural knack for partnership down there, which is very different than [member B],
which kind of had a, ‘You're going to do it this way, because we said you're going to do it
this way.’ Different environment. … And then the service partners that we worked with ...
Some of them, I think, taught us in real time, what does it really take to do this work, and
other service partners we kind of had to drag along, because they were so caught up in
kind of traditional ways of doing the work. (Zhenya)
When “the dynamic shifts” and suddenly the system has to adapt to new members, new
interests, or new practices, preserving and continuing the environment where members are
engaged in the co-creation process is the primary leadership responsibility, as illustrated by
Zhenya:
The relationships went from kind of being co-creating to being formalized, and when you
formalize them, I don't think that it actually ever made us any less of a co-creator, but it
just took away the part that felt organic and replaced it with something that was
formalized. But it was appropriate because we were starting to move 1 million bucks a
year, I think, 13 and a half million bucks a year by the time I left. So, it's like, you needed
that, you needed something when it became real that you didn't need when it was
conceptual.
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As the system matures, tension between order (structure) and chaos (creativity) is always
going to be present in loosely coupled systems. Coalition of the willing has to ensure a process in
which structure allows for the co-creation to take place withing the more formalized structure.
Forming and Sustaining “Leadership” Team: Shared Interest (What)
Shared interest is the product or the “what” the coalition of the willing is organized
around. Twenty-one sources from 11 different systems explicitly named shared interest as one of
the key components for the loosely coupled system to exist. Valentina shared: “We had to work
together. But there was not any, we were not bound by any financial system or legal system. We
were just bound by mutual shared interest, basically.” When prompted further into that concept,
the insights about shared interest were coalescing into four categories: who is responsible for the
shared interest, what constitutes a shared interest, how is the shared interest captured and
communicated, and why it is important to have shared interest.
Shared Interest: The Agency (Who). Systems that were initiated by the state or federal
agency were mandated to collaborate with the members and external stakeholder groups around
an initiative or a program that the government agency was implementing, usually addressing an
issue at the level of systems change where multiple stakeholders need to collaborate. As Sergei
described, “it was just the way the system was designed, … someone at the agency had thought
about this.” The primary purpose of these types of systems is to encourage collaboration among
groups of stakeholders by the funding agency (government, foundation, or a private company); it
is built on the premise of shared interest and being invited to be part of the new system, thus
access to funding and influencing decisions and outcomes by “being at the table.” Whereas the
initiating funding agency had an interest in reducing cost and increasing impact. Valentina
pointed out:
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So, we agree by taking the money to cooperate with each other and with that National
Coordinating Center. But that National Coordinating Center does not have any fiscal or
managerial control over our entity. That all belongs again, back now to the federal
government. But … the first system there was not a coordinating body. Now there is a
coordinating body and it's more than our goodwill that binds us to that coordinating
body. (Valentina)
In the end, the interest that is being pursued is bound by the contracts that the system is
operating from and the concept that originated with an agency or a specific individual within the
agency. The shared interest in this case is to continue to collaborate and hold the system together
so that the funding continues. Whereas the Agency funding the system is operating from the
belief that by providing funding to a group of stakeholders and forcing them to work together
will be more impactful and less costly, according to Sergei. He noted: “I believe it was due to
finances and it takes a lot of money to run a centralized location that has your hands all across
the nation.” The individual actor, “who thought about this,” was almost never identified as a
person, instead referred to by the name of the agency (i.e., the State).
Systems that were designed organically have been convened by the individual or several
individuals who either have access to funding through their own organization that provides a
“lion share” of funding to the system, as Nadya suggested, or “seed money” as Ivan referred to
it; or the funding comes in the form of a consultant or a facilitator hired by the funding agency to
convene the group of stakeholders in pursuit of designing the new system.
And so, the proposition of the design was, if you could just really forget these systems
that aren't aligned to help people in this circumstance, what would you design? And to do
that with a ton of intentionality about keeping these different stakeholder groups at the
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table. Because nobody owned it. Nobody was formally responsible for figuring this out.
And so, how do you keep people kind of engaged as you're trying to design and make
something? (Zhenya)
In situations investigated for this research, the Agency was represented by one or a group
of individuals who, collectively, were willing to claim the interest of an Agency which was
funding the initial activity of designing the new system. Whether it was an external funding
agency (government of foundation) that did not participate in the system’s development other
than providing funding, or an internal agency (a collective will) and decision to combine the
individual passions and interests of a few organizations, providing an avenue for a system
designed to address a common issue or pursue an opportunity that will benefit the three actors.
Shared Interest: Dealing With the Same Issues (Why). The individuals who interact
within various stakeholder groups recognized that the issues and problems that their independent
organizations are trying to solve are connected or identical. Understanding that the shared
interest lies in the “dealing with the same issue” is what allowed initial coalition of the willing to
be formed.
It turned out that a lot of us were doing the same thing and a lot of us were facing the
same problems. Some of us were way ahead and others were way behind. We decided
that it was probably going to be very beneficial for us to get together more frequently and
have some sort of maybe organization, some sort of structure or some sort of platform
where we can exchange this experience so don't have to reinvent the wheel in different
locations. (Karina)
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Some of the issues are more complex and more systemic than others, but in all cases the
need to collaborate and form an initial coalition was driven by some people recognizing that
there is opportunity to bring multiple stakeholders together in more organized way.
It was obvious that people who had needs, who were on the street living in snowbanks
under bridges, wherever, not only for the human cost for them not having stable
supportive situations, but the cost for them to go into an emergency room at the hospital
or get certain social services and then cycle back, this incessant cycling was costly
financially for a lot of different sectors; the police, the hospital system, whatever. So that
was part of the rationale or the promotion. (Oksana)
Shared Interest: Balancing Conflicting Interests (How). It is critical to acknowledge
that there is always a conflict of interest, if there was none the organizations coming together to
solve a common problem would have solved it already. We know that they cannot solve it alone
and we know that the reason they did not work on this together is because there is a conflict of
interest. It is critical to know what that conflict is, help others see it, be clear and transparent
about it, and find the way to balance it. Shared interest is there, however the individual interest is
always going to trump the shared interest. Zhenya described how they addressed it head on
earlier in the process:
There was an intentional switch that happened as we incorporated and built the board.
So, it started out as being a planning body, that was all these representative groups that
ended up staying involved, many of them in one way or another. When we became a real
thing, those groups that were most likely to be a part of the structure of the day to day
actually stepped away from the board table and we built an independent board that
would have some distance from who our direct partners would be. (Zhenya)
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Conflicting interests need to be exposed and balanced between individual and shared
needs. Tolik was one of the few participants who recognized the conflict: “I really feel like this is
a perceived conflict of interest so I should not be on the board, but I think you should keep
going. And so, they did.”
Since loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems are designed on the premise of
collaboration across multiple sectors; it was the leadership team responsibility to continue to
model and reinforce the collaborative practices, refocusing on the greater good and shared
interest. Reminding the members
when we are successful in […], it makes [one member of the system] look good; when [a
member] is successful, it makes us [the system] look good. So, I feel like we've managed
to keep this, about collaboration, not about competition. (Elizaveta)
Shared Interest: Preserving Self-Interest (What). The product of shared interest is
preservation of self-interest. If self-interest is not aligned or incorporated with shared interest,
there is no incentive to be part of the system. There is no point of having anything shared if there
is no self that is being served as a result. Boris shared:
You are bringing in people who have different interest; in the tight company the bottom
line is the shared interest, everyone had to have that interest. In the [loosely coupled
system] the [one member] had their interest in the project, the biggest [ … ] project that
they ever worked in; political parties are looking for ownership (motives are different).
(Boris)
In half the cases the self interest lies in protecting turf, whether it is funding or access to
power. Alona struggled to implement a new practice that made sense from the serving the
purpose perspective, “but there was kind of such a power struggle between the two entities, …
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because that's how they've always done it for 30 years.” It required both entities to give up
control over funding. And “part of it was territorial,” said Yura. In the case of System 10,
Some people came along for the territorial. They didn't want to spend any money on it,
but they wanted to be at the table to make sure their interests were represented. Make
sure you weren't doing anything that didn't represent what they wanted. So it got
territorial. (Yura)
In other cases, self-serving refers to a more opportunistic stance, where there is not much
to protect or lose and a lot to gain by the shared interest or collective being successful. If
“territorialism” is exhibited before the system has gained its credibility and is still in the process
of defining and forming, the self-serving opportunism appears more vividly after the system has
gone through the start-up phase and is experiencing some level of success. Zhenya referred to
those two time periods as before and after the money, describing how nonprofits were eager to
collaborate at the beginning, but once the money was present, the self-serving element came
forward and they all had to agree on how that will play out.
So, before we had money, … it really was about trying to hold this network of interested
people together around the idea that we could do something concrete if we got the next
pot of money. And there was, I'd say, a group of people that probably were more inclined
to say yes and want to be in it, and some folks who kind of fell away…. But then once we
got the money, then it kind of became real, and then suddenly you're picking who you're
going to partner with and you're executing contracts, and it becomes ... more formalized.
We were still building a structure where [X], this new nonprofit, was kind of building
itself into the center of this whole piece. (Zhenya)
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As Katya said, “it is a bit self-serving … I think you have to find the things that other
people will find value in so they will participate and do those things.”
Forming and Sustaining “Leadership Team”: Shared Power (How)
The shared power concept was not brought up often in the original interviews; only nine
participants used the word power to describe some aspect of the leadership phenomenon. Those
participants that did introduce the power concept in their reflections about leadership. Instead,
they were naming absence of power or presence of power as it relates to the system as a whole
and to the individuals in that system.
The systems that were legally bound have assigned people to the positions of power
(presidents, chair, director) who were able to make decisions on behalf of the system or a small
sub-group, especially when individual actors were not getting along or not able to find a common
ground. Zhenya, Vlad, Alona, Yulia, and Alla were able to share specific examples when they
had to use their power to broker the agreement between the members of the system or
beneficiaries. “As the director, it falls upon my shoulders to make what I just call an executive
decision,” said Vlad. The systems that did not have the legal structure binding them were
described by one participant as: “there is no power in and of itself to sign off on anything”
When asked specifically about power in follow up interviews and during theoretical
sampling, it became clear that participants had a negative view of power and were reluctant to
use that term. Peter reflected:
Because there was a larger vision, and the power piece, I think people were pretty good
at wielding. You can tell when somebody is trying to take advantage and draw the power
to themselves and all that stuff. There was a pretty equal sharing, and I think that tone
was set by [facilitator]. The way that we developed this process and shared vision
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together, so then you were part of something. It was part of the whole. And so, I don't
think people felt comfortable breaking away from the group. (Peter)
Dima, Ivan, Nikolai, Elizaveta, Alla, Alona, and Nadya expressed that some members do
have more power than others, just by the nature of what they represent and what they contribute.
Dima, representing the Agency thinks that he has the power to take over:
I realize I can misuse my power really quick. And I can take control over [system] in a
way that's really dominating. Because of again, I'm the one who's in the office on a daily
basis. I'm the one who's really navigating a lot of these relationships. (Dima)
Similar to Dima, other staff interviewed for this research have expressed concern and the
danger of taking over, which is easy to do, but once done harder to recover from. This may be
because the trust in their “neutrality” and intention to share power will be lost. It is common,
however, for the members to exercise their power by “going rogue” as Alla claimed. When there
is a member who is not willing to play nice and operate from the shared power stance, others feel
empowered to rebel and act in a way that might violate the previously developed agreements.
When take over happens, the system may continue to exist for another purpose, driven by one
party agenda and driving new interests to the table.
Yulia, when asked specifically “who has control over the system?”, responded:
There's no, there's no official designation of, okay. Who has control? Who really has
control is the person who was last appointed. Okay. In a way, the board development
committee and myself, also can influence that decision or, or who has control based on
relationships we have within those organizations. So you can imagine that the appointing
organizations who were founders of the [system] still have a very, a very vested interest
in the overall success of the organization. So, we have, strong relationships with those
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appointing organizations and it's usually key leaders within divisions of those
organizations with which we work most closely. (Yulia)
Maximus reflected on his relationship to power and desire to control the outcome versus
allowing others to take ownership and responsibility for his initial idea that started the formation
of the new system in response to a crisis. It was political decision; his political career could end
if this venture fails. He did all the research and organized the people he thought would be a good
fit for leading the system:
That's something I've actually learned. In this situation, and others is to make sure that...
we're lifting other people up and supporting; and I do think I naturally am someone that I
can see a solution and figure out how to get there and most times that solution is a human
solution. It is a personal, it's just connecting with people and, and understanding and
yeah, absolutely. Like I do know that if this organization is going to be successful, it’s
good for our community. And that is ultimately what we're all working for. … but to be
completely honest, sometimes that's easier said than done. (Maximus)
Shared Power: Many Faces of Leadership (Who). The distinct roles and characters of
each person referred to as “leadership” at some point or some level, are identified by all
participants in various terms, but all point to the unique combination of experiences,
personalities, and skills. Anna said: “The interesting thing about it when coming back to really
thinking about the different personalities, that you really had a piece of each kind of person that
made up the mix.”
Some of the skills that were mentioned by various participants included "people person,"
"t-crosser and i-dotter,” “humble,” “go getter,” “type A,” or a “driver.” Katya viewed it as “much
more collaborative style,” where competencies and dimensions of leadership are carried out by
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different individuals. When asked specifically to describe other people who represent leadership
in their system, Vlad said:
So, they would be my go-to people as I call it. So [two actors named] is somebody that
they're both incredibly smart, they get things done, they understand the work, the
mission, the vision, and they have that grit to say what needs to be said or do what needs
to be done, even if it might not be the majority favorite. They're also very open and kind
and willing to help people. Then there is [another actor named]. She is a go-getter as I
would call it … [another actor named], who actually is the state level […] leader. But
she's only been in her position, I think, a year, two, maybe a year and a half. So she's
very new and she doesn't have a […] background. But what makes her good at her job is
she's humble. She acknowledges, ‘Hey, I'm new to this. I've got a lot to learn.’ So she is
open and willing to learn. She's got that humbleness about her and doesn't have an ego
and willing to learn and partner and wants to help each other. She's a go-getter. She's
got a couple folks on her team too that are go-getters. There's a few community level
folks, as well that just make things happen. [another name] as well is a leader just by her
personality, not just her position. (Vlad)
Ivan’s perspective on many faces of leadership and the various roles people play in
achieving the work of leadership together came down to “energize, inspire and activate.” Ivan
added that leadership needed to have the skills necessary to sustain energy and enthusiasm, as
well as deliver results and build the infrastructure, without which the system falls apart.
Masha, Misha, and Anna emphasized the use of formal co-leadership as a way to ensure
that there is a set of complementary skills, personalities, backgrounds and experiences, as well as
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representation of the stakeholder groups that is modeled by the coalition of the willing. Masha
said:
[Name of the Co -Director] is like me but he is a guy. I've got to say, there are primarily
women in the [… ] field. There are some men, and [name of the co-director] was very,
very good at not man-speaking, you know, talking down or doing ... In fact, he was
probably more inclusive than I am. He had a tendency to make sure everybody was
heard, where me, after so long, I'm going, ‘Okay, that's enough. We can't do this all day.
Let's go,’ you know? But [co-director] said, ‘Now, now, you got to ... some people
process things, they have to mull it over, Masha.’ ‘Jeez and Pete, this is enough of this
crap,’ you know. (Masha)
When asked about some specific roles, responsibilities, tasks, or activities the co-leaders
take on and how they go about doing that, responses included “plotting out” what needs to be
done, “running interference,” “putting bugs in people ears.”
When we first met, it was just everybody all getting together and going around the table,
and it took forever to get anything done, you know, to reach a decision, and so that was I
think, as co-chairs, one of our first things, is trying to figure out what these work group
categories may be, that people might be interested in or have expertise in, and make sure
that we had time when we were all together so that all the people with that interest and
expertise had time to deal. (Masha)
Shared Power: Believing in Shared Leadership (Why). Viktor was asked by the
originators of the system to chair the board, and he “did for a number of years.” As the system
evolved and matured, Viktor remained in the chair role, yet all the outreach, coordination,
engagement, communication, and as Viktor said “all the work” was done by the other two
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members, who came up with the idea in the first place. One of them especially was “taking the
lead,” ensuring that “interested stakeholders … were included in any leadership group that was
put together.” There was a strong commitment from all three “faces of leadership” to share
leadership work amongst themselves and all the other interested stakeholders.
The key thing, I think, about the [system] is the leadership beyond the chair, vice chair,
treasurer, our executive directors, the whole nine yards all recognized the partnership
nature of the organization, and what we were really about is providing a service that was
deemed to be important. (Viktor)
Anna, Karina, Vlad, Dima, Leonid, Darya, Elizaveta, Maximus, Galina, Olga, Ivan, and
Oleg were all more comfortable with the shared leadership concept than a “command and
control” type of leadership. Olga shared how she failed as a formal leader in a tightly coupled,
bureaucratic state agency, where vertical leadership was required. But Olga was also successful
in leading a loosely coupled system, which provided her the opportunity to take on the leadership
position within a government institution in the first place. Ivan said: “I actually prefer the loosely
coupled leadership, maybe because of the, the attraction elements and the people that you're
going to end up working with.” Ivan was referring to working with people who share the same
belief and enthusiasm for the cause, but also for sharing leadership work, tapping into the best of
each person, compensating for the deficits, and building on each other strengths.
The underlying belief in shared leadership and the commitment to following through on
it, was evident in all the systems that operated as a loosely coupled system at one point. Boris
claimed that naming one leader “was avoided because [founding members] just wanted to be a
collaborative effort rather than somebody being the leader, to be, ‘This was my project.’”
Misha is one of 18 participants who embodied the concept of shared leadership:
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After taking that advanced training, it really was helpful for me in leading to that shared
leadership. There were so many different definitions of shared leadership. One of them,
when I speak of it, it's about having whoever's at the table, that they have a voice, and
they have a say in the direction or the objective or purpose of why we are gathered
together. Now, on the bigger scope, when it comes to collaborations or partnerships, then
that shared leadership is about mutual benefits, mutual power, in particular, decision
power. (Misha)
In addition to embodying a shared leadership philosophy and bringing that concept
forward in the processes and activities of leadership, the coalition of the willing also actively
practiced co-leadership as a structural way to share power. Systems 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 9 had cochairs, co-directors, and co-champions. In some cases, the co-leadership was established through
chair and vice chair roles, instead of officially naming them co-chairs, or staff and board
leadership roles (board president and executive director). In all of these situations, co-leaders
collaborated on developing agendas, recruiting and inviting new members, convening meetings,
mentoring and encouraging current members to take on responsibility for “leading” a committee
or a work group, and managing high stake relationships with various stakeholders. As Katya
noted from what she was able to observe in the five or six months, “It seems very collaborative. I
do not think it looks like a typical boss, employee type relationship.”
In some cases, some of the current board members would go out and recruit people who
were committed to growing in journey of their leadership and it really gave an
opportunity later to connect with state folks, and so we actually just call them shepherds
of the state relationships so they would shepherd or guide them into our flocks so to
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speak. So, instead of one person always having relationships, …, it was open game for
anyone that wanted to step up and empowered everyone. (Anna)
The systems that did not embrace the shared leadership concept either dissolved (System
#11), were taken over and run by one of the members (System #10) or adopted a much more
tightly coupled system of control (System #15), where power was still shared at the same
membership level, but not across levels, and not within the staff that is hired to support the
overall system. In System #15, strict rules and expectations are set for participating in the
system; the chain of command is established with the CEO and the staff of 15 employees taking
on various coordinating and managerial roles.
Some systems, included in this research, adopted a more traditional non-profit
organizational structure and philosophy, operating in a very controlled and top-down leadership
structure internally within the operations of the system (at the core group level). However, they
remained loosely coupled at the system level, where members, partners, and stakeholders are
engaged in the process of influencing each other, holding the partnership accountable, producing
results, and serving the purpose. The boards and advisory council, staff, and volunteers continue
to exercise shared leadership through committee work, various programs, and action teams
where power is shared among all stakeholders for establishing the direction of the system,
strategic vision, and priorities (System #4, 7, 8, 12, and 13). “So, in our work you have to
collaborate to get anything done,” said Galina in response to a question about how things get
done. Galina went on to describe the various stakeholders who are always changing “based on
what you're really working toward.”
When asked why they accepted the invitation or decided to work with the founders who
approached them to take on the leadership role withing the system, whether at the early stages as
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a startup or the later developmental stages, the most common response led me back to the
passion, previous relationships, and belief in something greater than themselves. Responses
included: “it was the right thing to do,” or “we were the perfect fit for this,” or “there was no one
else.”
Actors believed that by sharing power they are gaining power. Sharing leadership meant
sharing responsibility for the system’s success and sustainability. Those who joined the system
“for the right reasons,” recognized that the act of sharing power in decision making is the way to
encourage sharing the resources, the workload, or information, all of which leads to sharing
success and benefits from that work.
Shared Power: Power Maneuvering (How). A majority of the participants had some
experience with personal, relational, or positional power dynamics that influenced the outcomes
or the system’s formation, which can be best described as “maneuvering.” Maximus, Boris,
Yura, Alla, Eugene, Elizabeth, and Zhenya encountered variations of what Maximus referred to
as “that's the way that it's always been for many years has been thought of … as the power
structure.” With the formation, development, and maturity of the system, power structure
continues to evolve and present an opportunity for members to maneuver within that structure to
advance the purpose of the new system.
So I think a lot of our time those first few years were spent on the phone or going to […]
just to have small meetings with a couple people where we could really free talk things
out. Because the state people didn't seem to be quite as much on the politically correct
end of the yardstick if it was just […] and I sitting in their office. Now, if you get them in
front of 30 or 40 [system] people from all over the state who probably all have different
political leanings and blah blah blah, they do a lot of political correct talk. (Masha)
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Masha relied on the personal interactions and earned trust to maneuver the political
system, Maximus relied on the power of his office, Alona relied on their subject matter expertise,
and Viktor relied on his and his team’s reputation and position within the Agency to ensure
funding and staff support. When probed further, some participants shared in confidence that the
design of the new systems was in essence to break the existing power structure. Giving up
control, positioning or “setting the table,” “leaning into the power,” controlling the message, and
playing politics were some of the ways in which the coalition of the willing maneuvered and
navigated existing power for the sake of modeling and establishing expectations for shared
power.
Giving Up Control. According to Boris, “people did not want to contribute without some
control.” As members were asked to contribute to the system’s formation or sustainability, there
was an intentional effort by the founding members to include all who are “willing” to contribute
in the creation of the system’s purpose, structure, and development of the strategic vision, thus
conveners and founding members were giving up control over outcome by allowing the members
(coalition of the willing) shape the system. In several situations, the purpose was not designed by
the coalition of the willing. Instead, that purpose was presented or mandated by one of the
founding members or funders (the Agency); in those cases, the system was at the will of the
Agency. As soon as the funding from the Agency stops, the system is threatened to be dissolved.
To that point, the coalition of the willing must maneuver to continue the “lifeline” and keep the
Agency convinced that the system exists to serve the original purpose. Conversely, if the purpose
of the Agency is the existence of the system, the Agency must cease the control of how that
purpose gets to materialize. When the purpose is not served, or shifts to serve an individual
member interest, the Agency as well as any other member exercises the power to walk away.
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Alla was confident that the major reason System #13 “fell apart” is because one member, who
provided most funding for the activities, decided to set conditions above and beyond the shared
interest and the original purpose, violating original agreements and turning other members away.
A similar situation occurred with another system in this research where one member “took
control,” forcing the founding member to “pull out of the whole thing,” said one of the
participants recalling the comment made by the member as they were leaving “they are just
going to destroy it.”
Positioning or Setting the Table. Physical environment in which members are convened
and meetings are held are also ways to maneuver power. When observing people interacting in
several situations, I noted that in physical spaces, the people who are in formal leadership roles
(chairs, coordinators, directors) are seated at the front of the room, or at the head of the table.
Pictures shared by other participants also revealed the seating arrangement in a circle being a
common practice.
In one case, the co-chairs were seated at one side of the table (elected leadership), and the
coordinator plus another member who did not seem to have a particular formal role or position,
was next to the coordinator on the other side of the table. I was able to observe this seating
arrangement twice with the same group of people, but on two different occasions in two different
places. This behavior of positioning around the table was not uncommon, as I learned from other
participants who I interviewed later, post this observation. Those who see themselves as “having
power” do choose their position in the physical space strategically. Those who are preparing the
room and setting the table, so to speak, also choose seating arrangements strategically.
Having a neutral place for a meeting has significance as well, allowing all members to be
equal “guests.” However, it is not uncommon for the hosting organization to be one of the
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members. Hosts can position themselves as “holders” of the space, hosts of the conversation,
therefore, to be respected and receiving more power.
Meetings that are convened virtually have a different dynamic, there is no “front of the
room,” or power of the host. There are no physical signs that would indicate who holds the
power of convening or “setting the table.” I observed that there is randomization that happens by
design of the virtual platforms, not allowing for any one participant to be at the “top of the list.”
The dynamic of power is especially hard to navigate when everyone is encouraged to be on
camera; anyone can turn on the mic or get off camera and be “invisible” but present. Participants
have an ability to chat privately and hold a parallel conversation without being noticed. Based on
my observation, a virtual environment creates an opportunity to either ease and share power
more equally or tighten and control more explicitly (control microphone, chat permissions, only
people “in charge” of the meeting are on camera). In the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder
system that I was able to participate in, the virtual environment was helpful to break some
barriers by having the facilitator intentionally set virtual etiquette for how to engage and be
respectful.
Leaning Into the Power. In addition to positioning and establishing visual representation
of who has the power in the room to start and end the meeting, to introduce the agenda item, to
invite someone to speak, the individuals act in a very intentional way to exert their power.
Misha, for example, was able to invite a guest without checking and confirming with anyone,
creating some discomfort among the members of the coalition of the willing, yet it was typical
behavior for him and welcomed by other members, as he is the one who continues to invite
people to join the system, expanding the network and helping members connect with one
another. Misha contributes a lot of time and was one of the original founding members, thus he
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has power to do what he thinks needs to be done. This example is descriptive of the behavior that
was identified by the participants as “leaning into power.” When asked if other members behave
the same way, or have the power to invite or recruit members, the answer was “yes,” but most
people do not. Vlad’s statement “we can guide the field towards whatever direction we want to
take it with our stakeholders. It puts us in a position to lead and influence, which excites me,”
demonstrates his desire and ability to “lean into power” as the coordinator of a newly established
system that is still untested in its capacity to fulfill the purpose.
Controlling the Message. Alona employs a process in which a small group (“a committee
that corresponds with whatever topic is”) will receive the message first, then they will craft a
message to deliver to the larger group (“recommendation to our board”), then that group
develops a more comprehensive communication strategy to deliver that message to a broader
stakeholder group. Alona claims that controlling communication in the decision-making process
builds the commitment, engages most relevant expertise early on, and prepares the larger group
to accept the recommendation as it was thought through and vetted by a committee. Ivan said:
I mean, when it comes down to it, I am making a lot of the decisions myself, but on the
same hand, it's not like I have a bucket of money and resources and can just do whatever
I want. So I'm making decisions only in the way that sometimes you just have to have
someone hold the vision and someone say, Hey, we're going to meet on Tuesday at this
place with this many people and this is what the food is going to be and whatever. But
every decision has to be made in such a way that it is actually increasing the
inclusiveness of the organization rather than decreasing. So it's a, it's a weird dichotomy
where I am by far the decision maker for all of this work. But on the same token, I can't
make any decision in isolation, whether it be location, budget, attendees, subject matter
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of the conversation, even the food, by myself, that they're all in concert with a whole
bunch of stakeholders. (Ivan)
A strategic communication (intentional in some cases, and intuitive in other cases) that is
exercised by the people representing the many faces of a leadership group or coalition of the
“willing” has been a common practice. Transparency and open communication is also critical,
especially if there are conflicting interests, trust issues, or political consequences. Allowing
individual actors and groups to vet and reframe the message ensures that the intent is understood
and received; it also builds buy-in and commitment. Many talked about the importance of private
one-on-one conversations, as well as small group discussions that supplement the traditional
written communication.
One system in this research was set in place (funded) by one organization that decided to
deal with “racial power dynamics” within their own organization. They decided to engage with
their community partners to provide opportunities for learning and working together on solving
the systemic racism in that system of stakeholders, including community partners, local
businesses, neighborhood, and faith organizations. When reflecting on the question of
accountability and the role of the coordinator in this system, Dima shared:
So, by my organization … being transparent, producing monthly reports, by myself being
at these meetings, by me having my office here in the neighborhood, by [ …] members
from […] coming to these meetings, it creates an opportunity for questions to be asked.
For some ability for us to explain what's happening, what's not happening, what could
possibly happen in the future. (Dima)
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Controlling the message through open, transparent communication, reports, and regular
meetings is another way in which the system’s many faces of leadership engage with the
members and stakeholder groups.
Playing politics occurred in at least nine systems, where participants described behaviors
that revealed the underlying intention to influence constituents or stakeholder groups on a
proposed project, image, or the outcome. Alona, reflecting on a recent “political” decision,
shared:
I knew it would be very controversial and political in the public because the creation of
this organization, while all the people on our board are obviously supportive, the
community was very mixed. So, there's a very big spotlight on me and my job. I'm in the
paper probably two or three times a week, so there's a lot of eyes on me. (Alona)
Being politically savvy was one of the traits attributed to several founders and executive
directors, especially those who did not participate in the system formation. When asked what that
looks like to play politics, to be politically savvy, the majority referred to having relationships
and building allies, able to navigate “high stake relationships,” and “understand what to say,
when, to whom.” One member was “testing” the communication flow within the system by
sharing a piece of information with one person to “see how long it takes to get back to me.”
Boris and Yura thought that “short term political thinking” was detrimental to the system.
Peter, Elizaveta, Maximus, Alona, Olga, Eugene, and Zhenya agreed that playing politics is
inevitable in the environment where a political body is one of the stakeholder groups or an active
member of the system, yet the actors who are placed in the roles of leadership need to learn how
to navigate and balance the short-term gains necessary for the pollical gain and long-term impact
as a result of the system’s existence. Peter shared:
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If they don't see something demonstrable in their constituent's district, something built
that they can point to, then they're not comfortable with that. They're not, because
nobody sees a plan, right? Nobody sees a long-term strategy. That's why they do so many
stupid little projects …. They want to say, ‘Oh, I got you that.’ (Peter)
As mentioned earlier, first-hired executive directors or coordinators often failed in these
types of systems, as they were not properly onboarded, the expectations and hopes for what they
can deliver were high, and they did not know how to navigate the politics of the system. The
latter was also true for later hires. Misha was with the system from the inception, and witnessed
coordinators come and go; he recalls the story of one of the coordinators:
…he had some really good ideals. However, he did not last too long. And in fact, … he
gave me a call, and he basically told me that they fired him. … And that is when he also
informed me, which I knew already from the last person, was that my role within [the
system] was still what I would call healthy. However, it was not that healthy with the
supervisor of these people. And for the guy who got fired, he had to kind of confess that
where he was instructed that he needed to say hello to me because of my presence at [the
system], but he was not supposed to listen to what I was telling him. So, when he called
me in D.C., he was mainly calling to say, I apologize. I should have been listening to you.
(Misha)
As it turns out, political savvy and street cred were two most mentioned descriptions of
the type of leaders that succeed in these loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems. Those who
did not understand the politics of the system, the players involved, the stakeholder groups, and
the power dynamic were not able to succeed in their role as coordinators or executive directors.
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Shared Power: Gaining Relational Power (What). A phenomenon of gaining power by
sharing power was observed in several systems included in this research. As the members of the
system learn more about their own interest and the interests of others, they are focused on
building relationships, so they continue to support each other in the pursuit of shared interest.
Nadya’s multiple experiences working in multi stakeholder collaboratives as well as projects
within her own organization, taught her the value of the relationships and the need to build those
relationships early on.
I think you also have to have a commitment that everyone believes that all the
stakeholders around the table are needed to address this issue to help the customer or the
public. And to me, you get to that by talking to people. I want to know that everybody
around the table feels as strongly as I do that here's where we're going here, and we
don't need to be sidetracked and all of that. (Nadya)
Members, when asked about power specifically, reflected on the power of the
relationships and the value they see in the relationships. Zhenya referred to the activities of
meeting with people one on one, explaining, educating, and listening as doing “relationship
work,” because ultimately “it was about getting people to want to do it, that relationship side of it
was really important, always.” Galina coined the term “strategic relational work,” emphasizing
the value in not only maintaining current relationships, but also providing space for new
relationships to be developed among members, where they can also gain value by expanding
their network. Misha, Boris, Maximus, Vlad, Leonid, and other founders and directors have been
credited for their ability to nurture and build relationships. Anna, when succeeding the founder,
who served as the coordinator for the first ten years, had established relationships with all
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members of the system through her participation as a founding member, but now, in this new
role she “was the key person to maintain the state relationships.”
However, knowing that for sustainability, they all [system members] had to have that
opportunity too. I think that's where we were intimidated because [the founder] had all
these state relationships and they were to call [The Agency]? Are you kidding me? It's
like […] we can't talk to him. It became where anyone could feel like they could connect
with them. (Anna).
The use of positional power was perceived as subversive to the established understanding
of “equal” membership and true partnership. Viktor was considered an equal partner, a peer,
even though the agency he represented provided most of the funding, thus was perceived as more
powerful. Yet, he as many others in this research, refrained from using their Agency power and
continued to model collaboration and trust in the partnership:
… when we started all of the activities we convened and didn't dictate what it should be.
We knew basically the services that we wanted to provide. We knew what a lot of the
potential advantages were for these services, but my approach was never that [my
agency] had to do it or that this had to be done at [my agency]. It was what would be the
best structure to make this come about? And one of the things I made sure of is that we
oftentimes brought in people to basically facilitate those discussions, which I was more
than willing along with the [named other funding partners] and some other
organizations. But we were the lion share funder of it, but it was clear that we were
willing to support and live with what our group process would put together. (Viktor)
Executive directors, program directors, and coordinators who are hired to serve the
purpose of the system spent most of their time early on building relationships with the members,
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especially founding members, advisory boards, and those who are considered “power players.”
Eugene expressed that there is a level of frustration with the newly hired CEO, who is spending
too much time meeting with people and not moving fast enough on the initiatives. “And to his
credit,” said Eugen, “culture was very important to him right away.” Faced with unrealistic
expectations and difficult dynamics related to power struggles, he was not taking any chances as
“he was getting requests for meetings, just could have scheduled him out for years with all the
people that thought that they needed to get in and tell him exactly what was important.” It was
common across all the systems, that by the time the CEO or Executive Director was hired, the
system experienced enough struggles that “he had become a savior figure to a lot of people”
(Eugene). High hopes and high expectations for producing results often undermine their ability
to take the time to understand the system’s power dynamics and how to “navigate high stake
relationships.”
Previous relationships are key to establishing and maintaining the coalition of the willing;
the members all reflected on the importance of establishing relationships before any real work
can be done. Viktor said: “quite frankly with maybe one or two exceptions, nobody was on the
first board that I didn't know or didn't know me or everybody else around the table.” Masha also
confirmed that the reason they were able to receive the support and funding necessary is because,
“we knew the people there, and they knew us, so I think if somebody would have just come in
blind, I don't know that those state departments would have taken the bait.” Yulia said: “So as a
leader of this organization, part of my job is to make sure that we have sustainable relationships
with individuals in those key roles…”
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Forming and Sustaining “Leadership” Team: Coalition of the Willing (Who).
The “who” dimension of Forming and Sustaining “Leadership” Team is the Coalition of
the Willing, which also represents Level 2 leadership. Coalition of the willing is formed through
invitations, intentional recruiting, and strategic selection of the “right people.” Some people were
invited because of previous working or personal relationships (existing trust) and some people
because of their position or affiliation with a particular agency or organization. “Nobody was on
the first board that I didn't know or didn't know me or everybody else around the table,”
confirmed Viktor. As Viktor expanded, and other participants affirmed, “everybody saw value in
the activity, but the key thing was talking to the right people in the first place.”
Figure 7
The We
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Level 2 involves identifying, recruiting, and inviting the “right people” to join the system.
Figure 7 illustrates the four dimensions in Level 2, which are:
•

Why: Compelling Message
o Making the Case
o Gaining Credibility
o Influencing Buy-in

•

How: Connecting
o Understanding the Needs
o Building Connections
o Gaining Commitment

•

What: Convening
o Choosing the Right People
o Inviting to Collaborate
o Sharing Ownership of the Idea

•

Who: We
o Humility and Cause
o Courage and Hard Work
o Systems Thinking and Curiosity

Level 2: Coalition of the Willing: Inviting to Collaborate
Inviting others to collaborate is a critical function in the startup process. This activity is
critical because, according to Boris, Zhenya, Olga, Viktor, Peter, Masha, Valentina, and Nadya,
depending on the people involved in the venture from the early beginning can cause the system
to either succeed or fail. Alla, Elizaveta, Zhenya, Dima, Alona, Yura, and Nikolai concurred
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that, in the developing stage, when the initial coalition of the willing is being transformed into a
“leadership team,” the challenges arise with “formalizing the relationships” and developing clear
expectations around the “specific roles and responsibilities” as well as behaviors. Finally, with
the system’s maturity, member shifts (retire, change jobs, move on to other opportunities)
present a challenge of leadership succession and institutionalizing “the idea.” In four out of
10systems that reached maturity level, “the idea” was successfully institutionalized. But in any
case, invitation to collaborate remains an activity at level one of the leadership process, enacted
by those who are considered responsible for “keeping the system going” by ensuring the
succession of leadership responsibilities to new members and allowing “new leaders” to guide
the next stage of the system’s development and evolution.
Inviting to Collaborate: Compelling Message (Why)
Once the decision to collaborate was made, the we needed to formalize the concept and
create a message compelling enough to attract and convince others to follow and join the
collective effort. Ivan described this ability as
holding the vision for a new system and communicate it in a way that is effective enough
to get people onboard enough to drive it forward to the next step. You know, we're still at
the early stages, but I think I'm trying to push a snowball down the hill and see if it can
start gathering its own momentum. (Ivan)
In the early stage of system formation, only a few can really hold the concept and
envision how the new system might work. As evident in Vlad’s situation:
When I first started, I tried to really understand and wrap my head around what this new
[system] meant. And then once I felt I had a good understanding of it, I started crafting
my vision and work plan to support that vision. Whereas the other directors, the other
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folks, the other stakeholders didn't quite see and understand this new model yet. They
didn't see my vision or see how my work plan was going to support and achieve that
vision. So I didn't have a lot of buy-in or support from my peers or my [members]. So I
had to make the case, I had to sell my vision and inspire folks to not only believe in the
vision but come alongside and help support the vision. So that was a challenge, still is a
challenge as well. (Vlad)
Although the Agency provided guidance and expectations specifying what needs to be
done in order to build the system and provided funding that allowed for Vlad to be hired to
implement the new model, most people “did not see” nor understand what that new system might
look like and how to go about building it. This challenge was described in detail by fourteen
different participants, including Nikolai:
So just communication and understanding of, why we should be participating, or they
should be participating in what we're doing is a constant struggle for us. Because we're
not very established and roles are still very gray and undefined. (Nikolai)
Elizaveta remembered that when she was invited to join the early conversation about
creating a new system that would bring multiple organizations from multiple sectors together to
address the economic crisis in the community, the person who extended the invitation did not
have all the answers or a clear picture as to how this new system is supposed to be designed. He
said: "well, I don't know if this is the right thing to do, but we have to do something. And to me
this seems like the right something to do." That message was compelling enough for Elizaveta.
Compelling Message: Making the Case (Why). Making the case, selling the idea, and
delivering a compelling message was identified as a key to gaining buy-in and commitment to
the cause. Peter used the term “brand scouting” as a way to capture the essence of the concept
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that can be easily articulated, visualized, and communicated not only by the we responsible for
bringing stakeholders together, but by everyone invited to join the system. Zhenya concurred that
their job was to
kind of build an agency to support it [the concept], to sell it to the legislature, keep
fundraising for it, and then begin to contemplate how you would actually … build the
service model and the partners that would need to do that. (Zhenya)
Compelling Message: Gaining Credibility (How). Gaining credibility was a key,
identified by at least nine different participants, to sustaining buy-in and commitment over time.
Viktor and Zhenya stated “building credibility” was one of the main activities of the leadership
work, including documenting and producing reports that convey progress, sharing information
with stakeholder groups, and proving value to all members and contributors. “Nothing succeeds
like success,” said Viktor of the “old cliché.” Alona demonstrated several examples where small
successes shared with all members and stakeholders resulted in the Board’s increased confidence
in their new hire and organizational credibility among the stakeholder groups. Tolik and
Elizaveta referred to the organizational fundraising capability as a measure of increased
credibility, where funders and donors see enough value in the system to support it. “A lot of
people were lining up to fund us,” said Elizaveta. With the system’s maturity, recognition and
status are a critical differentiator that allows the system to maintain the “know how” and
perception of thought leadership. As Galina shared, when there is
competition for resources, the thought leadership in certain topical areas are the
influence to move your ideas and work forward. You know, you have to kind of prove
yourself out to get the confidence of others to join in and be a part of that work. So yeah,
it's an interesting, you know, it's probably how the whole world works, right? (Galina)
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Tolik noted the long-standing success of the loosely coupled system that brought together
multiple stakeholders from various sectors to solve an issue in the community related to poverty
among youth: “She [executive director] just recently retired, but when this first got going after
about five or six years, she was literally traveling all over the country talking about [the system]
and it's taken on a whole aura of status.” (Tolik)
Compelling Message: Influencing Buy-in (What). Many of the participants noted that
the concept of influencing buy-in involved first, selling the idea and getting people excited about
the cause; as important was keeping them excited and committed to dedicating time to it,
volunteering to “lead” a sub-group or take responsibility for a specific function or initiative
within the system. Misha said, “We have to rely more and more on our people power or our
power of influence and inspire and motivate folks.” The chief communicator exercised four
influencing principles to gain buy-in from the desired stakeholders.
•

First, the invitations were based on the existing relationships (reciprocity). Most
people knew each other through prior experiences. The names of the people invited
and those who already said yes were broadly broadcasted (social proof). Ivan
explained:

I frankly used my own personal network and connections and relationships and trust that
I've built with, with individuals and with organizations to get them to buy into this,
verbally and we have no documentation. We have no websites, we have very little
anything except conversation, beyond that ... set the stage, get understanding that people
are interested and then leverage some political capital to get them to commit and show
up. (Ivan)
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•

Second, the people who were convening the initial meetings and formulating the
charge were likable and had access to power and resources (authority).

•

Third, the initial events were highly orchestrated, facilitated by professionals who
knew how to engage the stakeholders with intentionality, encouraging consistent
positive experience with the material and topic, leading to slowly building the
commitment through time invested into the process (consistency).

•

Fourth is the FOMO (fear of missing out) or scarcity principle that is usually used to
communicate the urgency of the matter. Vlad hoped that “a little bit of that fear of
missing out or, "We're falling behind everybody else." … might influence the folks as
well.”

As systems develop, the influencers are not always the people who are in visible roles or
formal positions of leadership. In several systems there were examples of individuals who never
took the leadership role formally, but spent their time listening and attending to what is
happening; they were not actively engaged in the process themselves, were not committing
themselves to a specific task, project or initiative but were there to collect and convey the
information to someone else or across the teams within the system. Anna referred to one actor as
a “floater,” who was perceived as a peacemaker and the communication link across groups:
So, you could imagine three work groups working in a small room and she would float
between each of those, and if one needed to communicate to the other, she would be the
conduit between the three, she would be the one that would go between. So, that was her
role. (Anna)
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Viktor provided another example where the role of the informants who influenced the
leadership process was identified and deemed critical to gaining buy-in from the key member
organizations:
Where it used to be we had higher ranking folks from organizations on the board, folks
may have been at a level that was one or two ranks lower, but the key thing was that it
became very, very clear that just because the head of [department] from [member
organization], for example, wasn't sitting on the board at a particular time, the head of
[…] was very well-informed as to what was going on and retained interest in what
happened at the [system]. (Viktor)
Informants are the important actors in the leadership process. As systems mature and the
original founding organizations step back from the activities of establishing the system and
deciding on the “work” of the system, the actors’ primary interest going forward is to ensure that
the system’s purpose is still in alignment with their contributing organizational interest.
Inviting to Collaborate: Connecting the Dots (How)
Regardless of how the system was “put together” (through the Agency or organically),
there was one person (sometimes two), who was able to see either duplication of effort, different
groups dealing with the same issue, or simply had an “eye” for people who might be able to
work with each other on a common problem. Sergei noted: “I am a broker, and it meets
everyone's needs. I think we're all good connectors. We're all good collaborators and community
builders and that, that's what we need to do.”
I was able to interview a few such actors, including Misha, Masha, Maximus, Boris,
Yura, Ivan, and Olga, who were responsible for initially identifying the key stakeholders and
extending an invitation to collaborate. Other actors were mentioned, but not interviewed for this
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research project. I identified myself with being that actor in one system that is under the
investigation. An earlier code for this activity and the description that others used to describe the
actor enacting the activities of connecting the “right people” with the concept, “making
introductions,” and “testing the waters,” was “the prime mover.” Peter said: “So, it was
leveraging their political clout and insider connections with a [organization] which was an
outsider to the [geographic area], but also seen as somebody that could be a neutral convener of
this activity.”
The “prime movers” used their reputation (previous record), personal and relational
power, position of authority, or access to resources as a leverage to influence initial interest in
the concept. In five systems, included in this research, that role was played by a consultant, who
“did outreach” and was able to recruit people who not only had the expertise necessary but also
“the will” to collaborate, share their expertise, and have passion for the topic that they are being
invited to participate in addressing. As Oksana recalled, who was invited to participate:
And because I have all of this that we have been talking about, I know a heck of a lot of
organizations and people in the State. I have worked on multi-unit state, multi
organization stakeholder initiatives and I think I still can pursue some of these things and
have a positive outcome. That's what I'm working on. (Oksana)
Often the consultant and institution partnered to secure the interest of the invitees. As
Zhenya recalled:
guy who was kind of the prime mover for the whole thing was this guy named […] at the
[Agency]. But he then hired [Person A] and [Person B and Person C]. He hired [Person
A] to teach them [subject matter]. And he hired [Person B] and [Person C], I think, to
facilitate it. (Zhenya)
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In the remaining ten systems, the “prime movers” relied heavily on their position of
authority and “street cred,” as two participants mentioned. Street credibility was defined as trust
and reputation earned by following through on promises in the past, and knowing the underlying
dynamics of the power structure, so that there was trust that that person will be able to navigate
that. As one participant noted:
We needed that initial, in order to get some of the people in the room, we needed a shortterm person that had the connections and relationships, while long term, saying we're
going to go through this process. So sometimes you just have to find that right balance…
(Maximus)
Street cred was key in several situations, where political or economic interests were
controversial, and the agencies involved did not project confidence in the venture during the
early stages of system formation. But once the coalition of the willing emerged, and the
processes of formalizing the relationships, new norms, and shared values were established, the
initial idea holders needed “to let go of control” but continue to create a “we” mindset through
modeling sharing power, use of collaborative language, and engaging others in leadership
process. Tolik, Peter, Viktor, Olga, Misha, and Boris believed that the original founding
members need to stay involved. Tolik noted: “things like that have to have an advocate or several
advocates for something like ... I think after a while that list of advocates ebbs and flows but kind
of dwindles but stays with the original advocate.”
In one system, the participants shared that when the two co-directors, the original
advocates, left the system there was a sense of fear and confusion at first, who will “own the
high-stake relationships.” One advocate remained involved but shared the responsibility of
“connecting with [key stakeholders] folks.” Anna reflected:
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So, instead of one person always having relationships, because [the co-founder], she
really had ideas of what [the system] should be, and then when she retired, it became my,
I don't know how I was. I was probably elected the chair and I'm not one to tell people
what to do. I'm just not good at delegating, period, and so therefore by just the fact of
how I lead, I couldn't necessarily have, ‘Here's what we need to do. Who wants to be part
of it?’ … So, it was open game for anyone that wanted to step up and empowered
everyone… (Anna)
Alona pointed out that although the original idea holders continue to influence the
process and system formation,
it can seem a little more negative, like they are controlling everything. But they're just the
most invested I think in it. Because they kind of were that first initial, whatever they put in
the paper about the creation of this. (Alona)
In situations where the coalition of the willing did not emerge in a strong and explicit
way claiming the “ownership,” and establishing the new norms, the social connectedness was
left to chance and the “desire to control” the outcome by one of the founding members. As
demonstrated by one participant experience and observations:
I saw over time what would happen is ... Not that we ever voted for things. But as we
would talk about it, like, the folks from [The Agency], they would navigate, like, ‘We
think ...’ instead of allowing individuals to share their truth. … They would like, ‘We're
speaking for our group.’ Even though they had six other people at the table, they would
speak for all. We didn't get to have that innovative conversation with multiple voices at
the table. Also, if I'm going to be honest, I think if [The Agency] was not part of the group
I think they would have lasted a lot longer too. Even when there was a values clash, just
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having those very hard, real conversations, most of them at the table were like, ‘Okay, we
see it. We didn't think about that.’ Yeah, [The Agency] was pretty, ‘We're not budging.
We're not changing.’ (Alla)
Desire to control the outcome or the process by one of the members, holding on to power,
or trying to take over and “provide leadership,” were some of the common behaviors that every
system had experienced at some point. It is during these challenges when the idea holders, or
“the we,” needed to exercise “strong leadership” and enforce the new norms established by the
coalition of the willing. Viktor remembered:
Well, there was one community group that's no longer with us, called [X] that thought
this whole idea, you know… ‘We're X. We're going to do what X wants to do. We're a
national organization. And our ethos is based upon not playing nice with others.’ We
said, ‘It was fine. Don’t. Don't participate.’ But this is the way everybody else was going
to go, and by the way, we're probably not going to be providing you money for these
particular services. (Viktor)
Yura shared:
Thinking back here, after we got up and running, if you will, and more people started
coming to the table, there were some personalities that came, kind of the Johnny
come latelys. They wanted to really get in and, you know, take some charge, they wanted
to be the ... put their leadership or claim some type of leadership role here. And that was
a little disjointing to the process. But that was later after the ground rules were all
established. (Yura)
Boris, reflecting on the dynamics of “take over” by one of the members, shared that:
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it has to have strong leadership that is not interfering in the process but needs to
interfere in the process when it does not work; “watching eye” type of leadership, and
when the process gets bogged down or goes in the direction that it was not intended to
be… that leadership brings a facilitator … who can facilitate the process. (Boris)
Some of the ways in which the idea holders were able to “connect the dots” and ensure
that those invited to collaborate take ownership of the idea included: understanding needs (why),
building relationships (how), and gaining commitment (what).
Connecting the Dots: Understanding Needs (Why). Understanding the needs of the
stakeholders provided the idea holders with a unique ability to “adjust the message” so it can be
heard and understood by those invited to collaborate, partner, or fund the idea. Masha, Olga,
Sergei, Maximus, Viktor, Boris, Yura, Peter, Zhenya, and Tolik understood the challenges that
potential members, representing different stakeholder groups, were experiencing, including
“training needs,” “data availability and access,” “know how,” “community needs,” “business
needs,” “funding needs,” and “capacity needs.” Ivan was one of the few participants who did not
have direct experience within the field where he was spearheading the new system, so he relied
on others to provide insight and help make connections; Ivan learned quickly, however, about the
competing needs of the stakeholders representing different sectors and adjusted his style and
approach to be able to connect with that audience. Ivan shared:
It's like, you know, the blind organization feeling the elephant and it's all an elephant, but
you're going to lead people to the trunk or the tail depending on frankly where their,
where their heads are at. So with the conservative folks, we're talking about just an
opportunity to do their jobs a little bit better. And for the more, uh, aggressive,
progressive, creative folks, we're talking about how to create a new system that's going to
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usher in, you know, kind of a next generation of society that we feel is going to better
serve all constituents. (Ivan)
Mature systems, as Galina shared, are also constantly faced with a challenge of keeping
people engaged and connected to the process as the needs of all involved continue to change,
grow, and conflict within the same system.
We're trying to respond to a lot of different needs in the community and within our own
lives and workspaces. So it's hard to really have assurances that people will be there or
things will happen. So you're kind of continually working to, to make sure everybody
stays together in the process. (Galina)
Intimate understanding of the needs of both the participating members of the system and
the stakeholder groups that the system (to be designed) will serve contributes to the system’s
relevance and sustainability. But in most cases, not all needs can be addressed at once, forcing
the coalition of the willing to prioritize and gain commitment on what is most critical at that
time. The we help the members see the alignment between their organizational goals and the
proposed system’s potential to help achieve those goals collaboratively.
Connecting the Dots: Building Human Connections (How). Building relationships,
according to all participants, is how “connections are made” and “things happen” in loosely
coupled systems. It starts with investing “time, a lot of time,” said Misha. He later added:
I think that's the essential piece. You need somebody to create time for deep relationship
building. For example, … , when we met, we knew there was some mutual stuff and we
wanted to work together. I basically told him, ‘That's good, but we need to have a
monthly meeting.’ His first thing was, ‘A monthly meeting? Why?’ I said, ‘I don't know
you. We need to get to know each other.’ (Misha)
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Multiple participants noted that it is all about “relationships.” Zhenya, Masha, Misha,
Elizaveta, Maximus, Nadya, and Sergei noted that navigating various dynamics that strengthen
or weaken relationships is the main responsibility of those who are considered “original” idea
holders or advocates at the early stages of system development. Sergei said:
We can work with the state leaders and have their trust and they work with us and know
us. So it's a lot of relationship building, and I think the value of relationship, everyone
understands that and is working on it. (Sergei)
As existing relationships strengthen and new relationships develop, the leadership
activities evolve to nurturing relationships, which is the “how” dimension under forming
partnership category at the system level (level 4) of leadership.
Connecting the Dots: Gaining Commitment (What) Gaining commitment has been
identified as an early challenge by all participants, particularly if there is no clarity about what
the problem is, how the system is going to be organized, or who is in charge. In the “how”
dimension under engagement category at the level 3 leadership, I talked about commitment being
the outcome or result of facilitating collective ownership. At the level 1 leadership, gaining
commitment is a set of activities and behaviors that encouraged members to say “yes” to the
invitation, continue “to show up,” and engage in the process of system development. Nikolai
experienced a struggle with members not understanding “why they should be participating in
what we're [the system] doing.” Nikolai shared:
There were four founders of the system, so they were the ones with the idea and got the
ball rolling downhill. I think my job was to take the idea and figure out how to actually
make it work and that is very difficult. You know, having an idea is one thing. Executing
that idea is very different when success with that idea depends on a lot of other people
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that you have no authority over. And so that is, is and will continue to be, our biggest
challenge is convincing all of our members, convincing the system to continue working
with us, working together in this new, gray, messy, you know, type of system. (Nikolai)
When participating members were asked “why they said yes to the invitation,” the
common responses were: passion and commitment of the founding members (being inspired),
access to resources and opportunities (fear of missing out), and personal passion around the topic
or self-interest. When participants were asked why they think others joined, almost universally
the response was “they saw value in this,” followed by acknowledgement that “everyone needs
to get something out of the relationship” for this type of system to work. As Anna said, “[they]
showed up if they felt value in it, … and those that felt that it could benefit them back home, they
stepped up into a leadership role.”
“Prime movers” understood each member’s motives and needs so they were able to
influence them by connecting the dots between the needs and motives of each member and the
potential benefit from being part of the system. They “have to be more of a negotiator,” said
Elizaveta. Some participants shared examples of negotiating differences behind the scenes to
allow space for private conversations, where “deals” could be made, shared Zhenya, if that is the
only way “compromise could be reached.” Zhenya added: “But it is not easy to be a startup
nonprofit and trying to negotiate with the state of … [The Agency]. I mean, it's ... Many days
that I felt very small, and they felt very big.”
The we continued to gain commitment through facilitating collective ownership,
exercising “strong leadership” when the process was “hijacked” or the members were not
following agreements, and negotiating with key stakeholders in the best interest of the system.
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Boris summarized: “Leadership has to be stronger at the initial stages, and then broaden to a
bigger group, that group need to be convening.”
Inviting to Collaborate: Convening (What)
Playing the role of the convener or host has been unanimously identified by all
participants as a primary leadership role in the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems. As
Oksana suggested, “formal [leadership] is going to probably be driven by whoever convened the
group or however it came into being, frequently with funding provided by one or more parties.”
In some cases, the convener represented a neutral party that everyone “invited to the
table” would trust as acting in the best interest of the collective, not promoting one stakeholder
group or the other. Founders of one system intentionally chose a neutral space to host early
meetings, as well as brought an outside partner from the University to be the convener and the
outside facilitator.
In other cases, The Agency (funding institution) would bring people together as a
contributing actor to the system, who is neutral to the process of system formation and the shape
it takes, yet invested in the outcomes and deliverables of the system. Viktor represented such an
agency. When he convened a group of stakeholders he identified as potential interested parties,
he realized he did not have what it takes to continue the convening. After he presented the idea to
the group and seemingly gained agreement, the ask was to meet again “to figure out how we're
going to get back together, and everybody left. But Person A and Person B said, ‘You know
we've been working on that’.” This was the moment when the three actors decided to combine
their efforts and convene together, where Viktor continued to represent The Agency, and the
other two people made sure that “the right people” were invited to the table.
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In some other instances, the conveners were the neutral actors on the subject matter but
highly interested in, and sometimes benefiting financially from, the system’s formation itself.
Oksana said:
It was a new concept, so that's some of what the system … was looking at promoting and
pursuing. Natives, that we will call them, had already been doing that, but [The Agency]
used that, the initiatives. They helped to facilitate expansion of the concept and the
approach. And some of it took a while. (Oksana)
Volodymyr suggested that, “in some ways,” the system that is financially dependent on
one member for funding, especially if that member is a political organization, is at the mercy of
that member organization, thus the power of convening lies with that organization only.
“Theoretically” they can decide on whatever they want to fund, “what they want to do,” or how
they convene. Dima confirmed that there is no true partnership; he noted that the Agency can
decide but Dima can choose how to engage with the stakeholder groups and his choice alone
ultimately determines how people are convened.
Vlad has been characterized as “more of a convener and resource person,” who
exemplified the concept of convening as a leadership competency, according to Katya. Katya
shared the following observations about the concept of leadership in a loosely coupled, multistakeholder system:
So, when you think about a new system and trying to establish leadership within it, I think
we sometimes default to the word leader when really we maybe should be talking about a
convener or an organizer per se. Because really our leaders are the folks coming to the
table giving the ideas and the suggestions about moving it forward and then the
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conveners do that work and help implement that work or help connect people to be able
to do that work. (Katya)
The questions asked of the participants included: How do those invitations happen? Do
you remember how people got invited? Who was inviting whom? Was there some method to it?
Peter addressed the questions by saying:
Yeah, the initial group of people that were meeting talked about who they thought would
be good people, through their business contacts or personal contacts, to be invited to
participate in the founding discussions about what this organization, whatever it was. We
did not even know what it was called at that point, could be. And then [Person A], who
had worked with [the facilitator] previously, thought, ‘If we're going to do this, we need
somebody to lead us in this process.’ This is such an amorphous idea right now, that we
need somebody who can help us define what we are trying to do, and what our goals
could be. We did not know what was going to happen. We were just trying it, and I guess
that was because people were concerned about long-term issues. And so, [Person A]
made a lot of contacts, as did [Person B, same organization as Person A], for people
from the [geographic area]. Then we had some contacts from people from the [Person
C’s organization]. (Peter)
The initial process of deciding on who to invite and who extends the invitation, as Peter
described, resembled all other systems included in this research. When convening the
stakeholders, the idea holders, who at the moment constitute the we, engage in identifying “the
right people,” inviting people to collaborate, and sharing ownership for the idea.
Convening: Choosing the Right People (Why). Identifying the “right people” is the
task that belonged to a few people at the earlier stages of the system development and to many
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more as the system matured, and new actors needed to be invited, appointed, or hired. The actors
involved in identifying “the right people” were the ones who understood the field, related to the
topic the system being designed would address, and were involved with the existing networks
related to that field. How did they decide on the right people? Nadya’s insights, which were
shared by most participants, suggested:
I think it's multi ways people are invited, some by their subject expertise, some by just
who they are in an organization, some by the level of seniority, some because they're
funders. Hopefully, most of them because of the knowledge around the subject that you're
trying to address. (Nadya)
Convening: Inviting to Collaborate (How). One group of people that was carefully
selected was a group of stakeholders who were invited to collaborate on the formation of the
system, also referred to as “interim board,” “planning body,” or “advisory committee.” The
invitees were potential board members or advocates that could assume leadership and influence
others, and needed to be “the right people.”
Having access to authority within an organization was an important factor, but more so
was the ability to collaborate and “get things done,” and sometimes those people were not as
near the top of the hierarchy as some others. In Nadya’s case, while she did not have the highest
level of authority she knew her organization well and had established a reputation and
relationships within her organization and the broader network of partners to get the job done.
Nadya said she was invited
because of who I know, and I know how to get things done in this organization. And that
was it. It was because I could get to anybody. I know how to engage them. I knew how to
interweave people to get things done. (Nadya)
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Many others in this research, shared an experience similar to Peter’s, with the first group
of people selected through personal contacts, relationships, and introductions. Previous
relationships and existing trust in the convener’s abilities and intentions were the main reasons
why the invitation was accepted. Maximus said: “If I hadn't built relationships with those three
individuals. And if they didn't really believe that we were going to get through a rough period.
Yeah, I guess it had everything to do with relationships.”
There were others who were named in this research as “important” stakeholders that
needed to be invited for various reasons, mostly political, funding, or optics (to enhance the
image and influence others to accept the invitation), but they were not relied on for taking
“leadership” roles within a new system. Instead, they were used to “sell the case” and add
credibility to the venture because they “represent leadership.” Elizaveta believes that the reasons
she was asked to join is because she represented “nonprofit leadership,” and there were other
members who represented “county leadership, city government, business leadership,
entrepreneurial leadership, a legal, financial leadership. So, there is quite a blend of leadership
roles all sitting at the same table as volunteers.”
Sometimes these individuals were “net positive” and sometimes “net negative” on the
dynamics of the system formation; it depended on their personal motives and ability or inability
to collaborate and share power. In the end, those who “showed up,” made the rules and decided
on the foundational elements of the system were “primarily the same group,” said Peter. Peter
added: “although sometimes other people would get invited and they would come. And then, if
they were really interested, they would come back.” Dima confirmed that about 75% of the
people who show up for meetings month to month are the same people, and the decisions are
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made by those who show up. Oksana, being involved in multiple loosely coupled, multistakeholder systems over the years, observed that
depending on the nature and the character of whatever's involved, it may be an open tent,
so that whoever had an initial idea and did the collaborating is comfortable with that or
maybe in other cases, depending again on the subject or the concern, it might be
something where you would want to keep it a small membership for just being able to
maneuver quickly or it could be that you don't want outsiders. (Oksana)
Tolik shared that the reason he has been invited to so many collaborative efforts is
because he shows up. And as a result of being involved in multiple networks, being connected
and trusted to “show up,” he developed the reputation that continues to get him invited.
Convening: Sharing Ownership for the Idea (What). Being chosen or invited to the
table creates a certain sense of responsibility, some take it and some do not. Elizaveta, Oksana,
and Darya felt “honored” and “flattered” as the invitation came from people they highly
respected. Invitees for the most part joined because they wanted to be part of something bigger,
they trusted the convener, or were curious and intrigued enough to say yes at least to the first
meeting, even if that curiosity came from pure “territorialism.”
Although “inviting the right people” at the beginning of system formation is critical to the
success of the enterprise, according to all participants in this research who experienced the
system formation, it was also evident that hiring the right people in the developing stage as well
as recruiting the right people to the board at the maturity stage are key to the sustainability of the
system. Yulia shared:
Because of the fact that, we have those appointing organizations [founding members] on
our board of directors, we do not have term limits on the board. So, an individual term is
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three years, and they can serve as many three-year terms as their appointing
organization may designate for those individuals who are at large. They do serve at the
behest of the board. So if they're invited back after their term is up, they can continue to
serve as long as they're invited. (Yulia)
A second group of people that needed careful selection were paid staff. Viktor, Olga,
Misha, Maximus, Elizaveta, and Peter were all outspoken about the importance of “hiring the
right people to run that type of organization,” and the process that was used to select their first
executive director, coordinator, or program director. Zhenya and Yulia were identified as the
“right people” for the job. What they shared is their intent and ability to navigate important
relationships and influence who continues to be invited to join the coalition of the willing to
ensure that the system continues to serve its purpose. Zhenya shared:
I did a lot of access, so being able to go up a chain, if something wasn't working, to
whatever level it had been delegated at. And I remember having to literally sit with the
number two person at [member organization] to get some changes made that I needed to
get made there. (Zhenya)
In situations where the paid staff was hired based on previous relationships with one of
the members or a small sub-group operating from a, as Elizaveta shared, “good old boys”
mindset, the system experienced significant challenges and setbacks. One participant referred to
this practice as “a parochial decision,” “it was nepotism, in a way.” Maximus, Elizaveta, Boris,
Peter, Yura, Viktor, Valentina, and Misha concurred that relationships are critical and need to be
developed between all actors, but when hiring someone to serve the collective, following a
structured process is important. Elizaveta shared that:
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a formal process was super important because there was a lot of talk when we appointed
this interim CEO that, you know, it was another good old boys move to just put your best
friend in that position, which really wasn't true, but I can understand the perception. And
so as a board, we all agreed that this needed to be an open process. (Elizaveta)
Although previous relationships and connections are helpful to start from the position of
trust and familiarity, the participants also recognized that the relationship needs to be strong with
all members and that staying neutral and balancing the dynamics of power in a way that served
all involved was a key to a successful hire. Almost all first hires, who were not part of the system
formation, left the system within the first year or two, failing to hold the system together. Viktor
said: “I would also suspect that the first hire is oftentimes in a position where they're willing to
take the risk and they may need the job. Other hires we typically were able to draw from other
positions.”
Alla ended up leaving the system for personal reasons, but did reflect that there was no
clarity or common expectation among the members for the role of the hire:
They all kind of had a different expectation. I think for [The Agency], they just wanted,
my language, a coordinator. Set up meetings, set up this, do this, pay these bills.
Whatever. They wanted a coordinator. Some of the other [members] wanted, like, ‘No,
we need more direction, more guidance, help.’ And wanted to take it out of their own
[organizations], out of their own hands, but be a part of it. But kind of be able to say,
‘We need somebody to lead and help show us. But we want to play healthy with our
brothers and sisters.’ (Alla)
It was not unusual for a system to experience a high level of turn over with their first
hired executive director or CEO type position.
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Inviting to Collaborate: We (Who)
A few people are responsible for inviting others to join the coalition and start shaping the
system. The We represent a small group of two to five people, most commonly three people, who
find each other, in many cases serendipitously, and complete the concept formation together.
These few people build on each other ideas and strengths, and most importantly, reputation and
network.
The four dimensions in Level 1 are:
•

Who: Idea Holder(s)

•

Why: Humility and Cause

•

What: Systems Thinking & Curiosity

•

How: Courage and Hard Work

Level 1: We: Taking Responsibility
Every system in this research started with the few who shaped the concept and invited
others to collaborate around that concept. Oksana stated:
I and a few other people and almost all of us are older. We call ourselves legacy
professionals in our little field. We are coming informally together to say, ‘We got to do
something,’ and we are trying to figure out what we can do to … (Oksana)
In the five systems examined for this research, at least two individuals have been
independently thinking about “the idea.” At some point they learn about each other and have the
opportunity to collaborate and “merge” their ideas into one concept. In all five cases, the
individuals either knew each other or were introduced to each other through a common
connection they both trusted. Viktor “was happy as a clown,” when he found out that
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somebody else was doing the work, had thought a lot about it and had started talking to a
few potential stakeholders, and they said, ‘We wanted to talk to a few more before you
came in because you're the one with the money. And I said, ‘Go for it. That sounds like
an absolutely fabulous idea.’ They said, ‘But we want you to be one of the founding
organizations of this,’ and I was more than happy to do so. (Viktor)
In the other five systems, someone at The Agency (government, educational, or faith
organization) thought of a new concept and brought it to life by establishing The Agency as a
funding source for the new system, with no expectation that the new system will be independent
from The Agency for funding, but with an expectation for long term sustainability and partial
funding from other sources. Misha could not remember exactly how the system got formed but
was confident that The Agency attempted a couple of times to start it and failed.
It probably was their second or third attempt to have partnership within the community.
This time they got kind of smart. They had a young man, named [Person A], who worked
in the department of […]. And this young man ... started talking to [others within the
agency], asking them about [the idea for the system]. Fortunately, he was able to run into
[Person B], who was probably one of the elder … So, [Person B] helped [Person A] have
a … meeting at … and we basically heard that The Agency wanted to try to do a
partnership. Not many people were interested in it. At that time I worked for … and I
was the director. (Misha)
When the three people, likeminded individuals, finally found each other, they developed
enough trust and respect for one another to continue the development of the loosely coupled
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system, which is still going today (20+ years later), with one of the original founding members
still actively involved and continuing his main leadership activity, inviting people.
The remaining five systems’ concepts were thought about in a collaborative manner,
where the idea was born in a conversation and later pursued by one of the people involved in the
conversation, seeking support from those who were present in the form of funding or political
support. One system included in this research literally experienced “the merger,” where three
independent organizations worked together on a common goal, deciding eventually to become
one entity.
Once the idea holders decided to collaborate, they worked together clarifying the concept
and deciding who else should be invited to form the initial “coalition of the willing,” also
referred to as “founding members,” “initial planning body,” “task force,” “advisory board,” or
“stakeholder group.” All founders who represent the “idea holders” in their systems claimed
they, as Boris noted:
“went out of our way not to try to claim anything because you knew it had to be a
collaborative effort. You knew for it to be successful, everybody had to join in and as it
developed, it grew ownership. Everybody had to feel an equal level of ownership, the
more equal it felt, the more likely you were to succeed. And we understood that. And, of
course, a lot of why we understood it, we had a person like [facilitator] hanging around,
leading the charge, and [facilitator] added a lot to the process because of her way of
facilitating. (Boris)
Taking personal responsibility by volunteering their time and contributing financially was
not uncommon among the “idea holders.” Tolik, when talking about the system(s) he was
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personally responsible for initiating and continues to support and contribute to in some form,
shared that he and his wife “write the check, and we add, and we budget ____ every year for it.”
Darya saw a path to how an idea can be either owned by one or many, highlighting the
consequences of someone “taking charge” vs. the idea being “institutionalized,” so that “people
will keep moving it forward in this loose way where we have to come together and talk.” There
is still a person who is “the administrator of that particular thing,” who is “subject to” the
employer or funder, who’s role it is to keep bringing people together.
Taking Responsibility: Idea Holder(s) (Who)
At the core of it all is still an individual who is selfless enough and has enough conviction
for the others to trust their intentions and ability to succeed. One or two others are usually willing
to join early on, especially if they have been thinking about the same thing, but maybe did not
have enough power or resources to launch the venture on their own.
Masha, Boris, Maximus, Viktor, and Misha have all emphasized the personal will and
strong conviction for doing the right thing along with the ability to let go of the ego. Vlad
summarized it by saying “being willing to put your ego aside, being humble is a must to be a
leader in this loose coupling system.” Misha provided a contrasting view of intentions versus the
will. He stated “there's a difference between good intentions and goodwill. And most of the
organizations, they all had good intentions, but good intentions had to do with their needs.
Goodwill meant we are going to do this together.” Tolik, as one of the actors in multiple systems
he helped initiate and continues to support, shared:
It comes down to what I would call a worthy cause. However you think that you defined
that, and that by definition can vary. If there's 10 people in the room, they can all say,
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yeah, that's a worthy cause, that they might have 10 different reasons why it's a worthy
cause. (Tolik)
Individual conviction is a common element in launching these initiatives. Sometimes
several people have the same level of conviction and serendipitously find each other and rely on
each other to launch this initiative. Viktor called it “a harmonic convergence”:
When I convened my meeting I thought, ‘It'd be good to go in that particular direction.’
So when Person A and Person B came to that particular meeting and were thinking the
same things plus I had talked to a few more folks, I was pretty happy because I didn't
have to think as hard about it as I might have otherwise, because I had a lot of other
things on my plate. (Viktor)
Taking Responsibility: Humility and Cause (Why)
Some terms used by the participants to describe the characters are: "little buddha,”
“community builder,” “mother,” and “community leader.” Misha described his role as
“peacemaker and as a community weaver.” Misha added:
[I am] just trying to connect and practicing on how I can be the best human that my dog
thinks I can be, that I can be as good as my dog think I am. Most animals think their
owners are the best. You know that's not true. For me, I just work at trying to, as a
peacemaker, really believe in affecting cause instead of cause and effect. (Misha)
Misha has been involved with the system for over two decades and was able to describe
the key characteristic of those who came along and assumed the central responsibility for the
collaborative as “knowing how to listen, how to work from the heart.”
Also taking ownership of the mission, the role, really being that change leader working
towards that common good. And discipline in doing the work. When I make a promise, I
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deliver. Getting things done, making things happen. I think those are all going to inspire
others to help that peer leadership work. (Vlad)
Taking Responsibility: Courage and Hard Work (How).
People with conviction (“convinced that that’s the right thing to do”) and strong moral
compass are the ones, as one participant mentioned, willing to “stick their neck out” not for
themselves but for the greater good. The willingness to take responsibility and convene others,
despite potential political consequences or losing face and relational capital should the effort fail,
is an act of courage. When initiators (also referred to as founders) were asked why they decided
to act, the answers varied from “it was personal” to “there was no one else who did it at the
time.” Misha, after a very lengthy search for an answer, finally exclaimed: “I don't think about
that … that often, but I do recall that feeling for me of being able to say, ‘Yeah, I can.’”
In loosely coupled systems it is understood that only a “crazy ambitious” person with a
lot of guts and courage can take on something like this. In some cases, it comes from the
personal passion and dedication to the cause, in others the opportunities are too great to miss. An
“opportunist” was a common language describing some of the original founders who were less
present in the process or work but could be counted on for a courageous and “fake it until you
make it” attitude that got them the attention they needed to raise funds and bring other people
and resources to the table.
Hard work is required to launch and maintain a new system and continue to maintain the
system as it grows. “I was tiered” or “that was hard work” are some of the reflections from those
individuals who were at the core of the system formation. Galina expressed the dilemma with
competition, specifically competition for resources, as being a constant challenge for the system
as it continues two decades later and the majority of its founders are no longer involved:
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“The thought leadership in certain topical areas, the influence to move your ideas and
work forward. You know, you have to kind of prove yourself out to get the confidence of
others to join in and be a part of that work. So yeah, it's an interesting, you know, it's
probably how the whole world works, right? (Galina)
Working hard on what matters and as long as it takes is one of the rare qualities of these
leaders who, in some cases, have dedicated decades of their life to the cause and are willing to
continue to do the hard work no matter what.
Taking Responsibility: Systems Thinking and Curiosity (What)
As evident by data collected, ambition alone is not enough to convince other leaders to
join forces. Founders, and later new members or staff who assumed the responsibility for holding
the idea, possessed the intelligence necessary to see the bigger picture but also understood how
things work; they were able to learn and teach others or share their knowledge with others. They
could envision what others were not capable of seeing, they were able to see patterns and
dependencies. Peter enjoyed the “opportunity … to think big picture thoughts.” Alla was able to
guide the members in the direction of systems thinking:
Yep, let's take about five minutes and let's pour all our hearts out for what's happening.
And now, let's attack the system and not ... Let's not attack this particular John that we
know is ... right? Let's figure out the systems piece. (Alla)
Oksana said, she has “always been one of the really broad looking people” and
“interested in a lot of things.” She shared that:
If you're looking at an issue, you might just be really comfortable looking really broadly
at things that are affecting it and how if you wanted to try to address it, you could. Versus
someone who might look just really narrowly. And that one is perhaps it's education and
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it's career, but I think it's also just the kind of person you are. I think it's in many cases,
curiosity. (Oksana)
Eleven of 31 participants in this study were identified as founders or founding members.
Among the 15 systems studied, the founders category varied from one person to three, but never
more than three. The founders played the role of the idea /cause /concept holder, convener,
subject matter expert, facilitator, and funder. Together they had intelligence, passion for the
cause, courage / ambition, broad networks and connections, authority, and the work ethic
necessary to convince others to join the cause.
Summary of Findings
Overview of the Study
This study was conducted over a span of fifteen months, long enough to observe how
leadership occurs in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system. I participated as a facilitator
and a founding member in one of the startups as well as observed the dynamics of leadership
happening in a mature system. I also interviewed 31 participants from fifteen different systems,
some of whom are no longer part of the system, but were able to reflect back on the time when
they played a key role in the formation of the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system or were
hired to coordinate the activities and lead the system.
My underlying assumptions for this study were: (a) leadership is a process, set of
activities and behaviors exhibited by different individuals that leads to accomplishing something
together; (b) loosely coupled systems may or may not organize in a legal form, but when they do
the leadership remains loosely coupled; and (c) multi stakeholder organizations are open, natural
organizations that constantly evolve as stakeholders change and evolve. Thus, the purpose of this
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study was to understand how leadership occurs in the system where multiple leaders of existing
organizations come together to work towards a common good.
The study was designed and conducted using a grounded theory methodology with a
social constructionist view. Charmaz (2014) and Glasser and Strauss (1999) were referenced and
heavily relied on during the process. I was learning and doing at the same time, following prior
research and developing my own approach. To make sense of the data, identify what is important
and where to go next, I developed a practice and a routine for staying true to the data by
memoing my own thoughts and insights during the process, meditating before engaging with the
data or during the analysis, and starting my analysis by reviewing the transcripts and previously
recorded analytical memos. The participants were interviewed in person or via video
conferencing. It was important for me to not only record what was said but note participants’
engagement with questions and reflections, what reactions they had to various memories and the
insights that the interview brought forward to them. I used semi structured interviews for the first
round of interviews, then my questions were directed more at deepening understanding about
specific concepts or activities that the participants were mentioning. After a set of interviews, I
would engage in the data analysis, which resulted in the codes being developed and categories
formed. All data was analyzed using Dedoose and theoretical categories were formed through the
process of initial, focused, and axile coding. Once the major categories and properties were
developed, I utilized theoretical sample and theoretical coding to bring more clarity to specific
emerging concepts and the relationships between the categories and properties. I continued with
the theoretical sampling until there was no significant variance in the data. Five major categories
emerged as a result of the interactive process of collecting and analyzing the data: the who, the
what, the how, the when, and the why. Four categories (who, why, how, and what) later became
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dimensions of leadership and the remaining fifth category revealed the four levels of leadership.
Together, the levels and the dimensions represent a leadership phenomenon that is explained
through the eyes and experiences of the 31 participants and my own observations and
experiences.
Responses to Research Questions
The primary research question for my study was: How does leadership occur in a multistakeholder, loosely coupled system? To guide the research away from the basic assumptions
about leadership as a hierarchical, top-down dynamic of directing activities that lead to specific
outcomes, I used the following central questions: (a) How do the leadership acts and processes
occur? and (b) What are the actors’ behaviors and capabilities that allow for leadership to
happen? Based on these key questions, the following topical sub-questions were also explored:
1) What contributes to leadership happening in the loosely coupled multi-stakeholder
system?
2) What makes leadership different in the loosely coupled multi-stakeholder system?
Primary Question: How Does Leadership Occur in a Multi-stakeholder Loosely Coupled
System?
In multi stakeholder, loosely coupled systems, leadership occurs at four levels
consecutively during the development of the system and simultaneously in the mature system.
The acts and processes of leadership include: taking responsibility (level 1), inviting to
collaborate (level 2), forming a leadership team (level 3), and balancing order and chaos (level
4). Levels of leadership represent different groups of people (who), engaging in activities that
establish and maintain the purpose (why), the partnership (how), and the product (what) of the
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system. These groups are identified as: the system, core group, coalition of the willing, and the
idea holders (the we). Multiple actors within the system take various levels of responsibility.
Level 1 leadership is about taking moral responsibility for the worthy cause, which is the
expression of the individual leadership, where individuals who form the first group, the we, are
coming together to address the need that can only be addressed through collaborative effort
among multiple stakeholders.
Level 2 leadership is about building a coalition of the willing. The idea holders are taking
responsibility for creating and maintaining the “we” as they identify and invite others to
collaborate. The “we” focus their leadership activities on communicating a compelling message,
connecting, and convening key stakeholders. As the result of the initial invitations and convening
the first group of the “right people,” the coalition of the willing emerges and takes responsibility
for the next step in shaping the system.
Level 3 leadership is about giving up power and control. The coalition of the willing
focuses on establishing norms, values, and processes that will hold the collaboration and ensure a
shared power structure. The leadership team or core group emerges with the agreements and
clarity about shared power, shared interest, and shared values.
Level 4 leadership is about balancing chaos and order. The core group takes the
responsibility for bringing form to a system (i.e., structure), establishing engagement processes,
and addressing the sustainability of the system. The core group is responsible for holding the
collective vision (or shared agenda, or interest, or purpose) and influencing, engaging, and
facilitating the process of collective ownership.
At all times, the we mindset continues to hold people together through the processes of
influence, accountability, and serving the purpose performed by various individuals who may or
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may not be part of the core group. At this point, all the people in the system have the
responsibility to lead by exercising and participating in the established processes of co-creation,
planning, and / or assuming a champion or leadership role for various activities or initiatives.
The system is designed to support the collective will to take moral responsibility for the worthy
cause through maintaining the focus on the purpose, partnership, and product.
Subsequent Question A: How do the Leadership Acts and Processes Occur? The
leadership acts and processes occur simultaneously by various groups: the we, the coalition of
the willing, the core group, and all the people in the system. Within each group there are
processes of influence, accountability, and serving the purpose.
The Influence Process. The ability to influence comes from the position of authority,
networks, existing relationships, and connections to resources and expertise. Those with
expertise on the subject matter can influence the content and the work of the collective. Often
that influence comes from the executive director or staff hired to support the system in their
efforts to deliver and execute. The influence process works simultaneously at different levels:
staff influences the governing body, the governing body influences stakeholders and each other,
and beneficiaries, members, or customers are being influenced by both staff and the governing
body. The process of influence is similar to Cialdini’s (2006) six principles of influence:
consistency, social proof, authority, likability, scarcity, and reciprocity. I observed all six
principles at play during the system formation and its further existence. These factors need to
remain in place as members of the system experience ups and downs in its development, often
associated with funding or members’ transition.
The Accountability Process. Accountability is based on the individual commitment,
member organization expectations, and the ability of the system to deliver value to its member
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and stakeholder groups. Actors are able to hold self and others accountable through the process
of developing shared values and norms (code of conduct), identifying and amplifying shared
interest (mutual benefit), and influencing relationships and negotiating conflicting interests.
People need to be personally invested and volunteer to take responsibility. Delegation does not
occur in this system, only volunteer participation (with the exception of staff hired to support the
system activities). Once commitment is established and articulated, accountability is based on
personal goals and benefits, peer review (social proof), and accountability to their own
independent agencies. The commitment reflects shared, collective goals, but local action and
accountability (sometimes to self or to the team). The accountability process involves creating
social pressure by organizing people in teams (often referred to as action teams or work groups)
and asking leaders to take ownership or responsibility for a task or a work group. Work gets done
through committees or work groups.
Serving the Purpose. The process of serving the purpose includes the development and
maintenance of the plan. The plan is the guiding document that everyone adheres to. The plans
are reviewed and revised regularly; the core group is responsible for monitoring the progress and
sharing the results openly and transparently with the stakeholder groups. The purpose might
evolve over time, based on the interest of ever-changing stakeholder groups or their
representatives. As a system’s purpose evolves so does the partnership (perhaps new members
are needed to be invited) and the product (what the system is delivering). Alignment of purpose,
product, partnership, and the people doing the work is critical to the system’s ability to sustain
over time. Leadership happens through emergence of new needs and ideas and individual actors
taking responsibility for addressing them within the context of the system’s purpose. Leadership
activities are performed by many, as long as they stay focused on alignment and integration of
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individual member’s priorities with the system’s goals. Holding members accountable to the
purpose that is in service for the greater good and the stakeholder groups involved is the work of
leadership; someone (or several “someones”) needs to pay attention to it and continue to remind
the rest of the shared purpose.
Subsequent Question B: What are the Actors’ Behaviors and Capabilities That
Allow for Leadership to Happen? People who are taking responsibility for holding the system
together and maintaining the focus of the system on the purpose it is designed to serve are the
actors who have personal passion for the cause, know how to get things done, model profound
respect for everyone else, and are community builders. These actors engage in the activities of
influencing others by communicating, convening, and connecting, as well as holding themselves
accountable through documenting the results and producing reports indicating progress or lack
thereof.
It is evident from the research participants’ experience that multiple people participate in
the leadership process and, depending on how they engage with each other and contribute to the
leadership responsibilities, the system can either sustain in a loosely coupled way or form into
“another triangle with the guy on top making ultimately the big decisions about how money is
spent, how people are hired, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.” (Darya)
The People Who Hold the System Together. As I brought more attention to the people
themselves and their attributes, the roles that they chose to play, the responsibilities that they
took or did not take and how they approached various actions and activities, I noted that there are
those who understand loose coupling and express the desire to remain loosely coupled, and those
who want more structure, order, and control. Both were critical to the formation and
sustainability of the system. The polarities of perspectives on leadership (one vs many),
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organization (loose vs tight), and power (position vs relationships) influenced people to stay or
leave. Those who stayed lead in one way or the other and participated in activities that constitute
leadership processes at different levels: influencing others, ensuring accountability, and serving
the purpose. All incorporate taking responsibility, inviting others to collaborate, forming the
leadership team, and balancing chaos and order.
The Core Group: The Leadership Team. The core group is a group of actors who step
into a more active role with developing the system and delivering on the desired outcomes set
forth by the collective. It consists of a group of people (volunteers, employees, contractors, or
consultants) who support the system’s life and are concerned with sustainability, the structure of
the system, and engagement of members or partners. This group represents the “leadership” team
or includes in its overall leadership structure a formal leadership team that is put in place by the
activities at play.
Some participants recalled these acts as “bringing order to chaos,” others emphasized the
need for flexibility and maintaining an open system of stakeholders, members, and actors. Both
understood the importance of balancing “chaos” and “order,” and shared experiences of when
the pendulum swung to one direction or the other, the system’s survival was threatened. Too
much chaos provided an opportunity for the agenda to be hijacked or for members to simply
disengage due to the lack of clarity on what was happening. Too much order or desire for more
control, on the other hand, presents a challenge of getting too “bureaucratical” and focusing on
the system itself more than on the work and purpose of the system.
The Coalition of the Willing: Founding Members. The phrase “coalition of the willing”
was coined by one of the participants. Those who buy into the original concept, can see the need,
and are able to convince their organizations that this “initiative” is the right thing to do. They are
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willing to take on the responsibility for shaping the system and for holding it together until such
time when the system can sustain itself through the activities members choose to do.
The coalition is usually a group of highly motivated people, a group of five to seven,
sometimes more, but rarely more than 12. This group emerges from the initial list of stakeholders
often around 30 to 50 people, who are invited by the founders to join in the cause. The coalition
of the willing engages in the process of identifying and agreeing on the core values and shared
interest and shape the collective agenda. They engage in learning, relationships building, and
developing processes that will serve as a foundation for the leadership team to build upon.
Amongst the actors, who become the coalition of the willing, there is some level of trust
in each other intentions, personal commitment to the greater cause, and some level of
opportunism that injects a dose of positive energy that is necessary to get through some tough
conversations (especially when addressing conflicting values or interests). It is common practice
to engage a facilitator who has the skills and abilities to hold a neutral, non-judgmental space for
these important discussions to occur. The founders, the original idea holders, are working hard,
often behind the scenes, to help connect the dots, nurture the relationships, and educate and
elevate the coalition of the willing members.
When the sense of collective ownership by the coalition of the willing is achieved, they
are ready to share their power and let go of control, trust the process and empower other actors to
take the action necessary to advance the common agenda. The empowerment of others in the
system allows people to step up and take responsibility in the safe environment. Leadership
actions are focused on providing the resources and establishing the ground rules (code of
conduct) for them to succeed; the behaviors include projecting optimism, providing clarity, and
helping others engage meaningfully, exercise their voice, and feel part of something bigger.
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The “We”: Idea Holders/Founders. It is critical for the members to experience
collaboration in the early stages of development. There are at least three people who represent
the “original idea holders” or the founders. In rare cases there were two, but never one person
who started this work on their own. I called it troika: convener, communicator, and connector.
The convener is usually one who either initiates or supports the concept in which the
objective is to collaborate and work collectively toward the common good. Often the funding
agency serves the role of the convener or the recipient of funding. The funder, who is removed
from all the processes with the exception of being the one to whom the system is accountable,
plays the role of the convener by ensuring that the system has the money to support their
formation and early activities. In many cases, the convener themselves did not have the funds,
but had relationships with funding agency that allowed them to secure enough funds to bring
people together (recipient of the funds, also referred as a contract holder). The individual in the
role of the convener often projects confidence in the cause and the ability of the people to work
together toward it. In other cases, the convener is the key stakeholder, who is not only providing
initial funding (sometimes in the form of staff time or consultant cost), but also is invested in the
system’s outcome as much as everyone else invited to collaborate. The convener is holding the
idea in the context of mutual benefit; they are grounded in the product category.
The communicator is the one who has the vision, who attracts people, brings a sense of
greater purpose, fosters a common goal, and inspires collaboration. This type of leader is often
described as selfless and someone who sees the bigger picture and, with that, a bigger impact and
bigger benefit for everyone involved. The communicators are visionary, they have the ability to
articulate their vision and engage others in integrating and aligning personal or organizational
priorities with the vision of what is possible should the stakeholders work together. The
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communicators are grounded in the purpose category; they behave in a way that all they care
about is solving this need and they continue to use their communication skills to sell the idea and
motivate others to join “this thing.”
The connector is grounded in the politics and relationships of things, but also models
patience and profound respect. The connectors are well respected in their networks for their
ability to relate to people, build strong ties, and exercise humility. They are the ones modeling
and enforcing the “we” mindset and holding self and others accountable to the values of
collaboration. They employ various influence techniques to get people to say yes, to pick up the
phone and express support or ask for support. They are the glue of the system, making an
intentional effort to get to know each person on a personal level. They are community builders
and peacekeepers, who see the best in each person or situation and continue their work behind
the science to ensure slow and steady progress.
What was most often missing from troika is the coordination capacity. If one of the troika
actors tried to provide some coordination, most often it was not successful, leading to an
identified need for staff support. This role requires someone who has the administrative and
management capacity to organize, manage, and coordinate the work of various sub-groups.
As the troika, these three actors continue to project the image of collaboration (even
though one might do “all the work”). They believed in the idea and were committed to seeing it
through. They were personally invested either in the cause or an opportunity that they saw might
benefit them (personally, their organization, community, or society) in the future. Each of them
might have a different motivation but collectively they were interested in the success of the
enterprise (existence of the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system). By modeling shared
leadership, the troika sent a strong message that the three people are equally responsible for the
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idea, thus others invited to the table can share in that ownership. Since the credit is not taken by
one individual, or “ownership” is not claimed by any one member-organization, careful attention
was given to all the potential partners and leaders that might emerge through the engagement
process of facilitating collective ownership. The characteristics of the individuals who were
associated with the troika are humility, courage, hard work, systems thinking, and curiosity.
Sub-Question One: What Contributes to Leadership Happening in the Loosely Coupled MultiStakeholder System?
What contributes to leadership happening is the purpose, partnerships, product, and
people. I started this journey by dismantling my own view and perception of leadership, asking
specific questions to bring more clarity to how things get done in the system where no one is in
charge, when there are multiple leaders, from multiple organizations coming together to address
a bigger problem, that no one individual or organization can address alone. That inquiry led to
asking participants to share what was happening that got them involved, why they decided to get
involved, who else was involved, and how, what was happening at the meetings that were
convened, who convened them and how. With each answer I had multiple follow up questions to
help me get to the specifics of the leadership process and activities happening. The key themes
that emerged from this inquiry are mutual benefit, individual passion, and power to walk away.
Mutual benefit contributes to “what” systems produce that justifies members’
involvement in the system. Members who see and understand the mutual benefit keep coming
back and participate in the system’s formation in the early stages and the system’s work during
the mature stage. Once the system gains credibility and the selection of the partners is carefully
constructed to include those who are critical to the system’s sustainability, the reputation and
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image of the system can be enough of a benefit for members to continue to support that mutual
benefit.
Individual passion contributes to “why” people are willing to take on responsibility and
lead others in the achievement of the common goal. There are different passions that are present
within that system: passion for cause, passion for systems work and change no matter the cause,
passion for learning, passion for community building, and passion for self-advancement.
Individual interest in the work of the system or the outcome of the system could also be
considered individual passion. Some people are simply passionate about pursuing opportunities,
making money, or building an image or reputation for themselves. No matter what that passion
is, it was evident that participants had some type of passion.
Power to walk away contributes to how members engage in the leadership activities and
processes. On one hand, the system’s concern is with inviting the right people and influencing
their buy-in and commitment to the system, on the other hand it is the opposite force of being
able to walk away should the system no longer feed the individual actor’s passion or there is no
longer a mutual benefit that keeps the members together. Most frequently, the members who
walked away did so because of how they and others were treated and engaged in the process. If
they were not feeling valued, listened to, followed (in the traditional leader-follower relationship
mindset), or treated as an “equal” partner. Since each member has the power to walk away, the
core group of key stakeholders and actors hired to support the work of the system must exercise
engagement strategies to maintain trust among the members, buy-in for the cause, and a sense of
ownership for the system.
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Sub-Question Two: What Makes Leadership Different in the Loosely Coupled Multistakeholder system?
Reliance on the processes, code of conduct, and a sense of collective ownership is what
makes leadership different in the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system. The founding
members had to agree on the leadership processes first, then develop a code of conduct that was
almost never explicit, but everyone knew how they are to behave, and finally, ownership of the
idea is guarded by the system being built.
Leadership processes were summarized in the “how” dimension at every leadership level
and included how agreements are made, how conflicts are resolved, how resources are generated,
how members are invited, and how goals and plans are established. Processes related to
communication, coordination of resources and work, and convening of the meetings were often
heavily documented and included in onboarding process of all new members, whereas behavioral
expectations were not documented, other than statements of principles, mission and values
guiding the system’s work. However, they could be easily spotted through observation of
positioning at the meetings, tone, and language used.
With this multi-faceted view of leadership activities shared among various actors and
groups of actors, it is critical that the code of conduct is unilaterally understood. It is modeled by
the founders and then adapted by the members as they continue to participate and engage in the
processes of system formation and development. Behaviors of those who take responsibility for
leadership activities are carefully watched and evaluated. When there is misalignment of values,
members disengage or walk away, making the work of the system difficult, if not impossible. By
the time the system reaches the maturity level, the code of conduct is well established and
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engrained. It is the role of the core group to maintain and reenforce the behaviors that are
expected by others in the group.
It appeared that eventually actors rely so much on the code of conduct, that any deviation
from the norm, even by the founders, is met with resistance, judgement, and in some cases,
rejection. However, in order for new members to gain a sense of ownership, they too need to be
part of creating a set of norms. They need to develop trust in the process and accept the “we”
mindset. In several situations, members that tried to take control and claim some sort of
“ownership” over the whole were met with so much resistance that they left or were told to
leave. It is those who can navigate the code, gain credibility by building relationships and
producing results that everyone benefits from, who were “granted the permission” to emerge as
leaders or were “asked” to take responsibility for the whole.
Ironically, the members want individual actors to take responsibility for specific tasks,
functions, or initiatives, but do not allow for any one individual to take “ownership” of the
whole. There is not one member that has complete authority over anyone else in the system; the
power lies with every single member holding the keys to the success of the system. It is like a
“house of cards,” said one participant, “if one leaves the system can crumble.” As long as selfinterest can be preserved through the ‘code’ and ownership for the whole does not reside with
any one individual member, the members will remain engaged and contribute to the system that
they all benefit from.
I the next chapter I continue to develop theory by going back to the literature and
highlighting where my findings are in alignment with existing relevant leadership theories,
models, and frameworks as well as where emerging grounded theory helps bring clarity to the
phenomenon of leadership happening in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system.
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Chapter Five
Grounded Theory Development
Collected data and careful analysis produced a “collective will” and “the power of
walking away” theory. The theory explains the phenomenon of collective will being formed and
sustained through the enactment of leadership. The primary focus of collective will is for leaders
to lead the will of the actors to stay together and commit to the system’s existence. Each member
in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems, with open-natural orientation and volunteer
membership, has the power to walk away, thus the leadership “being” (character) and “doing”
(activities) are focused on “keeping them at the table.”
According to Charmaz’s (2014), “we construct our grounded theories through our past
and present involvements and interactions with people, perspectives, and research practices” (p.
17). Guided by Charmaz’s (2014) and Glasser and Strauss’s (1999) approach to constructing
grounded theory, I converted my insights (researched and original) to elements of the theory
presented in this chapter. Each element of the theory is supported by discussion on how
leadership happens at the four levels in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system.
Theorizing – Grounded Theory
Consistent with grounded theory’s emphasis on analyzing the social process, I have
developed a theoretical framework that adds clarity to and integrates the existing frameworks
and theories, including Social Process Triangles (Jenkins & Jenkins, 1997), Developmental
Stages of Global Action Networks (GANs) (Waddell, 2009), Social Entrepreneurship (Dufays &
Huybrechts, 2014), Level 5 Leadership in Social Sectors (Collins, 2005), Tribal Leadership
(Hall, 2009; Logan & King, 2008), Leadership Humility (Caldwell et al., 2017; Schein, 2013;
Schein et al., 2001; Schein & Schein, 2018), Theory U (Scharmer, C. O., 2008; Scharmer, O. &
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Yukelson, 2015; Schein et al., 2001), Shared Leadership (Barnett & Weidenfeller, 2016;
Drescher et al., 2014; Pearce et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2014; Winkler & Vriens, 2009),
Complexity Leadership (Arena & Uhl-Bien, 2016), Integrative Leadership (Crosby & Bryson,
2010), Facilitative Leadership (Huxham & Vangen, 2003), and Leadership for Collaborative
Advantage (Vangen & Huxham, 2005).
The results of theoretical sampling and interpretive rendering, grounded in my own
experience, observations, and reflections, resulted in a development of a substantive theory of
leadership in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system. According to Charmaz (2014), the
argument is located in the theoretical framework. Thus, I am presenting the following argument.
In a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system, the power of members to walk away is
influencing how leadership occurs. Leadership consists of activities that hold people together,
and it occurs at four levels, where processes of influence, accountability, and taking
responsibility are enacted by multiple actors. To this end, my final theoretical framework
consists of four dimensions (what, how, why, and who) and four levels of leadership:
•

Individuals taking responsibility (we);

•

Founders (we) inviting to collaborate (coalition of the willing emerges);

•

Coalition of the willing forming a leadership team (formal and informal leadership
comprises a core group); and

•

Core group balancing chaos and order (the system), where people interact in a way
that the system is able to accomplish a collective agenda while maintaining loose
coupling of authority, but eventually tightening the technical core.

When there is loose coupling of authority (members have the power to walk away),
leadership occurs differently than in the traditional hierarchical organization with leadership
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positions assuming various levels of authority. The theoretical framework suggests that the act of
taking responsibility for the system itself occurs in four dimensions and at four levels, enacting
the decentralization of power and shared ownership of the idea.
The levels and dimensions of leadership in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems
are further discussed below and compared to existing theoretical frameworks, models, and
concepts.
Level 1: Taking Responsibility
Level one leadership is the core of why some individuals take responsibility for the idea
or the cause and others do not. Scharmer (2008) referred to this core as the “source” or “inner
place from which we operate” (p. 53). Scharmer claimed that “we know very little about this
inner dimension” (p. 53). I discovered that most participants had a difficult time identifying
where “the source” came from. The more mature the system, the harder it was to get to the
source of leadership beginnings.
In the early stages of system formation, “the source” of leadership came from the
founders. In most cases, the idea for the system itself was not even the founders’ idea, but the
seed planted by someone else along the way. That someone did not take the next step of acting
on the idea. The people who acted on the idea collectively possessed the following qualities,
according to the participants of this study: passion for the cause, humility, systems thinking,
curiosity, courage, and hard work. In later stages of system development and maturity, the source
of leadership comes from multiple actors, who have been recruited and selected, but also selfnominated to take on the responsibility to hold the idea of the system alive and true to its original
purpose. (See Figure 8.)
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Figure 8
Level 1: Taking Responsibility

Humility and Cause. Humility has been noted by participants as one of the key qualities
that contributed to the system’s leadership formation. Those who identified themselves or were
identified by others as “original founders” were responsible for holding a space where others,
invited to collaborate, could engage in leadership activities organically. Founders modeled
humility by inviting others to shape the system, inviting collaboration authentically, and holding
the interest of the whole before their own.
The importance of humility has been noted by Schein, Kahane, and Scharmer (2001),
Schein (2018), Scharmer (2008), Caldwell, Ichiho, and Anderson (2017), and many others.
Caldwell et al. (2017), in their review of Jim Collin’s level 5 leader concept, suggested:
Humility acknowledges the interrelatedness of individuals and their mutual
interdependence in cooperative efforts. Not only does accurate self-knowledge recognize
one’s own values but fully recognizes the importance of other’s values and priorities –
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including: the big picture capacity to pursue a better future that can come from
collaborative action, and the necessity of creating strong partnerships with others to
achieve that optimal future (p. 726).
It is the humility of the original founders and their will to collaborate and share power
that sets the precedence for the system’s way of being and leading. Only a humble person can
really open up to sharing and offering their idea to others; they know that they cannot address the
cause alone. They practice humility to build trust and attract others to the space because they
strongly believe in the cause or potential that the idea represents.
Edgar Schein, in the open conversation with Adam Kahane and Otto Scharmer (2001),
posited an issue of “the will to betterment, and what, if any, are its sources” (p. 8). The concept
of “idealistic will” surfaced in that conversation, suggesting that it is something to be uncovered.
I suggest that in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system the presence of “idealistic will” is
why the original founders decide to collaborate. They enact leadership by preserving, enhancing,
and scaling humility as one of the strategies to inspire collective will. Schein insists that humility
is a key quality in leaders and consultants who engage in collaborative efforts, thus Humble
Leadership and Humble Inquiry are “foundational group processes” in which the leadership is
enacted by leaders and consultants respectfully. Consultants do appear as critical actors in a
loosely coupled system, and the impact they have on the formation of the system is dependent on
their personal connection to the cause, and humility.
Jim Collins (2005), in his monograph to accompany Good to Great, referred to “getting
things done within a diffuse power structure” as an enactment of level 5 leadership, where a
“combination of personal humility and professional will is a key factor in creating legitimacy and
influence” (p. 11).
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In his commentary at the end of the interview with Schein and Kahane (Schein et al.,
2001), Scharmer introduced a four-level model for reorganizing and change. The four levels are
descriptive of leadership uncovering common will,” and “bringing forth new worlds.”
Scharmer’s “Theory U” (Scharmer & Yukelson, 2015) and Schein’s “Humble Leadership”
(Schein & Schein, 2018) refer to humility as one of the key leadership traits.
Courage and Hard Work. It takes courage to trust, collaborate, and challenge
traditional ways of thinking or being. Crosby and Bryson (2005) considered courage to be one of
the vital personal strengths, with courage defined as “the willingness to venture into the
unknown, to go against the prevailing wisdom, to be vulnerable, to be radically innovative, to
keep on in the face of adversity” (p. 56).
Hard work and patience were required to persevere. Even though the idea for addressing
a particular social issue requires collaboration, social norms may not be supportive of the
collaborative way. In several systems included in this research, the organizations invited to
collaborate and pursue a common good were faced with social norms of preserving and gaining
power, exercising authority and political will, or engaging in competition. Proposing a solution
that required the competitors to collaborate and the power players to let go of control was a
difficult idea to sell. Thus, hard work meant a lot of time working on relationships and modeling
the way. On the other hand, Kahane, in Schein et al. (2001), noted his observations working on
projects in which politicians, activists, businesspeople, trade unionists, academics,
clergy, guerrillas, indigenous people, and other sectoral leaders from across many
organizations have gotten together to try to address the messed-up situations in their
countries … almost always exhibit greater energy, creativity, openness, and hard work
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than do groups of leaders drawn from a single organization—say, a typical corporate
management team. (p. 9)
Kahane (Schein et al., 2001) further reflected on a “possible driver of change within
organizations” that appears to come from the source of energy related to “common idealistic
will” that is so obvious in “missionary or advocacy organizations whose explicit purpose is
changing the world.” (p. 9). In loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems that driver of change
is a source of leadership and it is fueled by courage and hard work. Actors with a high level of
courage appear to demand attention and response, but it is their hard work and an ability to get
things done that earns the respect of those who decide to respond to and join the conversation
about the new system formation.
Systems Thinking and Curiosity. Being curious was mentioned by all participating
founders and several participating members and actors hired to support the system at the early
stages of development. Those who were hired later also exhibited some level of curiosity and
desire to engage in inquiry and deep thinking around the problem. The initial members also had
systems thinking in common; they understood the interdependencies and long-term impact of
individual member actions on the problem they are eager to solve.
Scharmer (2008) identified four fundamental meta-processes of the social field: thinking
(individual), conversing (group), structuring (institutions), and ecosystem coordination (global
systems). These four processes correspond with the four levels of leadership presented in this
research, where level one is about taking responsibility and consists of the ability to think
systemically and be curious among other dimensions. It is reasonable to assume that the
generative listening is happening at this level of leadership among the founding members that
then lead to the second level (inviting to collaborate). As the idea grows and evolves in the
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individual actor’s mind, they develop a rationale as to why they should or should not pursue the
idea. They engage in listening, observing, and sensing to be able to assess their level of
commitment and idealistic will to take the next step. When they have gathered enough evidence
that the idea is worth pursuing (it looked different for each situation, but heavily related to
existing relationships and social capital that these individuals had withing their networks), they
take responsibility for introducing this idea to others around them. Those that are curious
respond.
The following Table 5 summarizes the alignment between the Scharmer’s four
foundational social processes and Fursman’s levels of leadership happening in a loosely coupled,
multi-stakeholder system.
Table 5
Comparison of Scharmer’s Path of Social Emergence and Fursman’s Levels of Leadership
Framework/
Process

Micro (Level 1)

Meso (Level 2)

Macro (Level 3)

Mundo (Level 4)

Scharmer

Thinking
(individual)

Conversing
(group)

Organizing
(institutions)

Coordinating
(global systems)

Fursman

Generative
Collective
thinking & open creativity
presence

Eco-system
Awareness
organizing around based collective
what emerges
action cocreating

Taking
responsibility

Inviting to
collaborate

Forming and
sustaining
“leadership” team

Balancing chaos
and order

The “we”

Coalition of the
willing

Core group

The system

Addressing systemic challenges that are driving the occurrence of level one leadership
requires an ability to think systemically. Systems thinking was perhaps the most important
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differentiator between the actors who initiated the system (founding members) and those who
have been invited to assume various roles later in the process of maturity. One of the four
components of Integrative Leadership is integrative thinking, which “involves the cognitive
ability to differentiate the various forces impacting a collaboration and being able to discern how
they interrelate with each other, while preserving a view of the big picture” (Sun & Anderson,
2011, p. 314). Scharmer and Yukelson (2015) identified using “systems thinking in order to
reintegrate matter and mind” as one of ten “principles that guide the process of shifting the
awareness of a field,” suggesting that “Theory U takes systems thinking beyond the realm of just
thinking and into the realm of systems sensing” (p. 38).
In conclusion, Level 1 leadership is strongly connected to Humble Leadership (Schein &
Schein, 2018), Level 5 Leadership (Collins, 2005), Theory U: From Ego-System to Eco-System
Economies (Scharmer & Yukelson, 2015), and Integrative Public Leadership, also referred to as
collaborative leadership, network leadership, inter-organizational leadership, and collaborative
governance (Sun & Anderson, 2011). Table 6 compares the four components of integrative
leadership, four system levels of social evolution, and four leadership levels of loosely coupled,
multi-stakeholder systems.
Table 6
Comparison of Leadership
Individual:
Level 1
Theory U

Group: Level 2

Listening 4:
Collective
Generative, open Creativity:
presence
Speaking from
what is moving
through

Institution:
Level 3

Eco-System:
Level 4

Eco-System:
Organizing
around what
emerges

Awareness
Based Collective
Action: Cocreating
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Integrative
Leadership

Integrative
Thinking

Leadership in
Taking
Loosely Coupled Responsibility
Systems

Integrative
Behavior

Integrative
Leadership
Resources

Integrative
Structures and
Processes

Inviting to
Collaborate

Forming a
Leadership
Team

Balancing Order
and Chaos

Sun and Anderson (2011) explored the concept of Integrative Public Leadership,
building on the work of Crosby and Bryson (2010), who defined integrative leadership as
“bringing diverse groups and organizations together in semi-permanent ways, and typically
across sector boundaries, to remedy complex public problems and achieve the common good” (p.
211). Integrative thinking and integrative behaviors were linked to transformational leadership
style, which includes the following behaviors: intellectual stimulation (“challenging others to
question time-worn assumptions”), individualized consideration (“acting as coaches and mentors
and paying attention to others’ individualized needs”), idealized influence (“being admired,
trusted, and respected by others, which results in their desire to emulate and to be identified with
the leader”), and inspirational motivation (“motivating others by providing meaning and
challenge to their work”) (Sun & Anderson, 2011, p. 311). However, transformational leadership
lacks a “civic capacity” component according to Sun and Anderson, which has been presented as
an individual -level concept as opposed to “community level civic engagement” (p. 316).
Level 2: Inviting to Collaborate
At this level, a small group, typically three to five individuals, who have developed some
level of trust with each other (often based on previous relationships) or are able to gain trust of
each other quickly perhaps through a common connection that made the introduction, join their
thinking in one concept. They realize that by joining forces they will have a greater chance of
convincing others to join. They also seek a “yin” to their “yang,” recognizing the skills and
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abilities that they are missing and developing agreement around what each individual or
organization they represent will contribute to the venture (most of the time the agreements are
informal). Crosby and Bryson refer to this level of leadership activities and process as “forging
an initial agreement to act” (2005, p. 197). (See Figure 9.)
Figure 9
Level 2: Inviting to Collaborate

These individuals have different set of skills, but they all have Level 1 leadership in
common: they have the courage and willingness to do the hard work, understand and see the
whole system, are curious about the possibilities, have the passion for the cause, are humble
enough to share the ownership of the idea with each other and ask for help, and courageous
enough to bring the concept forward. In many cases Level 1 leadership is willing to sacrifice
their honor and reputation; if this does not go well, they have a lot to lose.
At Level 2 leadership, the actors like to engage in conceptualizing and developing
abstract models for what can be possible; they are visionaries but their vision comes from the
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ability to see and understand how things work in the larger context, how things are connected
and interrelated. The activities of Level 2 leadership include convening, connecting, and
communicating a compelling message.
Convening. The key leadership activity by many participants has been identified as
convening. The importance and art of convening (or hosting) has been mentioned by multiple
authors where hosting, convening, or holding the space are associated with the leadership role or
function (Crosby & Bryson, 2005, 2010; Morse, 2010; Novak, 2008; Page, 2010; Scharmer,
2008; Sun & Anderson, 2011).
Scharmer (2008) identified “holding the space” as one of the seven leadership capacities
that allows a leader to listen to not only themselves (“what life calls you to do”), but also to
others, especially to what is emerging as a collective desire. Remaining neutral, open, and
treating all participating members and stakeholders as “equals” was critical to building trust in
the convener and the concept.
Morse (2010), Page (2010), and Bryson (2006) emphasized the role of a convener in the
integrative leadership process, where an existing boundary organization may serve the role of the
convener and therefore may be viewed as “structural or institutional catalyst” (Morse, 2010, p.
234). According to Morse (2010), “boundary organization” is a commonly used and accepted
concept in the realm of bridging knowledge across boundaries of science and non-science. In the
realm of collective action, there is a different term coined by the Tamarack Institute (n.d.),
“backbone organization,” which serves as the convener and coordinator of the activities related
to collective impact work. Convening community stakeholders toward identifying and
addressing community issues through systems and policy change is at the core of Collective
Impact framework. According to Tamarack Institute website, the Collective Impact framework
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contains five core conditions: the development of a common agenda, using shared measurement
to understand progress, building on mutually reinforcing activities, engaging in continuous
communications, and providing a backbone to move the work forward.
Grant making organizations (funders or funding members in a loosely coupled, multistakeholder system) can play a convener role (Morse, 2010). Beyond the initial funding and
convening activities, funders provide leadership by establishing expectations for collaboration,
desired outcomes (return on the investment), and accountability. Morse concluded that
convening stakeholders is a “strong catalytic role” that boundary or grant making organizations
play.
Through an extensive literature review, Page (2010) identified convening stakeholders as
one of the three broad tactics “for leading collaborative governance initiatives” (p. 248). Page
clarified that the “four aspects of convening offer particular leverage for leaders to influence
collaborative processes and decisions: the scope of participation; the exclusivity of the venue; the
collective decision-making authority that participants enjoy; and the fit among their capabilities,
collaborative agenda, and decision authority” (p. 249). This observation confirms my findings
and the extent to which founders (conveners) are paying attention to inviting “the right people”
within the stakeholder groups, the selection of the site, as well as the format for the first
convening, to project “importance” and a sense of “being special.”
The convener is an actor who brings various interests together and inspires (compelling
message) or incentivizes (connecting resources) collaboration. Often a facilitator is hired to help
with the process of convening, yet the role of the convener remains to provide a space for “equal
participation,” and convey the credibility of the venture. Commitment by the “respectable” actor
(convener) conveys confidence to those invited to collaborate that the venture is worth pursuing.
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Page (2010) concluded that “a key factor that distinguishes the convening of stake holders in
different collaborative initiatives is likely to be the fit among three factors — the mix of
participants, the agenda they discuss, and the decisions they have the authority to make” (p. 249).
As systems mature, the role of the convener and convening activities shift from the
founders or funders to a system itself. Depending on the development process of the system and
the nature of the system’s work, including funding sources and stakeholder groups effected, the
convening activities might be handled by a member organization, a partner, or a contractor, each
can be identified as a “backbone” organization or “boundary” organization. The system itself can
take the shape of a backbone or boundary organization if that is what necessary to serve the
purpose.
Connecting. “Among the assets that each of us brings to our leadership work are
authority, specialized skill, and connections” (Crosby & Bryson, 2005, p. 58). The ability to
connect and relate to many people from various backgrounds and sectors was one of the key
factors for founding members (and those assuming the role of “holding the idea” later in the
development process) in identifying and inviting the “right people” to the table.
Dufays and Huybrechts (2014), in their review and discussion of social entrepreneurship
emergence and the development of collective entrepreneurship concept, conclude that the most
critical skill and a fundamental activity for social entrepreneurs is networking, where social
entrepreneur “often consists of a coalition of individuals or actors rather than just a single
individual” (p. 219). The social entrepreneurship concept is relevant to this research as it helps
describe the nature and the qualities of the system designed to address global social issues as
well as the leadership phenomenon in that type of system. According to Chell, referenced in
Dufays and Huybrechts (2014): “the very essence of social entrepreneurship is the capability to
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connect with social and community values, and through adept networking to realize their
potential” (p. 221).
Crosby and Bryson (2005) referred to policy entrepreneurs who engage in the process of
convening forums “to achieve an initial agreement among diverse stakeholders to begin working
on a public problem.” (p. 199). Convening public forums to that end requires “a lot of
conversations and reflection” (p. 199). Dufays and Huybrechts (2014) suggested that social
entrepreneurs have a unique “bridging skill” that distinguishes them from traditional
entrepreneurs. But Edelman (2008) emphasized that social capital (development of relationships)
plays an important role even in traditional entrepreneurial ventures, and “social capital becomes
increasingly important as young firms move beyond the initial start-up phase and into growth”
(para 8). In contrast, social entrepreneurs rely heavily on the existing social capital to attract
enough key stakeholders to start shaping the venture. Access to resources was highlighted as a
value that social entrepreneurs obtain through networking (connecting, bridging, and acquiring
social capital). According to Leadbeater, included in Dufays and Huybrechts (2014) analysis,
“successful social entrepreneurs build wider networks through which they acquire ideas, people,
and money” (p. 221). This observation is consistent with the observation of participants included
in this research. From my own experience, “you are as good as your network,” I was told by a
member of the system I was part of initiating five years ago and am still part of today (personal
communication, 2020).
Founders of loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems included in this research were
explicit about their ability to see, hear, and understand the issue from many different perspectives
so that they could connect the importance of addressing the issue to each stakeholder group they
needed to be at the table for the concept to work. They also were intentional about who from
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each stakeholder group they needed to invite, thus the emphasis on “the right people.” Collins
(2005) does not specifically identify connecting as an activity for Level 5 Leaders (L5Ls),
however Collins emphasized the importance of “getting the right people on the bus within social
sector constraints” (p. 13). The founders of loosely coupled systems understood that “the right
people can often attract money, but money by itself can never attract the right people” (p. 17).
Connecting activities are critical for the survival and long-term sustainability of the system. If
the backbone organization (Tamarack Institute, n.d.) can assume the convening role, the actions
of connecting and networking must continue by key stakeholders and actors who are able to
identify the right people and continue to expand the system’s influence across boundaries and
stakeholder groups. These activities, as illustrated by several participating systems in this
research, can be performed by both formal and informal leaders (depending on the culture of the
established system and how loose the ties of authority continue to be).
Compelling Message. Transformational leaders are often credited for their ability to
present a compelling argument, compelling reason to change, or compelling vision for the future
(Novak, 2008; Sun & Anderson, 2012). “Transformational leaders with such civic drive can use
their charisma to articulate a compelling message that appeals to diverse stakeholders in the
multi-sector collaboration” (Sun & Anderson, 2012, p. 317).
Novak (2008) attributed articulation of a compelling goal, one of five dimensions to the
construct of energy, where the followers experience authentic connection to the idea, get
energized, and excited for the possibility. Other four dimensions of the energy construct
included: the possibility of contributing, a strong sense of engagement, a perception of progress,
and a belief that the idea can succeed. All five dimensions have a strong parallel with
transformational leadership, but articulation of a compelling message specifically is connected to
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inspiration and idealized influence (Novak, 2008). Sun and Anderson (2012) argued that “the
higher-order behaviors of transformational leadership” not only “promote integrative thinking in
multi-sector collaborations,” but transformational leadership is “able to intellectually craft
compelling messages in different ways so as to resonate with the valued identities of individual
organizations” (p. 314).
Crosby and Bryson’s (2005) advice to policy entrepreneurs consists of the following:
“Remember: seeing and hearing is believing. You may need to foster shared concern by offering
some compelling evidence of your own and if possible brining others into direct contact with the
human impact of the problem” (p. 200).
Depending on what problem is to be addressed, or what opportunity is presenting itself to
the small group of likeminded individuals who decide to act, the nature of the message might be
different (identification of the problem or possibility), but the compelling nature of the message
is what inspires, intrigues, and evokes curiosity in others to say “yes” and accept the invitation to
collaborate. According to Crosby and Bryson (2005), visionary leaders themselves usually do not
have the “skill of delivering a captivating, inspirational message through various media to
diverse stakeholder groups,” thus they must “recruit others who can craft the reports, write the
speeches, plan and produce the videos, and rev up the crowd of demonstrators” (p. 122).
To conclude the review of Level 2 leadership, I am compelled to share a quote by an
anthropologist Margaret Mead: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world; indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” This quote is widely
used and referenced in the literature related to this level of leadership, where a few people
initiate a new system design to address a common challenge and inspire others to join the
collective work towards common good. In Novak’s (2008) review of literature related to network
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building as one of the essential inter-organizational leadership activities, hosting as well as
participating in informal meetings, holding formal meetings (convening), making and responding
to introductions (connecting), and staying in communication (communicating) are identified as
common “personal tactics” that leaders of social networks and organizational networks employ.
These tactics are consistent with the activities, identified in this research that are happening at the
Level 2 leadership, where connecting, convening, and communicating compelling message are
shared activities among at least two, most commonly three actors.
Level 3: Forming a Leadership Team
At this level, a group of 7 to 12 individual actors, or as many as necessary key
stakeholders are convened and engaged in developing the foundational elements of the system,
including agreements and shared understanding about the why, what and the how of the system.
At this level, those that are engaged in the process are enacting leadership by influencing each
other, positioning, establishing power dynamics and building relationships and trust among the
coalition of the willing. Coalition of the willing (also referred to as social entrepreneurs, policy
entrepreneurs, or founders) consists of actors who are willing to engage, willing associate their
name with the venture, and willing to commit time and organizational resources. (See Figure 10.)
Level 3 of the leadership process brings forth the concepts of leadership emergence,
power, value exchange, and shared leadership. In the effort to form a leadership team, the
founders are enacting shared leadership to encourage further development of the loosely coupled,
multi-stakeholder system. Leadership emergence in autonomous work teams has some relevance
to this research as well as leadership for collaborative advantage and tribal leadership.
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Figure 10
Level 3: Forming “Leadership” Team

Shared Values. The importance of shared values has been stressed in all relevant
leadership theories, including Tribal Leadership, Shared Leadership, and Integrative Leadership.
“Every tribe has a dominant culture,” claimed Logan and King (2008) as they described five
tribal stages and the goal of tribal leadership to “upgrade” the culture of the tribe, ultimately
becoming a tribe of Tribal Leaders (stage five). According to Logan and King, “tribes are the
basic building block of any large human effort,” and the five stages are representative of tribes’
culture that is developmental and evolutionary. “The Tribal Leaders’ goal is to find shared values
that unite the tribe” (p. 181). Logan and King claimed that “the goal of determining values and a
noble cause isn’t agreement; it is alignment, which produces coordinated action married with
passionate resolve” (p. 181).
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Coalition of the willing, in essence, is a tribe of tribal leaders on the mission to build a
stage four or five culture within the system that comprises leaders at various stages of tribal
leadership within the representative organizations. Language and behaviors are the primary tools
tribal leaders use to create and sustain a tribal culture.
In the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems, the culture formation is the most
important leadership work, where the coalition of the willing is charged with the two most
important aspects of stage four tribal culture: (a) identifying and leveraging core values, and (b)
aligning on a noble cause (Logan & King, 2008). As Logan and King said: “if core values are the
fuel of a tribe, a noble cause is the direction where it’s headed” (p. 169). “It is not enough to
have the passion for results and vision of possibility,” suggested Morse (2010), who saw an
integration of “conflicting interests, perspectives, cultures, and values” (p. 234) as a leadership
dimension of boundary-crossing, collaborative work.
Page (2010) identified framing the agenda as one of the leadership tactics in collaborative
initiatives, suggesting that “framing is crucial to establish the purposes, structures, norms, and
values of collaborative implementation endeavors” (p. 248). “Frames that highlight stakeholders'
common values or overlapping interests are particularly valuable, since agreement and
cooperation are more likely when discussions explore participants' general interests and
outcomes rather than their positions or program specifics” (p. 249). Comparing two sets of case
studies, one from Logan and King (2008) in relation to stage four culture and a second from Page
(2010) in relation to integrative leadership examples; reveals that both identified shared (or
common) values in the early stages of development. Once established, shared values is what is
used to ensure that the system continues to serve its intended purpose. Sun and Anderson (2012)
noted:
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Integrative behavior also builds inter-relationships between partners, in order to mobilize
members toward a common purpose. This is achieved through keeping the core values
and purpose of the multi-sector collaboration alive. The inspirational motivation
component of transformational leadership is directly relevant to providing the necessary
vision and value-based leadership in order to transcend differences between partners, help
resolve major issues, conflicts, and setbacks, and ally the different identities together. (p.
315)
According to Barnett and Weidenfeller (2016), not all scholars agree that establishing
values responsibility should be shared or delegated; rather, it needs to remain in the purview of
the top leader. Since loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems are initiated by “top leaders”
who are establishing a leadership team or tribe of leaders that becomes one of the most important
leadership functions to be shared among peer leaders.
Shared Interest. “Because leadership involves certain types of responsibility or costs,
many people hesitate to assume a leadership position unless there are associated tangible
benefits” (Oh, 2012, p. 1453). Tangible benefits or outcomes that will directly impact the
individuals or organizations that the convened stakeholders represent must be considered in the
early stages of the system development and achieved to some degree, providing a sense of
confidence that the system’s existence and activities are contributing to the interest of individual
members. “The parceling out of formal leadership positions is often a means of obtaining buy-in
by collaborating partners; partners that do not obtain these positions may require other
assurances their interests will be taken into account” (Crosby & Bryson, 2010, p. 222).
Crosby and Bryson (2010) identified 24 propositions that articulate the conditions for the
successful cross-sector collaborations (See Appendix O), some of which correspond with the
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levels of leadership discovered through my research and some were not supported, thus further
explanation and theorizing is offered on those items. In relation to the shared interest category,
however, proposition 20 suggests:
Cross-sector collaborations are most likely to create public value if leaders design them
(or help them emerge) in such a way that they build on individuals' and organizations'
self-interests along with each sector's characteristic strengths, while finding ways to
minimize, overcome, or compensate for each sector's characteristic weaknesses. (p. 226)
Consistent with my findings, discovering and committing to shared interest occurs at the
Level 3 leadership (forming a leadership team) in a loosely coupled system as it is critical to
engage “the right people” in these negotiations, allowing those who are willing to commit to
shared leadership assume a more formal leadership role.
In addition, the personal interest of each actor (separate of the organizational interest) is
also contributing to the dynamic and process of building a leadership team. From my experience,
I was caught by surprise when one of the members in a system we were building in Ukraine
suggested that “we just don’t know what each other’s interests are, we need to talk about
interests.” I resisted this notion, believing that surely everyone has the same interest, or if they do
not, they would not be involved. That was a mistake on my part. There was no reason to develop
a vision and strategic plan, as long as individual member interests were unknown and shared
interest was not identified and committed to publicly.
“Less powerful partners may have more difficulty than others in advocating for their
interests in this process, though leaders can use several techniques to equalize power,” according
to Crosby & Bryson (2010). Equalizing power is a leadership process that is exercised primarily
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by the founders early in the system formation, and by the coalition of the willing, who continue
to hold the idea and shared values.
Shared Power. “Forums, arenas, and courts are the characteristic settings used to create
and communicate meaning (in forums), make and implement decisions (in arenas), and enforce
principles, laws, and norms (in courts) in shared-power situations where no one person or group
is fully in charge” (Crosby & Bryson, 2005, pp. 401–426). Some scholars argue that power can
never be equally shared (Page, 2010; Silvia & McGuire, 2010; Wang et al., 2014). My argument
is that, in the situation where each member has the ability to “walk away,” the power by design is
equally shared. Those who feel less powerful may leave the system that depends on the members
staying engaged. Thus, the emphasis in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems is less on
power and more on leadership that keeps people together.
Integrative leadership scholars suggest that power to adopt and implement integrated
solutions is equally distributed among the sectors and organizations within those sectors (Crosby
& Bryson, 2010). Although there might be a differentiation of power among the members
relative to the level of authority they represent in their respective organizations or resources they
might be able to contribute, there is equal power in what constitutes their participation in a
loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system. For example, lower ranking actors who participate on
behalf of the organization but are perceived as “not equal” to those who occupy higher ranking
positions have the ultimate power to actively engage or not, which will significantly impact the
level of commitment of that member organization and the overall success of the venture. These
lower ranking actors are ultimately responsible for keeping their organizations at the table.
Depending on how they feel about themselves personally, they might adjust their level of
enthusiasm and commitment, thus impacting the overall flow and energy of the group process.
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All actors participating in the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system at the early stages of
formation engage in defining power structure and distribution within the system they are cocreating.
Power distribution contributes to the dynamic of shared leadership and trust as the
exchange of value between members occurs. “These exchanges involve group members
exercising influence and other group members accepting that influence, which can create a shift
in the balance of power between group members. To restore balance, the less powerful individual
seeks to enhance the value of the exchange relationship by offering valued resources in return
(e.g., information, effort), thereby increasing the more powerful member’s dependence. These
exchanges not only restore balance, they build trust between group members (Blau, referenced in
Drescher, 2014).
From a shared leadership perspective, “members accept one another as leaders as
opposed to being self- empowered by a single leader” (Drescher et al., 2014, p. 773). Founders
of the group share leadership with key stakeholders by inviting them to collaborate, defining and
distributing leadership functions and responsibilities among the group members. Empowerment
is a widely promoted concept in at least two leadership models relevant to this research:
Collaborative Leadership and Shared Leadership. The concept of empowerment however
suggests that there is one who empowers others, whereas in a shared power world, the
underlying assumption is that the power already exists among the members. The question is how
leadership occurs in the shared power situation.
According to Oh (2012), motivation to lead is an important determinant of leadership
emergence. People who have higher leadership motivation relative to others in the group will
actively engage in leadership behaviors that will differentiate them from other members and
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most likely lead to them being recognized as formal or informal leaders of the group. Need for
closure (NFC) was identified as an important precursor for motivation to lead, suggesting that if
the emergent leaders have high NFC, they “may want to organize and manage the team
hierarchically” thus causing conflict (p. 1461). Although Oh’s findings are specific to work
teams, parallels can be made to a group of leaders who are engaged in the process of leadership
team formation. I could relate to Oh’s findings on a personal experience level as well as from the
participants perspectives, especially in reference to behaviors that were labeled as “taking over,”
“being in charge,” or “grabbing power.” This finding has relevance to the shared power concept
in that founders must pay attention to the emergent leaders’ motivations to lead and be strategic
in determining the shared power concept as a given or an explicit norm of operating. It was
evident that most participants were looking for closure and needed someone to take control to
bring some order, however when control was given and the leadership team member abused the
“shared power” norm, the conflicts that arose from that situation led to the system being either
dissolved, hijacked, or the leader had to leave.
Those who are motivated by a genuine desire to be helpful and accept responsibility
emerge as leaders of the project, program, or work group; they are trusted to accomplish a task
but were not necessarily “followed” in a traditional leader-follower relationship as single leaders.
However, collectively the leadership team has that leader-follower relationship with the rest of
the members in the system. Leadership team members practice leadership by sharing power.
In conclusion, the process in which the development of the leadership team in loosely
coupled, multi-stakeholder systems occurs will determine whether the system will be successful
in its ability to deliver on the desired outcome and sustain over time. Crosby and Bryson (2010)
argue that “success appears to depend in large part on leadership of many different kinds” (p.
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227). With that said, acknowledgement of formal and informal leaders during system formation
is critical to the extent that everyone feels “powerful” in their role within the system and at the
same time, everyone understands the different roles and responsibilities shared among the
leadership team members and the coalition of the willing (who may become less formal leaders
at a later time). Fragility of the power structure, where a single member walking away may
undermine the system’s existence, is a unique dynamic that the leadership team is mostly
responsible for navigating and sustaining.
Level 4: Balancing Chaos and Order
At Level 4 the core group of people may include the original founders and the coalition
of the willing, additional leaders from key stakeholders who are willing to invest their time and
resources in the venture, as well as those hired to support the system, sometimes in the
consulting role and sometimes as employees. In some situations, these employees are funded by
a grant or a funding member, there are various ways in which these actors are engaged; but there
are also volunteers who continue to be engaged at a leadership work level, who are critical to
sustaining the system’s intent, purpose, and shared values.
Huxham and Vangen (2003) argue that leadership, as the “mechanisms that makes thigs
happen” (p. S62), occurs through structures and processes as well as behaviors of the
participants. Crosby and Bryson agree that “the leadership challenge in cross-sector
collaboration may therefore be viewed as the challenge of aligning initial conditions, processes
and practices, structures and governance mechanisms, contingencies and constraints, and
outcomes and accountabilities such that good things happen in a sustained way over time” (2010,
p. 227).
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Figure 11
Level 4: Balancing Chaos and Order

The core group is concerned with balancing chaos (a creative process of co-creation,
innovation, and shared ownership) with order (clear roles and responsibilities). Leadership for
Collaborative Advantage, Integrative Leadership, and Complexity Leadership Theory present the
most relevant and useful concepts to understanding this level of leadership.
Sustainability. In a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system, sustainability of the
system is dependent on multiple factors, but first and foremost it is the stakeholders themselves
and their level of commitment to the system. Crosby and Bryson (2010) noted that “the term
‘stakeholder’ has multiple participation characteristics: contributor of resources, consumer of the
services, active knowledge sharer, potential future contributor, potential future user, continues
participant, and infrequent participant” (p. 215). Ensuring participation of all the stakeholder
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groups and flow of resources is the key to sustainability. Furthermore, Crosby and Bryson
emphasized “building leadership” throughout the collaborative to address (a) potential confusion
in regard to direction (“since participants cannot rely on clear cut, easily enforced, centralized
direction”), and (b) leadership turnover (p. 222). My findings concur with Crosby and Bryson’s
proposition 9, suggesting that “cross-sector collaborations are more likely to succeed if they have
committed sponsors and effective champions at many levels who provide formal and informal
leadership” (p. 222).
Producing results and delivering the outcomes is the ultimate test of leadership
happening. Crosby and Bryson (2010) concurred that “ultimately, integrative leaders are
concerned about outcomes, both tangible and intangible” (p. 226).
The leadership challenge in cross-sector collaboration may therefore be viewed as the
challenge of aligning initial conditions, processes and practices, structures and
governance mechanisms, contingencies and constraints, and outcomes and
accountabilities such that good things happen in a sustained way over time — indeed, so
that public value is created. (p. 227)
My findings are also in alignment with Morse’s (2010) hypothesis that what differentiates
collaboratives that succeed from those that fail, is “the common purpose that becomes the leader,
with individuals exercising leadership in a way that develops and sustains the common purpose”
as opposed to relying on a traditional view of leadership where “an individual or few individuals
are able to induce others to follow in order to realize a leader’s vision” (p. 242). To achieve this
level of leadership, the idea (on which the system is being built) needs to be institutionalized
where norms, values, purpose, structure, and processes can provide enough clarity to the
members that it sustains their commitment despite the inevitable conflicts and setbacks.
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Page’s (2010) framework for analyzing a collaborative governance ties the leadership
tactics with stakeholder’s interpretation leading to three types of collaborative results: political
will, civic capacity, and policy performance. Achieving these outcomes would be sufficient to
suggest that the system is sustainable. Although, according to Foldy et al. in Page (2010),
“sustainability and impact of collaboration nevertheless are affected by other factors as well, …
the impact of context and leadership on the outputs and outcomes of collaboration is mediated by
stake holders' interpretations of leaders' tactics and collaborative processes” (p.250). The three
categories of interpretations by stakeholders include: (a) understanding of problems, goals, and
values; (b) transparency and fairness of convening and deliberation; and (c) sense of the equity
of the benefits and costs that stem from implementing their joint decisions (Page, 2010, p. 250). I
argue that all three categories of stakeholder’s interpretation are tied to establishment of a
flexible structure and facilitation of engagement processes.
Sustainability most often refers to resources necessary to sustain the operation. Although
in the end that is true, economics play an important role in the life of any system. In loosely
coupled, multi-stakeholder systems, however, the resources alone are only means to
accomplishing a greater good, whereas the relationships (social capital) are what allows for
resources to be gathered in the first place. In the end, the combination of a worthy cause (or
purpose), social and monetary capital contribute to the system’s sustainability. All three
components are responsibilities that are shared among multiple actors comprising the core group.
Structure. Collaborative Leadership Theory, according to Vangen and Huxham (2003),
refers to “Collaboration’s structure and communication processes are leadership media that are
as instrumental in leading to a collaboration’s outcomes as is the behavior of the participants
associated with it” (p. S62). Integrative leadership also occurs through process, structure, and
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people according to Morse (2010). Complexity Leadership Theory recognizes three types of
leadership necessary to sustain the activities and interactions of complex adaptive systems
(CAS): adaptive, administrative, and enabling. Adaptive leadership refers to informal activities
that occur in groups, which support the emergent dynamic and is not an act of authority.
Administrative leadership refers to formal activities of management, coordination and control
that is exercised by the individuals and groups in formal leadership roles. Enabling leadership is
“catalyzing the conditions in which adaptive leadership can thrive” and “managing
entanglement” of the adaptive and administrative leadership by facilitating a flow between
adaptive and administrative structures.
Uhl-Bein et al. (2007) defined CAS as “changeable structures with multiple, overlapping
hierarchies, and like the individuals that comprise them, CAS are linked with one another in a
dynamic, interactive network” (p. 299). CAS are unique systems due to high complexity, opennatural structure, and loose coupling, thus making them a perfect comparison to loosely coupled,
multi-stakeholder systems. Inter organizational collaborations or initiatives, where stakeholders
are working together to address complex public problems, are also viewed as CAS in this review.
“The success of some initiatives suggests that stake holders can check their guile and pursue
common interests through well-designed collaborative institutions and processes” according to
Weber, cited in Page (2010, p. 247).
The organic structure of CAS presents a question of how to “enable and coordinate CAS
dynamics and informal emergence (where appropriate) without suppressing their adaptive and
creative capacity” (Page 2010, p. 304) and with that, a leadership challenge. In attempting to
address this challenge, Complexity Leadership Theory presents a framework that “seeks to foster
CAS dynamics while at the same time enabling control structures appropriate for coordinating
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formal organizations and producing outcomes appropriate to the vision and mission of the
system. It seeks to integrate complexity dynamics and bureaucracy, enabling and coordinating,
exploration and exploitation, CAS and hierarchy, and informal emergence and top-down control”
(p. 304). The framework refers to three leadership functions (also referred to earlier as types) that
are happening simultaneously at all levels of the organization. My findings concur with this
framework, where four levels of leadership are happening sequentially during the developmental
stages of the system and simultaneously during the mature stage. The Level 4 leadership
specifically focused on balancing chaos and order.
Additionally, enabling structures and institutions is one of the three leadership media that
emerged from integrative and collaborative leadership literature review and analysis by Morse
(2010). Morse’s summary and alignment of Crosby and Bryson’s (2010) integrative leadership
framework and Vangen and Huxham’s (2005) leadership media added clarity to understanding
structure dimension of Level 4 leadership. Table 7 provides a comparison of Complexity
Leadership Theory, Integrative Leadership, Leadership in Loosely Coupled, Multi-Stakeholder
Systems and Leadership for Collaborative Advantage. The comparison should not be perceived
as linear, instead as alignment of leadership enactment as it relates to various stages, levels, and
dimensions of the leadership process.
Table 7
Leadership Theories Comparison
Theory or
Framework

Individual Level
(Level 1)

Group Level
(Level 2)

Institution Level
(Level 3)

System Level
(Level 4)

Leadership for
Collaborative
Advantage
(Vangen &
Huxham, 2005)

Embracing the
right kind of
members

Empowering
members to
enable
participation

Involving &
supporting all
members

Mobilizing
members to
make things
happen
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Theory or
Framework

Individual Level
(Level 1)

Group Level
(Level 2)

Institution Level
(Level 3)

System Level
(Level 4)

Complexity
Leadership
Theory (UhlBien et al.,
2007)

Enabling

Adaptive

Administrative

Enabling

Leadership in
Taking
Loosely Coupled Responsibility
MultiStakeholder
System
(Fursman, 2021)

Inviting to
Collaborate

Forming a
leadership team

Balancing Chaos
and Order

Framework for
Understanding
Integrative
Leadership
(Crosby &
Bryson, 2010)

Initial
Conditions

Contingencies
and Constraints

Integrative
Process &
Practices

Structure and
Governance

Elements of
Integrative
Leadership
(Morse, 2010)

Individual
Catalyst

Structural
Catalyst

The Process of
Integration

Enabling
Structures and
Institutions

Who

Individual
Actors

The We
(Founders)

Coalition of the
Willing

Core Group

Outcomes and
Accountabilities

Structure is what actors desire when they find themselves lost as to what is next, who is
responsible for what. The structure, however, does not need to be organized in a centralized,
hierarchical manner. There are multiple ways in which the structure can be devised, including
consideration of various self-interests (Crosby & Bryson, 2010), relationships and pre-existing
structural arrangements, such as “brokering organizations” and “existing networks” (Morse,
2010, p. 233). Vangen and Huxham (2003, p. S65) claimed that the role of the collaboration
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managers is “largely facilitative,” aimed at “supporting the members to work effectively with
each other.”
Engagement. The essence of leadership for collaborative advantage theory presents a
process in which enactment of leadership from the spirit of collaboration (facilitative) and
toward collaborative thuggery (directive) occurs simultaneously, suggesting that both are
necessary to avoid “collaborative inertia,” which is inevitable in the absence of “at least one
competent individual who champions and nurtures the partnership” (Vangen & Huxham, 2003,
p. S74)Activities from the spirit of collaboration include embracing, empowering, involving, and
mobilizing; activities toward collaborative thuggery include making things happen through
manipulation of the collaborative agenda and politicking. Consistent with my findings, these
behaviors and activities were identified by the participants and described in engagement
category. Engagement activities from the spirit of collaboration are focused on supporting the
members to enact leadership, whereas engagement activities toward collaborative thuggery are
focused on the advancing the agenda of one actor, who maybe in a formal or informal leadership
role.
Leadership process in loosely coupled, multi stakeholder system is concerned with
facilitating collective ownership. It consists of engagement, influencing, and empowering
process, that includes shared understanding (generating and sharing data), building and nurturing
relationships (open and transparent communication), shared agreement (consensus decision
making) and committed action (organizing work through committees). These activities have also
been identified by shared leadership, integrative and collaborative leadership, as well as
complexity leadership theory scholars.
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To maintain a sense of true partnership, the members ought to be engaged in the process
of decision making, allowing the new interests and ideas to be considered, vetted, and evaluated.
These observations were confirmed by Crosby and Bryson (2010), Morse (2020), and Sun and
Anderson (2010). To that point, Crosby and Bryson reported their observations of one multicollaboration agency in Twin Cities: “Its collaborative structures evolved organically from
various planning processes but were in tune with the governing and decision structures of the
collaborating organizations” (in Sun and Anderson, 2010, p. 316).
Join decision making was emphasized by Page (2010) as one of the leadership tools
crossing both collaboration and conflict resolution fields, which are critical to sustaining the
multi stakeholder collaborative efforts. Structural deliberation, along with convening and
framing the agenda have been identified by Page as leadership tactics, which are based on the
engagement processes that impact stake holder’s interpretations: understandings, process
legitimacy, and distributional equity (2010, p. 248-250). Equity refers to the distribution of
benefits. Distributional effects, in turn, influence the legitimacy and sustainability of collective
efforts, according to Page (2010). He further expands on that point, suggesting that
“this influence is complicated by the subjectivity actors use to assess benefits and costs (I
may think I benefit less or pay more than you even if you and others disagree) and by
stake holders attaching different values to public goods. The impact of the distribution of
benefits and costs stemming from collaborative decisions therefore depends on the stake
holders' interpretations more than on any absolute measure of equity” (2010, p. 250).
The distributional equity perception has been navigated and mitigated through transparent
engagement processes. Processes of co-initiating, co-sensing, co-inspiring, co-creating, and coshaping are the phases of the journey that occur simultaneously at different levels: at an
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individual level, and at group level, claim Scharmer and Yukelson (2015). I would argue that the
“Co” is impossible to achieve at the individual level, thus it must mean at various groups level,
but it has to start with the individual willing and capable to engage in “co” activities.
Various groups do not have to be separate from one another. As noted in Tribal
Leadership, tribal leaders are forming triads to establish “three-legged relationships all around
them, … resulting in large, robust, dynamic, and growing networks of tribes at Stage Four. All
are vibrant, values-based, and filled with people giving their best efforts – leading and being led
at the same time” (Logan & King, 2008, p. 185). With the triad being a building block of any
tribe at Stage Four, it is reasonable to assume that the process of co-creation and co-leadership is
happening as the triads establish their shared values, interests and boundaries of power. If each
triad behaves in a shared and co-leading way, that behavior is translatable and can be adapted as
a cultural norm by other members of the system.
In conclusion, the sustainability of the loosely coupled, multi stakeholder system relies on
a core group of leaders who can “influence the focus, participants, and processes of collaborative
governance” (Page, 2010, p. 250). Core group of emergent and appointed leaders form triads in
which they gain and share capabilities to engage in the co-creation, co-influencing, and coempowering processes that support all members enacting leadership (through joint decisionmaking process). I recognized, that in most situations investigated for this research, triads were a
common unit of overall system’s structure, they were noted at the founders level, coalition of the
willing, at the leadership team, and core group level, where a formal or informal leader was able
to identify two other actors typically considered their “co.” In systems that were legally formed
as 501(C3) non-profit organizations, the triads existed at the board level (Board President,
Secretary, and Treasurers) at the staff level (CEO or President, COO, and CFO), or some
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combination of both, usually resulting in an executive committee. Logan and King’s (2008)
proposal to use triads for building a network of relationships inspired me to think about triads as
units in the complex adaptive systems which would bring three actors together to ensure that the
unit has the combination of skill, experience, energy, and psychological capacity to co-lead their
tribe. These three co-leaders will share key leadership responsibilities of convening, connecting,
and communicating (administrative, adaptive, and enabling leadership).
The System
As the system matures, there are three plausible outcomes: (a) the system becomes tightly
coupled, following the traditional organizational model with someone put in charge (often in the
legal form of 501 (C3)), (b) the system remains loosely coupled, where organizational structure
continues to be open and flexible (the system continues to exist without a formal entity taking
over the ownership and full responsibility), or (c) the system falls apart and ceases to exist.
From thirteen mature and developing systems included in this research, only three
remained truly loosely coupled. Two fell apart or experienced “take over” by one of the partners,
which changed the original intent and purpose, leading to what Vangen and Huxham (2003)
described as leadership activities toward a “collaborative thuggery” (manipulating the
collaborative agenda and playing politics for advancing self-interest).
The remaining eight, although organized as formal 501(C3) with appointed executive
directors to run the organizational affairs, continued to function as a hub for coordinating
leadership activities within the broader scope of the loosely coupled system. Although the
internal structure of these systems changed, tightening the technical core, the leadership
processes and actions within the broader system remained loosely coupled and occurs in four
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dimensions (purpose, product, people, and partnership) at four levels. These four levels included
the:
•

holder of the “original” idea or established purpose (hired executive director or
coordinator or Board President);

•

coalition of the willing (some type of executive committee or informal group of
powerful stakeholders);

•

core group (action teams and committees that consist of various stakeholders, board
members, and staff); and

•

system wide leadership allowing for anyone at any point to take action or engage in
the process of leadership based on the system’s agreements, goals, and plans. The
system wide leadership relies heavily on the plan, but ultimately is spread throughout
the system. (See Figure 12.)
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Figure 12
The System: Serving the Purpose

As illustrated in Figure 8, at the system level of leadership, there are multiple people
engaged and interconnected through various processes and activities, that influence the system’s
product, purpose, and partnership. All leadership theories relevant to this research emphasize
purpose (the cause, the issue, the problem, or the collective agenda), product (public value), and
partnership (stakeholders, collaborative, or members) as foundational elements of the system’s
existence. Thus “making things happen” at the system level means that processes of influence,
accountability, and taking responsibility are happening simultaneously within different groups,
tribes, levels of leadership, where various actors have the will to participate voluntarily and
contribute to these processes. When that happens, what seemed to be an abstract idea at the
beginning of the system’s formation is now a collective idea that is grounded in a common
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purpose, “which unites those who created it and motivates them to act together to achieve it”
(Morse, 2010, p. 232).
Global Action Networks (GANs) specifically are useful for understanding the
developmental stages of multi-sector collaboration that intend to remain loosely coupled. GANs
are a more recent phenomenon, representing a “new type of ‘global system’ bubbling up all
around us in response to the inability of traditional strategies to address critical global
challenges” (Waddell, 2009, p. 1). Waddell claimed that GANs “must become more
decentralized if they are to reflect their empowerment missions and maintain their agility” (p. 9).
In situations where the system remained loosely coupled, resources were generated
through multiple sources, encouraging the members to be creative and flexible. By diversifying
the resources, the system has better chances for sustainability (not being dependent on one
member who can walk away at any time, or the funder who can change their priorities and stop
the funding). The core group is concerned with facilitating the flow of resources and maintaining
trust in the system by monitoring the progress, sharing the information openly, engaging
members in shaping the evolutionary purpose. These observations are in alignment with
literature addressing the formation of inter-organizational partnerships, collaborations, and
networks (Baker & Faulkner, 2017; Crosby & Bryson, 2010; Dufays & Huybrechts, 2014;
Glasbergen, 2010; Novak, 2008; Ospina et al., 2020; Waddell, 2009).
Purpose. Crosby and Bryson (2010) highlighted that to develop and sustain interorganizational networks, crossing boundaries, the leaders must engage in inclusive, participatory
and democratic processes. From an integrative leadership perspective, creating a common
purpose is at the core of integration process. As Morse (2010) stated:
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Processes that engage stakeholders in authentic dialogue facilitate integration—the
creation of shared purpose. Indeed, it may be that the key difference between
collaborative success and failure is the level of actualizing true integration around
purpose, or not. (p. 244)
It is the responsibility of several actors (formal and informal leaders) to enact leadership
through activities and behaviors that keep core values and the purpose of the collaboration alive
(Sun & Anderson, 2010). The purpose of the system may evolve over time as the environment in
which the system exists changes. The purpose is being sustained by actors who have strong
passion for the cause or issue, development of a shared vision (joint decision making), and a plan
that provides guidance as to how the system is going to go about achieving that purpose.
Integrative leadership scholars refer to these activities as planning activities (Crosby & Bryson,
2010, pp. 221–222), where the leadership function is to engage the stakeholders and integrate
individual interests and visions of each stakeholder group into one coherent strategy. Crosby and
Bryson (2010) proposed that “leaders are more likely to guide cross-sector collaborations to
success if they help participants combine deliberate and emergent planning,” and “if they ensure
planning processes include stakeholder analyses, emphasize responsiveness to key stakeholders,
use the process to build trust and the capacity to manage conflict, and build on the competencies
and distinctive competencies of the collaborators.” (p. 222). These propositions are aligned with
the Complexity Leadership Theory, suggesting that administrative leadership, among other
responsibilities, “engages in planning, builds vision, allocates resources to achieve goals,
manages crises and conflicts, and manages organizational strategy” (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007, p.
19).
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With the system’s maturity, members might remain the same, however the actors
representing those members change. This presents a dynamic where the purpose of the system is
constantly under scrutiny. The leadership team has the responsibility to integrate the new actor’s
perspectives. Their new perspectives may identify an emergent need and bring forth emerging
solutions, thus adaptive capacity of the system needs to be the focus of the core leadership group
Partnership. Once the plan is in place, the process of influence is enacted to engage the
system leaders at all levels in collaboration activities, while maintaining the partnership and
managing the network dynamics. Complexity Leadership Theory suggests that adaptive
leadership emerges as a result of the contexts and mechanisms contributing to network dynamics
(Uhl-Bien et al., 2007). Multi-level adaptive leadership refers to various levels of traditional
hierarchy, where complex adaptive systems inevitably form in response to the changing
membership and organizational contexts in which the members exist. Since adaptive leadership
is the emergence of “change behaviors under conditions of interaction, interdependence,
asymmetrical information, complex network dynamics, and tension,” (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007, p.
309) the processes of influence are focused on building trust, strengthening relationships, and
gaining collective voice.
Issues of trust and power are raised by network managers, who are often hired to
implement the plan, according to Vangen & Huxham (2003). Embracing, empowering,
involving, and mobilizing members are the activities described by Vangen and Huxham that lead
to collaborative advantage and a sense of ownership (p. S66). Similarly, GANs are most
successful when “stakeholder organizations perceive themselves as ‘owners’ of the GAN
(sometimes reflected in the formal membership structure)” (Waddell, 2009, p. 3). Vangen and
Huxham (2003) noted:
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Embracing members does not in itself empower them to have a voice in the collaboration
or to contribute to the shaping of its agenda. Creating an infrastructure in which people
and organizations can be enabled to participate in a collaboration seems to be a very
central aspect of many partnership managers’ leadership role. (p. 309)
By default, and legal constraints, most systems organize as non-profit organizations to
provide the infrastructure that is necessary for sustaining the collaboration activities (Crosby &
Bryson, 2010; Vangen and Huxham, 2003; Waddell, 2009). Depending on the skills and abilities
of its leaders, the system will remain loosely coupled or not.
Realizing the potential of GANs, CASs, and other forms of multi-stakeholder, loosely
coupled systems require a different way of organizing, “where networks are key organizing
logic” as opposed to traditional, hierarchical organizations. Collaborative governance and
governing by network are also helpful concepts and frameworks in understanding the dynamics
of sharing power and leadership responsibilities across multiple stakeholder groups. Crosby and
Bryson (2010, p. 224) stated that “in order to survive and accomplish its goals, a collaboration
must have means of setting policies, coordinating activities, and monitoring outcomes,”
confirming the governance and operating structures may take different shapes based on the
nature of partnership, economics, and the outcomes it desires to achieve.
Product. From a Complexity Leadership Theory perspective, leadership is viewed “as an
emergent, interactive dynamic that is productive of adaptive outcomes” (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007, p.
299), which supports the notion that individual actors (partnership) engage in the processes that
impact this dynamic and ultimately the outcomes (product). Complexity leadership occurs in the
environment where problems are complex and require new thinking and learning, and a change
of existing systems, including adapting new behaviors. These types of environments present a
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leadership challenge that cannot be managed through traditional known means of performance
management and control. Thus, differentiation between management development and
leadership development is critical to acknowledge.
Management development is about the “application of proven solutions to known
problems, whereas leadership development refers to situations in which groups need to learn
their way out of problems that could not have been predicted (e.g., disintegration of traditional
organizational structures)” (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007, p. 300). This is important to note because as
the system matures there are formal leadership roles that are established to assist with
coordination of activities, providing expertise, allocating resources, and with that a sense of
stability and direction. People in those roles make all the difference. If they approach their role
from a purely “management” perspective, assuming only an administrative form of leadership,
they may need to develop capacity for adaptive and enabling leadership within themselves and
others. Weddell (2009) suggested that GANs “must build their managerial, network, and change
development competencies” (p. 9) to realize its full potential and sustain over time.
Table 8 summarizes the stages of development and frameworks related to CASs
(Complexity Theory), GANs, Integrated Public Leadership, and Loosely Coupled, MultiStakeholder Leadership. Contingencies and constraints in the integrative leadership framework
change overtime, thus impacting the other four areas of the framework. “By focusing on
emergent leadership dynamics, CLT implies that leadership only exists in, and is a function of,
interaction; despite this, there are roles for individual leaders in interacting with (i.e., enabling)
this dynamic” (Uhl-Bien, et al., 2007, p. 18). Global Action Networks have not yet achieved
their full potential according to Weddell (2009), who predicted that GANs “will function not as a
set of distinct directives from the top down, but as a fluid system addressing problems and
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opportunities” (p. 13). These frameworks of system development and leadership enactment are
supportive of the theory of leadership in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system that suggest
that enactment of leadership behaviors and activities occurs at four levels, where different groups
of actors take responsibility, influence each other, and hold self and others accountable.
Table 8
Comparison of System Development Stages and Frameworks for Studying Leadership
Framework
(Author)

Stage /Level 1

Stage/Level 2

Stage / Level 3

Stage /Level 4

Understanding
integrative
leadership in cross
-sector
collaborative
settings

Initial
conditions

Processes and
Practices

Structure &
Governance

Outcomes &
Accountabilities

Global Action
Networks

Initiating

Contingencies & Constraints

Complexity
Leadership
Loosely Coupled,
Multi-Stakeholder
Systems

Taking
responsibility

Problem
/Solution
Definition

Infrastructure
Development

Realizing the
Potential

Adaptive

Administrative

Enabling

Inviting to
Collaborate

Forming
Leadership
Team

Balancing
Chaos and
Order

Summary
In this chapter I compared the existing leadership models and frameworks to my findings.
I engaged in further discussion about the leadership in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system
theoretical elements: four levels (taking responsibility, inviting to collaborate, forming a
leadership team, and balancing chaos and order) and four dimensions at each level (what, why,
how, and who).
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The theory emerged from the use of a grounded theory approach; it is intended to provide
clarity about the phenomenon of leadership in a system where stakeholders are loosely connected
and have no direct reporting or formal accountability structure to produce the results on behalf of
the system. The leadership occurs at four levels, where different people take responsibility,
influence others, and provide accountability while collectively serving the purpose. This theory
does not explain the cause and effect of various leadership behaviors, specific traits, or
characters, and it does not provide clarity on the effectiveness of any type of leadership in a
loosely coupled system. Instead, the theory demonstrates how collective responsibility can occur
(leadership) in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system, where no one has direct authority
over all actors of the system.
In the next chapter I return to my own reflections and observations and highlight key
insights that emerged during the data analysis, comparison, and theorizing. I will also focus on
the implications for the organization development field, leadership development programs,
consultants, leaders, and facilitators of the loosely coupled systems. The final chapter concludes
with recommendations for future research and final reflections.
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Chapter 6
Key Insights, Implications, and Recommendations
This chapter brings my research journey to conclusion. I will share key insights that
emerged from the study as it relates to my own experience and broader understanding of how
leadership occurs in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems. These insights emerged from
theorizing activities, data analysis, and review of existing relevant leadership literature. Further, I
share potential implications for the field of organization development, leaders and leadership
development, as well as practitioners that are involved in the development and sustainability of
loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems. Finally, I provide recommendations for future
research.
Key Insights
Where There is a Will, There is a Way
One of my current partners’ mottos is “where there is a will, there is a way.” Both of us
are frustrated with individuals who do not seem to have “the will” to do something different, to
address the challenge that they are facing, to take responsibility for self (let alone others). We
have many differences, including ideology and values, yet we were able to bring our best selves
to this venture to serve a greater purpose together.
I found that at the core of all the systems I interacted with during the course of this
research, there were two to four people (most commonly three), who were willing to “put
themselves out there” and propose something to the larger group of stakeholders that will require
more people to buy-in to the idea and commit their resources (mostly time at the beginning) in
order to get it done. It is not clear which one of the three the stakeholders are “following.” It was
clear, however, that all three together had a powerful combination of the skills and abilities,
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connections, and reputation, as well as image and authority (real or perceived) to convince the
stakeholders that the idea is worth exploring.
Then the leadership work begins: communicating, coordinating, and convening the
stakeholders to shape the collective will. The coalition of the willing emerges from these
activities; it is at that point that the original troika needs to let go of power so that the coalition of
the willing can own the venture and share responsibility for it.
The future of the system depends on the integrity of these three individuals and the trust
those invited to collaborate have in their intent. If they do what they said they will do, if they
model collaboration and treat all members as “equal” contributors and partners, and if they share
ownership of the enterprise by using “we” language and facilitating collective ownership, there is
a chance that the system will continue to develop. And, as it does, the role of the “coalition of the
willing” is to sustain the “collective will” and integrity of the system designed to bring people
together for a greater good, where the greater good is defined, shared, and owned by all
stakeholders.
The Power of Walking Away
Every single member has the power to walk away. When the system is held together by
commitment to shared purpose, partners are bound by a strong belief that they can achieve
greater impact by working together. Those who do not share that belief eventually leave the
system. Those who remain work hard to ensure that the collaborative nature of the system
remains in place as they join their resources to achieve a better outcome for all involved.
I did not explore power theories in depth, but to the extent that I did touch on the current
school of thought as it relates to the power concept, I noticed parallels between research on
power dynamics in partnerships and research on a “new type of leadership,” such as shared
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leadership, collaborative leadership, and leadership for the common good. Power relationships,
empowerment, and balancing power are the common focus of the researchers’ discussions in
both research arenas. I have not yet identified one piece of work that focused specifically on the
power of walking away, yet I observed that phenomenon clearly influencing how leadership is
happening; most recently at the global level with the United States “walking away” from various
multi-country collaborative efforts, such as United Nations and World Health Organization. The
power of walking away acknowledges that everyone has the power to leave or disengage.
When the system’s existence and the pursuit of the common good depends on partners
maintaining membership in the system, the power of walking away creates a leadership
challenge where behaviors and actions of others can only be influenced through trusting
relationships, managing interests, and moral authority. Individuals, not organizations, have the
responsibility for holding moral authority and integrity of the system designed to produce
outcomes that align with interests of all involved.
What’s in It for Me
I noticed that it was easier for the participants to refer to “organizational” interest versus
personal interest. It was also notable that, if the individual did not have any personal interest in
the system, they deferred to organizational interests not being met when justifying their absence
of interest in becoming involved with the system.
It is critical to engage individuals within the member organizations whose personal
interest aligns with the interest of the loosely coupled system they are invited to be part of, not
just the organizational interest alignment, thus “inviting the right people.” Personal interest can
be related to various elements of the system: passion for the cause the system is designed to
address, passion for changing and building systems in general, interest in being part of something
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bigger, interest in being with a “special” group, interest in being seeing as innovative and
courageous, interest in networking and expanding personal social capital, and interest in learning
and being curious about what is happening.
Each actor representing the organization asks themselves, what’s in it for me. If they
cannot see personal benefit from participation, but they are assigned to simply represent the
organization, the chances are they are not going to fully engage in the activities of the system. If
enough members are disengaged from the heart of the system (its purpose), they find themselves
looking for a “strong” leader who will take over and lead the charge or dissolve. If a formal
leader is appointed to lead the system, the challenge that leader will have is to keep everyone
informed and connected to the purpose enough to ensure that the system survives. Depending on
the formal leader’s capabilities, the system may change the purpose (to better align with the
leader’s vision and passion) and the organizational structure (to better align with the leader’s
view of leadership and organizations).
Embracing the Paradox
The “both/and” concept is constantly at play with shared (or common) and individual (or
self) vision, interests, benefits, and values. Each dimension of leadership is embracing the
paradox of a shared and individual perspective on the:
•

purpose of the system (why the system is needed and continues to exist);

•

power and political process (how things get decided, and trust is built);

•

resources and economics (what gets done or produced), and

•

people themselves (who takes responsibility for the values that hold them together).

Multiple participants expressed frustration with how “things are” or “how things were,”
when the processes of engagement did not seem to lead anywhere. Most reverted to “either/or”
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mentality in efforts to bring some order and structure to the situation and speed things up. In
multi-stakeholder environments, especially in multi-sector situations, there is a great diversity of
opinions of “how things ought to be.” Embracing the differences in worldviews and looking for a
both/and solution is a key to designing a system that will sustain over time as a loosely coupled
system.
Systems that were able to remain loosely coupled over time were able to achieve that by
maintaining the balance between individual and collective: responsibility, action, ownership,
interest, benefit, and vision. All that was possible through “highly architectured,” intentional, and
ongoing engagement processes.
Trust is a Currency
People must be able to trust each other’s intentions in order to bring their self-interest
into the equation. If people do not feel safe to express their self-interest and openly articulate it,
there is never going to be enough trust in the intentions of others which allows for the dynamic
of politicking and manipulation take place.
Trust has not been mentioned as an organizational value or shared value of the group in
any of the systems included in this research, instead it was mentioned as a foundation upon
which everything else is built. More often, trust was mentioned when there was a deficit, “lack
of” trust. Not one participant talked about the trust as something that the group valued or did not
value, all participants however affirmed the importance of having trust. It was almost as though
the trust was a resource, just like money was a resource without which the system could not be
sustained.
Coalition of the willing is responsible for modeling trust and building trusting
relationships among themselves and others initially. This is accomplished by being transparent,
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sharing data, and by trusting first (it is hard to be trusted by those you do not trust yourself).
Sharing resources in the form of money, knowledge, social capital, power, and trust was
something the founders had in common.
When the System Becomes the Who
When the system becomes the “who” and replaces the role of the people in thinking,
evolving, adapting, and creating, it becomes a tightly coupled system that is concerned with its
own existence for the sake of survival. The processes, agreements, and structures that are
designed to bring order are now the life of the system. Imagine the living, breathing organism
that inhales and exhales, whose heart expands and contracts as the system interacts with the
external environment and internalizes the resources that sustain its life. That is an image of a
loosely coupled system that exists to live in harmony with all its actors and members for the
purpose of addressing the need that no single party can address alone. Now, imagine a system as
a mechanical clock; it has a single purpose of telling the time and is organized to deliver on that
purpose with precision and accuracy. This was the desire of many of the participants interviewed
for this study, yet once achieved it is no longer loosely coupled. The mechanistic nature of the
system allows no room for error, misalignment, or neglect of the parts. Instead, the system that is
working like a clock is designed for achieving efficiency and effectiveness, often for the purpose
of its own survival and preservation.
Implications
This study has implications for the organization development field, both scholars and
practitioners, leaders and leadership development programs, facilitators and consultants who find
themselves in the position of helping facilitate the formation, development, and sustainability of
loosely coupled systems.
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Implications for Organization Development Field
Multi stakeholder, loosely coupled systems are not new. Various groups, including social
movements, terrorist organizations, international and national alliances, multi-national agencies,
and global or local action networks have been in existence for decades. The United States is the
most visible example of a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system where 50 states act as
independent governments, who joined together to share resources for the benefit of all.
When Orton and Weick (1990) set on a path of re-conceptualizing loosely coupled
systems in 1990, they discovered five different voices, from which loose coupling has been
studied and explained: causation, typology, effects, compensation, and organizational outcomes
(p. 204). All five voices, to their surprise, perceived loose coupling as a state as opposed to
permanent, sustainable-over-time condition. Scholars’ inability to conceptualize loose coupling
as both “determinate, closed systems searching for certainty and indeterminate, open systems
expecting uncertainty” (p. 204) created a barrier to understanding the nature of loose coupling
and the development of organizational models that could support loose coupling through
organizational design.
In the last three decades, the shift from an industrial era to a knowledge economy,
development of social entrepreneurship, and globalization introduced complexities and
organizational dynamics that need to be reckoned with. Organizational outcomes of loose
coupling, as proposed in loose coupling theory by Orton and Weick (1990), are now being
noticed: persistence (harder to break), buffering (easier to prevent spread of problems),
adaptability (allows for experimentation, collective judgement, and preservation of dissent), job
satisfaction, and overall effectiveness. New concepts and theories have been introduced,
including complex adaptive systems (CAS) and global action networks (GAN), in an attempt to
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capture and understand the complexity of “neural-like networks of interacting, interdependent
agents who are bonded in a cooperative dynamic by a common goal, outlook, need, etc.” (UhlBien et al, 2007, p. 299). By embracing a view of organizations as loosely coupled, open-natural
systems, organization development scholars and practitioners might be able to understand “the
fluidity, complexity, and social construction of organizational structure” (Orton & Weick, 1990,
p. 218).
The leadership in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems theory posits that there is a
sequence of events that is naturally occurring in which various individuals contribute to
leadership happening. The four levels of leadership and four dimensions provide some clarity on
how the system’s structure and processes can be co-created and who needs to be involved at
what time to ensure that the potential of loosely coupled systems is realized. The framework
presents a way of visualizing the system’s leadership processes that bring clarity to how they
interact and influence each other.
Implications for Leaders and Leadership Development
The focus of this research was on leadership phenomenon. Viewing leadership as a
process and a set of activities is also not new concept, however truly understanding what the
processes are and how they are interrelated is an important contribution to understanding
leadership work and competencies necessary to do that work.
A different type of leadership requires a different type of development program that
focuses on developing a set of skills and competencies for collaboration, trust building, and
system’s thinking to name a few. There are natural collaborative leaders who have been
successful in these situations, but most are not equipped to function as collaborative leaders. The
turnover of executive directors and CEOs of these systems is high, often associated with the
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founder’s syndrome. Founders who were serving in the role of the idea holder are not clear on
what and how to transition. The intimacy of the relationships, trust, and the power is not a check
list that is easy to transfer; it requires a system wide leadership to be re-configured around a new
actor or set of actors.
According to Waddell (2014), there are “four to five dozen GANs in relatively advanced
stages of development, and many others are being developed” (p. 1). Crosby and Bryson (2010)
also acknowledged the rise of public problems and challenges that will require a different type of
leadership. The potential of Global Action Networks or any other type of loosely coupled system
that is organized to address these global challenges may not be realized if there are not enough
individuals able to lead them in a way that sustains loose coupling of authority and strengthens
the technical core. The challenge that is already noted by Waddell (2014), Crosby and Bryson
(2010), and others, is that “leading collaborative initiatives is not necessarily a comfortable or
rewarding experience” (Vangen & Huxham, 2003, p. S74). Leadership development programs
must prepare individuals for the environment, where leadership is no longer associated with the
charisma and brilliance of one, but instead it is the ability of many to pull together their
brilliance, courage, and passion to lead the collective will.
I’ve identified six areas of leadership development that would aid in leading in a loosely
coupled, multi stakeholder system. First, leadership development programs must focus on
preparing future leaders for the future challenges, a world where organizations are no longer
viewed as tightly coupled mechanical systems, but instead are ever evolving, highly complex,
and adaptive systems. Leading in the environment of ever-changing actors, shifting political
dynamics, and interconnected and interdependent but autonomous units requires a group of
leaders who bring their unique skills and abilities to the leadership process. Learning co-
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leadership will require experimentation and self-awareness, where future leaders practice leading
in collaboration with others.
Second, developing a new vocabulary that will convey the intention to collaborate, share,
and serve the purpose of the system is a critical leadership skill. Actors who were identified as
leaders intentionally used “we” and avoided “I” language even outside of their system, i.e.,
interview environment. I also noticed the use of concepts and language that is not typically used
in describing traditional leadership practices, such as:
•

convening versus running the meetings;

•

facilitating versus leading the process;

•

inclusion versus negotiation of interests;

•

nurturing versus managing the relationship;

•

managing projects, initiatives, expectations versus people;

•

navigating versus managing conflict;

•

listening versus telling;

•

balancing versus controlling the power dynamics.

This is a small representation of concepts that were most notable in my interactions and
conversations with the participants. This list can be expanded with additional terminology that
can help individuals who are considering being involved in loosely coupled multi-stakeholder
systems to shift their world view and understanding of leadership as both people and processes.
Third, in loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems, accountability is one of the most
challenging leadership responsibilities, as so much of the work is not necessarily visible,
tangible, or even measurable. In many cases, the impact is not seen for decades. However, the
existence of the system is the outcome that is desired by multiple stakeholders, who see the value
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in collaboration itself versus what that collaboration can realistically produce. Accountability of
others happens through maintaining and modeling self- accountability. Leadership development
has to focus on developing self-accountability measures and techniques. Those who were able to
demonstrate self-accountability inspired accountability in others.
Fourth, the leadership process occurs at different levels simultaneously and sometimes by
the same people. Leaders must be able to recognize at what level of leadership they are enacting
processes of influence, accountability, and responsibility, so they behave in a way that enables
conditions for collaboration and facilitate collective ownership of the idea the system is designed
to address. Learning to adapt and shift the behavior, communication style, or approach based on
the audience was described as a “unique” ability of formal and informal leaders in this research.
Fifth, knowing which situations are more natural and which may require a reliance on
peer leaders is a critical leadership skill. It also contributes to knowing when to step in and take
responsibility and when to step back and share power. The image of stepping in and stepping
back as opposed to stepping up and stepping down represents a mindset shift that is required to
be effective in a system where there is no ladder to climb so to speak. In order to engage
effectively in the process of stepping in and out, leaders must trust that someone else they are
yielding to is going to follow through, or is better equipped for a particular situation or time. This
comfort and confidence comes from strong relationships and ties, thus learning how to build
trusting relationships is a necessary element of leadership development. When it comes to
sharing power, the trusting relationships are not about gaining power and control, instead they
are about sharing power and control with those you trust have moral authority and ethical
standards to step in for a particular leadership function.
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And, finally, self-awareness and humility are the two qualities that were identified by
participants as key ingredients for building trusting relationships and a sense of ownership
among the various groups. Those with an open mind and selfless attitude were often relied on
and trusted with inviting the right people, forming a leadership team, and holding the space.
Leadership development programs need to focus more on the self-awareness skills that help the
leaders gain confidence in not knowing, not having all the answers, embracing differences, and
being comfortable with asking, inquiring, supporting, and learning along with others, even
though they might be relied on for expert advice or “strong” leadership. Leaders must learn how
to refrain from taking over and playing the role of expert, and instead engage with the experts in
co-creating a new way or “know how.”
All actors in the loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system have the potential to engage
in and impact the leadership processes, thus they need to understand how leadership occurs and
what constitutes leadership work. By sharing the responsibilities across the system, processes of
accountability and influence are more complex and dynamic. Thus, the new leaders need to learn
practical ways of how to balance chaos and order by embracing the paradox that lies within each
dimension of leadership:
•

Who: individual versus shared responsibility;

•

Why: individual versus shared interest;

•

How: individual versus shared action;

•

What: individual versus shared agenda.

By attending to each dimension of leadership at all four levels, the leaders collectively
will enable conditions for collaboration (sustainability of loose coupling), facilitate generative
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dynamics (engagement processes), and coordinate activities that produce desired outcomes
(flexible structure).
Implications for Consultants and Facilitators
Consultants and facilitators who engage in establishment, development, or support of
loosely coupled multi-stakeholder systems might benefit from understanding the various levels
of leadership happening, so the engagement processes can be designed to support and strengthen
the leadership process. Each level of leadership represents a phase in the development process of
the system and must address all the elements identified in the four dimensions in order to move
to the next stage. As the system matures, all four levels and four dimensions at each level must
be attended for the system to sustain over time. The facilitators are useful in engaging with
various leadership groups to ensure inclusive, equitable participation, where all leaders have an
opportunity to be part of the process and not be facilitating themselves. The consultants are
useful because they provide an objective and neutral perspective on the issue that the system is
being designed to address. These roles are very different and serve different purposes. There
needs to be acknowledgment and separation of roles and responsibilities among the consultant
and facilitator if both are part of the same process. The following four stages could be used by
consultants and facilitators as they plan the developmental journey of the system.
Stage 1. At this stage, the founders and originators must agree on how they will share
leadership, what they are bringing to the relationship, what roles and responsibilities they
assume, and how they are going to coordinate and communicate amongst themselves. If the
consultant or facilitator is not one of the founders, then the role they might play is to support the
founders in conceptualizing an initial idea, identifying the key stakeholders to be invited to the
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initial meeting, and convening the initial meetings. The intentionality and focus should be on the
relationships and understanding each other skills and capacities.
Stage 2. At this stage, the coalition of the willing is being identified through initial
meetings and conversations that focus on confirming the need for a new system, gaining
commitment from the right people, and outlining the overall process for engaging a larger group
of stakeholders. Consultants or subject matter experts are sought to help with the formation of
the problem to be addressed, whereas facilitators are helpful in maintaining the neutrality on the
content and holding the space where members have an opportunity to participate equally in
establishing the norms and expectations for their involvement. It is important not to rush this
stage and allow the coalition of the willing to establish the collaborative behaviors and norms.
The coalition of the willing play a critical role in establishing the foundational elements of the
system: agree on shared values, establish shared interest, and develop a shared power structure.
Stage 3. At this stage, the core group emerges through the process of identifying various
work groups and committees. Actors are encouraged to take responsibility for the roles necessary
to continue the system’s development. The foundational elements, agreed to earlier, inform the
leadership process and who will be best to serve in formal leadership roles. Facilitators can help
with consensus building and planning activities where these foundational elements are tested and
reflected upon. These agreements will be adjusted over the course of the system’s formation, and
as new members join. Nothing is ever set in stone, which might be difficult for some members to
accept. For that reason, to mitigate ambiguity and provide a sense of clarity and stability,
documentation of all the processes and agreements as well as tracking and reporting on progress
is key. Consultants and facilitators should pay close attention to these developments and
encourage the members to take ownership of communication, connecting, and convening.
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Consultants and facilitators might be providing support, but not “owning” these leadership
activities, unless they are also part of the system and intend on staying involved beyond the
formation period.
Stage 4. At this stage, the work of the system begins to take shape. The activities shift
from planning and thinking to doing. Leadership will be tested through its ability to deliver on
the promise of the system and agreed upon outcomes. Reality of life brings various challenges to
the process, including new actors (members might be leaving or joining, support staff might be
hired) and resources (sharing or allocating the resources available). Consultants are often relied
on for subject matter expertise and guidance at this stage. It is important for consultants to avoid
taking over the leadership process and instead provide expertise and encourage the leaders to
continue to make decisions collectively. These decisions must include shared vision, priorities or
short term goals, and progress and accountability measures. Facilitators must focus on helping
and guiding the transition of responsibilities from founding members to the core group of actors,
including executive director or coordinator that might be hired to support the system. Managing
the expectations and navigating new relationships is a difficult task for new actors. As leaders
focus their efforts on integrating the new actors into the process, building trusting relationships,
and influencing each other to accomplish the desired outcomes, the facilitators and consultants
can play an important role of keeping the whole group engaged in reflection, evaluation,
assessment, and future planning.
Facilitators and consultants are part of the leadership process, especially if they are
involved in the system’s formation; they impact the development of the system and the
leadership capacity. By attending to the dynamics of the leadership process, setting the tone, and
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modeling the collaborative behaviors, they influence not only what gets created, but also how it
gets created.
Facilitators and consultants must remain neutral to the dynamics of power and refrain
from siding or taking cues from one member or partner, but not the others. As actors learn to
trust each other and assume co-responsibility for various leadership activities, it is critical to
support that emerging dynamic. It was evident that documenting everything and sharing
information transparently was the key to gaining trust in the process.
Recommendations for Future Research
The literature review in this study revealed that most of the research has been focused on
either individual leaders or work or project teams, where the dynamics of shared leadership and
emergent leadership are explored. Teams have been under investigation since T-groups (training
groups) were first introduced. Collaborative and integrative leadership has been mostly pursued
in the research design as individual leadership, focusing on capabilities of one to integrate the
interests of many toward a common good. The shared leadership concept is largely investigated
in leaderless work teams, however leadership teams are not explored to the extent for us to see
and understand how leadership is shared among established leaders. Future studies should focus
on leadership teams and groups, who are identified as leaders at various stages of system
development or at various levels of leadership happening (the we/founders, the coalition of the
willing/founding members, the core group of formal and informal leaders).
Power and influence are identified in the literature as two of the most important
leadership tools, focusing on the impact and effects of various types of power on the leaders’
ability to influence others. What was not clear is how leaders are influenced by other leaders.
The theory of leadership in a loosely coupled multi-stakeholder system suggests that the “power
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of walking away” has an impact on how leadership happens. I suggest further examination of this
phenomenon through phenomenological study. Some questions might be:
•

Why do some members walk away and others do not?

•

What prevents some members from walking away? What is holding them back?

Leading collective will is another concept that was brought forward through this
grounded theory; this states that once the idea is institutionalized, the system itself (the alignment
of the purpose, the structure, established processes, and the partnership agreements) performs the
leadership role and, if well designed, provides the infrastructure for leadership happening.
Further study of mature loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems through the case studies will
help illuminate how to sustain the systems’ loose coupling of authority over time. Looking into
paradoxes of self and shared or individual and collective concepts might be helpful to understand
the inherent conflict that provides the stress and the tension necessary to hold the system
together.
When it comes to actors who assume leadership roles and responsibilities, it is critical to
have the “right” people in those roles. More research is necessary to identify what traits and
qualities are contributing to their capacity to co-lead effectively in the shared power,
collaborative environment. I recommend quantitative studies measuring the correlation or
identifying the impact of qualities such as humility, systems thinking, and courage on the overall
leadership process happening in a loosely coupled multi-stakeholder system.
Finally, the role of facilitators and consultants appeared to be critical in the early stages
of system development. I suggest further research into what their role is and how they in fact
support the leadership process. I did not include consultants in my original design, nor did I ask
that question specifically related to consultants or facilitators of the participants. I discovered
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later that their contribution to the leadership process was essential. The one focus group that I
was able to engage included the consultants and facilitators, but the focus of that focus group
was to help identify the Level 1 leadership activities: taking responsibility, specifically who takes
responsibility for what, how, why, and when. The focus group participants helped identify the
“willingness to collaborate” and “ability to set aside territorialism” as key qualities of those
invited to collaborate, but they also emphasized the need for “paid professionals who support the
collaborative as facilitators.” This finding was consistent with other participants relying on
facilitators and consultants at the early stages of system formation. I suggest further research is
needed to understand the role of paid professionals and how they influence leadership happening.
Final Reflections
The system is people. When we say that the system is not working, or blame the system
for what is happening or not happening, we have to remember the people that are maintaining
that system, as well as their role, function, and responsibility. In a loosely coupled, multistakeholder system, if loose coupling is maintained, the system has an opportunity to evolve and
adjust as new people join the system, get engaged and express their perspective freely. As long
as the people are there to contribute, engage, and partner on the work of the system, they most
likely will provide a critical eye to what is happening and ensure that the system is true to its
purpose. If, on the other hand, the system is tightly coupled and the new people are indoctrinated
into the system with limited to noability to engage, question, or contribute to the direction and
overall values and vision, that is when the system is prone to become the who and maintain the
status quo for the sake of survival.
In a system that is more traditional and is defined by law as one type of organization or
the other, the laws dictate how it needs to be organized legally, how resources need to be
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managed, and what oversight is required for the system to be in good standing before the law.
These rules and regulations are the foundational elements of the organizational structure and to
some degree expectations for leaders, who are ultimately responsible before the law for how the
system operates, and before the stakeholders for the results it achieves. To become more
efficient, leaders of these systems adapt behaviors and implement policies and procedures that
they can control, manage, and enforce.
In my research, several systems eventually organized as 501(C3) non-profits, because
that is what allowed them to centralize operational controls and be independent financially from
one of the members, thus becoming a neutral actor. The role of the neutral actor is to hold all the
members together, stay focused on the purpose, and ensure a clear way of operating, with the
executive director assuming the responsibility that the laws are followed and the right practices
are in place to be legitimate, trusted, and credible.
Those systems that remain loosely coupled and were able to achieve success or continue
to serve their purpose, did so by staying true to their purpose and commitment to partnership.
The money, power, and the idea were shared by many within the system. It is not concentrated in
one actor or one member. The leadership work and responsibility is to ensure distribution of
resources according to collective agreements, distribution of power (decision making), and
shared ownership of the idea.
If we consider a view of organizations as an arch stone bridge that helps people to get
from point A to point B (that is the purpose), we can imagine a structure in which the pressure
and resistance co-exist to hold the arch (Fursman, in personal communication, December 15
2020). What holds the bridge together is the force and resistance. Without one the other is not
useful: if there is no force, there is nothing to resist, if there is no resistance the force
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overwhelms and the bridge (the system) crumbles. In this metaphor, the force and resistance
represent the dynamics of power and influence, chaos and order, and self and collective
paradoxes creating a structure that can hold strong. This structure can only be built on good will,
high morality, and trust in everyone’s intentions to serve the common good.
“Too many leaders are building structures and designing organizations through
organizational charts and boxes, and then think about culture” (personal interaction, Jamieson,
December 14, 2020). In loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems, the culture and the structure
are forming and evolving together. Each member brings their own culture and perspective on
how things ought to be. There is a common acknowledgement that leadership roles are
necessary, yet they have to be operating from a mindset of we, collaboration, and humility. That
is the next evolution we must prepare for. As Weddell (2009) noted:
The transformation from empires to a nation-state global system only occurred with the
end of British Empire after World War II and the more recent breakup of the Soviet one.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, four-fifths of the world’s population lived under
monarchs or empires; as late as 1950, 70 percent of the world lived under nondemocratic rule. Today nation states are considered the norm and democratic regimes
have become much more pervasive. We know our current global action structures are not
producing outcomes we want. (p. 14)
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Appendix A
Letter of Inquiry
Seeking Support in Identifying Eligible Sites and Participants for Research
Dear ____
Current times and challenges that we are facing as a society are demanding collaboration and
collective action, yet we know very little about how to lead these types of organizations. Limited
research in this area reveals a need to examine and provide some clarity on how leadership
happens in systems when no one specifically is in charge and lines of authority are not as clear as
in traditional hierarchical systems.
I am seeking willing individuals to recruit for my doctoral research about the leadership
phenomenon in loosely coupled systems, where individual members represent other
organizations from at least two different sectors. If you are aware of an organization that would
fit this description, please share this inquiry directly or let me know who I can recruit from that
organization.
Research approach:
The grounded theory research approach calls for data collection (interviews, observations, and
focus groups) and comparative analysis happening simultaneously. I will be following the leads
and looking for more information as the study unfolds, thus additional sites and individuals can
be added as I continue the work and discover themes that need to be further clarified.
Eligibility criteria for organization:
1) interorganizational networks and collaboratives, where individual and organizational
members establish rational forms of action towards a common goal (legally formed or
not);
2) members are representatives of the multiple organizations, representing at least two
different sectors (government, business, non-profit, education, etc.)
Participants of the study will include all willing and available actors of this loosely coupled
system. I intend to include at least three individuals from each site, who can describe the
leadership phenomenon from different perspectives.
Expectation for participants:
- In person or online interview (1-2 hours)
- Possibly one more follow up interview, if necessary (1 hour)
- Focus group participation (optional)
Please let me know if I can answer any questions you might have, provide additional clarity or
information about the study.
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I hope you can introduce me to your colleagues or organizations that you think will be good for
this research. I can be reached at 763.XXX-xxxx or via email: fursXXXX@stthomas.edu
Respectfully,
Irina Fursman, Doctoral Candidate
University of St Thomas
Minneapolis, MN
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Appendix B
General Consent Form
Research Participation Key Information
“Leadership in multi-stakeholder, loosely coupled systems”
What you will be asked to do:

Participating in this study has risks:

We ask participants to participate in the
interviews

There are slight risks for participants,
including exposing vulnerabilities and
various dynamics between members,
staff, and other actors. Reputation of
some members might be at risk.

The time commitment is about 2 hours
and the study will take place at the
place of the participant’s convenience
(office, neutral location, researchers
office or online via web conferencing)

study.

Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the

You are invited to participate in a research study about leadership in systems that are
loosely coupled and include multiple stakeholders, representing various organizations or
individuals. The title of this study is Leadership in Multi-stakeholder, Loosely Coupled Systems.
You were selected as a possible participant and are eligible to participate in the study because
you are (or were) affiliated with the organization that meets the research criteria. The following
information is provided to help you make an informed decision whether or not you would like to
participate.
What will you be asked to do?
If you agree to participate in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
• Participate in at least one 1-1 interview (interview will be in person or via video
conference)
• Initial interview will last 1-2 hours, follow up interviews may last 30 min – 1 hour
• I estimate to include 6-9 organizations in this study, each organization is different in size,
membership, and the length of their existence. I intend to interview at least three people
from each organization (currently involved or who were involved in the past).
• The interviews will be audiotaped, if we meet in person, or videotaped, if we meet online.
I will transcribe all the tapes and destroy the recordings after the transcripts are complete.
I will keep the transcripts in the cloud, password protected folder.
• Due to the nature of this study, follow up procedures are to be determined; you may be
asked to continue to provide your thoughts and insights, share information and engage in
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an additional interview or focus group. You will have a choice at any point during the
study to disengage and remove yourself from further follow up.
What are the risks of being in the study?
There are slight risks for participants, including exposing vulnerabilities and various dynamics
between members, staff, and other actors. The reputation of some members might be at risk. To
mitigate these risks:
• All comments and observed behaviors will be coded.
• Nothing from the interviews and observations will be made public or available to other
members of the same organization/group.
• Themes and categories will be derived from all interviews and observations and not
attributed to a specific incident or a group.
• Code names will be used to protect the identity of the individuals and groups.
• Information gathered will be kept in confidence and in a secure password protected
location.
Here is more information about why we are doing this study:
This study is being conducted by Irina Fursman, Doctoral Candidate at the University of St
Thomas. This study was reviewed for risks and approved by the Institutional Review Board at
the University of St. Thomas.
The purpose of this research is to understand how leadership occurs in a multi-stakeholder,
loosely coupled system where members represent independent entities (individuals or
organizations) who share a common purpose and exist to advance common good. I intend to
understand leadership phenomenon, including the contingencies, acts and processes,
relationships, and the individual style, and skills and competencies that made them successful.
There are no direct benefits for participating in this study.
Your privacy and confidentiality is important. Here is how your personal information will be
protected:
If requested, your privacy will be protected while you participate in the initial interview part of
the study. You will be in control of the location you choose to conduct the interviews. If you
choose to also participate in the follow up focus group, your privacy cannot be guaranteed during
that part of the study.
The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any reports I publish, I will not include
information that will make it possible to identify you. The types of records I will create include:
• Audio and/or video recordings of our interview(s)
• Transcripts of the recordings
• Personal observation notes and memos
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I will be the only person with access to these records. I will securely store them on the university
provided secure cloud location, password protected. I will be able to access the data from any
device with the password, the data will be password protected at all times, including when
traveling.
All signed consent forms will be kept for a minimum of three years once the study is completed.
Institutional Review Board officials at the University of St. Thomas have the right to inspect all
research records for researcher compliance purposes.
This study is voluntary and you have the right to withdraw from the research with no penalties of
any kind.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate
will not affect your current or future relations with anyone related to this study or the University
of St. Thomas. There are no penalties or consequences if you choose not to participate. If you
decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty. Should you decide to
withdraw, data collected about you will be destroyed unless it is already de-identified or
published and I can no longer delete your data. You can withdraw by submitting your note of
intent to withdraw from the study to fursxxxx@stthomas.edu at any time. You are also free to
skip any questions I may ask.
Who you should contact if you have a question:
My name is Irina Fursman. You may ask any questions you have now and at any time during or
after the research procedures. If you have questions before or after we meet, you may contact me
at 763.xxx.xxxx and fursxxxx@stthomas.edu. You are also welcome to contact my advisor, Dr.
David Jamieson at jami1396@stthomas.edu. Information about study participant rights is
available online at https://www.stthomas.edu/irb/policiesandprocedures/forstudyparticipants/.
You may also contact Sarah Muenster-Blakley with the University of St. Thomas Institutional
Review Board at 651-962-6035 or muen0526@stthomas.edu with any questions or concerns
(reference project number 1497786)
STATEMENT OF CONSENT:
I have had a conversation with the researcher about this study and have read the above
information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction and I consent to participate in
the study. I am at least 18 years of age. I give permission to be audio recorded during this study.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
___________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Study Participant
Date
___________________________________________________________________________
Print Name of Study Participant
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___________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher
Date
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Appendix C
Video Recording Consent Form
Title of Study: Leadership is Multi-Stakeholder, Loosely
Coupled Systems
IRB Tracking #: 1497786
Institutional Review Board
Video Recording Consent Form
As part of this research study, the researcher is requesting to video record interviews conducted
online via Zoom. You have the right to deny this request, and no video recordings will be
taken. Permission to take photographs or video recordings is completely voluntary; you may
request that the photographs or video recording be stopped, erased, or destroyed in part or in
full at any time. In any use of photographs or video recordings, your name will not be identified.
Please indicate below the uses of photographs and/or video recordings to which you consent.
___________ I consent to video recording my participation in this study.
Initials
__________
Initials

The video recording may be studied by the researcher for use in the
research project.

By signing this form, you, the participant, indicate that you have read the description above and
give your consent for the use of video recording as indicated above.
_____________________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant

Date

_____________________________________________________________________
Participant’s Name
_____________________________________________________________________
Signature of Primary Investigator

Date
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Appendix D
Focus Group Consent Form
Research Participation Key Information
“Leadership in Multi-Stakeholder, Loosely Coupled Systems”
What you will be asked to do:

Participating in this study has risks:

We ask participants to participate in the
focus groups

Lack of privacy and identifiability are
risks in the research.

The time commitment is about 2 hours and
the focus group discussion will take place
online via a Zoom call

Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
You are invited to participate in a research study about leadership in systems that are
loosely coupled and include multiple stakeholders, representing various organizations or
individuals. The title of this study is Leadership in Multi-Stakeholder, Loosely Coupled Systems.
You were selected as a possible participant in a focus group related to this study because you
have professional experience providing consulting or facilitation services to organization(s) that
meet the research criteria. The following information is provided to help you make an informed
decision whether you would like to participate or not.
What will you be asked to do?
If you agree to participate in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Participate in one focus group discussion and one follow up interview, if necessary (focus
group and 1-1 interviews will be conducted via video conference).
Focus group will last 2 hours, follow up interviews may last 30 minutes to 1 hour.
I estimate to include 3-6 consultants in the focus group, who have experience working
with loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder systems.
The focus group discussion will be recorded (audio only, even if one participant does not
sign).
if at least one participant does not sign the video recording consent form). I will
transcribe all the recordings through REV transcription services and destroy the
recordings after the transcripts are complete. I will keep the transcripts in the UST Office
365, password protected OneDrive folder.
Due to the nature of this study, follow up procedures are to be determined; you may be
asked to continue to provide your thoughts and insights, share information and engage in
an 1-1 follow up interview. You will have a choice at any point during the study to
disengage and remove yourself from further follow up.
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What are the risks of being in the study?
This study has lack of privacy and identifiability risks.
Here is more information about why we are doing this study:
This study is being conducted by Irina Fursman, Doctoral Candidate at the University of St
Thomas. This study was reviewed for risks and approved by the Institutional Review Board at
the University of St. Thomas.
The purpose of this research is to understand how leadership occurs in a multi-stakeholder,
loosely coupled system where members represent independent entities (individuals or
organizations) who share a common purpose and exist to advance common good. I intend to
understand leadership phenomenon, including the contingencies, acts and processes,
relationships, and the individual style, and skills and competencies that made them successful.
There are no direct benefits for participating in this study.
Your privacy and confidentiality are important. Here is how we will protect your clients’ and
your personal information.
If you choose to participate in the focus group, your privacy cannot be guaranteed. However, if
requested, your identity can be partially protected while you participate in the focus group. If you
choose to remain anonymous during the focus group discussion, you will be able to remain off
camera and use a pseudonym in place of your name (this will require to either call into the zoom
meeting via your phone, then I (the host of the meeting) will change the phone number to your
selected pseudonym or when logging in via computer, change the name of your account to your
pseudonym. Your voice can still be recognizable; thus, the risk of identifiability is still present.
If requested, your privacy will be protected while you participate in the follow up interviews part
of the study. You will be in control of the location you choose to conduct the interviews.
The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any reports I publish, I will not include
information that will make it possible to identify you or your clients. The types of records I will
collect and create include:
•
•
•
•

Audio and/or video recordings of the focus group
Transcripts of the recordings
Personal observation notes and memos
Documentation about your clients and your work

I will be the only person with access to these records. I will securely store them on the University
provided secure cloud location, password protected. I will be able to access the data from any
device with the password, the data will be password protected at all times, including when
traveling.
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All signed consent forms will be kept for a minimum of three years once the study is completed.
Institutional Review Board officials at the University of St. Thomas have the right to inspect all
research records for researcher compliance purposes.
This study is voluntary, and you have the right to withdraw from the research with no penalties
of any kind.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate
will not affect your current or future relations with anyone related to this study or the University
of St. Thomas. There are no penalties or consequences if you choose not to participate. If you
decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty. Should you decide to
withdraw, data collected about you will be destroyed unless it is already de-identified or
published and I can no longer delete your data. You can withdraw by submitting your note of
intent to withdraw from the study to fursxxxx@stthomas.edu at any time. You are also free to
skip any questions I may ask.
Who you should contact if you have a question:
My name is Irina Fursman. You may ask any questions you have now and at any time during or
after the research procedures. If you have questions before or after we meet, you may contact me
at 763.xxx.xxxx and fursxxxx@stthomas.edu. You are also welcome to contact my advisor, Dr.
David Jamieson at jami1396@stthomas.edu. Information about study participant rights is
available online at https://www.stthomas.edu/irb/policiesandprocedures/forstudyparticipants/.
You may also contact Sarah Muenster-Blakley with the University of St. Thomas Institutional
Review Board at 651-962-6035 or muen0526@stthomas.edu with any questions or concerns
(reference project number 1497786)
STATEMENT OF CONSENT:
I have had a conversation with the researcher about this study and have read the above
information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction and I consent to participate in
the study. I am at least 18 years of age. I give permission to be audio recorded during this study.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
___________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Study Participant
Date
___________________________________________________________________________
Print Name of Study Participant
___________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher
Date
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Appendix E
Permission for Observation
[Organization’s Letterhead]
Date
Irina Fursman
Address
City, MN 55xxx
Dear Irina Fursman,
I have reviewed your research proposal, entitled “Leadership in Multi-Stakeholder, Loosely
Coupled Systems,” and grant permission for you to observe [ insert a type of meeting] and obtain
documents related to previous meetings of […] for your study. It is understood that your study
aims at understanding leadership phenomenon, including individuals’ behaviors, organizational
processes and structures, relationships and acts that constitute organization’s ability to achieve a
common goal.
It is further understood that:
• No video or audio recordings will be conducted.
• Letter of introduction to the research and intent for observations will be shared with the
participants in advance. If one of the meeting participants is opposed to observations, no
observations will be conducted.
• At the beginning of the meeting, the researcher will introduce herself and address any
questions that might surface and ensure that everyone is comfortable with observations
going forward.
• At any point during observations, anyone at the meeting can call for withdrawal from the
study and research process without consequence. Observations will stop. All data
collected up until that point will be destroyed and not used in the analysis.
• There are slight risks for participants, including exposing vulnerabilities and various
dynamics between members, staff, and other actors. The reputation of some members of
the group might be at risk. All comments and observed behaviors will be coded. Nothing
from the observations will be made public or available to other members of the group.
Themes and categories will be derived from several observations and not attributed to a
specific incident or a group. None of the groups will be named in the final research (code
names will be used).
• Confidentiality of data will be maintained by keeping all notes secure in the password
locked notebook and stored in the cloud (St Thomas Office 365 account) with a password
protection. Password is changed every three months.
Sincerely,
Official Signature
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Name of Signer, Title of Signer
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Appendix F
Invitation to Participate in Second Interview / Focus Group
Dear ________
Thank you for your contribution to the study thus far, your contributions are greatly appreciated!
I am following up to share with you that I have completed individual interviews with all who
expressed the willingness to participate from your organization, total of ___ interviews. My
initial analysis suggests that more clarity is needed about ______________
I would like to invite you to participate in the [second round of interviews] or [focus group
discussion] on _________ [insert date] at ____________ [insert location]. This discussion will
include x participants, who are willing to assist the research process in generating more in depth
understanding of _____________ .
IF INVITATION IS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE FOCUS GROUP
What to expect:
During the focus group, I will facilitate a discussion about the emerging categories and look to
the group for more clarity and insight into what patterns, relationships, and properties are true in
your situation as it relates to leadership phenomenon.
Please let me know if you are willing to participate in ______________.
Thank you,
Irina Fursman, Doctoral Candidate
University of St Thomas
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Appendix G
List of Participants
Name

System
Maturity

Length of
Involvement

Gender
Identification

Role

System

Case
Number

Masha

Mature

10 -15

She/Her

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#1

1

Anna

Mature

3-5

She/Her

Founding
Member/ED

System
#1

2

Karina

Mature

10 -15

She/Her

Board Member /
Volunteer

System
#1

3

Valentina

Startup

1-2

She/Her

Founding
Member/Founder

System
#2

4

Vlad

Startup

1-2

He/His

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#2

5

Katya

Startup

1-2

She/Her

Board
Member/Volunteer

System
#2

6

Sergei

Startup

1-2

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#2

7

Misha

Mature

16+

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#3

8

Dima

Mature

10 -15

He/His

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#3

9

Darya

Mature

6-9

She/Her

Member (non-staff)

System
#3

10

Leonid

Mature

1-2

He/His

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#4

11

Nikolai

Developing

3-5

He/His

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#5

12

Alona

Startup

1-2

She/Her

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#6

13

Elizaveta

Developing

1-2

She/Her

Board
Member/Volunteer

System
#6

14

Maximus

Developing

1-2

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#6

15
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Name

System
Maturity

Length of
Involvement

Gender
Identification

Role

System

Case
Number

Oksana

Mature

16+

She/her

Founding Member /
Consultant

System
#7

16

Zhenya

Mature

10 -15

They/Their

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#7

17

Galina

Mature

10 -15

She/Her

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#8

18

Ivan

Startup

1-2

He/His

Executive
Dir/Founder

System
#9

19

Alla

Developing

3-5

They/Their

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#11

23

Volodymyr

Mature

16+

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#10

21

Boris

Mature

16+

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#10

20

Yura

Mature

16+

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#10

20

Peter

Mature

6-9

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#10

22

Oleg

Mature

3-5

He/His

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#12

24

Yulia

Mature

10 -15

She/Her

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#13

25

Viktor

Mature

16+

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#13

26

Nadya

Mature

16+

She/Her

Member (non-staff)

System
#13

27

Tolik

Startup

1-2

He/His

Founder/Founding
Member

System
#14

28

Eugene

Developing

1-2

He/His

Staff/Coordinator/EDnon founder

System
#15

29
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Appendix H
Interview Protocol and Questions
1. Thank you and introduce the research topic.
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this study. I appreciate you taking the time to
share your experience and thoughts about leadership in _____ organization. As you know, my
research is focused on HOW leadership occurs in the system that is loosely coupled, multistakeholder with members being independent entities or individuals representing various sectors.
Your name was shared with me as one of the members (or actors) of ______________
organization. I would like to spend an hour or so with you understanding your perspective and
experience on what was/is happening that describes how leadership occurs. I have a few
questions prepared, but please feel free to share what comes to your mind at any time; all your
observations are valuable and important.
2. Consent Form Review
Before we proceed, let’s review and sign the consent form. Specifically, I would like you to
know that I will be recording this conversation and then transcribing it. Once transcribed, I will
erase this recording. Transcripts will be securely stored in my UST Office 365 account; I will be
the only one with the access.
You can disengage at any time during the interview today or at any point in the process. Once I
complete all interviews, I may follow up with additional questions, and/or request for
observations or focus group discussion with the colleagues from other organizations. If you don’t
feel comfortable or are concerned with privacy, you don’t have to participate any further.
What questions or concerns do you have?
How will I know you are uncomfortable to proceed?
How comfortable are you with the security of the data?
3. Start the interview
Let’s get started, are you ready? Great…
Here is my first question:
1. What is (was) your role with the ______ Organization? Tell me a little bit about yourself,
how you got involved and why?
2. Describe leadership here at ___________ ?
(pay attention to who (names and roles), how they lead, what is the relationship and
process, what actions they take)
o Who do they talk about?
o How do they identify themselves?
Follow up questions:
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o How are decisions made?
o How does work get done?
o How do you and others know the common goal is being advanced or
accomplished?
o Who are referred to as leaders?
o How did you identify in this system (leader, follower)?
o What other observations have you made about leadership?
3. What contributed to leadership happening in your organization?
Follow up questions:
o What were some challenges that you experienced (or observed)?
o What other reflections do you have about leadership?
4. What makes leadership different in the system / organization like this?
o What other insights do you have about leadership in this type of system?
Thank you again for your participation! Next I will transcribe and analyze your responses,
compare them to other interviews and develop categories.
If I need some clarification and follow up, would you be willing and open to meet again?
YES
NO
If you can’t meet, would you be willing to respond in writing?
YES
NO
Once I have a good sense and feel comfortable about the categories and properties, would you be
willing to engage in the focus group? Your privacy could not be protected if you choose to
engage.
YES
NO
[if determined during the interview that observation of how organization operates on a daily
basis, how decisions are made, meetings are conducted, relationships are managed]
It might be helpful for me to observe the ______________ , who should I ask for permission?
Would you be willing to let me observe __________________ on _______________ (date)?
Thank you very much, I appreciate your openness and willingness to contribute to my research.
Please remember to let me know via email : fursxxxx@stthomas.edu or phone 763.xxx.xxxx if
you have any additional thoughts or concerns.
Have a great rest of your day.
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Appendix I
Theoretical Sample Questions
Research topic: Leadership in Loosely Coupled, Multi-Stakeholder Systems.
The central questions guiding this research are: a) what are the leadership acts and processes and
how do they happen in a loosely coupled, multi-stakeholder system where no one is in charge?
and b) what are the actors’ behaviors and capabilities that allow for leadership to occur?
Based on these key questions, the following topical sub-questions are also important to explore:
c) What contributes to leadership happening in the loosely coupled multi-stakeholder
system?
d) What makes leadership different in the loosely coupled multi-stakeholder system?
Based on the initial data analysis and the nature of the grounded theory approach, I am focusing
my theoretical sampling on the systems that meet the following criteria: a) multi-sector
collaboratives, alliances, or partnerships (members are representatives of at least two distinctly
different industries); and b) members are independent organizations or a combination of
individuals and organizations (not a group of individuals who organize around a personal
interest).
Focus Group Procedures and Questions:
Focus group participants will be invited to share their thoughts, reflections, and comments about
proposed categories, what is true in their experience and what is missing that needs to be
considered. They will also have an opportunity to discuss possible connections, patterns, and
relationships among the various elements of the emerging theory and raise critical questions.
Focus group discussion will be unstructured, but guided by these four questions:
a) Based on your experience, which of these elements make sense, what do they mean to
you?
b) Which of these elements do not make sense, what questions emerge for you?
c) How do you see these elements relate to each other?
d) How did you contribute to this process of leadership?
Participants will not have to name any system or people involved; they only will be asked to
share their reflections on the emerging theoretical elements. If they choose to specifically
reference a system or people associated with that system, they can make that reference via
pseudonym or actual name, knowing that I will keep all identifiable information confidential.
Each focus group participant will also sign an agreement to keep all information shared during
the discussion confidential.
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Focus group participants will be instructed that they may choose to remain anonymous (no video
and no name will be shared with the rest of the group), or they can choose to be on camera and
introduce themselves by their real name.
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Appendix J
Example of Process Memo
February 21, 2020
Memo on the Process of Coding.
I began coding my first interview in Excel. I created a table, with one column being Codes, the
second column being the excerpts from the interview and the third column being memo notes
and questions for follow up, including reflections of my observations.
First, I would listen to the interview and follow the transcript, correct anything that was
misspelled, mis-typed or missed. Since I used REV for transcription services, I needed to
familiarize myself with the data, get into the moment of the interview, and recall what was
happening. I listened to the interview and recorded my reflections of the moment, remembering
what the space was like, the way the participant positioned themselves, their body language and
awareness about the topic and themselves. I noted their level of engagement, curiosity, and
comfort with the interview. Some were more comfortable than others, some were asked by
someone else to participate and perhaps were taking part in the study as a favor to those who
asked them, others were themselves curious, had a great level of curiosity about the topic and
were prepared to dive deep into the conversation.
I was listening to the interview and seeing/reading at the same time. It helped with recalling the
interview (some interviews were a month old by this time) getting the voice inflections,
chuckles, and body responses to my questions.
As I was listening, correcting the transcript, I was also taking memo notes and constructing
initial codes. I utilized “invivo” process and concept codes as well as open coding techniques.
InVivo – using the language of the participants themselves, Example: “Mother Mary”
Process – using gerunds “-ing” to capture a described activity or action, process or behavior;
Example: “being invited” or “inviting others”
Concept codes – were the conceptual descriptions that captured the phenomenon of leadership –
usually using gerunds and nouns. Example: Loyalty
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Appendix K
Code Tree for Transcripts: Initial Codes
1. SYSTEMS THINKING
a. Living in VUCA environment
i. Experiencing VUCA
1) articulating the experience
ii. Understanding the impact of decisions
iii. being “hungry for change”
iv. “Making it up as I go along”
v. being OK with ambiguity
b. Having some expertise or experience (in systems building)
i. self-educating
ii. experimenting mindset
c. Formulating the idea
i. Connecting the dots / knowing how dots connect
ii. Exploring and talking to different people
iii. Doing research
iv. Having the vision
1) “Vision comes from individuals, not committees”
2. CREATING “WE”
a. Starting with powerful coalition
i. Sponsor of the idea (originator)
1) Providing political or financial support
2) “Monitoring and watching” from the side (not taking credit)
ii. Troika (three people who take the idea and develop further)
iii. Being genuinely interested (the initial people)
1) Having stake in outcome
2) Being curious
iv. Respectful peer relationship
1) Identifying likeminded people
2) “finishing each other sentences”
b. Planting seeds
i. Having a long-term outlook (vision)
ii. Pointing to the existing need
iii. Being enthusiastic
iv. Selling the idea (vision)
c. Inviting to the table
i. Inviting key players
1) Utilizing the connections
2) Having individual conversations
3) "Leveraging political capital"
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4) inviting “people who are energized by change”
ii. Willing participation (voluntarily)
iii. Convening a small group at first
1) Building on existing trusting relationships
2) Exuding enthusiasm for the idea
3) Seeing & communicating the value of being involved
d. Building a sense of collective ownership
i. Acknowledging the work of others
ii. Having a neutral party host/convene
iii. Being positive and encouraging (cheerleader)
iv. Being humble
e. Avoiding individual “ownership” (formal leadership)
i. Sharing leadership philosophy
1) Preferring collaboration and loose coupling (not top-down)
2) Leading collaboratively in their own agency
3) Believing in teamwork /partnership
4) Shared belief “people working together can accomplish more than
they can on their own”
ii. Having authority within their own organizations
1) Dialing back personal power and authority
3. KEEPING THE COMMON INTEREST AT THE CENTER
a. Finding a common interest
i. Dealing with “being in competition”
1) Understanding each other interest
2) Having a good understanding of the issue
3) Understanding the inevitable “territorialism”
ii. Seeing benefit for everyone
1) Seeing value in partnership
iii. Objectifying conflict of interest
1) Putting expectations in place
b. Educating the stakeholders
i. Relying on expertise
1) Using experts to provide solutions
ii. Bringing experts to learn from
1) Seeing experts as a neutral party
c. Challenging the status quo (individual interests)
i. Thinking about future benefits (long term)
ii. Leading by independent experts (consultants)
iii. Thinking “both/and”
4. GETTING THINGS DONE EARLY
a. Identifying & agreeing on “What needs to be done”
b. Having an intentional process
i. Having loose structures
1) Forming working groups
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2) Self-selecting chairs /champions
3) “putting together a core group”
4) Following a meetings schedule
ii. Making decisions by consensus
1) Work between the meetings
2) Sharing information
3) 1-1 check-ins
i. Conducting effective meetings
1) Having a top-notch facilitator
2) leaving with actions
3) Making decisions
ii. Establishing / expecting peer accountability
1) Assigning responsibilities
2) Reporting on progress
3) Having workplans
4) “Getting verbal commitment”/ Making “public commitment”
5) Being accountable to sponsors (funders)
a. “Promise activity, hope for results”
c. Staying focused
i. Staying focused on the common goal/issue
ii. Using data to focus actions
d. Being patient
i. Taking time to form (1-3 years)
ii. Working through disagreements
iii. Gathering informally, not rushing to get formalized too quickly
iv. Meeting people where they are at
e. Bringing people along
i. Bringing out passion
ii. Getting buy-in
1) Fulfilling individual organization's mission through this work
2) “Using existing relationships and trust”
3) “Using personal networks, connections and relationships”
5. DEFINING GREATER GOOD
a. Sharing “love and care” for the subject matter/issue
i. Having passion for the subject matter /issue
ii. Desire for greater good /”aspiring to something greater”
iii. Looking for a long term/sustainable solution
b. Focusing on opportunities
i. Engaging all stakeholders in creating “what could be”
1) Being curious
ii. Energizing the public/membership for what is possible
1) Presenting what is possible
iii. Seeing monetary value (long term)
1) avoiding political thinking (short term political gains)
c. Seeing what needs to be done
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i. Having a vision for “greater good”
ii. “Rallying around a mission”
iii. pursuing “collective impact”
6.

BEING INTENTIONAL ABOUT COLLECTIVE LEADERSHIP
a. Having a facilitator leading the meetings
i. “Way of facilitating”
1) Early leaders influenced by the facilitator's philosophy
2) Facilitator supporting collaborative nature
ii. Being neutral facilitator (not employed by one of the partners)
iii. Facilitators needing to be paid
iv. “Top notch facilitator”
v. Facilitator drawing the passion for the work
b. Creating a sense of “equal ownership”
i. Asking vs telling
ii. “Avoiding traditional leader/owner of the project”
1) “Going out of the way not to claim ownership”
2) Modeling co-leadership
3) Holding the vision
4) “Not compromising own authenticity”
c. Building trust
i. Being knowledgeable about the field
1) Realizing what other skills and expertise are missing
ii. Believing in people wanting the same outcome
1) Not being afraid to confront and address issues
iii. Building and maintaining relationships
1) Having previous relationships to build on
2) Having 1-1 informal meetings
iv. “Communicating effectively enough to get people on board”
1) Communicating frequently and clearly
2) Providing a space for interaction and dialogue
3) “Being thoughtful and artful in communication with different
audiences”
4) Adjusting communication to different audiences
v. Not having set decisions
d. Taking responsibility
i. “Stepping up” into a leadership role
1) Volunteering
2) Self-selecting into workgroups
ii. Actively working on something
1) Working in teams
2) Being intentional about “complimentary” relationships
iii. Making decisions at the workgroup level
e. Influencing others
i. “Convincing own agency that this is important”
1) Funding the idea
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2) “Convincing” others to go after a grant (funding)
ii. Being seen as an expert
1) Presenting ideas
iii. Strategizing in between meetings
iv. “Using existing relationships and trust to get buy-in” from potential
partners / collaborators
f. “Increasing the inclusiveness”
i. “Decisions are made in concert” with key stakeholders
ii. Making a decision to do it (100% commitment)
1) “Pledging to do it”
7. BECOMING A REAL THING
a. Doing projects
i. Accomplishing something tangible
ii. Experiencing success
b. Securing funding
i. Overcoming funding challenges
c. Hiring staff
i. Coordinating not directing the work
ii. Clarifying and formalizing roles
d. Deciding to move forward
i. Gaining support from their respective organizations
e. Sharing information
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Appendix L
Focused Codes
A. GREAT QUOTES
B. GETTING INVOLVED
Having Moral Responsibility

being frustrated with lack of responsibility (from others)
"what needs to be done"
identifying a problem
sense of urgency
"doing the right thing"
taking responsibility
feeling sense of responsibility
forming the concept
"double win"
dealing with crisis
"real problem to be solved"
inviting people to the table
previous relationship
being invited
feeling "flattered when asked"
"having confidence" in the convener
trusting the convener
System: "highly networked"
having access to authority
Having "permission" to engage
ability to go up the chain

An interim board

"planning body"
blend of leadership roles at the table as volunteers
Gov Board: champions of the proposition
"sounded interesting"
being curious
"interested in proposition"
"interested in solving the problem"
willing to go to the meeting
"getting people to want to do it"
convener remaining neutral
Staying connected
servant leader
Being asked to be ED
in service of others
setting the environment
monthly discussions
"intentionality"
Attendance issues
Before the money: collegial atmosphere

Cementing the "Why"

bringing a neutral facilitator
"crafting the conversation"
"formally designed"

C. FORMING: "Before the money"
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"pre-work"

"did a lot of it on the fly"
"discovering benefits"
researching other models
"aligning the systems"
"feeling it out"
building a system
establishing a model
initiation period
forming the board
from advisory to real board
Gov Board: being in certain roles
Gov Board: balancing founding members and new
Gov Board: having experience with the issue
"building an independent board"
Gov Board: "intentional switch"
Gov Board: strategic thinkers
"elevating the board"
"quality of the Board"
Gob Board: advising on strategy
Gov Board: "there for their wisdom"
executing the mission
intentional selection of leaders
intentional board development
Gov Board: balancing founding members and new
connecting the dots
systems thinking
Gov Board: understanding the systems
inventing the model
Image: being in the center
evolving structures
autonomous structures
Structures: advisory committees
Structures: design meetings
Structures: technical advisors
formalizing roles
being flexible with partners
designers becoming subcontractors
After the money: being hybrid
shifting priorities
working committees
chasing money
experts taking control
paid staff
Staff Leadership: "needing leadership"
subject matter expert
relying on and trusting staff
looking for the right fit (ED)
Gov Board: trusting the staff
Staff Leadership: "placeholder"
becoming first ED
being OK with ambiguity
uncertainty
Before the money: "holding people together around the idea"
keeping people "engaged in the process"
energy of success
Before the money: holding people together
"Compelling reason to stay at the table"
D. BECOMING A REAL THING: "after the money"
dealing with success

"before and after money"
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proving value

After the money: formalizing
partnership

E. LEADERSHIP PHENOMENA
Organization Culture of Team /
Trust
Many faces of Leadership

experiencing success
gaining "leadership credibility"
gaining "positional authority"
being mindful of needing to prove value
gaining trust of the Board
managing financial risk
"getting the money"
"fighting" for the money to support members
visible success
working hard to add value
quick wins
dealing with challenges
bizarre legislative process
connecting people who do the work
meeting people in their space
Building committee structure
"building the agency"
entering into contractual obligations
formalized how people stayed at the table
formal hiring process
Professional search for CEO
hiring first ED
After the money: formalizing structure
after the money: structure around work
leadership transition process
After the money: "picking partners"
competition for resources
After the money: getting competitive
sharing power
shift in power dynamic
trusting the committees
"being fair"
Consulting the staff
"key thinkers" becoming leaders
leadership through committees
"opting in" to the next level
"being transparent"
independent evaluation
implicit expectations
gathering and analyzing information
story telling
getting up to speed
communicating in person (physically in one space)
creating spaces for reflection and learning
Eliminating conflict of interest
different interests
Understanding different individual interests
keeping people focused on the greater good
Gov Board: avoiding conflict of interest
creating distance
Gov Board: former authority
reframing behaviors
"trying to be objective"
"early hard things"
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"staying your best self"
"feeling small"
complexity of the issue (recognizing)
"continuing to co-create"
"co-creating" the what and the how
champions "shaping work"
unique partner relationships
reaching consensus on important stuff
getting agreement on the problem
"nurturing"
managing relationships
doing both "content and relationship work"
structured nurture
understanding the importance of relationships

F. SELF

H. SYSTEM
Structural Values

Maturing with Purpose and Skill
Similar:

Different

being a cheerleader
Soliciting support
"selling the idea"
funding the idea
passion for work
Acknowledging the leader in self
making changes and demanding support from the top
"feeling guilty" for not contributing money
knowing how to
Profound Respect for people
Troika
believing in "people wanting to do the right thing"
moving from "conversation into something"
taking action
independent processes
autonomous structures
Evaluating
Accountability
core group
showing up
power in showing up
Similar: working with other agencies
"straddling" as part of the job
Similar: working on a bigger purpose
Similar: "what is needed"
Different: "having decision making authority"
Different: "having real positional authority"
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Appendix M
Axile Coding
Make this a
“Parent” code:
1. Inviting to
collaborate

B. INFLUENCING
BUY-IN

B) d. gaining
commitment

E. HOLDING VALUES
OF COLLABORATION

b. inviting "the right"
people

a. making the case

compelling reason to
stay at the table

a. "continuing to co-create"

having access to
authority

C )e. holding people
together
"being chosen"

D) a. proving value

g. engagement

previous relationships

ensuring value
exchange

d. consensus decision
making
e. exercise co-leadership

B) c. trusting the
convener
an interim board/
"planning body"

b. "nurturing"
relationships

Make this a
A. HAVING MORAL c. having a vision
“parent” code: RESPONSIBILITY
4. Serving the
purpose
b. taking
a. seeing the need
responsibility
doing "what needs to keeping people
be done"
focused on the
greater good

passion for work

Make this a
H.
“parent” code: ACCOUNTABILITY
3. Bringing
& RESULTS
order to chaos
independent
accountability
processes
meeting goals

C. BUILDING
FLEXIBLE
SYSTEM

e. facilitating collective
ownership

D) b. formalizing the
relationships

c. organizing the
work

a. scaffolding

arranging the space
(physical)

managing competition

establishing a
process

d. evolving structures

creating "we"

formalizing roles

creating
bureaucracy
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producing visible
results
small / quick wins
getting things done
measuring
/evaluating progress
Make this a
“parent” code:
2. Forming a
core group

using "wet clay"
using a neutral facilitator
creating a support system

connected by shared
interest

G. SHARING
POWER

"coalition of the willing"

F. MANY FACES OF
LEADERSHIP

modeling trust

navigating
group dynamic

g. protecting turf

i. grabbing power

showing up

"being a negotiator"

self interest

playing politics

being in sync

"the prime mover"

h. shared interest

empowering
emerging leaders

C) c. "elevating the board"

being humble

"being
transparent"
educating the
members/board
d. sharing data

f. navigating conflict
of interest

committee / work group structure

champions

something about
resources

shared responsibility

cheerleader

profound
respect
embracing
differences
controlling
communication/
message
constant
/consistent
communication
c. addressing
human issues
in-person
interaction
inclusive
process

expert / know how
the "connector"

I. OTHER
D) taking the
easy way out

comfortable in VUCA
environment
filling the "need for
leadership"
experts take over
innovative thinking
systems thinking
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Appendix N
Theoretical Codes
Title
1. P) CONVICTION
How: Hard Work
perseverance
What: Intelligence
Why: Ambition/Courage

innovative thinking
systems thinking

"strong leader"
2. L) "COALITION OF THE WILLING" <=1. INVITING TO COLLABORATE
1. M) COMMUNICATOR /CHEERLEADER (WHY)
How: Influencing Buy-in
What: Gaining Credibility
Why: Making the Case
1. N) CONNECTOR (HOW)

"working on the perimeter"
social proof
selling the vision/idea

How: "Nurturing" Relationships
What: Gaining Commitment

investing time
"being a negotiator"

Why: Understanding Needs

ensuring value exchange
doing research

1. O) CONVENER (WHAT)
How: Inviting "the right people at the table"
having access to authority
What: Interim Board/ "Planning Body"
Why: Previous Relationships

showing up

"being chosen"
3. H) CORE GROUP = 2. FORMING AND SUSTAINING LEADERSHIP TEAM
2. I) SHARED INTEREST (WHAT)
How: Balancing Conflicting Interests
What: Self Interest

"dealing with the same issues"
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protecting turf
self-serving
Why: Trust

modeling trust
"being transparent"
sharing data
trusting people to do the work
trusting a convener
having neutral fiscal agent
seen as a "gate keeper" of opportunities
using a neutral facilitator

2. J) SHARED VALUES (WHY)
How: Consensus Decision Making

What: "Continuing to Co-Create"
Why: Profound Respect

2. K) SHARED POWER (HOW)
How: Power Maneuvering

What: "Commitment to Shared Leadership"

developing a common language
inclusive process
comfortable in VUCA environment
embracing differences
navigating conflicting values

"leaning into the power"
anyone is able to invite
controlling communication/message
dealing with power struggle
getting permission
grabbing power
playing politics
Power to Walk Away
recruiting leadership
collaborating on the agenda
Exercise Co-Leadership
complimentary skills /styles in co-leaders
"people person"
"t-crosser and i-dotter"
Type A/ Driver/Bossy Type
playing different roles
plotting out
Many Faces of Leadership
modeling collaboration
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Why: Gaining Relational Power (currency)

strong long term ties (relationships)

4. D) SYSTEM = 3. BALANCING CHAOS & ORDER
3. E) ACCOUNTABILITY (WHAT)
How: Monitoring Progress

building open communication system
keeping members informed
recording meeting notes
holding each other accountable

What: Accountable to the Plan
independent accountability processes
self-accountability
Project/Program Based Work
clearly defined vision/goals
Why: "Getting Things Done"

meeting (frequently) to get things done
meeting goals
producing visible results
small / quick wins

3. F) ENGAGEMENT (HOW)
How: Facilitating Collective Ownership

being a natural facilitator
creating "we"
relying on "leader" vs "system"

What: Building Capacity

Why: Community

champions
empowering emerging leaders
keeping founding members engaged
being in sync
holding people together
learning from each other

3. G) SUSTAINABILITY (WHY)
How: Formalizing the Relationships

addressing human issues
formalizing roles
"elevating the board"
educating the members/board
no one in charge, no one to blame

What: Coordinating the Work
paid coordinator
arranging the space (physical)
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being a resource
filling the "need for leadership"
soliciting ideas/input
volunteer /leadership role
"dry-run in between"
"running interference"
Why: Flexible and Evolving Structure

committee / work group structure
creating bureaucracy
establishing a process

4. MORAL RESPONSIBILITY
4. A) PURPOSE (WHY)
How: Working the Plan

What: Shared Vision

Why: Individual Passion

4. B) PARTNERSHIP (HOW)
How: Navigating Group Dynamics

What: Building Relationships

Why: Gaining Collective Voice

4. C) PRODUCT (WHAT)
How: Experts (know how)

What: Resources

doing "what needs to be done"
funding driven priorities
keeping an eye on the priority
"being part of something bigger"
seeing the need
focusing on "the right things"
sharing success
selflessness
taking responsibility

"equal" membership
constant /consistent communication
checking in frequently
in-person interaction
managing "high stake" relationships
networking
having collective voice
power in numbers

experts take over
learning from experts
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bringing resources together
willingness to share for the common good
Why: Mutual Benefit

I. OTHER
Z. GREAT QUOTES

identifying possibilities
responding to crisis
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Appendix O:
Crosby and Bryson (2010a) Propositions for
Successful Cross-Sector Collaboration
Proposition

Corresponding
Dimension of
Leadership

Corresponding
Level of
Leadership

Proposition 1: Cross-sector collaborations are more
Cause
likely to form in turbulent environments. Leaders will
have more success at launching these collaborations
when they take advantage of opportunities opened up
by driving forces (including helping create or
favorably altering them), while remaining attuned to
constraining forces.

Taking
Responsibility

Proposition 2: Leaders are most likely to try crosssector collaboration if they believe that separate
efforts by several sectors to address a public problem
have failed and the actual failures cannot be fixed by
a separate sector alone.

Systems Thinking,
Humility

Taking
Responsibility

Proposition 3: Cross-sector collaborations are more
likely to succeed when one or more linking
mechanisms, such as powerful sponsors and
champions, general agreement on the problem, or
existing networks are in place at the time of their
initial formation.

Shared Power

Forming
Leadership
Team

Engagement
Proposition 4: Cross-sector collaborations are more
likely to succeed when sponsors, champions, and
other leaders pay careful attention to the wise design
and use of forums, arenas, and courts, including the
creation of helpful boundary groups, experiences, and
objects.

Balancing Order
and Chaos

Proposition 5: The form and content of a
collaboration's initial agreements, as well as the
processes leaders use to formulate them, will affect
the outcomes of the collaboration's work.

Forming
Leadership
Team

Structure

Proposition 6: Leaders are more likely to guide cross- Engagement
sector collaborations to success if they help
participants combine deliberate and emergent
planning, with deliberate planning probably being

Balancing Order
and Chaos
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Proposition

Corresponding
Dimension of
Leadership

Corresponding
Level of
Leadership

emphasized in mandated collaborations and emergent
planning probably being emphasized in nonmandated collaborations.
Proposition 7: Leaders of cross-sector collaborations Engagement
are more likely to succeed if they ensure planning
processes include stakeholder analyses, emphasize
responsiveness to key stakeholders, use the process to
build trust and the capacity to manage conflict, and
build on the competencies and distinctive
competencies of the collaborators.

Balancing Order
and Chaos

Proposition 8: Because conflict is common in
partnerships, cross-sector collaborations are more
likely to succeed if leaders use resources and tactics
to help equalize power, avoid imposed solutions, and
manage conflict effectively.

Forming
Leadership
Team

Shared Power

Proposition 9: Cross-sector collaborations are more
Sustainability
likely to succeed if they have committed sponsors and
effective champions at many levels who provide
formal and informal leadership.

Balancing Order
and Chaos

Proposition 10: Cross-sector collaborations are more
likely to succeed if leaders make sure that trustbuilding activities (including nurturing cross-sector
understanding) are continuous.

Engagement

Balancing Chaos
and Order

Proposition 11: Leaders of cross-sector collaborations Engagement
are more likely to succeed if they establish with both
internal and external stakeholders the legitimacy of
collaboration as a form of organizing, as a separate
entity, and as a source of trusted interaction among
members.

Balancing Chaos
and Order

Sustainability
Proposition 12: Collaborative structure — and
therefore leadership effectiveness — is influenced by
environmental factors, such as system stability and
the collaboration's strategic purpose. Astute leaders
will ensure that the structure of the collaboration is
flexible and adaptive enough to deal with system
shifts and accomplish strategic purposes.

Balancing Chaos
and Order
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Proposition

Corresponding
Dimension of
Leadership

Corresponding
Level of
Leadership

Proposition 13: Collaborative structure — and
Structure
therefore the effectiveness of particular leaders — is
also likely to change over time due to ambiguity of
membership and complexity in local environments.
Astute leaders will recognize these dynamics and plan
for incorporation of new members and for leader
succession.

Balancing Chaos
and Order

Proposition 14: Leadership is crucial in matching
governing mechanisms to context appropriately;
subsequently, governing mechanisms, at both formal
and informal levels, are likely to influence
collaboration effectiveness, and consequently the
effectiveness of network leadership.

Forming
Leadership
Team

Shared Power

Proposition 15: The process leaders follow to
Structure
develop collaboration structures and governance
mechanisms is likely to influence the effectiveness of
the structures and mechanisms.

Balancing Chaos
and Order

Structure
Proposition 16: Collaboration leaders are likely to
have more leeway in designing structures and
governance mechanisms in bottom-up collaborations,
but those structures and mechanisms are likely to
emerge more slowly than in top-down collaborations.

Balancing Chaos
and Order

Proposition 17: Leaders in cross-sector collaborations
should tailor investment in negotiation among
stakeholders to the level of the collaboration.
Collaborations involving system-level planning
activities are likely to involve the most negotiation,
followed by collaborations focused on administrativelevel partnerships, followed by service delivery
partnerships.
Proposition 18: Cross-sector collaborations are more Shared Power
likely to succeed if leaders build in resources and
tactics for dealing with power imbalances and shocks.
Proposition 19: Competing institutional logics are
likely within cross-sector collaborations and may
significantly influence the extent to which
collaboration leaders can agree on essential elements

Forming a
Leadership
Team
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Proposition

Corresponding
Dimension of
Leadership

Corresponding
Level of
Leadership

of process and structure as well as outcomes. Astute
leaders will reframe disputes in ways that can appeal
across sectors.
Proposition 20: Cross-sector collaborations are most Shared Interest
likely to create public value if leaders design them (or
help them emerge) in such a way that they build on
individuals' and organizations' self-interests along
with each sector's characteristic strengths, while
finding ways to minimize, overcome, or compensate
for each sector's characteristic weaknesses.
Proposition 21: Cross-sector collaborations are most
likely to create public value if leaders explicitly seek
the production of positive first-, second-, and thirdorder effects.

Forming a
Leadership
Team

Product

Proposition 22: Cross-sector collaborations are more Sustainability
likely to be successful if leaders insist on an
accountability system that tracks inputs, processes,
and outcomes; use a variety of methods for gathering,
interpreting, and using data; and use a results
management system built on strong relationships with
key political and professional constituencies.

Balancing Order
and Chaos

Proposition 23: Cross-sector collaborations are most
likely to create public value if leaders demonstrate
resilience and engage in regular reassessments.

Sustainability

Balancing Chaos
and Order

Proposition 24: The normal expectation ought to be
that success will be very difficult to achieve in crosssector collaborations, regardless of leadership
effectiveness.

Shared Power

Forming
Leadership
Team

